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Deterrence Now
Patrick Morgan’s authoritative study revisits the place of deterrence
after the Cold War. By assessing and questioning the state of modern
deterrence theory, particularly under conditions of nuclear prolifer-
ation, Morgan argues that there are basic flaws in the design of the
theory that ultimately limit its utility. Given the probable patterns of
future international politics, he suggests that greater attention be paid
to “general” deterrence as opposed to “immediate” deterrence and to
examining the deterrent capabilities of collective actors such as NATO
and the UN Security Council. Finally, he contends that the revolution in
military affairs can promote less reliance on deterrence by retaliatory
threats, support better collective management of peace and security
and permit us to outgrow nuclear and other weapons of mass destruc-
tion. This new major work builds upon Patrick Morgan’s landmark
book, Deterrence: A Conceptual Analysis (1983).

patrick m. morgan holds the Thomas and Elizabeth Tierney Chair
in Peace and Conflict Studies and Professor of Political Science at the
University of California, Irvine. His published books include Deter-
rence: A Conceptual Analysis (1983), Strategic Military Surprise (with
Klaus Knorr), Regional Orders (with David Lake), Security and Arms
Control, Vols. I and II (with Edward Kolodziej) and Theories and
Approaches to International Politics.
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Preface

I wanted to write this book because of several developments in the wake
of the Cold War. First, the end of that era produced a profound adjust-
ment in political relations among great states with nuclear arsenals, in
spite of the continued existence of reciprocal threats of vast magnitude.
They began to act, in many ways, as if those arsenals did not exist and
in other ways as if those arsenals permitted relations on a friendlier
basis than would otherwise have been possible. Thus most of them
announced that they were significantly reducing their strategic nuclear
arsenals and their nonstrategic nuclear forces and, on the other, that they
had no intention – for the time being at least – of eliminating nuclear
weapons because they remained important for security. I hope to show
how this indicates that a number of things often taken for granted about
nuclear weapons – and thus about nuclear deterrence and often about
deterrence without nuclear weapons – are not necessarily true, and that
certain other things that have been asserted about nuclear weapons and
nuclear deterrence (and deterrence at other levels) are indeed correct.
The end of the Cold War and the years since have been very illuminating
and it is instructive to consider how.

Second, debate about deterrence, and related things such as threats,
continues to churn in the academic and policy oriented literature, and it
seems appropriate to reconsider the issues involved.1 The debate is often
about fundamental matters: whether deterrence works, how it works (if
it does), and how to find out. With such basic questions still on the
agenda we don’t seem, at first glance, to have learned much. After more

1 Examples, not always cited in the rest of the book, include Bracken 1991 (on coming
threats to American deterrence from the Far East); Manwaring 2001; several articles in
Journal of Strategic Studies 2000; Freedman 1996; Cimbala 2000; Joseph and Reichart 1998;
Payne 1996, 2001; Huth 1999.
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Preface

than five decades of experience with, and thinking intensively about, de-
terrence in the shadow of nuclear weapons, these are the same questions
we faced when we started. Surely we ought to have answered at least
some of them or the worth of the enterprise is in question. I first wrote
about these sorts of questions years ago and I wanted to see how the
subject had turned out – to do an update on deterrence and deterrence
theory as the best way to tackle the current questions/debates about
deterrence now. I attempt to assess what we know and, where there are
significant limitations along those lines, try to explain why progress is
slow. An underlying question is: how useful is deterrence theory? Since
the theory, from its inception, was meant to shape the development of
effective strategy in the practice of deterrence, conclusions on the util-
ity of the theory are highly pertinent. Even if we don’t have reliable
conclusions about the utility of the theory, that would be important.

Third, some years ago I introduced the distinction between “general”
and “immediate” deterrence and I wanted to examine general deter-
rence more closely in view of the altered international situation after the
Cold War. An immediate deterrence situation is one in which an actor
realizes that another specific actor is seriously contemplating attacking
and undertakes to deter that attack. During the Cold War the study and
the practice of deterrence was dominated by the image of immediate
deterrence, by the conception of deterrence as designed to cope with a
pressing threat or one that could become pressing at almost any time. I
suggested that this was not altogether wise, that immediate deterrence
was relatively rare and that more attention be paid to general deter-
rence in theoretical and strategic analysis. That had almost no impact,
and general deterrence has received little attention down to the present
day. General deterrence has to do with anticipating possible or potential
threats, often hypothetical and from an unspecified attacker, and adopt-
ing a posture designed to deter other actors from ever beginning to think
about launching an attack and becoming the “potential” or “would-be”
challengers so prominent in deterrence theory. In theory, general deter-
rence has been given little systematic attention by me or anyone else,
but it is where most of the practice of deterrence is lodged most of
the time. It is worth trying to remedy this. The end of the Cold War
eliminated the urgency and intensity from deterrence among the great
powers, placing them more clearly in a general deterrence posture vis-
à-vis each other. For many other states now immediate deterrence is less
relevant than it was, and general deterrence considerations dominate se-
curity planning. At the same time, many states now frequently confront

xvi
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Preface

issues of broad security management in a regional or the global system –
issues pertaining to conflict prevention, peace enforcement, and collec-
tive security which require taking general deterrence considerations into
account. This is worth exploring too.

Fourth, the end of the Cold War led to considerable speculation about
the utility of deterrence, literature on how the US or the West now
has to confront opponents not easily deterred – terrorists, rogue states,
fanatical ethnic or religious movements, intensely insecure smaller
states. The fear is that these opponents will be difficult to understand,
inclined to be uncompromising, likely to take high risks and pay a high
price in pursuit of their goals, and possibly irrational; as a result deter-
rence will not work well, if at all. There is a related concern that the US
or the West will not be able to deter these actors and others effectively
because Western states will not accept the associated costs. They might
be unhappy about maintaining the necessary forces without a clear and
compelling threat. Or the level of effort and related costs they are will-
ing to bear in specific confrontations is declining so that, having forces
for a militarily effective response, they won’t use them. Or the ability
of potential attackers to inflict harm, such as via weapons of mass de-
struction, will rise to where they deter the deterrers. And in all these
situations Western states, even if willing to act, would have a serious
credibility problem, the bane of any deterrence policy.

There is also the suggestion, widespread in discussions on nuclear
proliferation, that regardless of the future effectiveness of American
or Western deterrence there will soon be confrontations between other
actors in which deterrence will fail. There is fear of confrontations be-
tween nuclear-armed states quite inexperienced in managing nuclear
deterrence postures – in comparison with the Cold War superpowers –
and concern about a breakdown or failure of deterrence at a crucial point.
A related worry is that a confrontation will involve nuclear-armed states
with unstable deterrence postures in that they actually increase the in-
centives to resort to force. (This might be due to inexperience or the result
of other factors, so this is not the same concern as the previous one.) Also
noteworthy is uneasiness about confrontations between governments,
leaders, and movements that are irrational, leading to failures of deter-
rence. This is exacerbated by the prospect that one or both parties will
be armed with weapons of mass destruction.

The burden of these views is that if deterrence is less reliable then the
international system, or its subsystems or regional systems, are much
less safe. A standard theme is that at least the Cold War, whatever its

xvii
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Preface

deficiencies, imposed a degree of stability and prevented warfare be-
tween the two blocs while curbing their appetites elsewhere and pre-
vented, repressed, or contained violent conflicts among other states,
while providing a framework within which the horizontal prolifera-
tion of nuclear weapons was contained. When examined closely, these
assertions almost always ascribe this stability to deterrence and trace
the coming decline in stability to the deficiencies in deterrence that are
emerging. If deterrence is less reliable international politics is less safe.
That is certainly not a comforting prospect. The traditional concept of se-
curity, which highlights clashing human values pressed to extremes and
the deliberate harm done as a result, remains relevant. Military threats
are still important, as are military responses to them. Military capabilities
remain vital in any current or prospective international security arrange-
ment. Deterrence needs tending and maybe pruning, especially nu-
clear deterrence. One study cites some thirteen schools of thought now
about how to ease our reliance on nuclear weapons (Howlett et al. 1999).

Fifth, concerns about the usefulness of deterrence feed directly into a
subject that is already a major element in international politics, will be
more so in the years ahead, and thus deserves greater attention: how
collective actors, representing our interest in the stability and security of
an international system (regional or global), practice deterrence. Actors
such as NATO when conducting peacekeeping or peace enforcement or
peace imposition, or the UN Security Council, or an ad hoc coalition. We
have seen several relevant instances – Bosnia, the Gulf War, Kosovo –
and it is appropriate to ask whether the theory and strategy of deter-
rence need adjusting to encompass such actors. After all, the theory
developed, and the variants of deterrence strategy were designed, with
individual states or traditional alliances doing the deterrence. The the-
ory and strategy were also conceived with individual governments as
targets, not a collective actor. Does it make a difference to shift the nature
of the deterrer or the target in this fashion?

Still another impetus for the book is the surging interest in the “revo-
lution in military affairs,” as already upon us or as something that has
not yet fully taken hold but is on the horizon. Revolutions in military
affairs do not come along often so it is important to ask whether one
is indeed brewing now. More important, however, is the impact such a
revolution might have on deterrence. After all, the last revolution – the
coming of nuclear weapons – generated successive waves of deterrence
thinking during the Cold War and was the primary preoccupation in
the variants on deterrence strategy that emerged. It seems reasonable to

xviii
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Preface

suppose that a new revolution could have major implications for deter-
rence in theory and practice so an investigation, however speculative it
must be, of the possible implications is in order.

Finally, it should now be apparent that deterrence is not going to dis-
appear just because the Cold War is gone. It is the underlying basis of
most prospective or plausible regimes for the management of regional
or global security. This includes regimes for preventing proliferation
and upholding arms control agreements, so the impact of deterence
reaches far beyond prevention of military attacks and war. We continue
to have much at stake in deterrence. It is not simply a way of trying to
force others to behave; it is woven into many elements of foreign and
national security policy. For instance, deterrence in place remains a po-
litical prerequisite for cooperation with adversaries or potential adversaries –
for making meaningful and risky concessions, pursuing “engagement,”
and reaching many types of agreements. (Everyone wants to negotiate
from at least this much strength.) And if we are to build successful inter-
national communities, general deterrence will play a role comparable
to police protection in fostering domestic society.

Yet deterrence remains an important tool for failed relationships and
communities – it is not ideally our first choice, but more like a recourse.
And it remains a flawed policy instrument, often uncertain or unreliable
in its effects. Having to use it is always somewhat tragic. It should be
used only with care, with ample appreciation that it is shot through with
limitations. We must understand it as best we can, therefore, and that is
what I have tried to do.

The book has the following plan. It opens by reviewing our Cold War
experience with deterrence, setting off a discussion that is theoretical
in nature and requires linking ruminations about the key elements of
deterrence theory and how they developed to the theoretical problems
that emerged years ago and still persist in the analysis of deterrence
today. The idea is to see what can be said about those problems in the
light of, on the one hand, our experience with deterrence in practice
and, on the other, the work that has been done on them and on this basis
to offer suggestions on how to think about them now. Added to this
are theoretical reflections, and practical observations, on the nature of
general deterrence in contemporary international politics. All this takes
several chapters.

Then there is a review of empirical findings about deterrence in prac-
tice, complete with a discussion of the problems in such studies – deter-
rence is devilishly difficult to study. But the studies continue to pile up

xix
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and no book like this would be complete without at least an attempt to
assess them. There is also a chapter on collective actor deterrence which
cites recent experience in constructing hypotheses for shaping future
studies on how this sort of deterrence will go. Left until late in the book
is discussion of the “revolution in military affairs.” While there are con-
crete things to say about what makes a revolution like this and the new
and prospective developments that are shaping it, the core of what is
offered is very speculative – musings about the probable impact of these
developments on the nature of future warfare and how changes of that
sort will affect deterrence as a tool of statecraft.

Then the last lengthy chapter turns to the concern about whether
deterrence will remain reliable or is increasingly unlikely to work. This
involves bringing considerations raised and findings elaborated in the
rest of the book to bear on the question of how useful deterrence is now
and will be in the future. A brief concluding chapter summarizes the
others.

All this makes for a lengthy and complicated book. My thanks to you
in advance for proposing to wade through it.

xx
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1 History: deterrence in the Cold War

Deterrence is an old practice in international politics and other areas
of behavior. It has been given plenty of thought and study, yet is not
easy to understand or explain. The onset of the Cold War provoked
enormous interest in deterrence because its role in international politics,
particularly at the global level, promised to be critical. However ancient
it is in some ways, the greatest part of what we think we know about it
was gleaned in the last six decades of systematic thinking and research
on deterrence. I won’t inflict a lengthy review of its modern history.
However, certain comments about deterrence theory and deterrence
during the Cold War will be useful for what comes later. I briefly outline
what we thought we were doing in managing the Cold War via nuclear
deterrence and assess, briefly, the actual role it played in preventing
another great war. What the parties thought they were doing was not
always what they were doing and the role of nuclear deterrence was not
entirely what it seemed. For those familiar with all this, apologies and
a request that you grimace and bear it.

The origins of Cold War deterrence
The essence of deterrence is that one party prevents another from do-
ing something the first party does not want by threatening to harm the
other party seriously if it does. This is the use of threats to manipulate
behavior so that something unwanted does not occur: “. . . the preven-
tion from action by fear of the consequences. Deterrence is a state of
mind brought about by the existence of a credible threat of unaccept-
able counteraction” (Department of Defense Dictionary 1994). This is fairly
straightforward and refers to behavior practiced by nearly all societies

1
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Deterrence Now

and cultures at one level or another.1 Thus it is hardly surprising to
find it used in international politics. However, there the concept came
to be applied explicitly, and narrowly, to threats for preventing an out-
right military attack. In a technical sense deterrence is used in interna-
tional politics in far more ways than this, but forestalling attacks be-
came the focus. Thus a more elaborate definition would be that in a
deterrence situation one party is thinking of attacking, the other knows
it and is issuing threats of a punitive response, and the first is decid-
ing what to do while keeping these threats in mind (Morgan 1983,
pp. 33–42).

Deterrence is distinguished from compellance, the use of threats to ma-
nipulate the behavior of others so they stop doing something unwanted
or do something they were not previously doing.2 As with deterrence, in
security affairs a compellance threat also normally involves military ac-
tion and often the unwanted behavior to be stopped or steps to be taken
involve the use of force, e.g. stop an invasion that has begun, pull out
of an occupied area. The distinction between the two is quite abstract;
in confrontations they are often present together and virtually indistin-
guishable. Nevertheless, we attend to the distinction because analysts
consider compellance harder than deterrence – it is more difficult to get
people/governments to stop doing something they are already doing,
like doing, and prepared carefully to do. We now think this is because
people tend to be more reluctant, under duress, to take a loss – to give up
a benefit in hand – than to forgo seeking an additional benefit of equiv-
alent value. Also, using force to maintain the status quo often seems
psychologically more legitimate (to the parties involved and observers)
than trying to change it.

1 Other definitions: “persuasion of one’s opponent that the costs and/or risks of a given
course of action he might take outweigh its benefits” (George and Smoke 1974, p. 11) –
a very broad definition covering almost all forms of influence; “discouraging the enemy
from taking military action by posing for him a prospect of cost and risk outweighing his
prospective gain” (Snyder 1961, p. 35) – narrows what is to be deterred; “. . . the effective
communication of a self-enforced prediction that activity engaged in by another party will
bring forth a response such that no gain from said activity will occur, and that a net loss is
more probable” (Garfinkle 1995, pp. 28–29) – a very precise, rational-decision conception
somewhat at odds with threatening under nuclear deterrence to blow the enemy to king-
dom come, a real “net loss”; “. . . the absence of war between two countries or alliances.
If they are not at war, then it is reasonable to conclude that each is currently being de-
terred from attacking the other” (Mueller 1989, p. 70). This makes deterrence ubiquitous –
everyone is ready to attack everyone else if not restrained – which is not rewarding
analytically.
2 A recent work on compellance, where the distinction is reaffirmed, is Freedman 1998a.
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History: deterrence in the Cold War

In practice the two overlap. For one thing, they involve the same ba-
sic steps: issue a threat, the credibility of which is vital; avoid having
the threat make things worse; and thus compel the other side to behave
itself. However, parties to a conflict often define “attack” and “status
quo” differently, so they disagree over who is attacking whom. When
the US threatens military action to halt North Korea’s nuclear weapons
program is this deterrence of a provocative step (a kind of “attack” by the
North), or compellance of the North to get it to stop what it is doing? And
is the US defending the status quo (in which the North has no nuclear
weapons) or aggressively threatening the North, which has not directly
attacked the US or its allies? The parties in such cases disagree on the
answer. If compellance is harder than deterrence then it matters what
the opponent thinks is the situation since that is crucial to his reaction to
the threat. In the example both deterrence (in the US view) and compel-
lance (in North Korea’s view) are present.

Thus we should put less emphasis on the distinction between deter-
rence and compellance and instead treat them as interrelated compo-
nents of coercive diplomacy, the use of force or threat of force by a state
(or other actor) to get its own way. This book is about deterrence but
assumes that an overlap with compellance is often present and that the
two can and must often be discussed interchangeably when examining
real-world situations.

In settled domestic societies, deterrence is a limited recourse, used
only in particular circumstances and rarely expected to provide, by itself,
a viable way to prevent unwanted behavior. In international politics it
has had a more pervasive presence. Used primarily as a tactic, it has also
had a role as a strategic behavior within the jockeying for power that
preoccupies states. However, while it was a popular recourse of those
fearing attack, it was not the only or even the predominant one, and was
not thought of, in itself, as a true strategy.

Without nuclear weapons and the Cold War deterrence would have
remained an “occasional stratagem” (Freedman 1996, p. 1). After World
War II, for the first time, deterrence evolved into an elaborate strategy. It
eventually became a distinctive way of pursuing national security and
the security of other states or peoples. Nuclear weapons forced those
who possessed them, particularly the superpowers, to turn deterrence
into a new and comprehensive strategy that touched, shaped, and co-
ordinated many policies and activities. It came to seem intrinsic to in-
ternational politics, an omnipresent, natural, and continuous recourse
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Deterrence Now

in a dangerous environment, something governments engaged in as a
regular feature of their existence.

In addition, however, deterrence by the superpowers and their blocs
was gradually developed further into cooperative security management for
the global international system. The superpowers began with unilateral
steps to keep safe via deterrence, but the interactions between their de-
terrence postures soon constituted an elaborate deterrence structure (a
“regime”), which constrained them and their allies in numerous ways
(not always to their liking) and eventually impelled them into joint ef-
forts to better manage this structure. This had the effect, intended or
not, of producing a large increment of security management for the sys-
tem. Deterrence became a cornerstone of international politics, on which
virtually everything else was said to depend.

Thus deterrence came to operate on three levels: as a tactic, as a na-
tional security strategy, and as a critical component of security for the
international system. Of these the last two made it a suitable subject for
theoretical analysis, but it was deterrence as a national strategy, in par-
ticular within a mutual deterrence relationship, that provided the basis
for the theory and became its central focus.

The theory was developed initially to prescribe. The initial question
was not “what factors are associated, empirically, with success or failure
in deterrence?” but “what are the requirements for a credible deterrence
policy?” The straightforward answer (Kaufmann 1954) was to persuade
your opponent

(1) that you had an effective military capability;
(2) that it could impose unacceptable costs on him; and
(3) that you would use it if attacked.

The goal was to assist governments to survive in the nuclear age, to
conduct an intense conflict without a catastrophe. The stimulus was the
appearance and proliferation of nuclear weapons, but in a larger histor-
ical context development of some sort of deterrence theory was over-
due. Many elements of deterrence thinking appeared before World War
II (Questor, 1966; Overy 1992) and important concepts in arms control
applied under nuclear deterrence theory were widely discussed after
World War I. Nuclear deterrence is best understood as a solution to a
fundamental problem of long standing. The evolution of military and
other capabilities for war of major states had, well in advance of nuclear
weapons, reached the point where great-power warfare, particularly on
a systemwide basis involving most or all of the great powers, could be
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History: deterrence in the Cold War

ruinously destructive. One element was the rising destructiveness of
weapons. Artillery became extremely accurate at ever longer distances,
rifles replaced muskets, machine guns appeared. Other capabilities of
military relevance were greatly enhanced. Vast increases in productiv-
ity, combined with new bureaucratic and other resources, gave great
states huge additional capacities for war. They acquired greater abilities
to sustain and coherently manage large forces and exploited the break-
throughs in communications and transportation. Nationalism added the
collective energies of millions, whether for raising armies and money
or for production of everything those forces needed (Levy 1982, 1989b).
Great states became capable of huge wars – in size of forces, levels of
killing and destruction, duration, and distance. This was foreshadowed
by the Napoleonic Wars, displayed by the American Civil War, and
grasped in Ivan Bloch’s penetrating analysis at the turn of the century
of what the next great war would look like (Bloch [1899] 1998). All that
was missing was a graphic example, which World War I supplied. It had
become possible to conduct “total war.”3

It is important to understand just why this was the problem. For prac-
titioners of international politics it was not war itself. Particularly for
great powers, war had always been a central feature of the international
system, a frequently used and legitimate tool of statecraft, the last re-
course for settling disputes, the ultimate basis for the power balancing
that sustained the system and the members’ sovereign independence.
It had also been fundamental in creating nation states. “From the very
beginning the principle of nationalism was almost indissolubly linked,
both in theory and practice, with the idea of war,” and thus “It is hard
to think of any nation-state, with the possible exception of Norway, that
came into existence before the middle of the twentieth century which
was not created, and had its boundaries defined, by wars, by internal
violence, or by a combination of the two” (Howard 1991, p. 39). It was
difficult to imagine international politics without war since it seemed an
inevitable adjunct of sovereign autonomy. War had last threatened to get
completely out of hand during the Thirty Years War (1618–48) and states

3 Vastly destructive wars are not unique to the twentieth century (Ray 1989; Mueller
1989, pp. 3–13). But beginning in the nineteenth century the capacities for destruction,
even in a losing effort, expanded rapidly with the developments listed above and others
(such as conscription) which “. . . served to make it much more likely that war, when it
did come, would be total . . . The closely packed battle, in which mass is multiplied by
velocity, became the central feature of modern European military thought. For the first
time in history, governments were coming into possession of constantly expanding means
of waging absolute war for unlimited objectives” (Dougherty and Pfaltzgraff 1981, p. 195).
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had responded by setting the Westphalian system into operation partly
to get it under control. In the twentieth century the system was again
being overwhelmed by war. Detaching sovereign rule, which is highly
prized, from the rampant use of force for selfish purposes is the ulti-
mate security problem of international politics, and now it threatened
to destroy everything.

The development of deterrence was driven by a particularly onerous
alternative solution that had emerged some time earlier to the threat
of great-power war. Confronting the distinct possibility that the next
war would be enormously destructive and costly, states worked hard
to devise variants of a cheap-victory strategy. The idea was to ensure that
the great costs, destruction, and loss of life would fall mainly on the
other side. This was foreshadowed in Napoleon’s shattering victories
via single grand battles that collapsed the opponent. It dominated Prus-
sia’s wars against Denmark, Austria, and France in 1862–1871, wars
so successful that such strategies have shaped military planning ever
since. The Prussian approach involved diplomatically isolating the op-
ponent, then utilizing industrial-age resources and nationalism to mo-
bilize rapidly and throw huge well-coordinated forces into the initial
battles to overwhelm the opponent, inflicting a complete defeat to end
resistance. As a result, the major states approaching World War I had
plans for rapid mobilization and decisive offensive thrusts to over-
whelm the opponent in the opening battles, forcing the enemy to col-
lapse in just weeks before intolerable casualties and costs were incurred.
The Schlieffen Plan sought a cheap victory, as did the French Plan 17, the
prewar plans of Russia and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and British
plans for fighting with Germany on land. Hitler sought to recapitu-
late the Prussian approach by isolating the target state and inflicting a
(blitzkrieg-style) defeat so as to avoid a long and costly war. The point of
the French Maginot Line was to fight a cheap, minimal-casualty war by
exploiting the superiority of settled defenses (supposedly demonstrated
in World War I) to wear down the attacking Germans; eventually France
would push into a gravely weakened Germany and impose defeat at lit-
tle cost. Japan’s attacks at Pearl Harbor and elsewhere in late 1941 were
meant to establish an impregnable defense far from home that would
wear out the Americans and bring a settlement on terms favorable to
Japan, producing victory at low cost.

Cheap-victory solutions influenced the development of deterrence
theory in two broad ways. In the twentieth century these strategies were
terrible failures in the world wars. Often initially successful, in the end
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they failed and the resulting wars were dreadful even for the winners,
making the problem of great-power warfare clear to everyone. Another
approach was obviously needed. In addition, cheap-victory solutions –
which often turned on winning quickly – could be highly destabilizing
because they usually required striking by surprise or before the other
party was fully prepared. Thus once a war looked quite possible they
could have the effect of initiating it.

Making interstate war virtually impossible by either fundamentally
changing international politics or abandoning it was difficult to con-
template. Neither seemed remotely feasible so serious thinking shifted,
almost inevitably, toward how great wars might be deterred, temporar-
ily or indefinitely. The first effort along these lines was the formation of
the League of Nations. It was meant to provide collective actor deterrence –
deterrence by the entire membership against any member thinking
about attacking another. In addition, components of what would be-
come deterrence theory began to emerge in the 1920s. Analysts began
to describe certain forces and capabilities as dangerous because they
made war by surprise attack or on short notice plausible. Hence the ban
on conscription imposed by the winners on the losers after World War
I; the absence of masses of trained men, plus limits on the size of the
losers’ professional forces, would – it was hoped – prevent the quick
mobilization of vast armies to achieve a cheap victory. Analysts began
to characterize offensive, as opposed to defensive, forces and postures
as too provocative. The British eventually developed strategic bombing
as a deterrent, with preliminary thoughts on how key targets might be
industrial and military or the will, politically and psychologically, of
the enemy to continue to fight, foreshadowing the distinction between
deterrence via defense (war-fighting) and deterrence via punishment
(retaliation). US military thinking was similarly interested in deterrence
through the threat of strategic bombing (Overy 1992).

What drove these efforts to coalesce into a theory was the coming
of nuclear (particularly thermonuclear) weapons and the emergence of
more than one national nuclear capability, especially when linked to
ballistic missiles. Those weapons seemed ideal for achieving a cheap
victory and thus were regarded (by thoughtful scientists even during
their development) as very destabilizing. And they promised destruc-
tion at even higher levels.

Nuclear deterrence was the ultimate in threatening awful conse-
quences to prevent wars. It had been known for years that great-power
wars could be awful, so threatening one was not, in itself, new. The
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innovation lay in using nuclear weapons to strip any cheap-victory strat-
egy of plausible success, to leave an opponent no reliable way to design
a great-power war in which it would suffer little and gain much. As
this is important for the discussion later on it is worth emphasizing. It
was not that nuclear weapons promised so much destruction that made
them crucial in deterrence, it was that they made this destruction seem
virtually unavoidable under any plausible strategy. This was the crux of the
“nuclear revolution” (Jervis, 1989a) in statecraft.

The essence of deterrence theory
In discussing the theory it is important to distinguish it from deter-
rence strategy.4 Deterrence strategy refers to the specific military pos-
ture, threats, and ways of communicating them that a state adopts to
deter, while the theory concerns the underlying principles on which
any strategy is to rest. Failure to keep this in mind is largely responsible
for the frequent but mistaken suggestion that there are many theories of
deterrence. Mostly there are different strategies, not theories. The strate-
gies vary in how they operationalize key concepts and precepts of the
theory. As for alternative theories, they are mostly theoretical fragments,
not theories.5

The key elements of the theory are well known: the assumption of a
very severe conflict, the assumption of rationality, the concept of a retal-
iatory threat, the concept of unacceptable damage, the notion of credi-
bility, and the notion of deterrence stability. Examined briefly here, each
is of importance later in considering whether deterrence has changed
since the Cold War.

Severe conflict
Since deterrence theory was developed to help states cope with the
Cold War, the nature of that struggle had great impact on it. The most

4 Standard works on deterrence theory are: Freedman 1981; George and Smoke 1974; Jervis
1979, 1984, 1989b; Morgan 1983; Powell 1990; Questor 1986; Maxwell 1968; Wohlstetter
1959; Brodie 1959; Kahn 1961, 1965; Schelling 1960, 1966; Snyder 1961; Mearsheimer 1983;
Jervis, Lebow and Stein 1985; Lebow and Stein, 1989, 1990a, 1994; Lebow 1981; Stein 1991.
5 Escalation dominance/war-fighting was not a different theory, as is sometimes sug-
gested. During the Cold War it presented a different view of what generates stability
and credibility, what was unacceptable damage (particularly for Soviet leaders), and how
to cope with deterrence failure. Colin Gray (1990, p. 16) says “theories of deterrence –
or approaches to theories – are the product of their time, place, and culture,” but the
operationalization shifts more than the theory itself.
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important feature in this regard was its intensity. To both sides it was
total and ultimate, with the future of the world at stake. Both considered
war a constant possibility; the enemy would not hesitate to attack if a
clear chance for success arose. Thus deterrence had to be in place and
working all the time, every day. The necessary forces had to be primed
and ready to go. All that was keeping this conflict from turning into
a war, probably total war, was deterrence. It stood between the great
states and Armageddon.6

Years ago I devised the distinction between “general” and “immedi-
ate” deterrence. In general deterrence an actor maintains a broad mil-
itary capability and issues broad threats of a punitive response to an
attack to keep anyone from seriously thinking about attacking. In im-
mediate deterrence the actor has a military capability and issues threats
to a specific opponent when the opponent is already contemplating and
preparing an attack. Thus an immediate deterrence situation is a crisis,
or close to it, with war distinctly possible, while general deterrence is
far less intense and anxious because the attack to be forestalled is still
hypothetical. For years the Cold War was conducted as if we were on
the edge of sliding into immediate deterrence. The attack-warning sys-
tems operated continuously, weapons and forces were on high alert,
and there were elaborate calculations as to whether the opponent could
pull off a successful preemptive attack or had programs under way to
produce such a capability. It seemed that a crisis could erupt quite sud-
denly and lead to war, and there were very strong threat perceptions.
One Strategic Air Command (SAC) commander testifying in 1960 on
why his bombers should be constantly on airborne alert said: “. . . we
must get on with this airborne alert to carry us over this period.
We must impress Mr. Khrushchev that we have it and that he cannot
strike this country with impunity. I think the minute he thinks he can
strike this country with impunity, we will ‘get it’ in the next 60 seconds”
(Sagan 1993, p. 167).

This was a distorted and distorting perspective. Seeing the opponent
as just looking to attack, as “opportunity driven,” was a Cold War po-
litical assessment of a particular challenger. There is no necessity to
start with this assumption – we did so because that is where, at the

6 In the Soviet bloc the stakes seemed just as high, the enemy just as ruthless and willing
to use war, but war seemed much less likely to come at any moment. Soviet strategic
forces were less often on alert; political portents of a Western attack were expected to
provide enough warning in advance. Only under Yuri Andropov, confronting the Reagan
Administration, did Moscow consider an attack at almost any moment a real possibility.
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time, deterrence strategy had to start. The theory worked outward from
considering how to cope with a war-threatening confrontation, a worst-
case analysis, rather than with general deterrence and working down to
the rare and extreme situation of an impending war. Immediate deter-
rence was the primary consideration, dominating most thinking even
about general deterrence. This was awkward because much of the the-
ory, therefore, particularly in connection with arms control, came to be
concerned with stability in situations in which neither party wanted a
war. Refinements emphasized, in spiral-model fashion, the existence of
a conflict and the nature of military plans and deployments as poten-
tial causes of war in themselves, and not only the machinations of an
opportunistically aggressive opponent.7

This had a strong effect on theory and strategy. It is hard to imagine the
theory as we know it ever having emerged if each side in the East–West
dispute had felt the other had little interest in attacking. The theory could
operate as if deterrence was critical for preventing an attack. It did not
explore what the motivations for war might be (and thus whether they
were always present). It simply took as its point of departure a conflict
so intense that the two sides would likely go to war if they thought
they could get away with it. Hence the recurring concern in the US that
deterrence was delicate and could easily be disturbed by developments
that might seem to give the other side a military advantage. Deterrence
strategy, as Lebow and Stein (1990a) emphasize, came to view the oc-
currence of war as related to windows of opportunity generated by a
flawed deterrence posture. More precisely, theory and strategy operated
on the expectation that each side must assume the other would attack
if a suitable opportunity emerged. (Actually, the theory did not have to
do this – it simply concerned what to do to deter if and when a state
faced a possible attack.)

This was why the theory paid little attention to other ways of pre-
venting war, such as by seeking to reconcile differences or offering re-
assurances and incentives. Efforts to suggest how deterrence might be
used in conjunction with other approaches to peace were never incor-
porated; instead, it was about preventing a war when these other ap-
proaches had failed or could not be expected to work. In one sense
this was fine. The theory was not held to be comprehensive or de-
picted as the only route to security under any circumstance. It merely

7 Thus Jervis (1976) contrasts a “deterrence model” with a “spiral model” when the theory
embraced both.
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explained how deterrence produced security under very unpromising
conditions.

In another sense, however, this was not fine because the theory paid
no attention to the effect deterrence might have on the utility of other
approaches to peace. In the politics of national security adherents of de-
terrence tended to emphasize how alternative approaches could damage
it (inviting advocates of other measures to do the same in reverse). In the
terms supplied by Robert Jervis (1976), those attached to a deterrence
model not only rejected the perspective of spiral-model adherents but
regarded their prescriptions – don’t think the worst of the other side’s
motives, seek détente, look and be cooperative so as to not incite the
opponent’s suspicions and insecurities – as a recipe for disaster because
too little would then be done to maintain a robust threat.

This was related to shifting deterrence from a tactic to a strategy. As
a tactic deterrence would obviously not be suitable in itself for manag-
ing national security – it was just one policy option, sometimes useful
and sometimes not and never the sole recourse. Elevated to a strategy,
deterrence could be viewed as suitable on its own for security. And the
Cold War made it appear necessary not just for dire straits, when all else
had failed and war loomed, but all the time.8

Assuming the existence of a strong conflict not only matched the pre-
occupations of policy makers, it was very attractive for constructing a
theory. It allowed analysts to simplify the description of state prefer-
ences and the calculations of unacceptable damage (only the costs and
benefits of an attack would really matter in enemy decision making).
It simplified the construction of deterrer priorities – deterrence was the
prime objective – everything depended on it, and it was easy to arrive
at a conclusion as to what prevented war (deterrence did).

The assumption of rationality
There is extensive discussion about this assumption and its effects on
the theory in the next chapter so discussion here is brief. Deterrence
theory was developed to prescribe. Since another great war could be
absolutely dreadful, deterrence had to be practiced as effectively as pos-
sible. For purposes of the theory “effectively” was initially equated with
“rationally,” and this became the point of departure. The aim was to help
decision makers understand what a rational actor would do in immedi-
ate deterrence situations or in preparing to best handle those situations;

8 This was how American security studies came to be “militarized” (Baldwin 1995).
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the initial assumption was that both parties would be rational. Rational-
ity, in turn, was defined as gaining as much information as possible
about the situation and one’s options for dealing with it, calculating
the relative costs and benefits of those options as well as their relative
chances of success and risks of disaster, then selecting – in light of what
the rational opponent would do – the course of action that promised the
greatest gain or, if there would be no gain, the smallest loss.

This predilection stemmed in part from the precedent and influence of
the realist approach, which insisted that international politics imposed
on a state a preoccupation with conflict, the expectation that others were
prepared to use force, and readiness to use force oneself. Deterrence
was a component of this, one of the objectives and consequences of
a balance-of-power system, and could not be ignored because other
strategies for influencing the choices of opponents were seen as having
limited utility. Realists saw themselves as assisting the policy maker
(plus elites and citizens) in understanding the rational way to cope with
the constant concern about security. Deterrence theorists set out to do
the same, particularly because deterrence within a balance-of-power
framework had an uneven record in preventing war and similar results
in the nuclear age would mean catastrophe. However, deterrence theory
was not equivalent to realist thinking. After all, it presumed war (at one
level at least) could be avoided indefinitely, concluded that hostile states
could cooperate in arms control endeavors, and anticipated that they
could cooperate in managing security in crises or controlling conflicts
at lower levels, etc., activities for which realists held out little hope of
persistent success.

Another contributing factor was the normative and psychological ap-
peal of rationality. “Irrational” was a pejorative term, and the nuclear age
invited fears that irrational impulses and actions might kill everyone.
Deterrence theory and deterrence had appeal if described as rational
in conception and action. (So did criticisms of it – hence the recurring
charge that relying on deterrence through vast nuclear arsenals was
absurd, insane, criminally stupid.) A third element was the powerful
inclination in the social sciences to model behavior in rational decision
terms, as the best route to a strong theory. Analysts from these fields
were prominent in development of the theory and it showed. For many
analysts assumed rationality is intrinsic to theory building: “If expec-
tations about benefits and costs do not shape behavior, what does?”
(Downs 1989).
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In principle, however, figuring out rational behavior for the deterrer
did not require assuming the other side was rational. It would have
been possible, say, to describe rational behavior for a defender uncer-
tain about the rationality of challengers or to specify what would be
rational behavior in response to specific patterns of nonrational behav-
ior by challengers, but this was a road not taken. It was also possible
to develop a theory in which both deterrer and the challenger were not
altogether rational or one in which the attacker was rational but not the
deterrer. These were also neglected in the original design. Instead, ele-
ments of them later crept into refinements of the theory and into specific
deterrence strategies in the Cold War; they became adjuncts to, not the
point of departure for, the theory. As a result deterrence was virtually
conceived in terms of application by a rational deterrer against attacker ratio-
nality. It was not threatening an opponent so that he would behave; it
was conscious, calculated threats to adjust the challenger’s cost–benefit
calculations so he saw attacking as nonoptimal.

Assuming rationality opened the door to a rigorous, parsimonious,
abstract theory. In conjunction with assuming survival as a universal
goal, which greatly simplified the estimation of actor preference hier-
archies, that theory generated interesting and sometimes nonevident
conclusions and prescriptions about how to conduct deterrence.

The concept of a retaliatory threat
Freedman (1996) has pointed out how it is possible to deal with a threat of
attack by militarily eliminating it via a preemptive attack, or containing
it by a vigorous defense. Deterrence theory proceeded as if neither was
likely to be as effective, or as appealing in terms of comparative costs and
harm, as deterrence. The proper goal was to prevent a war, not start it or
fight it effectively. Prevention was to be achieved via manipulating the
opponent’s thinking, making deterrence a psychological relationship. To
militarily eliminate or contain a threat would be a physical relationship,
so deterrence was quite different in nature. The manipulation comes by
means of the threat of very painful consequences via either defense or
retaliation. The conception of deterrence via retaliation owed much to
the presence of nuclear weapons. There would have been little surpris-
ing or useful in conceiving of deterrence as saying, in effect, “if attacked,
we’ll fight” or “if attacked we will win and then exact a nasty revenge.”
With nuclear weapons a state could say “if attacked, whether we are able
to fight or not, and whether we win or not, we will do terrible things to
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you.” One could conceive of pure retaliation or a combination of retali-
ation and fighting as reactions, as opposed to simply fighting. Nuclear
weapons made pure retaliation plausible. It was also welcome as a re-
course because of the possibility that a state attacked by nuclear weapons
would suffer so much damage that it would shortly collapse or disap-
pear – retaliation might be the only way an attacker would suffer. Thus
deterrence was not equivalent to defense. They overlapped because one
could deter via a threat to defend vigorously or by a threat to both defend
and punish. But it was also possible to deter simply by a threat to punish,
and this came to be seen as the ultimate, essential basis of deterrence in
the nuclear age – after all, the goal was to never have to defend.9

This represented an important advance and reflected both the experi-
ence of war earlier in the century and the presence of nuclear weapons.
One way to seek a cheap victory, displayed in both world wars, was
to attack first either by surprise or by mobilizing and moving to the
front more rapidly than the opponent. A state with this sort of military
capability could deter only by promising to fight effectively, putting a
premium on gaining a better war-fighting capability than the opponent
and being ready to go to war quickly. Deterrence via retaliation meant
being able to wait until the attack had started or later before doing any-
thing. This made it possible, in theory, to try to rule out preemption.
The challenger would have no incentive to attack and nuclear weapons
would make a prospective war too dreadful for the deterrer to want to
initiate it as well.

It was simultaneously a retrograde development. To deter via threats
of retaliation alone came to mean a threat, as the ultimate resort, to dev-
astate the core elements of the enemy society. Throughout the century
it had become steadily more attractive to attack civilians but at least
the point was supposedly to inflict a military defeat by disrupting the
civilian base. Pure retaliation could mean attacking civilians with no
military purpose at all (only the threat of it had a military purpose) and
that is what all the great powers (and certain other states) threatened to
do. Deterrence became hostage-taking on a vast scale.

The concept of unacceptable damage
How much prospective punishment was enough to deter? Assuming ra-
tionality provided an outline of an answer. If the opponent was rational

9 Analysts and officials realized that in practice it could be hard to distinguish defense
from deterrence due to severe collateral damage in fighting or treating civilians as a war-
making resource to be targeted accordingly, making defense look a lot like retaliation.
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then the prospective punishment needed was that which pushed his
costs of attacking too high to make it worthwhile, so that the total costs
outweighed the total benefits because an alternative course of action
offered a better payoff. The key to success was to be able to threaten
the opponent with unacceptable damage (via defense, retaliation, or a
combination of the two).

The key question became: how much harm would be unacceptable?
This clarified matters by highlighting the importance of understand-
ing the opponent’s cost–benefit calculations.10 But it did not provide
instructions on just how to gain such an understanding. However, nu-
clear weapons made it relatively simple to prepare a level of harm –
destroying much or all of the enemy as a viable twentieth-century
society – which was presumed to be unacceptable to any rational gov-
ernment. At lower levels of response, however, it was hard to figure out
what would be unacceptable. It is a difficult concept to operationalize.

The idea of credibility
Credibility quickly became one of the two central concerns and prob-
lems in the theory and practice of deterrence. (Stability was the other.)
Establishing why and how credibility was important was a major con-
tribution of deterrence theory because many of the conclusions that fol-
lowed were not intuitively obvious. Credibility is the quality of being
believed. Deterrence theorists led the way in appreciating that it was not
a state’s capacity to do harm that enabled it to practice deterrence, it was
others’ belief that it had such a capacity. What deterred was not the threat
but that it was believed. While this is not startling, governments had of-
ten simply assumed that if they had a significant military capability and
issued threats the other side would get the message. Officials were now
told to reexamine this, for it became clear that there were many ways a
challenger might not get the message so proper crafting of a deterrence
posture and effective communication of threats might be quite difficult.
(After all, conclusive evidence for the attacker that the threat must be
taken seriously would be available only when the defender retaliated.)
It became apparent that deterrence had an intrinsic credibility problem,
one with many facets.

Having to practice extended deterrence drove this home. Directly
attacked, a state was quite likely to respond militarily. It was less apt to

10 Critics have charged that deterrence theory is insensitive to this, which is incorrect.
Officials practicing deterrence have sometimes ignored the opponent’s perspective on
costs, but the theory does not encourage this.
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do so if a third party was attacked instead, no matter how closely it was
associated with that party’s welfare, because a military response would
be costly and risky and it had not yet actually been attacked itself. Hence
the threat to respond to such an attack was less credible.

There were other, nontheoretical, concerns. In the US in particular,
concern about credibility rested in part on fears that its opponents were
rather primitive, imperfect, or irrational in assessing the will and in-
tent of the US and the West.11 What should be credible to a rational
opponent might not be so for them. This also encouraged considerable
uneasiness as to just when one had achieved sufficient credibility, as
illustrated for example by the nervous American reactions, from JFK on
down, to the Kennedy–Khrushchev summit in Vienna in 1961. Both con-
siderations incited the desire to overcompensate, to reinforce credibility
via everything from the scale of the destruction promised to the size
of the defense budget to endless reiteration of American and Western
commitments (Morgan 1985).

Some elements of this problem could be dealt with directly, others
were impossible to resolve conclusively in the theory and remain co-
nundrums to this day. To have credibility it was necessary to be able to
do unacceptable damage, to have proper forces for that purpose, and
have the opponent conclude that you had the will to carry out your
threat. Having the necessary forces was achieved by great powers dur-
ing the Cold War by extremely destructive weapons – even a few could
do extraordinary harm; also via redundancy – having several times the
minimum forces capable of doing unacceptable damage; and by giv-
ing great attention to their survival in an attack via hardening, hiding,
mobility, and high-alert status.

For credibility the opponent had to know about these military capa-
bilities. Initially, governments had to consider how far to go in making
the necessary information available. Under the logic of deterrence, con-
veying some information to the challenger with great clarity, especially
about one’s military capabilities, is beneficial. In the long run the bur-
den of what to convey and how was eased by the growth in surveillance
capabilities.

If what was important was not capabilities but being perceived to have
them, then it was also possible to bluff. This was important at times.
The Russians bluffed about their capabilities several times in the 1950s

11 For instance, in ExCom discussions during the Cuban missile crisis (May and Zelikow
1997, p. 700; Blight 1992, pp. 79–83).
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and 1960s to enhance their deterrence credibility, and the US did the
same in the 1980s concerning its prospective ballistic missile defense
capability. Eventually improvements in surveillance made this more
difficult, linking credibility more closely to actual capabilities (see, for
example, “Report: Russia . . .” 1998).

Credibility also meant effectively communicating one’s commitment.
Deterrence could fail if commitments were not clear. The outbreak of
the Korean War drove this home to Americans, leading the Eisenhower
Administration to specify US commitments through formal alliances.
Deterrence could also fail if it was not clear just what actions by the
opponent were unacceptable. However, clarifying commitments and
expectations was never complete, because rarely in politics is it appro-
priate to say something exactly and leave no room for later adjustments.
There is also an inhibiting element in ambiguity which can be exploited
to achieve deterrence. Debate continues as to whether an element of
ambiguity about commitments and prospective responses to an attack
enhances or detracts from deterrence.

Emphasis was also placed on ensuring that the opponent knew you
were quite willing to do what was threatened. This became a driving
concern during the Cold War, one lesson the US took away from the
Korean War. Conveying intent and will was clearly more difficult, on
reflection, than conveying capabilities and commitments. Governments
could deceive others about their intent and will, and often did; officials
could change their minds when the need to act arose, which they often
did too; or they could be unaware when they promised that carrying out
the promise would seem unwise if the contingency arose. A would-be
attacker suspecting that any of the three was true might not believe the
deterrence threat.

This brought strong interest in demonstrating intent and will directly
in extended deterrence by giving commitments elaborate publicity
(mortgage national honor), by highly visible statements of commitment
and intent (mortgage the president’s honor), and by suggestive military
maneuvers (like the Team Spirit exercise in Korea each year – display
plans to do what you have promised). It was also pursued indirectly,
by acting in other situations so as to strongly suggest that if a situation
you were concerned about ever arose you would do what you threat-
ened to do. What might convey this? Perhaps fighting/retaliating when
lesser commitments were challenged would create and sustain a repu-
tation for upholding them. Or placing one’s forces where they would be
in the line of fire in an attack on an ally; maybe delegating the decision to
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fight to commanders of those forces if they were attacked; or making –
in advance – arrangements so the decision to fight/retaliate was virtu-
ally automatic once an attack was under way or about to occur. All this
was so policy makers would seem to have little choice in the matter.
And there were costly investments in forces – why buy so much if you
were reluctant to use them? All were used at times during the Cold War.
Thus the government study NSC-68 in 1950 rejected a posture of no-
first-use of nuclear weapons because to opponents and allies this would
signal weakness, that the US would not fight. This view is still held by
the US, and is one reason Russia now has a posture of possible first
use too.

However, these adjustments could not resolve the credibility problem.
In nuclear deterrence, there is no necessary connection in logic or in fact
between upholding lesser commitments (successfully or not) and what
the deterrer will do later on a commitment that would involve vastly
intolerable costs to uphold. Even the loss of some of your own forces
could not be expected to justify upholding a commitment that would
mean losing your society. If it would be irrational to uphold a major
commitment, neither prior preparation to uphold it nor prior fulfillment
of lesser commitments (no matter how consistently done) can make it
fully credible under a theory that envisions rational decision makers
(Freedman 1981, p. 397).

Hence it appeared that the best way to convey intent and will, as-
suming rationality, was to demonstrate that a forceful response or retaliation
was rational. This turned out to be very difficult. The primary solution
proposed but never fully implemented was a combination of flexible re-
sponse and escalation dominance. It was claimed that multiplying your
options for responding to an attack would enhance credibility. Who
would want to set off a general nuclear war, and thus who would be
believed in threatening that? Better to have effective responses at many
levels of fighting – then you could threaten to respond not apocalyp-
tically but sufficiently. This became one justification for a war-fighting
flexible response doctrine and capabilities. And at each level of fight-
ing the deterrer would seek to be able to do better than the challenger
(escalation dominance) and thereby discourage the challenger from
escalating.

However, this has inherent limitations. First, deterrence was to prevent
an attack. Once one occurred the situation would change, making it nec-
essary to reconsider what to do. Retaliation then might not make sense.
It might be costly by causing the attacker to escalate the attack and his
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objectives, or counter-retaliate, very painfully. In effect, in contemplating
retaliation the deterrer became the prospective attacker and its urge to
respond might be deterred by the prospect of retaliation. This was where
Khrushchev landed in October 1962. He sent missiles to Cuba to deter
a US attack on the island, but once it became clear the US was going to
attack if they weren’t removed, he had no stomach for retaliating.

It also seemed that credibility was particularly difficult to achieve
in practicing extended deterrence because it would be harder to make
a forceful response rational. If State A has an alliance with C and C
is attacked then C is already suffering, but A is not yet suffering and
may not have to if it chooses not to uphold its commitment. It could be
argued that such a commitment to retaliate must be upheld because this
has implications for the future effectiveness of deterrence (by impressing
future enemies) and this makes it rational to respond. The immediate
costs would be high but the long-term costs would be lower. This was a
popular argument during the Cold War and had enormous impact, but
there are problems with it. The costs of retaliating now are real, will be
borne immediately, while the costs of not responding are hypothetical,
pertaining to scenarios that might never arise. Of course, it is always
possible that retaliating will not lead the attacker to redouble his efforts
or to counter-retaliate – the attacker might decide to quit. But that is
unlikely – few states start a conflict planning to quit at the first sign
its opponents intend to fight.

The other major problem was posed by nuclear weapons. Retaliation
against a nuclear-armed state (or one of its allies) might set off a nuclear
war and cancel the future – your society and state could disappear. There
would be no point to retaliating to prevent future attacks. So why defend
or retaliate? On what rational basis could it be justified? This spilled
over into maintaining credibility for commitments at the conventional
(nonnuclear) level. If you knew a conflict would remain nonnuclear then
it could be rational to defend/retaliate so as to forestall future attacks.
But if the conflict might well escalate into even an all-out nuclear war,
then it would make sense to not retaliate.

These considerations undermined the appeal of flexible response. In
the past retaliation could be assessed in terms of the immediate out-
come it could produce and the favorable effect it could have on future
confrontations. But with extremely high levels of actual or potential
destruction risking national survival, and when no precise calculation
can be made of the probability of disaster, retaliation is not made more
rational (even at lower levels) by multiplying available options.
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This was sticky because if it is irrational to retaliate then the attacker
can attack with impunity, making deterrence unreliable. There is no
ready answer to this problem within the confines of deterrence theory
based on rational decision making. The only answer is to retreat from
the assumption of rationality, which is discussed in the next chapter.

The problem of stability
Paralleling credibility was the other core problem in Cold War deter-
rence. Analysis of the stability problem started with the most severe test
of stability, the crisis where an attack is primed and ready to go and de-
terrence is used to bar a final decision to carry it out. In such situations,
the deterrer might take steps that looked to the opponent like plans not
to retaliate but to attack and, concluding that war was unavoidable, the
opponent could conclude it had better launch the planned attack. The
steps taken to deter would further incite the attack – in terms of prevent-
ing war deterrence would be unstable. It would be even more serious
if, in a mutual deterrence relationship, each side feared it could read-
ily be attacked and each side’s last-minute efforts to deter might lead
the other to decide war was inevitable. Then deterrence would really
be unstable because it would make both sides strongly predisposed to
attack. Given the stakes, the goal had to be to keep nuclear deterrence
stable.

Analysts also asked about the implications for stability of preparations
taken by one or both sides to cope with a deterrence failure. How did
they expect to fight a war? If they believed the war could best be fought
by attacking first to gain a crucial advantage, then once war seemed
likely the incentive to attack would be immense. This would be one
result of striving for a “first-strike capability” to conduct a successful
preemptive attack. The military preparations undertaken at least partly
with deterrence in mind would make it unstable.

There was also the matter of escalation. If fighting broke out it would
be important to avoid all-out warfare, in part by threatening to retaliate
for any escalation. But if each side was prepared to fight primarily in
ways that made escalation a deliberate or inevitable choice then insta-
bility would be severe. Analysts also worried about the vulnerability of
command-control-communications-intelligence complexes as well – if
they were highly vulnerable to disruption by an initial attack, then this
provided a great incentive to attack first, but destroying them risked
having the opponent lose control over nuclear and other forces early in
the fighting and be unable to control escalation.
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These hypothetical situations concern deterrence stability in a crisis
or a war. Of equal interest was the possibility that even if existing deter-
rence postures did not invite a war, serious mistakes in the application
of deterrence could cripple its effectiveness and cause its collapse – like
the deterrer not effectively communicating its capabilities or credibility,
or the opponent somehow not getting the message and understanding
it. Deterrence would be unstable because it was improperly applied.

Then there was the notion that in constantly refining their military
forces and plans states might deliberately or inadvertently make de-
terrence more unstable. If a state suddenly achieved a technological or
other breakthrough that made attacking first very attractive then deter-
rence could collapse. The breakthrough might lead it to attack, or lead
the other side to fear that an attack was inevitable and think seriously
about at least getting in the first blow. Thus the two parties could re-
peatedly provoke each other into a lather over current or prospective
developments in their forces, increasing each other’s fear of attack and
tendency to attack first – instability due to the arms race their relation-
ship involved.

There was also the unique fear in the nuclear age of a war by accident
or, more broadly, through a loss of control. Since strategic weapons took
only moments (hours at most) to arrive, deterrence postures were taken
to require having numerous weapons on high alert with governments
primed to act within moments. Worry developed that a malfunction
within a warning or weapons system could lead to a launch when it
was unauthorized or need not have been authorized. There was concern
that a launch could occur if, without authorization, people in charge took
steps, irrationally or by wrongly reading their instructions, to fire the
weapons. Or if, in a crisis, unauthorized behavior by lower-level offi-
cials, officers, or units conveyed the wrong (highly threatening) message
to the other side, provoking a mistaken decision for war.

If the stability problem afflicted relations between the superpowers, it
was certain to be larger with more states involved. In a crisis the super-
powers might behave circumspectly only to have allies behave provoca-
tively. They might take steps to avoid crises yet be drawn into one by
their allies or others in a region in which they had important stakes.
Also, the more states with nuclear weapons the greater the chances that
some would be fired accidentally or in some other unauthorized fashion.
Thus nuclear proliferation could disturb deterrence stability; so could
the proliferation of other kinds of weapons, as could the outbreak of
wars or confrontations.
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Finally, it was suggested – particularly by critics – that each side would
see efforts by the other to sustain or reinforce deterrence as actually signs
of hostile intent, of seeking to be in a position to attack with impunity.
The deterrence relationship itself could poison political relations be-
tween the parties, heightening fear and hostility. Deterrence stability
called for balancing threats and conflict with steps that avoided provo-
cation, so as “to instill caution without raising tensions” (Gjelstad and
Njolstad 1996, p. 7), but it was hard to be confident of success.

In the 1950s the stability problem(s) spurred development of the mod-
ern conception and theory of arms control. The arms control branch of
deterrence theory concentrated on preemptive attack or loss of control
as likely routes to deterrence failure: governments should act rationally
to avoid irrationality or flaws in self-control which threatened stabil-
ity. Distinguishing arms control from disarmament, in that arms control
sought a stable relationship in spite of – and via – the parties’ military
forces, was a product of the preoccupation with stability. So was the
notion that disarmament could make war more likely, something arms
control could avoid. Related was the conclusion that arms control was
more feasible. Even in a serious conflict, the parties would have a com-
mon interest in deterrence stability but would be unable to agree on
disarmament.

Theory asserted that concerns like these were appropriate for a ratio-
nal deterrer and it was incumbent to deal with them; in a mutual deter-
rence relationship both parties had to explore how mutually to deal with
them. Theory described what could be done (such as guarding against
accidental launches of weapons), helped assess the relative virtues of
various military postures in terms of stability, suggested the sorts of
agreements that might be devised to forgo destabilizing behavior or
curb proliferation, and so on.

The core political/policy debates
The fundamental debates on deterrence during the Cold War can be
briefly summarized. We can encompass the political and policy strug-
gles, for nearly all the major powers (China is a partial exception), within
four broad schools. (For an alternative classification see Glaser 1990.) We
can call one the Rejection School – those vociferously opposed to seek-
ing security via deterrence in the nuclear age.12 In their view, piling up

12 This included many peace activists, governments that condemned nuclear deterrence
as irresponsible, analysts like Linus Pauling, Andrei Sakharov, Jonathan Shell and the
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vast destructive capabilities constantly on alert was absurd or foolish –
definitely not rational. They stressed the limitations of the deterrence
enterprise: the internal inconsistencies in the theory, the record of past
failures, the defects in governments and leaders who had to operate
deterrence, the nefarious motivations behind the arms race, the heavy
economic burdens involved, the intensification of insecurity through the
interacting tensions and hostility mutual deterrence provoked, the im-
morality of holding whole societies hostage, and the blunting of human
(particularly official) sensibilities in the everyday planning of oblitera-
tion. Even a limited use of nuclear weapons would be an unprecedented
disaster so there was no reason to be concerned about what would consti-
tute unacceptable damage. The unacceptable possibility of utter disaster
far outweighed concerns about credibility.

To the Minimum Deterrence School,13 the security deterrence supplied
could be obtained with only a few nuclear weapons. Being able to de-
stroy cities and kill millions of people was enough to deter any gov-
ernment that was deterrable; that required delivery of a few hundred
nuclear weapons at most, maybe as few as ten. Credibility was not a
problem; just the remote possibility that an opponent would retaliate
on such a scale would daunt any challenger. This eventually became
a relatively widely accepted view. “By 1990 the consensus appeared to
be that deterring total war required no more than a palpable risk that
nuclear weapons would be used, and that this was virtually guaran-
teed simply by the existence of the weapons” (Freedman 1996, p. 6). Just
a small nuclear arsenal gave a state an inherent or “existential” deter-
rence credibility. Minimum deterrence also curbed the stability problem.
Properly practiced, it would eliminate the need for large nuclear arse-
nals and major arms racing, would minimize crises and confrontations,
would discourage seeking a preemption capability.14

The Massive Destruction School believed that nuclear deterrence was
effective and stable when the threat posed was the complete destruction

Canberra Commission, plus retired military officers from many countries, such as George
Lee Butler in the US, who campaigned for nuclear disarmament.
13 Britain, France, and China were adherents in terms of how they expected their deter-
rence postures to work (Johnson 1998; Grand 1998). It is a view any new or would-be nu-
clear weapons state will endorse. Analysts associated with it included McGeorge Bundy,
John Steinbruner, and Kenneth Waltz.
14 The one caveat might be on nuclear proliferation. Waltz argued that minimum deter-
rence was so stable that nuclear proliferation was good – longstanding conflicts would
be stabilized. Others in this school, and most analysts, have regarded proliferation as
destabilizing.
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of a challenger (its society, state) and, if necessary, its allies.15 The threat
worked in two ways. First, it would deter nearly any leader or govern-
ment – no matter how frantic or zealous, angry or frightened – by making
it clear that an attack would be suicidal. Hence the level of challenger
rationality required was modest. Second, fear of a war escalating into
massive destruction would deter lesser attacks. No challenger could be
sure, in starting a lesser conflict with a state with a huge nuclear arsenal,
that escalation to its own complete destruction would not occur.

Hence credibility was not a problem. A state with massive destructive
capabilities primed and ready to go could not be dismissed as bluffing,
discounted for lacking the will to retaliate, or counted on to avoid escala-
tion, because an attacker making a mistake on this would be committing
suicide. Stability was not a problem either, at least in the central deter-
rence relationship – offsetting capabilities for total destruction in the
Cold War made deterrence profoundly stable. That is why it was not se-
riously disrupted by surprise technological breakthroughs (Sputnik),
large numerical imbalances in nuclear weapons (favoring the US in
the 1950s and early 1960s), fears of missile gaps, intense confrontations
(Berlin, the Cuban missile crisis), the defection of major allies (China,
Iran), even the collapse of one superpower! Where stability was prob-
lematic was that there were always pressures to develop first-strike,
counterforce capabilities or effective strategic defenses, and a tendency
to worry too much about this. The answer was arms control to keep
those pressures restrained. There was also the possibility of unautho-
rized use of nuclear weapons or provocative warning system failures.
Minimizing these sorts of errors required additional arms control ef-
forts plus redundant controls on weapons. Help came from the massive
stability of huge invulnerable arsenals which permitted states to avoid
panic-stricken responses to false warnings. There was the problem of
horizontal proliferation, with nuclear weapons in states which had not
yet, or could not, set up stable deterrence postures, and this had to be
contained through cooperative nonproliferation efforts.

The fourth approach is often called the War-fighting School.16 Its adher-
ents found the credibility and stability problems in nuclear deterrence

15 Adherents included analysts like Dagobert Brito and Michael Intriligator (1998),
Charles Glaser (1990), leaders like Khrushchev and Eisenhower, McNamara in his later
Pentagon days, and West Europeans in helping shape NATO’s deterrence.
16 This included Herman Kahn and adherents of flexible-response variants like Colin
Gray, Keith Payne, James Schlesinger, Paul Nitze, and Harold Brown. Also advocates of
preemption capabilities and preemption planning in the Soviet General Staff.
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very serious. A threat to fight/retaliate was credible only if it looked
rational to carry it out, so fighting back or retaliating had to be made
rational. This required being equipped to fight and win at any level: very
capable sub-conventional and conventional forces, plans and forces to
fight limited nuclear wars, even the capability to fight and survive an all-
out nuclear war. What deterred was not the threat of physical destruction
so much as lowering enemy chances for military success and political
survival. The Soviet government, for example, did not care about the
costs to its people as long as it was successful – only the threat of losing
the war or losing its power would deter it. Preemptive strike capabilities,
strong counterforce targeting, missile and bomber defenses, and a wide
range of theater and lesser nuclear capabilities had to be given priority.
Otherwise, clever and daring challengers would exploit gaps in credi-
bility, or enlarge a war if their initial military efforts were frustrated, or
constantly seek to gain military superiority through arms racing. And if
deterrence broke down anyway, a war-fighting capability was a hedge
against the worst effects because it might hold the destruction of one’s
society (and allies) to an acceptable (or at least survivable) level. A war-
fighting posture was good for deterring a rational opponent and having
to fight an irrational one.

One thing to add is that each school found the others irresponsible
and dangerous, willing to pursue policies that increased the dangers
in nuclear deterrence, raised its costs, and increased the destruction if
deterrence failed. They shared a general conception of what deterrence
was all about but disagreed about what it took to deter (what was un-
acceptable damage), the degree to which deterrence was credible and
how to keep it so, the nature of the stability problem, and the role of
rationality.

We can also briefly summarize the debates about what was needed, in
association with nuclear deterrence, for deterrence on the conventional
level. Three positions emerged: deterrence by a capacity to fight then
escalate, by a capacity to deny, and by a capacity to defeat. The first
was the NATO doctrine and posture from the latter half of the 1960s
on. NATO promised to put up a good fight on the conventional level,
and that if and when it began to lose (which it expected in a war with
the Warsaw Pact) it would turn to nuclear weapons. This was also the
position in Korea – the US and RoK were prepared to fight a major
conventional conflict but would respond to losing by escalating (to the
US stockpile of nuclear weapons there). An important question was
how likely or inevitable to regard escalation. Eisenhower assumed any
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significant East–West war would become all-out, and that this was good
for deterrence – a view that survived in the mutually assured destruction
(MAD) approach. NATO allies took roughly the same view about de-
terring conventional attacks but were less certain that escalation would
occur unless Europeans were themselves able to provoke it. The Soviets
saw escalation as very likely – analysts and planners came to accept that
it might not happen but this never dominated Soviet deterrence. Most
nuclear armed states preferred to approach deterrence of conventional
attacks by other nuclear powers as an extension of nuclear deterrence.

Next, the US and its allies were prepared to deter by the threat of denial
and demonstrating the capability for this. The US tried this in Vietnam
in sending military advisors and combat units. The UN and US started
out to do this in the Korean War and they settled for it after the Chinese
intervention. Finally, there was the threat to defeat the attacker and bring
about a surrender. This was what the UN and US switched to in Korea
after the Inchon landing success and before China’s intervention, what
the Soviets sought in Afghanistan, what the US threatened in the Cuban
missile crisis if the missiles weren’t removed, and what the Soviets did
in Hungary to deter others from trying to leave the Soviet bloc. For years
some American critics of NATO wanted NATO to be able to defeat the
Warsaw Pact.

There were endless debates in US and Soviet circles about the rela-
tive merits of these postures in terms of credibility. The most significant
ones concerned whether any threat of nuclear escalation in Europe was
credible, and whether a significant conventional war capability was re-
ally necessary – the threat of escalation being sufficient to deter even a
conventional attack.

Deterrence, deterrence theory, and the end of the
Cold War

Recent developments require that we reexamine things long taken for
granted about deterrence because it now appears that some are con-
firmed and some are not. Sorting them out is important for learning
properly from the Cold War about the utility of deterrence today and in
the future. If we look back at how that conflict ended, and at changes in
nuclear postures adopted since, the following lessons emerge.

First, the Cold War ended in spite of nuclear weapons and nuclear deter-
rence. They did not bar a massive political reconciliation that resolved
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the crucial longstanding issues of the division of Germany and Europe
and the competition of contrasting ideological-political-economic sys-
tems. Old arguments that the nuclear deterrence version of the security
dilemma, the poisonous effects of nuclear weapons on political rela-
tions, and the way deterrence postures automatically reinforce political
conflict turned out not to apply in 1990, however much they might have
earlier. Nuclear weapons did not create a security dilemma that barred
high levels of cooperation when governments were so inclined (and if
ever there were weapons that should have produced such a security
dilemma it is these!). Thus they did not displace the primacy of politics.
“We should recognize that the danger of war stems from the adversarial
nature of the Soviet-American relationship, and not from their nuclear
arsenals” (McGwire 1985, p. 124).17 Intense political conflict dictated the
Cold War, not the arms race or the balance of terror. The Cold War was
about politics. It is also clear that nuclear weapons did little to create
the opacity that afflicted each side’s efforts to ascertain the other’s polit-
ical intentions. The Cold War collapsed when the two sides’ preferences
overlapped considerably and this could be clearly understood. Politics was
much more responsible than nuclear deterrence for the lack of trans-
parency.

In fact, nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence seem – if anything –
to have facilitated the end of the Cold War, including the departure of
Soviet forces from eastern Europe and the dissolution of the Soviet
Union. They provided insurance against attack no matter how much the
Russian state lost ground in Europe, providing confidence that weak-
ness or conciliation would not mean attack. This allowed Soviet leaders
to accept the loss of their security glacis in eastern Europe and even dis-
solution of the Soviet Union itself (White, Pendley and Garrity 1992). Yet
even here their impact was not the central factor. More important was the

17 Lebow and Stein (1994, 1995) correctly note how American actions to shore up deter-
rence set off a spiral that culminated in the Cuban missile crisis – the strategy of deterrence
undercut the political stability it was supposed to create (see also Lubkemeier 1992). But
was deterrence at fault? This was the improper conduct of general deterrence, the Soviets by
deliberately exaggerating a supposed missile advantage and pushing hard in this context
on Berlin, the Americans by hugely overreacting and building a true missile advantage.
US actions were readily misinterpreted as plans to attack Cuba, provoking intense Soviet
efforts to deter, while Moscow failed to face the fact that sending missiles to Cuba would
be terribly provocative and that neither missiles nor Cuba could be protected from a de-
termined US attack. This was governments making errors of the sort deterrence theory
was supposed to help them avoid. They eventually escaped the Cold War with nuclear
deterrence in place; deterrence was not destabilizing per se. Their political conflict was
the problem.
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confidence Gorbachev and his colleagues had that the West would not
attack. Nuclear deterrence was insurance against only a very improba-
ble contingency, so improbable it could no longer serve as the basis of
Soviet foreign policy. States can define threats not in military capabili-
ties but in the internal political nature and external political objectives
of others.

A second point is that nuclear weapons did not a superpower make, con-
trary to a standard view in the study of international politics. Despite
neorealist insistence that bipolarity arose from the existence of those vast
arsenals, it vanished with the Cold War while the huge gap between the
nuclear strength of the former superpowers and other states remained
and alongside their rough nuclear balance. Bipolarity involved a domi-
nant political conflict which divided the world and mobilized the other
capacities (economic, political, etc.) of the two largest states – to which
their huge forces were in service. Without the conflict and the other ca-
pacities the weapons meant (mean) little in terms of power and stature.

We can also conclude that nuclear weapons contributed much to making
the world safe for the Cold War. (A related argument is in Gaddis 1992).
Only within a pervasive fear of another great war could the intensity of
that conflict have been sustained so long with neither war nor détente.

By claiming to have solved the problem of nuclear weapons, deterrence
dogma dissipated the sudden urgency that this devastating capability
had brought to the search for new ways of managing interstate rela-
tions. The pressure for a new approach had been building up for fifty
years and more. But the steam was let out of the movement by the
promise of deterrence. (McGwire 1985, p. 121)

By the end of the Berlin crisis in 1961 and the Cuban missile crisis in 1962
both sides grasped the fundamental limits imposed by fear of another
vast war, fear imposed in part via nuclear deterrence. They were then
free to press their competition into many other areas, as they repeatedly
did, without really risking another great confrontation and a global war.
(The October 1973 confrontation in the Middle East was largely artifi-
cial.) Nuclear weapons induced great powers to tolerate “a haphazardly
designed, awkwardly configured, and morally questionable status quo”
(Gaddis 1996, p. 42).

Yet another conclusion, settling an old argument, is that the weapons
in superpower arsenals were grossly excessive. By some estimates the Soviet
Union eventually had at least 34,000 in 1989 and the US over 22,000 (a cut
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from some 32,000 in the early 1960s).18 (See also Senate Armed Services
Committee 1992, p. 124.)19 There was no radical shift in primary targets
after the Cold War, no end to nuclear deterrence, no official redefinition
of how much is enough to deter. Yet deterrence rested on far fewer
weapons – half or less of the strategic arsenals at their peak with plans for
cuts to about 2,000. Britain cut its nuclear weapons by close to 70 percent,
and France made significant cuts as well. Greater transparency is a factor,
of course, but slicing away many of the weapons began even before
transparency improved.

A severe conflict presumably makes parties more willing to fight;
it alters their preferences to make their level of unacceptable damage
higher so it takes more to deter them. A severe conflict expands the
parties’ emotional intensity, making rational calculation less likely or
appealing, and that can make them harder to deter. Or a severe conflict
may heighten the belief of each that the other is eager to attack, pro-
voking reliance on a much higher threat of destruction to deter than
needed. Even so, the response to the Cold War in nuclear weapons was
silly. If a severe US–Russian political conflict emerges once more each
will be confident its arsenal can deter the other without racing fran-
tically back to Cold War levels, which is why plans to store many of
the nuclear weapons cut are wrong-headed. Nuclear stockpiles did not
shrink earlier, not because of the dictates of deterrence, but because the
domestic and international political situation was not supportive and
because military planners sought so much preemptive attack capability.

The overkill capacity that resulted invites another conclusion. Many
analysts now look back on Cold War era deterrence as qualitatively dif-
ferent because each superpower faced an opponent it understood, both
lived with rules that provided a framework, and their long experience
enabled each to understand the other’s interests and perspectives. This is
mostly nonsense. For the most part, the US did not understand the Soviet
Union well at all, and vice versa. Studies expose their interacting mis-
perceptions, particularly in the Korean War, the Taiwan Straits crises,
the Cuban missile crisis, the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, etc. As

18 The Brookings Institution (Schwartz 1998, p. 23) estimates that as of 1998 the US had
spent approximately $5.5 trillion on nuclear weapons and had some 15,000-plus strategic
nuclear weapons late in the Cold War, having produced nearly 40,000 nonstrategic nuclear
weapons. The estimated Soviet totals: 12,000 and 35,000, respectively.
19 Apparently the SIOP in 1991 still had 12,500 targets, one to be hit by sixty-nine nuclear
weapons. This was the Soviet General Staff’s main command post and the very low prob-
ability that one weapon would destroy it led planners to simply pile on weapons until the
statistical probability of destruction reached over 90 percent. See Hall 1998; Butler 1998.
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one analyst puts it, their emotional responses produced reciprocal rein-
forcing misperceptions, with tendencies to:

overestimate the other side’s military strength and improve-
ments;
overestimate the other side’s willingness to run risks for its pur-
poses;
base planning on worst-case analysis;
see the other side’s planning, control, and organization as near
perfect;
exaggerate the opponent’s adherence to a long-term strategy;
be preoccupied with fantasy fears of gaps, windows of vulner-
ability, and impending attacks (Van Benthem van den Bergh
1992, pp. 61–62)

During the Reagan years the Andropov government ordered its em-
bassies and the KGB to be alert to early signs of a preemptive American
attack. Meanwhile, that administration rested its foreign policy on con-
ceptions of Soviet strength and durability that were ludicrous; a Soviet
Union depicted as ten feet tall soon collapsed. Gorbachev had long since
shifted the entire basis of Soviet foreign policy but the new Bush Ad-
ministration took months to perceive this and begin to respond.

Debates about how best to pursue deterrence were endless because the
US had no real certainty (a) that the Soviet government really needed
deterring or (b) what would constitute unacceptable damage to that
government (some analysts insisted it would readily accept World War
II-scale losses again). MAD was not based on a calibration of unaccept-
able damage. It was designed to cope with the inability of the US to know
what it would actually take to deter. Calculations of unacceptable damage
ranged from 20–30 percent of the Soviet population and 50 percent of
Soviet industry to hitting 200 Soviet cities with nuclear weapons to ten
bombs or fewer on ten cities (Gjelstad and Njolstad 1996, p. 27; see also
Schwartz 1998, p. 23). Flexible-response variants rested, to a great ex-
tent, on misplaced fear that the other side might be irrational enough to
attack and this was particularly true of the most elaborate proposals for
war-fighting such as ballistic missile defense. Debates flourished about
what affected the US image for resolve: Weapons decisions? Interven-
tions? Defeats? Rhetoric? Defense budgets? The US lacked a good grasp
of what shaped Soviet estimates of American credibility (Hopf 1994).
It eventually pursued “essential equivalence” because just a numerical
imbalance in strategic forces might have an unfortunate effect.
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Analysts now claim that for today’s irrational or hard to understand
enemies we need to focus on what will specifically deter each oppo-
nent and, particularly for rogue states, threatening leaders’ political and
physical survival. But the US in the 1970s targeted the Soviet leadership
on exactly the same grounds. Secretary of Defense Harold Brown said:

“We need capabilities convincingly able to do, and sure to carry out,
under any circumstances what the Soviets consider realistic, whatever
damage the Soviets consider will deter them. Put differently, the per-
ceptions of those whom we seek to deter can determine what is needed
for deterrence in various circumstances.”

But no one knew what would deter Soviet leaders. Late in the Cold War
it was still true that “much of what passes for nuclear knowledge rests
upon elaborate counterfactual argument, abstractions or assumptions
about rational actors, assumptions about the other nation’s unknown
intentions, and simple intuitions” (Nye 1987, p. 382).

We can also say something pertinent about the fit between deterrence
in theory and the practice of deterrence. To begin with, governments
often did not behave responsibly in terms of deterrence theory and thereby
brought themselves and others closer to disaster than necessary. Is this
surprising? In what area of policy do governments rigorously prevent
ignorance, political calculations, biases, routines, and similar factors
from distorting decision making? All wars depart from the optimum in
terms of what is believed known. By building far more nuclear weapons
(and chemical weapons) than needed, the superpowers increased the
difficulty of keeping their arsenals under complete control. Civilian
officials exercised little control over the size of superpower nuclear ar-
senals or on many conventional weapons developments. Top officials
almost never carefully examined their national plans for a nuclear war
(for Britain see Twigge and Scott 2000) or for maintaining control over
nuclear weapons in a grave crisis or war, or tried to ascertain the specific
consequences that nuclear wars would entail. “Deterrence failed com-
pletely as a guide in setting rational limits on the size and composition
of military forces [resulting in] . . . the elaboration of basing schemes that
bordered on the comical and force levels that in retrospect defied reason
[with] . . . war plans with over 12,000 targets, many struck with repeated
nuclear blows, some to the point of complete absurdity” (Butler 1998;
Nolan 1999). Leaders lacked real understanding of what it meant to put
forces on a higher level of alert. Thus they had little basis for deciding
whether arrangements for crisis stability, devolution of authority to use
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nuclear weapons, or escalation control were sufficient to keep things in
hand; in confrontations “civilian authorities did not thoroughly under-
stand the military operations they were contemplating” (Sagan 1985,
p. 138), because “statesmen do not understand what their state’s armed
forces do when they go on alert” (Jervis 1989b, p. 89). They did no real
cost–benefit calculation as to the virtues of deterrence with nuclear or
conventional forces, not just because there is no ready way to do this
but because even the necessary information was not gathered (Schwartz
1998, pp. 18–21). They lacked the prerequisites for calculating the full
costs and benefits of competing policy options – limits on their ability
to make rational decisions they themselves created.

South Africa developed nuclear weapons with no conception of who
it would use them against and no strategy for their use – it hoped they
would induce the US, out of concern for instability, to come to its aid
in a crisis (Reiss 1995, pp. 28–30). Just as Truman took office with no
knowledge of the atom bomb project, Lyndon Johnson came abruptly
to power with no prior briefing on the “black bag” that accompanied
him everywhere thereafter. When civilian decision makers tried to in-
tervene to alter the plans for a possible nuclear war, the armed forces
strongly resisted – planning a war was their responsibility and civilians
were to keep out (see Feaver 1992; Nolan 1999). The main responsibility,
very jealously guarded, rested by default with the armed forces and they
were never comfortable with deterrence theory. Their objections started
with mutual deterrence, leaving security in the hands of the enemy, then
went on to how the theory made little provision for surviving a deter-
rence failure – instead, it proposed arrangements that would cripple the
chances of gaining the best possible outcome in a war. True to their major
responsibility, they prepared not just to fight but to win, to enable their
societies to survive. As a result, the superpowers consistently groped for
a counterforce capability close to successful preemption (Glaser 1990,
pp. 246–248, 365–367).20 Hence Eisenhower was appalled at the first ver-
sion of the Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP), McNamara’s effort
to adjust it came to little, Schlesinger and Kissinger never succeeded in
getting it fully altered as they wished, nor did the Clinton Adminis-
tration (Nolan 2000). George Bush Sr. achieved significant shifts in the
SIOP targetting but simply went around the Pentagon in promoting

20 Not that civilians played no role; they ultimately approved basic targeting doctrine in
the US, for instance. See Mlyn 1995.
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strategic arms cuts. In theory, this was a serious mistake because the
services’ efforts could have been very destabilizing, particularly in a
crisis. We needed a supplemental theory that said: “in the inevitable
competition between what seems rational to keep deterrence stable and
what seems rational for hedging against a deterrence failure, the latter
will be compelling to the armed forces and drive them to undermine the
former.” This better fits how the superpowers behaved than deterrence
theory. Fear of instability never matched or exceeded the fear of lacking
a possible war-survival advantage if deterrence failed.

Deterrence theory strongly suggested avoiding what resulted: desire
for a preemption capability and fear that the other side might have one
led both governments at various times to install a launch-on-warning
(LOW) posture or something close to it. In both there was also consid-
erable pre-delegation of authority to use nuclear weapons in the event
of war. (On the US see Pincus 1998a, 1998b; Pincus and Lardner 1998.)
In the Cuban crisis Kennedy had to insist specifically that in a clash in
Europe the American forces there were not to implement standard plans
that included using nuclear weapons.21 In deterrence theory anything
like a hair-trigger posture or automatic resort to nuclear weapons, es-
pecially if mutually installed, invites disaster.22 Both superpowers also
flirted with the idea of a preventive attack on China (the US in 1964)
to prevent its emergence as a nuclear power, which could have been
catastrophic. (See, for example, Mann 1998, which reports on a study by
Jeffrey Richelson and William Burr.)

Arms control thinking reinforced the emphasis in the theory on avoid-
ing moves and conditions that could undermine crisis stability. Never-
theless, the various nuclear establishments experienced close calls or
accidents that sharply increased the possibility of disaster and war.
Nuclear weapons fell out of planes, fires occurred in missile silos, false
alarms moved weapons to high-alert levels, some weapons were tem-
porarily stolen, highly threatening steps were taken by armed forces
elements during crises in ways unknown to and not authorized by
their civilian superiors, etc. Just the reported accidents involving nu-
clear weapons in 1945–1980 came to over 100 (Canberra Commission

21 Paul Nitze, in the ExCom crisis deliberations, noted the services’ resistance (May and
Zelikow 1997, pp. 222–223). See Kaiser (2000) on the US readiness to use nuclear weapons
in the 1950s and 1960s.
22 With this history we can see why Russia is now in a LOW posture (Nunn and Blair
1997; Hoffman 1998; US Information Agency 1998).
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1996, p. 12). There were instances of warning systems reacting incor-
rectly including, during the Cuban missile crisis, a radar warning system
incorrectly reporting a Soviet missile on its way from Cuba (Sagan 1993,
pp. 3–10; he offers many other examples, as do the Cockburns 1997).
During the missile crisis Soviet generals in Cuba shot down a U-2 with-
out permission; the head of SAC ordered US forces to go to DEFCON
II in the clear – without permission – and some air force units went to
a higher level of alert than authorized, Castro used troops to surround
missile batteries to try to keep the Soviet Union from removing them.
In the 1973 Middle East War the US and Soviet navies in the Mediter-
ranean were in very close contact while on extremely high alert, with
hair-trigger status for their nuclear weapons, inviting war through a
very small misstep (Lebow and Stein 1994). When the Russians downed
a Korean airliner in 1983 six F-15s were ordered to loiter near Sakhalin
Island to lure a challenge by Soviet interceptors and shoot them down –
a provocative step which lasted until American military headquarters
in Tokyo learned of this. And in 1983 a Soviet satellite detected five
Minuteman missiles supposedly launched at the USSR (it was actually
detecting reflected sunlight off the clouds) (Hoffman 1999a), while in
1980 a SAC headquarters computer reported an incoming Soviet attack
and bombers went on alert as missile solos were opened until the mis-
take was detected (Sauer 1998, p. 25).

If nuclear deterrence worked during the Cold War it was not because
we developed a neat theory and implemented it precisely. The Cold War
is not a consistently favorable illustration of the utility of deterrence in
either theory or practice. This makes it hard to believe that something
implemented in such an uneven, at times incompetent, fashion was pri-
marily responsible for the absence of World War III. The history invites
looking elsewhere, resisting the widespread inclination to conclude that
nuclear deterrence obviously worked and did so because we learned a
lot and became quite good at it.

The next comment must be that, despite all this, it is probably correct
to conclude, as many do, that nuclear deterrence did indeed work, to a point.
To quote some of its severest critics:

Over the period of the Cold War, deterrence proved to be an open-
ended, highly risky and very expensive strategy for dealing with the
reality of nuclear weapons in a world of nation-states with enduring,
deep-seated animosities. Conversely, given the origins and peculiar
ideological character of the East–West conflict, the extreme alienation
of the principal antagonists, the vast infrastructure put in place and the
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sense of imminent mortal danger on both sides, deterrence may have
served to at least introduce a critical caution in superpower relation-
ships. (Canberra Commission 1996, p. 14)

Nuclear deterrence has been given credit for the “long peace” after
1945. (Gaddis 1991)23

From this perspective it worked, which means it works and thus the
theory is correct. Jervis (1989b, pp. 23–45) argues that unlikely develop-
ments in international politics we would expect nuclear deterrence to
generate did, in fact emerge: no wars among the great powers, limited
peaceful change that the great powers disliked (a point outmoded now),
the near disappearance of grave crises among great states, governments
behaving as if a small chance of total disaster is too great to risk, and a
tenuous link between the distribution of military power among states
and the outcomes of their political contests.

But there is a plausible contrary view, that deterrence, at least nuclear
deterrence, was largely irrelevant. There was little chance of another
great war and thus nuclear deterrence was not necessary to prevent
it. Neither view is entirely correct. I suggest deterrence, particularly
nuclear deterrence, contributed to preventing World War III but also
made another great war much more likely than otherwise. We can take
up each side of this in turn.

Seeing deterrence as responsible for escaping World War III rests on
several contentions. One is that wars are inherent in international re-
lations. If great powers have always been prone to war, a long period
without great-power wars is so unusual one looks for an exceptional cir-
cumstance to explain it and the obvious candidate is nuclear deterrence.
The trouble is that the frequency of great-power wars has been markedly
lower in the past two centuries, with systemwide wars clustered in
the Napoleonic era and 1914–1945. So many years without great-power
wars, particularly systemic wars, since 1815, mostly without the pres-
ence of nuclear weapons, call the importance of nuclear deterrence into
question.

A more impressive argument is that wars are not inherent – the na-
ture of international politics contributes to the incidence of wars, par-
ticularly through its limited restraints on war, but is not responsible in

23 Numerous analysts reached the same conclusion: Bundy (1984; 1986); the Harvard
Nuclear Study Group (1983); Questor (1986); and Tucker (1985). Others are listed in Payne
1996, pp. 40–41.
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itself. Something else is responsible, and that something is severe polit-
ical conflict. Wars become quite plausible only when states are caught
up in a deep conflict. Such conflicts among great powers have been a
recurring feature of international politics and there was certainly one at
the heart of the Cold War, so severe that a US–Soviet war seemed a logi-
cal outcome. This is why the absence of World War III is an anomaly that
needs explaining, not the existence of a long peace per se, and nuclear
deterrence lends itself to this. I like this because it calls attention to the
severity of the Cold War conflict. Each side thought the other capable
of the worst behavior, and each saw the conflict as fundamental – about
basic values, the future, life and death. Each prepared extensively for a
war. Under these circumstances the probability of war escalates. Wasn’t
nuclear deterrence responsible for the fact that no great war occurred?

Despite its appeal, this is not completely convincing. After all, the
superpowers won the last great war and had greatly benefitted in terms
of their postwar stature in world politics and, especially important to
them, in European affairs. This made them status quo powers in some
ways, more preoccupied with preventing losses than taking big risks for
gains at the other side’s expense (Lebow and Stein 1995). Wars among
winners of the last great war have historically been uncommon for a
lengthy period thereafter – they are normally more concerned about
the losers who want to get back what they lost. In addition, the US
and USSR had no long history of conflict with each other, their peoples
had no longstanding mutual dislike. They had no territorial disputes,
which are the most common issue in wars (Vasquez 1991).24 The Soviet
archives have revealed that the Soviet Union had politically expansionist
objectives but not a strong bent for attacking the West.

Thus two partly status quo states came into serious conflict and began
developing hard-line images of each other. This can be traced specifi-
cally to Stalin’s policies, and to the way in which Soviet and American
approaches to international and domestic affairs had revolutionary im-
plications even if their governments were not given to imperial expan-
sion. It also stemmed from fear that not looking sufficiently tough would
encourage nasty behavior by the other side. Given these reciprocal im-
ages and Stalin’s mania for a harsh foreign policy and a totally closed
society, minor clashes readily escalated, significant disagreements be-
came tests of resolve, and deterrence seemed very important (though it

24 Colin Gray: “it would be difficult to find a plausible nuclear-armed opponent of the
United States less inclined toward nuclear adventure than was the USSR of most of the
cold war years” (1992 p. 261).
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seldom was). When no attacks occurred deterrence was taken as work-
ing (though outright attacks were rarely intended), so the mutual threat
system was very self-sustaining politically. This is a haunting picture
of what probably occurred, because the Cold War consumed much that
was good and decent in its world.

Unlikely parties for a great war were caught up in a conflict so severe
that they thought seriously about fighting for over a generation. They
had confrontations and numerous incidents which might have blown
into confrontations. War was plausible. While not all aspects of their
relationship and their positions in the world drove them toward a great
war, their relationship encouraged one and they prepared mightily for it.
Something must have worked to prevent it. It is implausible that nuclear
weapons had no effect in encouraging greater caution, serving as “an
important source of restraint” (Lebow and Stein 1994 p. 355). Nuclear
weapons did not prevent a war one or both governments wanted; but they
did help prevent the war the Cold War made plausible.

Then there is the contention that great-power warfare became obsolete
early in the twentieth century, so nuclear weapons were not necessary for
avoiding World War III (Mueller 1989). Wars became far too destructive
to serve as rational instruments of policy long ago, experience was a
good teacher, and by 1945 the great powers had absorbed the lesson.
Michael Howard’s (1991) version cites the decline of an era of intensely
ideological and teleological nationalism in Europe, the fading of warrior
societies plus the decline of territory as a prime source of national wealth
and power as leading to the marked drop in the bellicism of developed
countries that is observable today.

The argument is correct but needs some revision. If the sheer destruc-
tive potential of great-power warfare is to effectively foreclose such wars
several other things are necessary. Also required is elimination of the
idea that war, at least on such a large scale, is inevitable. Otherwise states
will prepare for and engage in it. This was roughly where the great
powers were in approaching World War I. Officials knew a great war
could be terrible, but there was no credence given to the idea that it
could be avoided forever. In fact, important elements regarded warfare
as necessary for the tempering of nations and selection of the fittest –
great wars were not only unavoidable they were functionally necessary
and valuable. Here Howard’s argument becomes quite important. The
falling off of bellicism and an extreme nationalism, and the emergence
of alternative routes to national power (Rosecrance 1986), have done
much to make great-power wars today highly implausible.
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Another very important requirement is negation of cheap-victory strate-
gies. It is possible to respond to the horrific damage another war might
produce not by concluding that war is obsolescent but by vigorously
designing ways to conduct wars so that the enemy bears most or all of
the costs. This is imperative if another great war seems unavoidable or
highly plausible. In the past two centuries we find repeated examples of
the great powers spotting and using what they took to be cheap-victory
strategies. The nuclear age was no different. Superpower forces repeat-
edly sought ways to win a nuclear war with acceptable casualties, either
by a preemptive attack or effective defenses against nuclear forces, or a
combination of the two (Questor 1986; Glaser 1990, Jervis 1989a). This
fit badly with the theory of deterrence (see Glaser 1990) but was quite
consistent with having to prepare for a possible collapse of deterrence.

By 1945 the great powers knew great-power wars could be intolerable;
in some ways they knew this by 1815. Nuclear weapons (especially the
hydrogen bomb) certainly made this even plainer, less disputable, and
thus contributed to this aspect of preventing great power wars. But
World War II was probably enough to do this; nuclear weapons were
icing on the cake. Where they really made a difference was in canceling
cheap-victory strategies.

However, even here their contribution was qualified. After all, the
most realistic prospect for a great-power war lay in US–Soviet relations.
The most fearsome strategic problem in a great-power war is to inflict
a convincing defeat, at low cost, on a large and distant great power. A
disturbing feature of the international system in the past two centuries
was that the leading powers were geographically small and neighbors.
They could readily be reached and overrun and thus possibly be cheaply
defeated. This was conceivable even for the Soviet Union in 1940 because
it could be reached from Germany and because the heart of the country
lay in a small part of its total area.

The United States and Soviet Union, on the other hand, were not next
door to each other (except in the North Pacific where they could reach
each other but for no serious strategic purpose). With strictly conven-
tional forces, they would have needed a vast military effort just to get
to each other with serious ground units, much less force a victory. The
attacker faced the need to project power over vast distances, with the
prospect of large casualties, huge costs, and the likelihood an all-out
war would drag on for years. Using conventional forces there was no
plausible recipe for a cheap victory, and thus nuclear deterrence was
probably never needed to prevent it being devised.
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What made the relationship fraught with the possibility of war was
nuclear weapons. They made possible a cheap victory against a vast
state half a world away. The real contribution of nuclear deterrence was
to cancel this, to void the utility of cheap-victory strategies based on nuclear
weapons. The route to achieving this was laid out by the conception and
theory of nuclear deterrence. It was not the presence of nuclear weapons
per se that made World War III unlikely, it was the gradually developed
understanding of just how they could be arranged so as to have this
result.

Lest this be thought of as knowledge inherent in the presence of nu-
clear weapons and quickly grasped, we must note that real understand-
ing of how deterrence might work was slow to develop. The armed
services did not initially regard nuclear weapons as truly different, just
bigger, and trying to treat them as just larger conventional weapons
lasted well into the 1950s in both East and West. Full appreciation of the
stability problem did not develop until the late 1960s; before then there
were deployments that practically invited a first strike in a grave crisis,
insufficient controls against accidental or unauthorized launches, weak
civilian understanding of SAC’s nuclear war plans which amounted
to a preemptive strike (Trachtenberg 1985). Strategic arms control, like
forgoing defensive weapons, was a hard idea to sell to, and in, the So-
viet Union. It remained difficult to get Congress to accept arms control
agreements when US–Soviet political relations were at a low ebb, re-
gardless of what the theory said about cooperation for mutual benefit.
And always there was the pressure to strip the opponent’s deterrence
by preemptive attack capabilities.

Thus nuclear weapons and deterrence theory did make a notable con-
tribution to the avoidance of World War III. However, they did not pre-
vent an almost certain war; both governments had good reasons not to
want one. Nuclear weapons certainly contributed to suspicion and fear –
neither superpower would have faced a serious security threat after
World War II for years, had it not been for nuclear weapons and inter-
continental delivery systems. This made East–West cooperation more
difficult and incited plans for war. Yet, as noted earlier, it is difficult to
believe they were responsible for the depth and intensity of the Cold
War.

As for deterrence, nuclear weapons reinforced what would have been
a very strong reluctance of the superpowers and other great powers to
fight another major war. They led these states to carry that reluctance
into lesser confrontations, probably more often or more extensively, out
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of fear of escalation. In the few grave crises that emerged, nuclear de-
terrence worked through a combination of existential deterrence and
a strong fear of losing control (see Blight 1992). In the Cuban missile
crisis, for example, the parties were most impressed by the threat of
massive destruction in general without calculating just how a nuclear
exchange would go.25 This was suggested as the relevant explanation
for how deterrence works years ago (Morgan 1983). However, the real
contribution of nuclear weapons was to negate their potentially awful
impact. For avoiding another great war we would have been as well off
with no nuclear weapons around. But they were around and they had
the capacity to make another great war more likely. Something had to be
done to offset this, but the fit between the theory and practice, and be-
tween nuclear deterrence in practice and the actual prevention of World
War III, were far from exact.

We can also note that nuclear deterrence did not prevent any and all
wars between nuclear powers. The 1969 Sino-Soviet clash over Daman-
sky Island in the Ussuri river is a standing rebuke to that idea in that
two nuclear powers moved into fierce military activities with significant
casualties. Little of the careful behavior in the Cuban crisis was apparent
there, except that nuclear weapons restrained the fighting and encour-
aged negotiations. Even strong Russian hints of escalation did not get
the Chinese to back down (Karl 1995).

Nuclear deterrence did not prevent fighting between nuclear and non-
nuclear powers either. Always cited on this are the Korean and Vietnam
wars, even the Soviet war in Afghanistan, but there are other relevant
examples. Vietnam refused to back down to very serious threats from
China. China in turn launched an attack on Vietnam in spite of Hanoi’s
alliance with Moscow. In 1973 Egypt and Syria attacked Israel, as did
Iraq in the Gulf War, despite Israel’s nuclear arsenal. Argentina fought
with nuclear-armed Britain. Again, this casts doubt on the existential or
inherent deterrence supposedly attached to nuclear weapons. Nuclear
deterrence did not prevent wars in all cases, whatever its success in the
Cold War (Sagan and Waltz 1995, pp. 127–130; Paul 1995). In fact, pro-
found concerns for maintaining credibility to keep deterrence effective
actually helped stimulate the war in Vietnam.

Finally, arguments about the utility of nuclear deterrence in prevent-
ing World War III are largely speculations about general deterrence,
which is notoriously difficult to detect and assess in terms of impact.

25 Lebow and Stein 1994; May and Zelikow 1997.
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As for immediate deterrence, there were mercifully few occasions when
it was called upon to prevent the outbreak of general war. Thus we are
trying to gauge the impact of a phenomenon when its existence, much
less its effects, is difficult to pin down.

Conclusion
We are left with the overall conclusion that nuclear deterrence was a rel-
atively peripheral, and relatively flexible, factor in the rise and decline
of the Cold War. Nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence did not cause
the Cold War or end it, nor did they end with it. They did help contain the
Cold War but also helped sustain it longer than it otherwise would have
existed. They helped the superpowers to get out of the Cold War but only
by providing insurance, a favorable background condition for steps to-
ward cooperation. They were not irrelevant, but their main contribution
lay in heightening incentives for war avoidance that would have been
very strong in any case, promoting caution in a very severe political
conflict, and voiding the appeal of cheap-victory strategies which nu-
clear weapons themselves made possible. Their chief contribution came
at the level of general deterrence – rarely were the superpowers drawn
into confrontations that constituted grave crises, despite our focus on
crises in devising conceptions of how deterrence worked. We imagined
immediate deterrence far more than we experienced it.
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2 Deterrence and rationality

While much has been written about deterrence theory, satisfaction with
it is very uneven, which suggests we might better leave it alone. How-
ever, deterrence remains important and many issues turn on whether it
can be a reliable instrument of statecraft today. It helps to consider how
useful the theory can be, and the place to start is with rationality because
much recent discussion about deterrence, weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) proliferation, and other aspects of security has been stimulated
by concern about actor rationality. Thus the subject of this chapter (and
the next) must be bearded with energy, though enthusiasm comes hard.
Deterrence theory has been called one of the most influential products of
the social sciences (Achen and Snidal 1989). This is true but misleading.
In various ways it is also a case study in how not to design a theory, test
it, or apply it.

It is fairly clear how the theory came to be closely associated with
rationality. The Cold War put the emphasis in thinking about deterrence
on competition and strategy, on making the best moves. The very high
stakes reinforced this. We needed instruction on how to do our best, to
be rational, to avoid disaster but not lose. Finally, nuclear weapons and
the Cold War seemed to simplify matters greatly, to force on actors a set
of overriding preferences which could serve as the starting point for a
rational decision approach.

With this in mind, the theory has been expected to perform three ser-
vices. One is to describe what takes place in deterrence situations. The
second is to explain how deterrence works, specifying what determines
the outcomes of deterrence situations. The third is to prescribe good
behavior for governments/decision makers in deterrence situations,
maximizing their ability to secure the outcomes they (or the analyst)
desire. In a sensible world these would overlap. Description would
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Deterrence and rationality

culminate in, and confirm, explanatory generalizations and help gener-
ate effective advice for policy makers. Or a powerful explanatory theory
would drive refinements in the description of deterrence situations and
guide policy makers. Unfortunately, in the exploration of deterrence
the three functions have not overlapped all that much, which is not
healthy.

Work continues on development of the theory with an eye to both ex-
planation and prescription by means of a deductive approach resting on
the assumptions of rationality and of states as unitary actors. Theorists
display uneven interest in actor behavior in actual, as opposed to hypo-
thetical, deterrence situations. Some claim that if descriptions of what
happens were developed properly, they would nicely fit the theory.1

Others contend that descriptions of deterrence situations should be ex-
pected to fit the theory in only a limited way; description has little rele-
vance for explanation and perhaps even prescription (Achen and Snidal
1989; Wohlforth 1999).

Extensive description of deterrence situation behavior has been pri-
marily the work of analysts highly critical of deterrence theory. They
display uneven interest in rational deterrence theory, sometimes using
it for guidance but often finding it partially or largely irrelevant. They
nearly always assert that the theory must largely fit the observed behav-
ior of decision makers and governments in decision making to be valid
and to serve as a reliable basis for policy.

A desire to prescribe, plus uneven policy-maker desire for advice,
provided impetus for development of the theory. In turn, unhappiness
with the prescriptions (or official versions of them) has stimulated ex-
plorations of deterrence situations by the critics. That also accounts, in
part, for the intensity of the debate between rational deterrence theorists
and critics, the latter often strenuously objecting to uses of the theory in
shaping policies and policy debates.

The theme of this chapter and the following one is that deterrence
theory cannot now, and will not in the future, resolve the difficulties,
in the abstract and in practice, that we regularly encounter with deter-
rence. There are flaws in the design of the theory that limit its utility. The
problems spill over into flaws in deterrence as a strategy. Contrary to
many post-Cold War commentaries, these problems are not due to de-
terrence having become much more complicated now so that the theory

1 An illustration of linking such analyses to description is Wagner 1989. Or see Zagare
1987.
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provides less effective guidance. It was not all that effective during the
Cold War either, for reasons that apply now as well.

Rationality and the conception of deterrence
Sometimes deterrence is defined simply as threats of a forceful response
to prevent some unwanted action, usually a military attack. However,
for purposes of theory building deterrence has generally been conceived as
an effort by one actor to convince another to not attack by using threats of
a forceful response to alter the other’s cost–benefit calculations. Looking
back at the components of the theory set out in the preceding chapter,
it is clear that the conception of deterrence concerns an effort to prevent
an attack by threatening unacceptable damage so that in the attacker’s
cost–benefit calculations the best choice is not an attack. This presumes
a rational challenger. The point, particularly when the theory is used
for devising a strategy, is to figure out what would be the most rational
thing for the deterrer to do in a deterrence situation or in preparing for
one. This presumes a rational deterrer. Thus the definition itself explains
how the threat can have the effect sought, or rather it contains guidance
on how to most effectively model the impact of the threat for purposes
of theory. The outline of the theory is implicit in the conception of de-
terrence used. Hence it is regularly cited to illustrate the use of rational
decision assumptions in the social sciences. Many problems with the
theory can be traced to this initial starting point. Deterrence was not
considered a phenomenon in its own right to which one could apply
notions of rationality to see how helpful they might be; deterrence was
conceived in terms of actor rationality. This resulted in any number of dif-
ficulties because the concept of rational decision making fits deterrence
situations very awkwardly for explanation (including testing), descrip-
tion, and prescription. As a result there are internal inconsistencies in the
theory and a mismatch with the nature of many deterrence situations.

The theory was constructed in an odd way. When we look closely,
the emphasis on rationality often seems inappropriate or unwise. In
fact, the theory does not rest on the rationality assumption in a normal
way. While it detected certain difficulties with deterrence in operating
in this fashion, it neglected others. It was based on the assumption of
rationality,2 but analysts tried also to respect the utility of irrationality

2 Russett 1963; Kugler 1984; Huth and Russett 1984. On the use of rationality assumptions
see Lebovic 1990, pp. 144–185; Downs 1989.
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and the complications posed by limits on rationality, and they also had
to adjust the assumption to resolve one of the central problems in de-
terrence. Thus the theory became something of a hybrid, based on ra-
tionality but skewed by the varying presence and impact of something
less.3

It is easy to see why the rationality assumption was used, but it is
not a necessary assumption. It is not necessary to assume rationality to
model deterrence for description, explanation, and prescription. Alter-
native conceptions of decision making exist. (Zey 1992; Friedman 1995a)
Assuming rationality is an attractive strategic simplification but there
are alternatives for this too.4

In principle, defining rational behavior for the deterrer did not require
assuming that the challenger was rational. A theory was possible given
pervasive uncertainty about attacker rationality or in response to specific
patterns of nonrational attacker behavior, but this was a road not taken.5

Deterrence was virtually defined in terms of attacker rationality and the
response of a rational opponent. This opened the door to a rigorous,
parsimonious theory but we have never arrived at a fully satisfactory
one. In conjunction with assuming survival as a mutual goal, which
simplified the estimation of preferences, the theory generated interesting
and sometimes nonevident prescriptions but these often had little to do
with rationality.

To assume attacker rationality was to be at odds with the way deterrers
sometimes, perhaps often, feel about opponents (often seen as irrational)
and thus at odds with one reason officials use deterrence. Analysts have
never systematically considered whether deterrers think they are con-
fronting rational opponents and whether this might matter. Assuming
rationality also meant having a theory at odds with the way deterrence
often is practiced. The superpowers constructed overwhelming arsenals

3 Many see it as a model of a rational actor approach; see Allison and Zelikow 1999, pp.
40–48.
4 For example, seemingly complex decision processes can be modeled with simple equa-
tions. A graduate admissions committee, for example, considered reams of information
but its decisions could be predicted via an equation using three variables: “. . . a simple
linear equation . . . is an extraordinarily powerful predictor. If one can identify and mea-
sure the clues that judges consider, then one can mimic their summary judgments quite
well with simple modes that combine those clues in ways bearing no resemblance to the
underlying cognitive processes” (Fischhoff 1991, p. 122).
5 An early discussion is Dror (1971). He stressed how irrationality makes deterrence prob-
lematic and called for constraining “crazy” states because deterrence would not work on a
state not instrumentally rational. Contemporary modeling is often prescriptive on coping
with uncertainty or limited rationality or severe limits on, for example, perception.
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in part so, it was hoped, even a marginally rational opponent would be
deterred, while consistently trying to design around each other’s deter-
rence postures in ways the theory described as quite dangerous (desta-
bilizing) and thus perhaps irrational. Finally, the assumption of attacker
rationality made the theory difficult to test.

Inconsistencies
We will start with difficulties internal to the theory under the assumption
of rationality: some internal inconsistencies.6 When a rational decision
maker attempts to deter, he must start by doing a cost–benefit analysis
of deterrence versus other available options. To opt for deterrence he
must find that:

(1) implementing the threats will not be more costly than other
effective alternatives; or

(2) carrying out the threats, though costlier now, will have future
benefits – such as a reduced likelihood of being attacked because
credibility is bolstered – that offset those costs better than other
options.

If neither applies, then retaliation or fighting defensively after an attack
is not rational. If so, threatening either response is not likely to be credible
and deterrence won’t work against a rational opponent, unless he can
be fooled into thinking one of the two conditions actually applies.

If the rational challenger can see this, so can the rational deterrer.
Thus the initial difficulty is explaining how the two parties ever get into
a deterrence situation. No rational challenger would carry a conflict to
the point of attack knowing that the deterrer could inflict unacceptable
damage and would find it rational to do so – and no rational deterrer
would bother mounting deterrence threats an opponent knows would
be irrational to carry out. To quote an eminent authority well known to
me: “our entire notion of deterrence must rest on the existence of great
uncertainty in the world and considerable imperfection in its decision
makers” (Morgan 1983, p. 83). It must take significant ignorance and
uncertainty to bring about deterrence situations. Therefore, if careful
case studies often find the initiator surprised by the other side’s making
strenuous effort to deter and not backing down so that war occurs, or that

6 For critiques stressing internal inconsistencies: M. Williams 1992; Deutsch 1987; Zagare
1996.
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the defender surprises itself by in the end backing down or deterrence
fails to prevent a war, this is about what we should expect. If rational
actors were involved, they would reach agreements that preclude the
need for deterrence.7

This gives us the first inconsistency – assuming rationality cannot
easily account for the need to practice immediate deterrence. So we have
to shave the rationality of the parties (or at least one), or their ability to
make the most rational choice (due to lack of time, relevant information,
etc.), to begin to explain how deterrence situations arise. Once one has
arisen, if the prospective cost of deterrence is too high then it should not
be chosen as a policy, unless the deterrer thinks highly of bluffing.

Even when a bluff is preferred, however, in many instances credibility
should be hard to come by – an effective bluff should normally be tough
to make. Why? To defend or retaliate is to attack the attacker. But if the
attacker, prior to when the crisis arose, was able to inflict unacceptable
damage as part of its own deterrence posture then the deterrer who
responds militarily to an attack risks much more damage than can be
tolerated. It would be irrational to react militarily unless not respond-
ing would bring at least as much harm as responding, so deterrence
should collapse. Thus the second inconsistency: assuming rationality
generates a serious credibility problem for deterrers in mutual deter-
rence relationships, making for difficulty in explaining how deterrence
works.

Deterrence would also collapse if, under mutual deterrence, two par-
ties were constantly poised to attack and one realized that the worse
pressure to avoid disaster will always fall on the party which, after a se-
ries of confrontations, is attacked in a limited fashion. Then the defender
is put on the spot, forced to try to practice compellance to reverse the
challenger’s initiative and facing the risk that its forceful reaction will
produce disastrous escalation. A suitably driven leader would exploit
this, as Hitler did in the 1930s and Khrushchev tried to by sending mis-
siles to Cuba. Why wouldn’t both parties be so inclined, making mutual
deterrence inherently unstable?

7 A parallel argument in Fearon (1995) traces wars among rational opponents to private
information making both optimistic about how a war will go. Each has incentives to
withhold such information or to cheat on any war-avoiding bargain reached (Powell
1990). In Snyder and Diesing (1977, p. 290): “some differences in images, if not theories,
is probably essential to the occurrence of a crisis. If two states could agree on each other’s
relative capabilities, willingness to take risks, interests, and intentions, there would be
little to bargain about.” Many analysts trace wars to miscalculations and misperceptions
(see Arquilla 1992; White 1987; Lebow 1981; Blainey 1973).
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Inconsistency applies on unilateral deterrence too. In some conflicts,
retaliation cannot be readily carried out if needed when the punishment
would not fit the offense. In effect, imposing excessive costs on the at-
tacker does excess harm (in the negative reactions of third parties or its
own citizens) to the defender! Retaliatory threats are then not credible
despite ample capacity to carry them out. This has dogged nuclear pow-
ers in dealing with nonnuclear states, making them vulnerable to attack
by less powerful ones. On the other hand, if the threatened response
seemed proportional credibility would not necessarily be a problem. If
the costs are acceptable, the deterrer could retaliate or defend with im-
punity. But then why would a rational opponent attack? Why would a
deterrence situation emerge? Of course, if the conflict is severe then, as
rational actors, all parties should move vigorously to give themselves, at
a minimum, capacities to retaliate or defend strongly. Even though mu-
tual deterrence makes the credibility problem severe, it is almost certain
to emerge eventually among conflictual rational actors.

A possible resolution is that the costs and benefits of carrying out a
threat change for the deterrer once an attack takes place, making a puni-
tive response more attractive, so threatening one is more effective. For
example, if in attacking C state A thereby weakens its ability to harm
C’s allies for coming to C’s aid, state B can better “afford” to retaliate for
A’s attack on C. But it would be odd for a rational attacker to put itself in
a position where it could no longer impose unacceptable damage on B,
particularly via an attack B had been trying to deter and would therefore
probably respond to. It is also more likely that the preference shift after
the attack is not rational but arises out of reactions like rage, hatred, or
a desire for revenge.

Another example would be that the attack shifts B’s preference struc-
ture in favor of a military response. This is plausible. B may have been
uninterested to ever attack A partly out of fear that A would harm C;
now that C is being attacked, B may want to attack too. Or B may have
never wanted to harm A because it believed that fundamentally A was
not hostile, but now revises its image of A because of the attack on C.
But there are difficulties here. One is that a rational actor analysis is
tricky when preferences can readily change – it becomes next to impos-
sible to detect irrationality reliably and thus to falsify the analysis. The
other is that if states revise their opinions of each other as threats, due
to their behavior, fairly readily and commonly (as some studies of crises
and confrontations maintain), then it should be something that rational
actor A will take into account.
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Deterrence theorists early on perceived the gravity of the credibility
problem in mutual deterrence, particularly extended deterrence. The
problem drove Western thinking about deterrence thereafter. One major
response was the strategy of flexible response which, in various guises,
became the dominant “official” approach for the superpowers. The jus-
tification was that if a retaliatory or defensive response to an attack was
limited, perhaps matching the nature and level of the initial attack, then
it could defeat that attack without provoking escalation into mutual
disaster. That would make it rational to respond, the challenger would
know this, and deterrence credibility would be maintained – or the chal-
lenger would attack and deterrence would be upheld at acceptable cost,
establishing the credibility of the deterrer’s future threats.

This was not, alas, a reliable solution. Europeans suggested that in
pressing hard for flexible response the Americans were announcing that
they were really scared of ever having to retaliate at the nuclear level,
eroding their credibility. A more worrisome difficulty is that while there
is logic in retaliating when the immediate cost–benefit ratio is unfa-
vorable, because the retaliator hopes thereby to enhance its credibility
and forestall future attacks, it is a defective solution. Analysts empha-
sized that the deterrer could not control the end result or calculate the
probabilities of really awful outcomes following retaliation, and as a
result fear of escalation would make even a limited military response
irrational. During the Cold War retaliating to be credible in the future
risked canceling the future. Henry Kissinger once told the European al-
lies to stop ‘asking us to multiply strategic assurances that we cannot
possibly mean or if we do mean, we should not want to execute because
if we execute, we risk the destruction of civilization’ (Kissinger 1981,
p. 240).

Another view was that European security “rests on an American
threat to do what American strategic thought has concluded and Amer-
ican statesmen admitted would be irrational” (Lawrence Martin, in
Heuser 1997, p. 17). De Gaulle argued that no one “can be sure that
in an hour of peril a President of the United States would . . . risk having
New York or Chicago destroyed in order to save Hamburg or Copen-
hagen” (Fontaine 1972, pp. 33–34).

Even in situations without the immediate threat of nuclear destruc-
tion, there is an equally fundamental difficulty. How do we calculate
the utility of a plan to avoid events yet to occur? If a nuclear war
(since 1945) has not occurred how do we calculate the probability of one
if South Vietnam is not defended or West Berlin not sustained? How
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does a decision maker know that not fighting a small war today means
more will break out tomorrow? (See, on this problem, Rapoport 1995,
pp. 279–285.)

Another way of dealing with the credibility problem, suggested by
Schelling, became an axiom of American foreign policy. Since credibility
could come from a reputation for upholding commitments, the deterrer
should treat commitments as interdependent. Upholding each was vi-
tal, even if not advisable in immediate cost–benefit terms, because this
would bolster the credibility of the others (Hopf 1994; on this thinking
applied to Vietnam see Winters 1997). This reasoning was eventually
extended. Other things were seen as affecting the national image for
being resolute – level of defense spending, language and demeanor,
willingness to develop new weapons. Almost anything could be found
relevant.8

The defects here are ample. It is open-ended in the requirements im-
posed for the sake of credibility. Making all commitments of equal im-
portance is a recipe for exhaustion in upholding lesser ones and thereby
losing credibility on others. This happened via the Vietnam War: offi-
cials wanted to bolster the credibility of other commitments but the war
had the opposite effect. An additional defect is that it is hard to convince
others – they may well assume that the credibility of a commitment rests
on its intrinsic worth to you (Maxwell 1968), that anything else would
be irrational. It was impossible for Britain and France to convince Hitler
in 1939 on Poland, for the US to convince Aidid in Somalia, for Britain to
convince Argentina over the Falklands – commitments upheld in part
out of reputational concerns. Upholding commitments not worth the
effort in themselves, when it is not clear that some larger commitment
will ever be saved from challenge as a result, is irrational because fu-
ture costs and benefits cannot be calculated. Thus you aren’t believed
on lesser commitments, and you end up fighting hard in response, to
sustain a credibility for your major commitments which should be much
less in doubt.9 It would be better to ignore unimportant commitments
and defend intrinsically valuable ones unless failure to uphold a lesser
one is almost always followed by another challenge.

8 Top policy makers early on felt that just fighting in Vietnam was vital, winning less so
(McMaster 1997, pp. 180–237, 332). A bad mistake! The real danger to US credibility was
to fight and lose.
9 Mercer (1996) argues, from findings in psychology, that rationality does not apply; cred-
ibility is easy to sustain with opponents and difficult to maintain with allies because of
how the mind explains others’ behavior.
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Another problem is that there is no logical reason why someone
should uphold a commitment at great cost just because less burdensome
ones have been upheld earlier – the negative cost–benefit calculation
would apply irrespective of earlier behavior in other cases. A rational
opponent will see this and not be deterred. Thus the notion that a com-
mitment of dubious credibility can be strengthened by upholding lesser
commitments requires that the deterrer, confronting a rational oppo-
nent, demonstrate a robot-like consistency, not action based on rational
calculation. This may be reinforced because an attack often reduces the
incentives for a rational deterrer to respond, making the response politi-
cally hard to sell. After all, B’s deterrence threat was intended to prevent
an attack; now that it has taken place that motivation has evaporated.
Moreover, the challenger has just demonstrated its willingness to fight,
making a cheap retaliation look much less plausible. A rational calcu-
lation in this situation may lead the deterrer to not respond, and the
challenger may have counted on this.

In fact, as implied by the reaction of some Europeans to flexible re-
sponse, going to great lengths to sustain credibility may have the oppo-
site effect. Jervis argues that to go to extra lengths to make a commitment
look credible can readily suggest that you are doing so only because it
isn’t really solid after all – you really might not uphold it (Jervis 1997,
pp. 146, 255–258).

A final difficulty with this solution is that treating commitments as
interdependent so others do is not something you want to encourage.
That would make opponents strongly resist conceding anything lest you
think them soft; you would want them more flexible than this on many
matters.

Another popular solution during the Cold War – made prominent
by Herman Kahn – was to escape from mutual deterrence: be prepared
to retaliate and suffer the consequences because you have made sure
they will be acceptable. Even for nuclear deterrence, this meant being
able to cripple the challenger’s retaliation or withstand it – being able to
fight and win a nuclear war.10 On this basis the deterrer could credibly
threaten and effectively deter. This applies to nonnuclear deterrence too.
It is the unilateral deterrence argument again – you may have no credi-
bility problem if deterrence is unilateral – and, once again, it contradicts
the initial assumption that all actors are rational. No rational state in a

10 China may currently believe that the key to deterrence is willingness to fight a nuclear
war to the point where the other side’s cost tolerance is exceeded.
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severe conflict and relying on deterrence can allow itself to be put in a
position where it cannot inflict unacceptable damage. If this starts hap-
pening it will make every effort to strengthen its military capabilities. In
trying to escape from mutual deterrence B will incite redoubled efforts
by A to sustain it. A may even attack, lest it be attacked once it is deter-
rentless. Thus this solution, which appears rational, invites an attack or
an intensified arms race, neither of which makes sense.

Hence, trying to escape from mutual deterrence could readily exacer-
bate the stability problem. This brings us to another inconsistency in the
rationality of deterrence in theory and practice – steps to bolster credibility
can be irrational in terms of deterrence stability.11 If the point is to deter an
attack, and stability rests on each side being confident it can deter, then
one side’s determined effort to gain the capacity to fight and win for
the sake of credibility will breed deterrence instability. The theory has
rationality dictating incompatible policies.

The urge to escape from mutual deterrence may arise for another rea-
son that exacerbates the stability problem. It is difficult to keep mutual
deterrence stability – resting on mutual vulnerability – compatible with a
rational response to a deterrence failure. Deterrence is not guaranteed to
work. If fear of what could result can be exploited by a daring opponent
to make significant gains, then it seems rational to take precautions by es-
caping from mutual deterrence to either face down a ruthless opponent
or win the resulting war at acceptable cost. The superpowers installed
counterforce postures bordering on preemptive strike capabilities,
hardly rational in the theory but attractive if deterrence is not guaranteed
to work and a preemptive capability can be achieved. The major criti-
cisms were that this was dangerous to attempt and would not succeed,
not that it was foolish to want to be invulnerable if the balloon went up.

Thus mutual deterrence seems rational and stable yet can breed ratio-
nal efforts to escape from it that cause its collapse. Unless calculations
about how reliable mutual deterrence is under various conditions can
be performed and it appears reliable, the relationship dictates contradic-
tory policies. In addition, the gains in defecting from mutual deterrence
normally cannot be calculated – each party can only estimate what they
might be in deciding what to do so there is no way to predict what choice
the parties will make and thus whether deterrence will be sustained or
abandoned.

11 Advocates of war-fighting capabilities argued (and still do) that deterrence was unstable
anyway – it could easily fail so an ability to fight successfully was sensible (Payne 1996).
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If fear of deterrence instability breeds R&D aimed at counterforce
capabilities or effective defenses then a mutual deterrence relationship
virtually requires an arms race to maintain stability (either in fact or in the
perceptions of the parties). Severe conflict will incite fear of deterrence
failure and lead to efforts to cope with this which undermine mutual
deterrence stability unless the other side races to do the same and offsets
any progress made.12 Unless both sides always get it right, the result is
regular fear of instability.

We can add another problem. The tensions between divergent in-
clinations to live with mutual deterrence and to escape from it led to
strenuous political debate in the US (perhaps at times in the USSR). The
result was a compromise. The US did not put maximum effort into its
war-winning capability but did not ignore it either. The superpowers
curbed delivery systems in SALT I, then installed multiple indepen-
dently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs) that greatly expanded their
counterforce capabilities. This is about what we would expect it takes
politically to get a semblance of a policy and SALT I ratified. This did
not fit deterrence theory but did fit the logic of domestic politics. Is that
rational? British decision makers were divided on whether to rearm and
confront Hitler or limit arming and seek a deal. The government pursued
both: some rearmament (like a big air force) plus alliances for possible
confrontations, while limiting other defense spending and negotiating
with Hitler, a policy compromise. It did roughly the same on Italy (Post
1993). It might be said that this is not an inconsistency, just an additional
set of preferences the theory was not intended to comprehend. But what
is the theory if not an explanation as to how rational decision makers
act based on their preferences, whatever those are?

The dominant solution to the credibility problem was to relax the
assumption of rationality. There are several ways to do this. One is to
assume that a challenger is irrational enough to let the deterrer achieve
unilateral deterrence – the deterrer is rational in trying to escape mutual
deterrence while the challenger is irrational enough to let this happen.
The obvious criticism: why should the distribution of irrationality be so
congenial?

The favored variant was asserting that states are just not always ratio-
nal, particularly in grave crises or under attack, and can do things a fully
rational actor normally would not. One actor could credibly promise to

12 Buzan and Herring 1999, p. 127 – they cite Hoag 1962; McGuire 1965; Mandelbaum
1981; and Thee 1986, among others.
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Deterrence Now

retaliate even if it would suffer unacceptable damage, because it might
be so angry, or frightened, or lacking in control that it would do it. Since
retaliation would cause unacceptable damage the challenger cannot ig-
nore that threat. Today, maybe China relies on the fact that there could be
no certainty that it would behave as if it were a rational actor if attacked.

This is one basis for the suggestion that nuclear weapons, in particu-
lar, generate an “existential” deterrence. If nuclear-armed governments
were not certain to be rational in confrontations, they would do well
to avoid those situations or treat them with extreme caution. If nuclear
armed governments were not guaranteed to be rational once war started,
when retaliation and escalation could produce disaster, they would do
well to not start a war. Lebovic (1990, p. 193) says: “The existential deter-
rent acquires its power from the nonrational world of fear, psychological
bias, and uncertainty and not from the rational world of deduction and
mathematical precision.” The eventual conclusion was that nuclear de-
terrence is basically stable, relatively easy to operate. It was not affected
by major shifts in the strategic balance once even the “inferior” state
could do catastrophic damage after being attacked (Bundy 1984; Intrili-
gator and Brito 1984). With stable nuclear deterrence in place conven-
tional deterrence was also stable: to launch a conventional war would
risk a disastrous escalation. Thus deterrence was not sensitive to ups
and downs in the conventional military balance. Even below the con-
ventional level, fear of escalation helped induce great caution so that
even the local military balance in a conflict or in a crisis might not be
decisive. That is why the Cuban missile crisis was handled so gingerly.13

The working rule in superpower relations came to be: avoid deliberately
killing each other’s citizens, regardless of the provocation.

This had enormous impact. It was the basis for the MAD analysis
and resisting efforts to rest credibility on a war-fighting capability in-
stead. It shaped NATO’s posture – Europeans resisted having enough
conventional forces to defend themselves, preferring to allow fear of
escalation (NATO promised to escalate soon after war broke out), and
fear that NATO would do this even if it seemed irrational, to deter the
Soviet bloc.14 That large impact makes its defects all the more disturb-
ing. The flaws start with the fact that we can’t presume irrationality
13 Lebow and Stein (1994) and Blight (1992) show that in the crisis many American officials
displayed great fear and caution in their comments despite the enormous US military
advantage (see also May and Zelikow 1997). But not all felt this way.
14 A 1995 US Stratcom report argued that the US could deter adversaries by appearing
“irrational and vindictive” as part of “the national persona we project to all adversaries”
(Diamond 1998).
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afflicts only the deterrer. That is possible, but it is an unwise basis for
theory or strategy. Instead, if the deterrer might be irrational in such a
way as to retaliate, the challenger might be so irrational as to attack. The
proper conclusion should have been that mutual nuclear deterrence has
an existential instability.

Embracing irrationality as beneficial is the closest we have ever come
to devising a truly different theory of deterrence. Yet in the end it was not
different, because it assumes attacker rationality; at the crucial moment
in an encounter the deterrer’s capacity for irrationality and the attacker’s
rational appreciation of it make deterrence work. Thus during the Cold
War, “those who emphasize credibility in policy create another logical
paradox: they assume that a ‘nonrational’ U.S. policy stance will be met
with a rational Soviet response” (Lebovic 1990, p. 185).

This envisions a rather selective irrationality. During the Cold War,
for instance, its champions presumed that governments are rational about
the fact that they can be irrational; they appreciate their limitations and act
accordingly. There is something to this. I find it attractive for explain-
ing how deterrence works, when it works (see Morgan 1983). But it is
unclear how to conclude that deterrence will work, which is what the
policy maker wants. The amended theory seems better for explaining
that deterrence is imperfect, sometimes benefitting from actor irrational-
ity and sometimes not. To deal with this problem some analysts argue
that decision makers aren’t given enough credit:

The theory . . . postulates that the adversary is a rational decision maker
and can be rationally deterred, but it does not attribute to this ratio-
nal decision maker sufficient reasonableness to recognize the vast un-
certainties, unknowns, risks, and dangers associated with initiating a
nuclear attack. (Deutsch 1987, p. 150)

But we would do better to drop assuming rationality and attribute suf-
ficient “reasonableness” to decision makers sometimes but not always, to
explain why deterrence works and highlight the fact that enough sense
for that is unevenly present. Then we could stop thinking that deter-
rence works because we “understand” it and governments are rational
practitioners of it, and also avoid sentiments such as these:

In thinking about the role of nuclear weapons today and in the future,
one must remember that, even at the height of the Cold War, no one
possessed an exact understanding of how deterrence worked. In the
end, it may have been the very uncertainty that surrounded the nuclear
enterprise – the how, the when, and the where of our response up to and
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including strategic nuclear strikes – that imbued it with the greatest
deterrence value. (Joseph and Reichart 1998, p. 19)

If we don’t know how it works how do we know that the only serious
uncertainty is about when we might use it? And why entrust so much
to such a sometime thing?

Left unexplained, therefore, in MAD and related explanations is why
deterrence is not inherently unstable. An answer of sorts was offered
by Kenneth Waltz (Sagan and Waltz 1995) in suggesting that nuclear
deterrence works (1) because almost anyone knows not to take chances
with utter catastrophe:

A little reasoning leads to the conclusions that to fight nuclear wars is
all but impossible and that to launch an offensive that might prompt
nuclear retaliation is obvious folly. To reach these conclusions, compli-
cated calculations are not required, only a little common sense.

(p. 113)

and (2) because the prospect of a gross disaster makes governments
behave very sensibly:

Who cares about the “cognitive” abilities of leaders when nobody but
an idiot can fail to comprehend their destructive force? What more is
there to learn? How can leaders miscalculate? (p. 98)

The former asserts that governments are rational enough to handle nu-
clear deterrence, and the latter that nuclear deterrence makes them ra-
tional enough, a neatly circular argument. Related is the suggestion
that nuclear deterrence works because little rationality is needed to re-
act properly – officials know not to challenge it just like people know
not to play with dynamite (Mueller 1989). The concept of “existential
deterrence” also rests on governments being rational enough to not risk
disaster and to appreciate that they can be irrational or lose control if
pushed too far. Governments are rational enough to get by. Sure.

It is never clear why the limited rationality nicely fits the requirements
of deterrence or, to put it another way, why the limits on rationality are
only beneficent. Why can’t governments be irrational in that a deterrence
threat provokes nasty emotional reactions, fiery resentment and a rising
willingness to challenge and take risks? Why can’t irrationality show
up as certainty that God or fate is on our side so great “risks” can be
run with confidence?15 We lack a model in which the rationality to make

15 “[T]here is nothing in rational choice theory, in models of limited rationality, or in the
theory of deterrence itself that tells us when human beings are likely to be rational rather
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deterrence work is present in challengers while the irrationality needed
is infrequently but sufficiently present in deterrers, no doubt because it
is impossible.

I have heard distinguished analysts assert that no one ever depicts a
plausible route to a nuclear war and disaster; governments will simply
stop short of such awful steps. Governments are rational enough. It is
really troubling that this view is offered after a century especially rich in
instances of governments consciously taking awful steps into immense
disasters. There was, for instance, no plausible route to a civilized soci-
ety’s government deciding to eliminate Europe’s Jews.

The ultimate drawback of the Cold War version of the nuclear age
was that everyone had to take comfort in resting security on a batch of
recognizably imperfect governments capable of killing vast numbers of
people almost instantly.16 If, in retrospect, this is nonetheless deemed
acceptable then nuclear proliferation into major trouble spots, as Waltz
has proposed, makes sense (Sagan and Waltz 1995).17 The flaw is in
presuming that imperfect governments and officials can manage nu-
clear deterrence to perfection indefinitely, instead of trying to minimize
chances of destruction by curbing their ability to generate catastrophe –
limiting arsenals of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction and
eying their eventual elimination.

Clearly, the theory does not rest on the assumption of rationality in
a normal way. It tends to require a departure from that assumption in
order to have confrontations to analyze; it has difficulty explaining how
deterrence works without departing from that assumption; and it cannot
avoid conflicting guidance as to whether a preemptive strike capabil-
ity is rational. The application of the theory for explanatory purposes
varies sharply in its conclusions when we shift among these starting
points:

(1) Each actor behaves rationally, and acts from roughly similar
preferences.

(2) Each actor behaves rationally, and acts from quite different
preferences.

than irrational. Why assume human beings are rational in initiating war but irrational in
responding to attacks? Why not the reverse, for example” (Achen 1987, p. 96).
16 “What are the implications of basing defense of one’s civilization against nuclear war
on a theory that assumes a high degree of rationality in order to work and then at a critical
juncture recommends irrationality to solve a tactical problem?” (Vasquez 1991, p. 210).
17 Various analysts believe in nuclear proliferation: Bueno de Mesquita and Riker (1982);
Mearsheimer (1990, 1993); Feldman (1982); van Crevald (1993); Berkowitz (1985).
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Deterrence Now

(3) Each actor does not behave rationally – sometimes/mostly the
challenger does not.

(4) Each actor does not behave rationally – sometimes/mostly the
defender does not.

(5) No actor behaves rationally.
(6) Threats and risks can induce considerable rationality.

Deterrence theory starts out stressing (1) and ends up relying on (4).
Critics tend to stress (2) and (3) and are not averse to (4) and thus (5).
Governments are particularly interested in (3) and (6).

Why associate deterrence with rationality?
We opened this discussion by tracing the connection between the ini-
tial development of deterrence theory and the assumption of rationality,
then moved on to see how problematic it is to keep the theory consistent
and retain confidence in deterrence. On further thought, the close asso-
ciation of deterrence and how it works with the assumption of rational
decision making looks steadily more peculiar. We really can’t talk about
deterrence situations between fully rational actors – we have to start
with actors that are somewhat irrational, not capable of being wholly
rational, or lacking sufficient time or information to be rational. And
there are other reasons deterrence might be better depicted as involving
nonrational or irrational actors.

For one thing, many irrational or nonrational creatures, including
human beings, can be readily dissuaded by threats – deterrence can be
quite effective with little or no rationality to target. Creatures like this
can still readily respond to pain and threats of more and be deterred. This
is true of children, animals, the mentally ill. Even extreme irrationality
does not necessarily place someone beyond deterring. And practicing
deterrence sometimes incites irrationality. In ordinary confrontations a
threat is often the spark that sets off a mêlée. This sometimes seems
to happen internationally too. Deterrence can incite hyperreactions to
hypothetical dangers, an irrational preoccupation with “image” and
credibility, and overblown conceptions of threats.

Next, the parties in crises sometimes don’t see one another as ratio-
nal. This is not always apparent. After all, opponents often depict each
other as crafty, having clear goals and being organized and calculat-
ing about how to achieve them (Jervis 1976). If so the proper basis for
deterrence is clear; ascertain the opponent’s preferences, perceptions
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and information, and the specific factors used in calculations of costs,
benefits, risks, and chances of success. This means breaking into the op-
ponent’s cognitive world to figure out how the opponent thinks. Then
design and communicate threats to penetrate that mindset which are
compelling in the adversary’s cost–benefit calculations. Occasionally
there is evidence of all this. Recent studies of the Cuban missile crisis
trace each side’s efforts to explain the other’s motives, goals and prob-
able reactions as a rational actor.

But consider an alternative picture. When a confrontation emerges
we find ourselves uneasy about the opponent’s perceptions and calcu-
lations, not just because they are difficult to grasp accurately but because
we suspect they are not very rational. Why? Because the opponent just
hasn’t been reasonable about the conflict; his extreme positions and de-
mands are the reason the situation has deteriorated. Thus in the missile
crisis Khrushchev and his colleagues felt the US was disrespectful, insen-
sitive, and arrogant in neglecting their concerns in Berlin and elsewhere
while putting missiles in Turkey. US leaders felt Khrushchev was weird
to be challenging the US in its backyard despite express warnings about
this, and worried about his hotheaded recklessness. Often the opponent
is seen as out of touch with reality. Of course efforts can be made to
get inside his thinking but they aren’t promising because comparisons
with rational governments would be misleading – his behavior is hard
to predict other than that it is likely to be extreme. Instead of tailoring
threats to fit the opponent, threats become a way to simplify that com-
munication process, cutting through the complexities of trying to figure
the opponent out – threats are needed that work even when he can’t be
understood.

We hope the threats will bring the opponent “to his senses,” leading
him to reevaluate his situation and turn back. Deterrence is used not
because the opponent is rational but in hopes of shocking or scaring him
into doing the right thing – “force is the only thing he understands.” The
threat substitutes for approaches one would normally make to a rational
opponent or to one, rational or not, well understood. It reflects the fact
that you haven’t gotten into the challenger’s mind and never will, and
is a way to manage dealing with a somewhat irrational opponent.

There are elements of this in history. British analyses of Germany
and Italy in the 1930s cited irrationality: “Hitler and Mussolini were
sometimes described in clinical terms as irrational, sometimes paternal-
istically as unruly children or unpleasant boors who violated proper
standards of international decorum” (Post 1993, p. 11, also pp. 6–10).
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Americans said similar things about Japan. While opponents look cal-
culating and crafty, they are also seen as fanatical, blind, or pig-headed.18

This is not always inappropriate. Some cultures and individuals, in cer-
tain situations, do not particularly value rationality. They believe in fate
or God’s protection or intuition. In some cultures, when honor or being
suitably decisive is at stake elaborate calculation is unacceptable. See-
ing the other side this way is particularly likely when the parties are
sharply different ideologically or culturally, or have a long, highly de-
veloped hostility: “the problem in a situation of high hostility is that the
assumption of rationality is weakened, because if hostility is extremely
high, then irrational behavior, almost by definition, becomes more plau-
sible” (Buzan 1994, p. 31). The enemy is alien or primitive; it takes threats
to get through to him. Then rationality does not capture the selection of
a deterrence policy or its application. George Lee Butler (1998) explains
the Cold War nuclear arsenals this way:

I have no other way to understand the willingness to condone nuclear
weapons except to believe they are the natural accomplice of visceral
enmity. They thrive in the emotional climate born of utter alienation
and isolation. The unbounded wantonness of their effects is a perfect
companion to the urge to destroy completely. They play on our deepest
fears and pander to our darkest instincts. (p. 4)

Hence nuclear deterrence was born of a “holy war” mentality.
This can readily describe the challenger’s view. “After all, the de-

fender has been unreasonable despite the justice of our case, is irra-
tionally thinking he can win the war that looms or can deter the attack
his unreasonable attitude has incited. His deterrence threats reflect a
poor grip on reality” (p. 4). Examined in detail, perhaps this is the ulti-
mate in careful analysis but it is more likely half analysis and half hype
(or hope). So if the deterrer thinks the challenger isn’t fully rational he
may be right. Do we then benefit by describing deterrence, for purposes
of analysis, as an encounter of rational actors?

There is another problem in depicting deterrence this way. Rationality
is not necessarily the key to who “wins.” Early analysts realized that an
irrational government or leader might have an advantage. Deterrence

18 This odd combination reflects a cramped notion of rationality. Many observers say
North Korea is rational, despite policies that brought the economy, society, and state to
near collapse, because it is sly, determined, and purposeful – its behavior has explicable
patterns. These are silly indices of rationality – they can appear in willful children, the
mentally ill, compulsives, etc. – yet are often cited nonetheless.
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theory does not say that deterrence works only when actors are ratio-
nal (though many people think it does), it just explains how deterrence
works and fails when they are. It also says that sometimes irrationality
helps. Schelling noted the utility of appearing to be, or being, some-
what irrational in making deterrence commitments credible or making
even the determined deterrer back down. He referred to “obvious refer-
ence points” around which cooperation coalesces, including an agree-
ment with enough credibility for effective deterrence, even though these
points are “obvious” only in some cultural context. Schelling suggested
that, with mutual disaster looming, the party that could commit first
and leave no room to retreat would leave the opponent the last clear
chance to avoid disaster and compel a compromise in its favor. If it is
irrational to carry out your threat but you arrange that it will be carried
out automatically, the threat is effective even if irrational because you
have suspended your capacity to decide and act rationally. Lest this be
seen as cleverly rational, try imagining a situation in which – if you
didn’t win you would be killed – you would readily use it. You can’t
calculate the odds it will work and thus it is hardly a rational choice
on which to stake existence if other alternatives are not fatal. However,
someone irrational enough to do it might well benefit.

In the same way, it was eventually concluded during the Cold War
that to make American commitments credible it was helpful that the
US could not guarantee to be rational if challenged. In particular, that
was a justification for continuing to rely on nuclear deterrence. This
was not a rational selection of the best basis for deterrence, merely a
rationalization of the only promising basis available.

Meanwhile, asserting that commitments be treated as interdependent
to sustain credibility puts a rational gloss on a contention resting on irra-
tionality. Building a reputation by always upholding commitments, no
matter how onerous the task or unimportant the commitment, sounds
clever. But since some commitments are normally not worth fighting for,
to fight for all of them would convey irrational consistency. Advocates in
the Cold War hoped that by implacably upholding minor commitments
credibility would be firmly attached to the ultimate US commitments
which would be irrational to uphold. The US was to deter by demon-
strating that it wouldn’t think when challenged, just react automatically.

The same applies to the falling-dominos argument – failure to up-
hold a commitment will lead allies and enemies to conclude your will
and determination are failing (Hopf 1994). This presumes only limited
rationality at work in others’ assessments of your credibility and your
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rationality. With rationality present, if my interests dictate upholding
a commitment, it is credible even if I didn’t uphold another one where
they were not engaged. By the same token, rational decision makers else-
where will not be influenced by my prior actions unless they assume I
am not rational. (Or if they have only my prior actions as evidence as
to how I perceive my interests.) The US operated in the Cold War as if
assessments of its commitments would be shaped by things that should
have had little effect for rational observers or because those observers
might assume the US was not rational about commitments.

The same occurred on measures of the strategic balance. There was
no agreement as to the importance of “superiority” however defined –
numbers of strategic reentry vehicles (RVs), throwweight, megatonnage,
etc. But it became important to be seen to be equal, or ahead, in such
measures. Why? Not because “equality” or “superiority” clearly shaped
the credibility of commitments and the effectiveness of deterrence, but
out of fear that people (publics, allies, enemies) would irrationally think
that simple numerical equality or superiority mattered, that nonrational
elements (the “image” of being behind) might shape their perceptions
and decisions.

Expectations of irrationality apply not just in peripheral matters but to
the essence of some deterrence situations. The US was capable of wiping
out the Soviet presence in Cuba during the missile crisis and had strong
incentives to do so. What it lacked was confidence the Soviet Union
would not be provoked into an irrational response, or confidence that
both governments could avoid being caught up in a process they could
not control that led to widespread destruction. A blockade was not the
optimal choice for rational governments in Washington and Moscow,
but it was appropriate if there was a distinct possibility that one or both
might not be rational.19 More recently, North Korea has been a porcupine
bristling with threats, with an uncertain capacity for carrying them out
yet taken seriously for fear that it is no paragon of rationality.

In another illustration, theory suggests that ample information con-
veyed with clarity is good for deterrence, allowing the opponent to
rationally decide it would be too costly to attack. However, the oppo-
nent only has to believe that you would carry out your threats. It does
not matter whether such a belief is correct – deterrence works just as
well whether it is or is not. And deterrence can fail if the threat is not

19 American military leaders thought the blockade was silly – it didn’t eliminate the
missiles and left the US vulnerable. But JFK kept insisting on it due to possibilities of
irrationality or loss of control (May and Zelikow).
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believed – whether it is sincere and feasible to implement does not
matter. A deterrer must concentrate on manipulating the challenger’s
perceptions, and analysts noted that sometimes this can be done by
being misleading or ambiguous, by a bluff or by being obscure – the
challenger is unable to calculate that an attack is worthwhile and thus is
deterred.

This set off a debate, never resolved, about whether clarity or ambigu-
ity is best, including whether deterrence works better if a government is
opaque or ambiguous about having weapons of mass destruction. This
was raised repeatedly in studies about Israel, India, and Pakistan prac-
ticing “opaque deterrence” (Hagerty 1993; Cohen and Frankel 1991).
Japan has what Daniel Deudney has called “recessed deterrence” via
a “virtual nuclear arsenal” (Mazaar 1997), an existential deterrence not
unlike the argument (by Jonathan Shell and others) that states without
nuclear weapons deter if they can readily build them.

The Eisenhower Administration was quite specific about US commit-
ments (via alliances) but settled for being vague about what it would do
to uphold them. First Stalin (Holloway 1994, p. 267) then Khrushchev
tried to deceive the West about Soviet nuclear weapons in the 1950s,
practicing deterrence by bluff. Sometimes ambiguity works. In other
cases it has not prevented an attack, as Israel found in 1973. In the Gulf
War Israel’s threats to possibly retaliate with nuclear weapons if attacked
by Iraq did not keep Scud missiles from landing there, but perhaps the
threats dictated that only conventional warheads exploded. Was this
success or failure? In sum, it is impossible to specify the relationship be-
tween availability of information and success or failure of deterrence –
sometimes a lot helps and sometimes it doesn’t.

There are other ways irrationality can increase the chances of deter-
rence success. If a challenger sees almost any confrontation by another
as a credible threat, this could be irrational – something like paranoia.
But deterrence is more likely to succeed if the challenger is primed to
see others as credibly threatening harm. Perhaps the challenger has a
fear of risks that goes beyond any evidence that serious harm will result.
To deter someone who is deathly afraid of heights from approaching a
cliff is easy. Some national leaderships are deeply afraid of even mod-
est risks of defeat or casualties. This was the Guatemala government
during the CIA-organized ouster of it in 1954; just a mob at the dock
deterred the first Clinton effort to intervene militarily in Haiti. Such ir-
rational calculations make the challenger easy to deter; success results
from challenger irrationality.
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Is there a consistent connection between rationality and the outcome
of deterrence situations? If we knew one or both actors was not ratio-
nal, what would that tell us – by employing the theory – about the
likelihood deterrence would work? Consider some possibilities among
nuclear-armed states. State A rationally practices deterrence but B does
not decide rationally. A constructs a credible threat of nuclear war and
effectively communicates it but B is so angry or distraught that it barges
ahead anyway. War results and both are badly damaged or destroyed.
In case 2, State A strongly suspects that State B is irrational in disturbing
ways. A carefully constructs a nuclear deterrence posture but in a crisis
finds it really doesn’t want to rely on deterrence to avoid disaster and
abandons the commitment. The challenger’s irrationality determines
who wins.

There are cases in which it looks like two parties had significant mis-
perceptions but they were compatible with deterrence success. There
are instances in which one side had a window of opportunity to attack
when the other was badly prepared to respond effectively, but the ra-
tional choice was not adopted (Lebow 1984). In some circumstances the
chances of success can be enhanced if the deterrer locks into a position
and makes retaliation automatic, although analysts have always wor-
ried about a crisis in which both sides used this tactic. However, case
studies show that leaders normally refuse to limit their options so dras-
tically. And why have nuclear powers not used those weapons against
nonnuclear opponents, even when this meant accepting a military de-
feat? Why do states that “should” acquire nuclear weapons (because of
their security situations) abjure them and a capacity to attack success-
fully or to deter? It might be that preferences of the states in question
were responsible, but it is at least as likely that they were being irrational
and that this strongly affected how well deterrence worked.

Rationality is an inconsistent guide to how deterrence turns out. This
is true whether it succeeds or fails, for individual instances and over
the long run. It is easy to show that rationality does not maximize a
player’s result in every situation, but we assume that over the long run
rationality does best. I don’t think it is possible to show this to be so
with deterrence. As a result, perhaps a fully capable theory must rest
on other conceptions, or on more than rational decision conceptions.
By the same token a fully capable theory cannot be constructed on a
nonrational decision maker basis either until we have evidence that in
deterrence situations actors are never rational or their rationality never is
crucial to the outcome. But there is real difficulty in developing a theory
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Deterrence and rationality

that assumes rationality but tries to encompass the impact of irrational
elements, and in using theory to explain how any individual deterrence
situation will work out or on how to operate deterrence in general. It
seems impossible to associate deterrence solely with rationality – it is not
only rational actors that have to be deterred and can deter, it is not only
among rational actors that deterrence works, it is not always better to
be rational in deterrence situations, and there is probably no consistent
link between what works in general and in individual instances.20

Rationality and deterrence in practice
The assumption of rationality is troublesome for deterrence not only
in theory but also in practice. What is rational for an actor depends on
the actor’s preferences. In designing a deterrence strategy, it is difficult
to assess a target’s rationality on the basis of its actions without know-
ing its preferences. But knowing preferences is not necessarily enough.
People often fail to distinguish between the notion that what is rational
depends on the initial preferences of the actor and the fact that someone
can look rational but not be rational. Rationality is not simply acting out
one’s preferences or objectives – it is arriving at that action by choosing
in a specified way. Otherwise a seemingly rational act could come from
drawing straws. This gives us several ways to detect irrationality. A gov-
ernment may pursue manifestly inappropriate objectives for manifestly
improper reasons; it may pursue actions clearly at variance with its ob-
jectives; or it may make its decisions in an inappropriate manner. The
trouble is that detecting these things can be terribly difficult, making
irrationality (and rationality) very hard to detect.

It is commonly believed that deterring the irrational is very difficult,
but if a government cannot tell for sure what would be rational behavior
for its opponent, how will it know if there is a lot of it around? Nor can an-
alysts help; we cannot readily tell the difference, particularly if it is some-
times useful for challengers to feign irrationality. It might be possible
retrospectively to determine whether the opponent was rational, but for
practicing deterrence actors probably must use intuition. The concept of

20 Davis and Arquilla (1991) suggest that prior to the Gulf War the US needed two models
of Saddam, as rational and less so (more intuitive), to compare against incoming data. The
latter model is necessary because “There is a deep-seated reluctance on the part of West-
erners to recognize and appreciate the behavior patterns and motivations of conquerors,
ideologists, and revolutionaries. Our tendency is to assume a degree of pragmatism and
incrementalism . . .” (p. 77).
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rationality does not help in diagnosing the nature of the situation and the
opponent and therefore does not help much in figuring out what to do.

In addition, if what is rational depends on preferences then to maxi-
mize chances of success deterrence must be tailored to opponent prefer-
ences. If those are misperceived: (1) deterrence may be practiced unnec-
essarily, (2) it may be practiced incorrectly – punishment is threatened
when an opponent’s chief fear is defeat, or defeat when the chief fear is
death, etc., and (3) regardless of the outcome, it is hard to determine if
deterrence worked, or why, and thus whether the strategy was correct.
Unfortunately, governments rarely know enough about others’ prefer-
ences. Information is insufficient, ambiguous, contradictory, and unre-
liable. Leaders aren’t consistent; they shift preferences or their relative
importance and often suspend the comparative weighting of preferences
until forced to do so. Asking leaders what they want, specifically and
with possible outcomes ranked in relative appeal, is seeking knowledge
they themselves often lack. And government preferences readily shift.
Sometimes this is because of changing circumstances, including deter-
rence threats. In addition, preferences are normally a collective product
so coalition shifts alter the relative weight assigned to them – and the po-
litical complexion of coalitions shifts frequently in some circumstances.
Hence the profile of opponent preferences used for designing deterrence
can readily be wrong or unreliable.

Designer deterrence, tailoring threats to the opponent’s history, culture,
leaders, and domestic politics is frequently impossible.

Not all actors in international politics calculate utility in making deci-
sions in the same way. Differences in values, culture, attitudes toward
risk-taking, and so on vary greatly. There is no substitute for knowledge
of the adversary’s mind-set and behavioral style, and this is often diffi-
cult to obtain or to apply correctly in assessing intentions or predicting
responses.

(Craig and George 1995, p. 188; see also Vasquez 1991;
Deutsch 1987; Kolodziej 1987)

After all, people inside societies who share a culture, history and lan-
guage regularly misread their compatriots’ intentions or risk-taking
propensities – as studies of internal insurrections indicate. Thus in stress-
ing rationality deterrence has to rest on the assumption either that the
international system simplifies the parties’ imperatives and preferences
so they can be reliably ascertained, or that deterrence threats simplify
by dictating the opponent’s preferences.
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The same problem applies to suggestions that theorists and govern-
ments refine their images of the challenger for deciding when to use
deterrence. Lebow and Stein (see Stein 1991) distinguish confrontations
where misunderstanding is crucial from those where incompatible goals
are responsible and the opponent deliberately seeks a big gain at the
deterrer’s expense; deterrence is likely to work in the latter but is inap-
propriate, may even make things worse, in the former. They are prob-
ably correct, but how can governments know which situation exists
(Kolodziej 1987)? That can be difficult to determine for historians. Stein
(1991, p. 24) writes that “In the late summer of 1914, deterrence was
inappropriate as a strategy of conflict management.” But how were the
parties to know this and how can we be sure even now given continued
debates about some actors’ motivations? Once again, actors may see de-
terrence, implicitly or explicitly, as useful because it cuts through such
complexities – simplifying sufficiently to permit action. The problem
would be not that deterrence is sometimes inappropriate but that not
knowing when is likely to drive decision makers to use it as the safest
choice.

A theory on how to behave rationally in a rational world is nice, but
decision makers often want to use deterrence to override the complica-
tions of a somewhat irrational one. They probably prefer a “one size fits
all” concept of deterrence meant to work on almost any government,
whatever its preferences and whether it is rational. They may want de-
terrence to scare the daylights out of a crazy government and make
irrational leaders “come to their senses.”

Rationality and the theory revisited
To this point we have considered various ways it is awkward to associate
deterrence with rationality; inconsistencies emerge which are reflected
in difficulties with deterrence as a strategy. This recapitulates complaints
about rational decision models in the social sciences that: their use is not
matched by serious empirical tests (Green and Shapiro 1991); govern-
ments, organizations, and decision makers are not consistently rational
(Simon 1985; Halpern and Stern 1998); alternative approaches better ex-
plain decisions, like prospect theory (Farnham 1994; Levy 1992a, 1992b)
or cognitive process theories (Mercer 1996).

On the other hand, it is difficult to just abandon the theory or the
rational decision approach. We need a theory because deterrence plays
a central role in national and international security. We need a rational
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decision approach, among others, because deterrence is also a strategy,
making it vital to probe the underlying logic of competitive situations
and figure out how to align one’s efforts with that logic. This may call
for going beyond a rationality assumption, but that starting point can
help frame analysis, provide insights, and produce a model of ideal
behavior against which to compare the real thing. But to use a rationality
assumption well we must determine how far it takes us.

The ideal solution would be to put the rational decision assumption
to the test, directly or indirectly, so as to determine the fit to deterrence
situations. For instance, it might be that getting angry after an attack
and retaliating almost blindly is more daunting to a potential attacker
than cooly calculating the payoffs from retaliating and other options.
If so,

human beings following their emotions will lack the full range of strate-
gies to pick and choose optimally . . . [and] deterrence will often work
in the fashion everyone believes it does . . . There is no necessary reason
why evolution should favor perfectly rational behavior. Hence, there
is no reason to imagine that human beings necessarily will exhibit it.

Then rational choice models won’t fit deterrence situations (Achen 1987,
p. 102). We need a better notion as to when the rationality assumption
applies to real decisions, and how.

Testing deterrence theory to determine this is inherently difficult and
assuming rationality does not help. In fact, as presently designed ratio-
nal deterrence theory is very difficult to test, directly or indirectly. To
begin with, the theory abstracts from reality (Achen and Snidal 1989):

Rational deterrence is very much an ideal-type explanation. No sen-
sible person pretends that it summarizes typical deterrence decision
making well, or that it exhausts what is to be said about any one his-
torical case. (p. 151)

As a deductive theory it can be tested for internal consistency, for
whether it has “logical cohesion and consistency with a set of sim-
ple first principles” (p. 151), and in this chapter I have tried to sug-
gest how it lacks logical cohesion. It can be tested indirectly by seeing
whether hypotheses derived from it are compatible with appropriate
evidence, and this raises problems. There is no consensus on the details
of a rational theory of deterrence, no fully effective operationalization
of the key concepts, just a general sense of what one might look like
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(Achen and Snidal 1989; Downs 1989; Jervis 1989a). As a result, there
are many hypothetical variants. Needless to say, this is a complication for
testing.

More important is whether the theory applies if the actors are not ra-
tional; if not, then whatever the outcome the theory cannot be expected
to explain it and is not tested by that case. Some think the theory ex-
plains failures of deterrence where the actors were irrational (because
irrationality produced either the improper practice of deterrence or an
improper reaction by the challenger), but this is not so. The theory does
not say deterrence works only when the actors are rational. It tells us, in an
initial way, how deterrence works when they are rational. It only implies
that deterrence will not work, or not work as well, when they are not
rational, so we cannot conclude that a deterrence failure must be due
to irrationality. In fact, theorists treat irrational behavior as sometimes
useful in deterrence.

One might think that if, in many or most cases, actors are not rational
the theory is incorrect, but that is not necessarily so. First, it may just
be irrelevant, not incorrect. It explains behavior among rational actors.
Unless we knew that actors were almost never rational we could not de-
cide whether the theory is incorrect or irrelevant. The question would be:
how do we tell, how does an actor tell, when the theory does not apply?
Since we cannot say, without detailed information about preferences,
whether actors are rational, the applicability of the theory is impossible
to determine precisely. What compounds the problem is that the evi-
dence is normally indirect; it pertains not to actor cognitive processes
but to behavior that may imply something about cognitive processes.
But behavior is unreliable for such inferences. If the challenger attacks
after being confronted with a deterrence threat this could mean that:

he valued the objective more than the probable costs of attack
(he was rational);
he valued the objective enough to take the chance (also rational);
he misperceived the cost–benefit ratio, or miscalculated it, even
though he then made a cost–benefit based choice (maybe ratio-
nal, maybe not);
he felt he had no acceptable alternative (rational);
he was irrational.

The evidence will normally not tell us in a convincing fashion which
was the case.
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Second, it may be that the theory applies, but not descriptively. Rational
decision theorists have argued that what matters is whether the pre-
dicted outcomes accord with the evidence; if they do, the theory is
fine even if, when examined closely, the actors don’t appear to have
been rational.21 As a result, evidence of nonrationality or irrationality
is not evidence the theory is incorrect. It can’t be tested by process
tracing.

This is an important claim; if it is true, then we can never test a ratio-
nal decision theory of deterrence other than for internal consistency or
the fit between predicted outcomes and evidence. However, this con-
flates two ways of employing rational decision analysis that should be
considered separately. The first is its use as a short cut to arrive at an
abstract outcome (i.e. this is how specified deterrence situations will
come out) or to develop a hypothetical outcome to see if it fits the
real one. The theory fits the real outcomes, i.e. it “explains,” regard-
less of what real decision making looks like, and that is all we care
about.

The second approach uses it as an explanatory tool because rational-
ity itself makes a difference in the outcome. This is often said or implied.
We often associate rationality with effectiveness and expect different
decisions from rational than from nonrational processes. For instance
many explanations of the behavior of economic interest groups on for-
eign policy predict the positions those groups take on issues as ratio-
nally reflecting the costs and benefits involved (Milner 1997; Friedan
and Rogowski 1996). This is how rationality has often been used in the
study of deterrence. Individuals can arrive at the same specific deci-
sion whether they are rational or not, but can’t do this effectively over
a range of decisions; eventually gambling by the odds is better than
gambling by intuition. We expect actors who are rational to make better
decisions overall than those who aren’t – that seems inherent in our con-
ception of rationality. If rationality doesn’t affect outcomes of decision
processes, why assume it to explain behavior? That is why a rational
decision theory is used, in deterrence and other matters, to assist people
to maximize payoffs with their choices. But if rationality affects behav-
ior, how can assuming rationality produce a theory consistent with ac-
tions produced by a nonrational decision process? If rationality means
anything, a rational decision process has a different outcome from a

21 This argument is usually traced to Friedman (1953). On deterrence see Achen and Snidal
1989. For general discussion – Green and Shapiro 1994, pp. 20–23, 30–32.
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nonrational/irrational one yet here, it is said, the results are, in impor-
tant respects, the same.22 How can assuming rational decisions produce
a good prediction of the choices made in deterrence situations while not
describing the process of making those choices?

To determine which approach fits deterrence it seems that for pur-
poses of testing we need a more elaborate theory when it is constructed
by assuming rational actors.

[I]f a model is to tell us something we did not already know about some
historical situation, it is important that its conclusions not require that
states in that situation either be able to do things that they could not
in fact do or [be] unable to do things that they could in fact do.

(Wagner 1994, p. 604)23

The theory might assert that decision makers are rational, either individ-
ually or collectively – the starting assumption captures reality. However,
most analysts of deterrence who proceed by assuming rationality de-
scribe the assumption as convenience not reality.

That would mean treating a rational decision approach as an ideal
type, leaving open the question of how well it fits any particular case
for investigation. Because it will fit only a limited number of cases
we fully expect to be employing others as well (see Friedman 1995a,
“Introduction,” on such theories). To assist in determining when and
how a rational decision conception should fit we need a further elab-
oration of the theory. If governments are not rational, in important re-
spects in some instances, why should the theory fit? To assert that actors
deficient in rationality will produce outcomes “as if” they were rational
requires additional explanation specifying why this occurs, so that it can
be tested.

To explain why this happens there are, I think, just four possibilities.24

The first is that conditions exist, and can be identified by the analyst (and
perhaps by actors), within which certain behavior is more rational – it

22 Snyder and Diesing (1977, pp. 332–337) describe a rational leader in a crisis as having
doubts he understands the situation, searching for more information, and looking carefully
at the opponent’s behavior, while an irrational one has rigid beliefs and great confidence
he understands the situation and the opponent, and thus is less open to reconsidering his
views and plans.
23 Or, “Very few theories . . . have emerged triumphant when propelled by demonstra-
bly incorrect assumptions that have a large effect on the predictions they generate”
(Downs and Rocke 1990, p. 195). They assert that the rationality assumption is accurate
for governments (pp. 92–96).
24 For suggestions that rational decision theories need more elaboration (unrelated to
deterrence) see Green and Shapiro 1994, pp. 23–30.
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carries greater payoffs in terms of actors’ prime values. Rationality
comes to apply over time, not necessarily because actors are rational
but because actions that accord with rationality are the most beneficial
and thus, over time, actors behaving as if they are rational flourish while
others don’t. Eventually, all actors might come to behave as if they were
rational. Perhaps over time they learn what works and what doesn’t,
with no initially rational grasp of why, so their behavior more steadily
resembles what it should be if they were rational. Or maybe they are
just socialized into doing what works.

In effect, the rationality assumption captures a “hidden hand” at
work, compelling contextual features to which actors respond unan-
alytically (even unconsciously). The theory just puts into consciously
rational terms behavior actors are forced to display. Examples of such
analyses can be found in evolution studies, sociobiology, the effects of
markets, and the impact of anarchy in international politics. We can pro-
ceed as if a conscious rational decision maker is at work because over
time the results conform with what rationality dictates whether a ra-
tional actor is available or not. Actor appreciation of what is rational is
unnecessary. In one evolutionary approach to deterrence, learning that
boosts the success takes place over time so that deterrence is best stud-
ied via cases of extended rivalry.25 The contention is that during a series
of nasty encounters the deterrer gradually drives home the point that
its commitments should be believed. Deterrence frequently fails early
on but works better over time, and the eventual outcome resembles
rationality at work.

There might be something to this. Still, it is not without problems. We
have to confront evidence, such as from studies of crises, that compelling
features often incite irrational, not rational, behavior. Maybe painfully
accumulated lessons about what works are overridden in the heat of the
moment. That still leaves unexplained how actors nonetheless end up
producing outcomes that fit the theory’s predictions. Another problem
(with the Liberman analysis) is that there is no reason why the challenger
is the learner. The defender could gradually learn that the opponent’s
impulse to attack is too strong so that the eventual decline in deterrence
failures is due to a decline in deterrence attempts – some other policy
is adopted instead. As a result, a decline in crises would not provide
lessons about the effectiveness of deterrence. Only a close examination
of the rivalry might help.

25 On extended rivalries see Goertz and Diehl 1992, 1993.
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One might also hypothesize the reverse – deterrence works at first
but produces so much frustration that over time it breaks down. With
successful deterrence steps are not taken to ameliorate the conflict, stor-
ing up frustration that culminates in a later collapse. George and Smoke
(1974) suggested this years ago in assessing the utility of deterrence in
crises. To decide that the theory of deterrence (or deterrence itself) works
on the basis of the initial encounters would be incorrect. But to decide
after a later failure that it is incorrect would also be wrong, because the
failure came from a side effect of the earlier deterrence success – in ra-
tional decision terms, the theory would not be invalidated by the later
failure. This would also mean that clustering cases for statistical anal-
ysis would mask the differences among them that bear on deterrence
effectiveness.

A second option, a variant of the first in that preset conditions shape
behavior, is to suggest that rationality most likely applies when the ob-
jective is clear and narrowly specified, especially if this objective and the
process for securing it are repeatedly present (see Ferejohn and Satz 1995;
Kelley 1995; Taylor 1993). This makes rationality a narrowly focused in-
strument and very powerful, especially if the goals are important. It is
actively at work in war and military operations, sports, election cam-
paigns, business behavior, etc. The objective is to win or achieve some-
thing that can be clearly specified as can the conditions under which
the effort is conducted, including the nature and objectives of the oppo-
nent. When deterrence can be reduced to a highly instrumental activity
a rational decision maker model readily applies, and this is most likely
when deterrence is repeatedly pursued.

This is one basis for game theory approaches to deterrence. In a game
the objective is clear, as are the conditions under which it is pursued
(the rules, similarly motivated opponents, payoffs, possible strategies).
When uncertainties are introduced to model situations in ways that more
closely resemble reality, the uncertainty concerns information about pos-
sible risks and payoffs of the strategies or about the other side, not about
the basic objective and conditions. Serious uncertainty about the lat-
ter would damage the use of game theory itself. The closest we get to
introducing these larger uncertainties is in analyses citing difficulties
in determining just what game is being played (Snyder and Diesing
1977) – once that can be figured out then the analysis can proceed.

The difficulties with this version of how rationality applies are as fol-
lows. The most important is that we would expect rationality to apply
to the selection of deterrence over other options and its overall design,
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not just when those things are already settled and a concrete case with
specified objectives, enemy preferences, etc. appears. The same applies
to the attacker. Japan in 1941 was an attacker highly rational about how
to initiate war against Western states that were collectively far superior
militarily, but far less rational about whether to mount such an unpromis-
ing venture. Deterrence is about shaping these larger decisions too, so
explanations about why the theory works should apply to them.

A second difficulty is that it may be hard to link instrumental rational-
ity to the real world. How to deter the Soviet Union? The answer eventu-
ally was very highly detailed plans for many kinds of nuclear strikes –
each a nice demonstration of instrumental rationality at work once a
specific objective (hit cities, hit elite headquarters, etc.) was specified.
But American officials had no idea which were necessary for deterrence
and which were irrelevant in terms of what would properly deter – it
was not even certain the Soviet Union needed deterring.

The third, and very interesting, option is to suggest that training inter-
venes. Rationality applies unevenly and slowly but cumulatively in pro-
ducing decisions and actions – behavior learned or inculcated achieves
good results but not in any one instance in a strictly rational process. An
outcome in a particular situation may fit a rational decision model when
the decision process does not, because actors’ behavior results from a
long chain of experience and training that is cumulatively rational in ef-
fect – like the automatic responses of an athlete. What is rational can be
gradually figured out in principle. People who don’t or can’t figure it out
end up through training acting as if they were rational. Their behavior is
equivalent to a rational decision maker’s though they are inconsistently
rational. A decision maker might be inconsistently rational inherently,
or from lack of time to explore possible strategies and their effects, or
because there are a range of situations to confront and it is impossible to
keep track of what is rational when. Training and/or experience makes
the rational response routine, by preparing the decision maker to apply
simple rules, react to standard cues, and select/implement a reaction
without much thought.

There are descriptions of some deterrence situations and other, some-
what parallel, situations that depict a rationality that works unevenly
and slowly but cumulatively. One implication is that over time in suc-
cessive situations actors would look progressively more rational.26 This

26 Janis (1982) finds this in comparing US missile-crisis decision making with that pre-
ceding the Bay of Pigs invasion.
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Deterrence and rationality

is an alternative way, referring to the prior discussion, to expect more
effective deterrence over time in enduring rivalries. David Ben-Gurion
thought in terms of:

Cumulative deterrence: namely, that an evolving Israeli track record
of successfully confronting the Arabs and defeating their efforts to
destroy the Jewish state would eventually produce an Arab perception
that Israel could not be defeated militarily and must be accommodated
politically. (Feldman 1982, p. 67)

This can readily explain rational choices from an imperfectly rational
actor. The key, of course, is whether the trainer (theorist) can determine
what is rational as the basis for the training. This could be done via
theoretical understanding or past experience. In either case, appropri-
ate learning and programmed action can make behavior consistent with
rationality more widespread, and analyzed as rational even if little ra-
tionality really existed.

The problem? Experience is not always a good teacher, practice breeds
routines that suppress creative or flexible thinking, and longstanding
conflicts sometimes suddenly burst into violence as if any accumulated
learning has been forgotten or ignored. For example, it is easy to imagine
decision makers deterring the last war or the last threat and thus fail-
ing to contend with the current one. In addition, there is no guarantee
that a decision maker has had the appropriate training or experience,
or is willing to be guided by those who have. Top positions turn over,
often rapidly, and many are distributed on a political basis or for rea-
sons that have little to do with demonstrated knowledge, talents, or
experience.

This suggests the fourth option. Decision makers desire to learn how
best to perform, to maximize success, and thus are able to act rationally
if and when they, or others, have figured out what would be rational
under the circumstances. Maybe the actor often can’t do that person-
ally, but can benefit from it once someone else does. When someone
discovers a correct way to position a candidate to appeal to voter pref-
erences it is widely used – rational behavior results even though the
actors initially lacked the capacity to know, on their own, what it is. This
learning is what a good theory assists, serving as a short cut or more
effective route than experience. One implication is that a well-crafted de-
terrence theory can contribute significantly, as a short cut or substitute
for accumulated experience and training. Nye (1987) suggests that this is
how the Soviet–American relationship developed during the Cold War,
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with learning aided by theory making deterrence safer, more stable and
effective.

Generally, this means that what is rational is not intrinsic but learned;
in the absence of a suitable theory it may not be displayed. This is what
deterrence theory was developed to provide. It has often been observed
that “deterrence theory probably has had more success than any other
social science product in influencing American foreign policy” (Hopf
1994, p. vii). However, DeNardo’s research (1995) finds that the central
maxims of deterrence theory are not intuitively appealing, even after
considerable exposure to the theory. Without deterrence theory people
would probably not have intuitively adopted or applied its maxims.
Achieving rationality may require considerable ongoing assistance. This
would explain why the US and Soviet Union often readily departed from
the theory’s prescriptions, or why an experienced leader like Yitzhak
Rabin could assert that for Israel there was no contradiction between
forces for deterrence and forces for a quick, decisive victory if deterrence
fails, flatly ignoring the stability problem. DeNardo concludes that we
are all amateurs in this sense – limited in the rationality deterrence theory
suggests we display. In some cases rationality has to be theory-induced
and theory-inculcated.27

This view might be a useful adjunct to a rational decision theory of
deterrence, but it cannot be taken on faith. Absorbing a good theory
can be very uneven, as DeNardo found, so it might then be misapplied.
During the Cold War we learned, it was said, from Munich that ag-
gressors must be deterred, not appeased. Then we learned, it was said,
from Korea that it was important to make commitments clear. And we
learned, from Kennedy’s summit in Vienna, that to convey weakness
is to incite challenges. The “lessons” from these historical analogies
steered American foreign policy on to the rocks in Vietnam (Khong
1992). The evidence is ambivalent on the learning of Cold War decision
makers. Often, lessons were taken to heart or applied in ways at vari-
ance with rationality. Deterrence theory was ignored or only intermit-
tently followed in the development of weapons systems and the design
of deterrence postures. In short, even with a respectable theory avail-
able, decision maker behavior may not be consistently rational. If so,

27 DeNardo rightly proposes that we accept the existence of the untheoretical notions –
theory can’t fully install rational decision making. But note that his subjects most readily
used intuitive notions where deterrence theory is weak – on what it takes to deter or the
opponent’s character and preferences.
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assuming it is should result in predictions somewhat at variance with
reality.

These four options may overlap, of course, with several operating
together in the same case or with the appearance of one connected to the
incidence of another. For instance, learning what is rational in theory and
wanting to act accordingly may be combined with training to maximize
its application.

What are the general implications for deterrence theory of this dis-
cussion? A theory built on the assumption of rational decision making
cannot be relied on, where there is considerable evidence of irrational-
ity, without an explanation (or elaboration) as to how the behavior of
irrational actors can resemble that of rational actors. If we think ratio-
nality is dictated over time by encounters with powerful conditions
to which actors adapt, then we can’t expect actors to produce deci-
sions in keeping with the theory until they have had lots of experience
or those conditions have had time to weed out those who behave in-
appropriately. The theory would apply in some cases and not others.
If we think rationality is normally displayed only in a highly instru-
mental fashion, then the theory will not apply when the actor lacks
clearly specified or specifiable objectives, the rules are vague, available
strategies and their effects are not clear, etc. If proper training is the
key then the theory applies only when it has taken place. If people
need theoretical guidance, then the theory will apply only if it has been
absorbed.

Thus the rational decision approach ought to culminate in specifying
how the capacity to produce “rational” outcomes operates. That would
generate a much more precise explanation. Without it, in testing we
can’t get much beyond detecting a correlation between what rationality
dictates and the behavior that is studied, which is inadequate (partic-
ularly if theory development is conditioned by prior knowledge of a
set of events or is even designed to fit those events). This is really a
problem if deterrence works unevenly. Are the failures due to irrational
behavior or to our failure to grasp the real preferences and perceptions
of the actors so that the theory would fit if we could correctly apply it?
Without specifying how actors can produce behavior that fits rational-
ity without being rational we can’t indicate the limits to applying the
theory. Otherwise analysts will suspect that the difficulty of detecting ra-
tional behavior accurately has produced a theory that survives because
it cannot be sufficiently tested.
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It is not clear which of the alternatives deterrence theorists think is
operating. They seem never to have systematically addressed this, which
is troubling.28 For instance, a hidden-hand approach implies that all
deterrence situations might be much the same, while the slow-motion
view implies that participants in one situation are much better equipped
to produce a “rational” outcome than those in another because they have
more of the relevant experience and training.

It doesn’t help to conceive of the rationality necessary for deterrence,
such as nuclear deterrence, as quite limited, asserting that an outcome
fits a rational decision model because actors are “rational enough.” The
theory should explain why and how they can be rational enough, and
never in the wrong way. Otherwise the theory can’t cope with the crit-
icism that imperfectly rational governments will sooner or later make
mistakes that produce disaster. Opposition to nuclear proliferation as-
serts that governments often don’t behave like rational actors in deter-
rence situations and therefore proliferation is dangerous. Without spec-
ifying how governments can be sufficiently rational, and in the right
ways, we cannot readily reject this attack on deterrence strategy and, by
implication, the theory behind it.

Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed difficulties associated with thinking about
deterrence in rational decision maker terms. I have tried to address not
only contradictions within the theory but whether deterrence is nor-
mally associated with rationality either by the deterrer or in terms of
how the deterrer sees the challenger and thus how the function of deter-
rence is perceived by the deterrer – asking whether deterrence is seen
as appealing to a rational opponent or as needed precisely because the
opponent is not very rational. I have suggested that deterrers are apt to
be irrational and that this is sometimes associated with success. I have
also questioned the feasibility of tailoring deterrence to the opponent. I
stop short of dismissing rational decision approaches, but it is inappro-
priate to treat complaints that the behavior assumed is often not present
as irrelevant. Needed instead is a more extensive explanation, part of or

28 Achen and Snidal, for example (1989, p. 164) depict decision makers as driven by con-
straints to instinctively do the rational thing: “decision makers need not calculate. If they
simply respond to incentives in certain natural ways, their behavior will be describable
by utility functions.” But they disagreed about whether decision makers really calculate
along rational lines.
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auxiliary to the theory, as to why deterrence theory constructed in that
fashion will be accurate anyway. This would enhance testing the theory,
thereby possibly better meeting or coping with major objections by the
critics.

This is also necessary because the theory is used in the design of strat-
egy. Without some explanation along the lines suggested, the strategy
will be constantly bedeviled by complaints that some or all of the par-
ticipants in real deterrence situations are not rational and therefore the
theory is not of much help.
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3 General deterrence

We have an additional theoretical topic that is relevant for the ensu-
ing chapters. Having explored what can be learned from the Cold War
and from analysis of deterrence as a rational activity, we turn to general
deterrence. I define it as what is present where (a) relations between op-
ponents are such that at least one would consider attacking if a suitable
occasion arose, (b) the other maintains forces and offers warnings of a
forceful response to deter attack, and (c) the first party never goes be-
yond preliminary consideration of attacking because of the threat from
the second party. General deterrence is to ensure that thinking about an
attack never goes very far, so crises don’t erupt and militarized disputes
don’t appear and grow. It is also used to avoid being coerced by threats –
you look too tough to be pushed around (Morgan 1983, pp. 42–44; Huth
1999).

General deterrence is complicated and ambiguous, hard to analyze.
It covers matters rarely referred to as part of deterrence, yet its main
elements play a central role in security policies of states and in secu-
rity management for any international system. The concept is widely
mentioned in the literature, sometimes outlined, but rarely given fur-
ther consideration:1 “General deterrence is among the most important
and least systematically studied phenomena of international politics”
(Huth and Russett 1993, p. 61). I am partly to blame; I intended to say
more about it years ago but never did. I introduced the concept to dis-
tinguish it from immediate deterrence. The latter is highly episodic,
associated with crisis and confrontation. But deterrence is far more ubiq-
uitous than this, so it seemed important to have another term – hence

1 Important exceptions are Freedman 1989; Huth and Russett 1993.
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“general deterrence.”2 Here the analysis offered by deterrence theory
is not always pertinent because the theory uses immediate deterrence
as its reference point with analysis proceeding by imagining a loom-
ing attack, by a specified opponent, all laid out in some detail because
much is specified about the situation and the target. General deterrence
is harder to pin down. The potential attack is more distant and less de-
fined, even hypothetical, while the components of the deterrence pos-
ture are less specific. Immediate deterrence is usually linked to specific
military capabilities and the threats built on them; general deterrence
is an outgrowth of an overall military posture and the broad image it
conveys.

A major confrontation is when deterrence is most needed but also
when the strain on it is most extreme. By contrast, general deterrence
comes into play where two or more actors have a potential for sig-
nificant conflict so the idea of war is not irrelevant or farfetched. The
US–China–Taiwan tangle offers good examples. Each is trying to de-
ter at least one of the others in hopes of preventing confrontations and
crises – trying to deter not only preparations for an attack but provo-
cations or political bullying. In turn, each also wants deterrence to be
nonprovocative, compatible with good relations with the target, partic-
ularly economically. In these examples general deterrence has specific
targets, but often the target is any potential attacker.

In deterrence theory general deterrence was commonly explored only
as an extension of immediate deterrence. For instance, if credibility in a
crisis depended on how you had reacted to prior challenges, upholding
commitments when challenged was important not only for deterrence
in that crisis and future ones but to forestall the emergence of chal-
lenges, i.e. general deterrence. Flexible response doctrine posited that
for a Soviet attack with conventional forces the US and the West should
respond conventionally – it envisioned immediate deterrence scenarios
and the best response – but the resulting posture was meant to inhibit
the emergence of such situations by preventing Moscow from thinking
conventional attacks could offer significant gains.

The demand for a prescriptive theory put particular emphasis on
crises reflecting an intense Cold War with serious crises, some large
East–West regional wars, and a plausible threat of nuclear war. However,

2 Bar-Joseph (1998) says Israel’s “cumulative deterrence” is “the long-term policy which
aims at convincing the Arab side that ending the conflict by destroying the Jewish state is
either impossible or involves costs and risks which exceed the expected benefits.” This is
general deterrence.
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deterrence theory prescriptions have much greater impact on general
deterrence. It is unwise to focus mainly on conceptions of crisis situa-
tions because governments spend much more time practicing general
deterrence, and it is also unwise to confine our understanding of general
deterrence to a Cold War context when grappling with contemporary
challenges.

Several things are immediately apparent about general deterrence.
One is that general and immediate deterrence clearly are hybrids of the
same basic phenomenon and have much in common. The fundamental
mechanism for producing results is the same – persuasion via threat.
In both, the distinction between deterrence and compellance breaks
down under close examination. As noted in chapter 1, if the US sounds
menacing to try to prevent nuclear proliferation – general deterrence –
and then uncovers North Korea’s nuclear weapons program and be-
gins to apply pressure and threats, is this deterrence or compellance?
North Korea would describe it as compellance; its programs on nuclear
weapons and missiles never constituted an attack on the US (deter-
rence was never called for), just a reaction to American domination.
As Richard Betts has noted about nuclear deterrence, the threatened
party always sees the threats as blackmail – a kind of compellance (1987,
pp. 4–6).

There is also no reason to associate general deterrence with rational-
ity. Deterrers often do not see possible challengers as rational and may
not see their own military preparations as appealing to the rationality
of potential attackers. General deterrence may not be practiced in a ra-
tional way either – a case in point being North Korea, which has looked
irrationally belligerent for years. China’s rigid position on Taiwan, to
bolster its general deterrence, often seems irrational in terms of the risks
it runs.

On the other hand, the two differ in many ways. Immediate deter-
rence is brief and rare, general deterrence can go on indefinitely. The
target in a crisis is clearly, at that moment, an enemy, but the targets
of general deterrence need not be enemies at all. Immediate deterrence
involves assessing a particular opponent’s calculations and plans at a
particular time; general deterrence tackles these tasks far more broadly.
Immediate deterrence is conveyed through specific, detailed communi-
cations, military postures, etc., while general deterrence threatens more
diffusely. Analysts often stress the importance of clarity in threats, but
general deterrence threats can be quite vague, even unvoiced. Though
not always. Prior to 1914 Britain said clearly (to Germany) that violating
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Belgian neutrality would be a casus belli while for years NATO clearly
said that an attack on one member would mean war with all them –
general deterrence can be pretty specific or very broad.

General deterrence is not usually tailored to only one opponent or
contingency. Because of this, there is a good possibility of a gap emerg-
ing between a state’s general deterrence posture and what it needs for
deterring a particular actor. In fact, it can be hard to see how overall
military power is made relevant for general or immediate deterrence in
specific cases. The US has faced this in trying to deter terrorist attacks
by nonstate actors.

It is also inherently more difficult to prevent general deterrence from
failing. For one thing, the general deterrence has a long-term focus but
may be undone because of a challenger’s compelling short-term consid-
erations. A possible example: the US wants general deterrence to shape
its long-term relationship with China over Taiwan, but Beijing is peri-
odically enraged or provoked by short-term developments or domestic
political pressures into thinking seriously about military action – a par-
tial failure of general deterrence even if each time China drops such
plans.

More crucial is that, in contrast to immediate deterrence, the promised
retaliation is usually not directly connected to a challenge. Rarely is a threat
offered to the effect that “if you even think about attacking you’re going
to get it.” It can happen, such as when I think broadly about an attack
and you respond with sanctions, or a new alliance, or an arms buildup.
But often the only response to such thinking is to reaffirm the general
deterrence posture (a heightened alert or a tough verbal stance), and
even those may be slow in coming. Thus there may be no serious cost if
a challenger contemplates or even initiates long-term plans for an attack.
Often failures are initiated secretly, provoking little or no reaction and
penalty. Leaders can then shelve thoughts of attacking if the prospective
outcome never looks feasible and appealing, with no painful response
incurred.

Thus general deterrence is very vulnerable to probes by opponents
undecided how far to go.3 It is vulnerable to challengers who make men-
acing moves to see if they can’t induce the deterrer to strike a bargain.
This is how the Russians exploited the West’s vulnerability in Berlin for
years and it had an effect. By 1960 the allies were contemplating neu-
tralizing the city, and during the missile crisis concern about a Soviet

3 George and Smoke anticipated this year ago.
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reaction in Berlin helped to make attacking the missile sites or invading
Cuba unattractive.

This means general deterrence works primarily through hypothetical
threats of harm if an attack ever occurs, not real threats to hurt someone
for thinking about an attack. It is a second-order phenomenon, derived
from promises of immediate deterrence in a crisis or the implementa-
tion of immediate deterrence threats, and is not as readily sustainable
through direct threats on its own. This makes it a deterrence that can
fail with no corresponding punishment attached. No wonder it is prob-
lematic.

For taking timely steps to prevent failure it doesn’t help that an out-
come is even more difficult to spot than in immediate deterrence. Fail-
ure is easier to track than success but is not always apparent. Extended
general deterrence may be discounted by opponents because the com-
mitment is not clear (prior to the Korean and Gulf Wars) or because
its connection to a particular case is not readily apparent. Success is
much harder to identify (Lebow and Stein 1990a). As with immedi-
ate deterrence it is hard to know why something doesn’t happen; the
“something” can be as amorphous as “contemplation” which, when
detected, can be portrayed as plans for contingencies. For years the
Japanese navy conducted elaborate war gaming on attacking Pearl
Harbor; only once was this a US general deterrence failure. (The US
now does war gaming vis-à-vis China, which is not a failure of China’s
general deterrence but someday could be.)

Tracking success is also hard because general deterrence may work not
to prevent fighting but to significantly restrict it.4 Thus one observer’s
failure (the outbreak/existence of fighting) could be another’s success.
General deterrence didn’t prevent all East–West wars but may have
prevented direct US–Soviet combat and is often given credit for there
being no World War III. While nuclear deterrence sometimes kept crises
in hand, nuclear weapons made major war so unappealing that little
real thought was given to starting one.

A second broad difference is that general deterrence is basically more
important. The security achieved is greater. Deterrence fails first as gen-
eral deterrence. Immediate deterrence situations are threatening, nerve-
racking, dangerous. Fending them off instead is better, particularly if, as
is widely believed, it is harder to get a government to reverse a course it

4 Bar-Joseph (1998) cites this general deterrence function as one use of Israel’s “specific
deterrence.”
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has initiated. It may be hard to keep general deterrence from failing but
if this is detected early enough then deterrence may yet take hold before
a decision to attack is taken. Hence the difficulty of detecting failures of
general deterrence is a serious problem.

General deterrence is also vital as the context for developing the de-
terrence capabilities for confrontations. It is for general deterrence that
alliances are constructed, armaments purchased, forces prepared, basic
deployments made. It is within general deterrence thinking that critical
assessments emerge about when, where, and how confrontations could
arise, affecting how well actors cope with crises. Unanticipated threats
from unexpected opponents can make life very difficult.

Immediate deterrence draws primarily on military resources – other
elements are introduced essentially as supplements. General deterrence,
however, embraces a broader range of military-related activities and is
readily employed in tandem with other conflict management tools. Thus
deterrence theory and nuclear deterrence gradually extended into arms
control, which was primarily associated with general deterrence: avoid-
ing destabilizing weapons and deployments, containing arms race costs,
curbing proliferation. In the same vein, general deterrence/compellance
capabilities are used in conjunction with or to backstop diplomacy and,
more recently, peacekeeping. This makes it hard to separate from other
broad components of national power and the many other uses of military
power. Its success has broader and deeper roots than the raw compelling
threats of immediate deterrence.

General deterrence has always been a central element of balance-of-
power relationships and systems. It took on more distinctive character-
istics when it became associated with concerns about avoiding a great
crisis that could lead to a nuclear war and became one of the keys to
national survival. During the Cold War there was little confidence in
other routes to peace and security; often they were pursued with de-
terrence in mind. Détente was sought largely for stabilizing deterrence;
“reassurance” measures were regularly used in part to solidify deter-
rence as part of crisis management, and to sustain alliances.

By contrast, the end of the Cold War has seen a sharp decline in great-
power conflicts. Their improved relations often now make even general
deterrence more like a fall-back position. They rely less on even general
deterrence for security and it is less salient; only in the Sino-American
relationship is it still central. In great-power relations with lesser states
and other actors, however, general deterrence remains very much in
play, particularly for the US, and is of great concern to many other
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states worried about attacks. It is important to collective actors main-
taining regional or global peace and security, and to governments with
responsibilities in that endeavor. It is important because we can now
plausibly prevent crises and outright fighting from dominating global
and national security agendas. Therefore, it deserves more extended
theoretical treatment.

At best we have fragments of a theory of general deterrence. Some el-
ements of deterrence theory are relevant. So are aspects of theory about
how power balancing works – in conceptions of hegemonic stability and
analysis of multipolarity and bipolarity or how a concert or collective se-
curity system works. We lack good theoretical treatment of how to move
from one variant of general deterrence to another, or of how one variant
can be less satisfactory than another (as in debates about the general
deterrence effects of nuclear proliferation), and of exactly how to shift
away from deterrence-based security arrangements, toward something
like a pluralistic security community in which deterrence is irrelevant,
in the face of fears that some states will eventually defect. We lack a good
theory on how to build a deterrence-based international system in other
than a balance-of-power or Cold War configuration – we don’t really
know how to build a concert or a collective security system, which rest
on deterrence; we just know what they look like.

While deterrence always rests on the existence of conflict, we can think
about general deterrence in the absence of intense conflict. We can apply
the notion of a stability problem but the threats to stability are broader in
nature for general deterrence. We must attend to broader elements that
contribute to or detract from a stable general deterrence for a system,
alongside the familiar fear that steps to achieve deterrence will provoke
hostility and threats of war instead. The credibility problem also applies
to general deterrence, for states and larger systems.

In short, we need a theoretical perspective on roles for general de-
terrence in any international system and the factors that condition how
well those roles are played. We need emphasis on how general deter-
rence functions within a context of other tools of statecraft and must be
integrated with them. (The more immediate the deterrence situation, the
greater the dependence on/reliance on deterrence – and vice versa.)
We need to return to questions of how an international system can
become unstable in hopes of better using deterrence in the design of
durable stable systems. All this is a tall order and well beyond what can
be attempted here. But I have some preliminary comments, speculations,
and propositions about many of these matters.
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Variants of general deterrence
There are three variants or patterns of general deterrence. One is pursued
by an individual state (or a tight cluster of states – like a strong alliance)
on its own behalf – we should call it a single-actor pattern – leading to
either unilateral or mutual deterrence relationships. It seeks to ward off
the emergence of direct threats by looking tough enough to nip thinking
about attacks in the bud. While deterrence theory has always stressed
retaliation capabilities, for most states general deterrence means having
forces for a vigorous defense; they seldom rely on retaliation. For many it
means alliances. Both are popular in tough neighborhoods, particularly
with states that were attacked in the past and face real hostility – Israel,
for example. The alternative is to forgo deterrence. The modern history
of Czechoslovakia encompasses both. In the late 1930s Czechoslovakia
worked hard at general deterrence – a strong army, major fortifications,
alliances. This did not prevent Germany from invading, of course. In
the late 1960s Czechoslovakia discarded general (and immediate) de-
terrence, in hopes of avoiding invasion from its neighbors. This also
failed. (It really was a tough neighborhood.)

General deterrence should not be confused with the capabilities and
preparations needed to practice it. It exists when there is a notable level
of conflict, and is not present in efforts to sustain military capabilities
when there is no conflict present and none on the horizon – the US and
Canada do not deter each other.

In writing about general deterrence initially, I suggested that it is not
always mainly threats but can be something where “arms and warnings
[of states] are a contribution to the broad context of international politics,
to the system within which the state seeks its security” (Morgan 1983,
p. 45). This needs considerable elaboration now to better understand
the relevance of general deterrence today. The second pattern of general
deterrence is inadvertent systemic in nature. The term is meant to capture
the way general deterrence for a system can emerge from the interac-
tions of single-actor deterrence (and other) efforts.5 The actors arm and
threaten, huff and puff, seek to expand and to curb others’ expansion,
and what results are systemic constraints that help deter thinking about
the use of force, restraints only partly planned if at all, but sometimes
effective. An example is the deterrence exerted by a balance-of-power
system that emerges out of states’ competitive interactions. A would-be

5 For a rich discussion of unplanned effects of actions in systems see Jervis 1997.
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attacker faces deterrence from the target (and its allies) and from possibly
hostile reactions of others who could feel damaged or threatened by the
attacker’s success. The system deters, not just the deterrer. Deterrence
without a deterrer? Yes, since the system effect is embodied in the plau-
sible forcible reactions of other actors. A parallel example is how myriad
drivers create a traffic system that helps constrain how each drives.

Analysts disagree as to how reliable this deterrence is, or about which
configuration of the power of states is most likely to curb warfare in
a system. The point is that the deterrence offered by the efforts of in-
dividual states is supplemented by the collective arrangement of their
capabilities those efforts generate. This inadvertent deterrence might
linger almost indefinitely.

In chapter 1 I noted that the East–West, particularly US–Soviet, deter-
rence relationship eventually constituted a global security management.
An important component was this sort of general deterrence. Super-
power rivalry and power projection efforts often inhibited the develop-
ment of crises. This was much of the stability Waltz (1979) referred to,
citing bipolarity or nuclear weapons. One analyst refers to the “common
deterrence” that arose (Van Benthem van den Bergh 1992).6 General
deterrence operated to keep some conventional wars limited, restrained
the incidence or scale of superpower interventions in trouble spots, pro-
duced pressures against nuclear proliferation, and so on. What drove
this was fear that lesser conflicts might escalate and draw the superpow-
ers in. East–West deterrence as security management elevated many
“local” conflicts into concerns at the highest level and made the man-
agement a multilateral endeavor involving cooperation among friends
and enemies alike. Nuclear deterrence on a suitable scale became the
basis for the great powers’ stature as great powers and their elaborate
interdependence. Often the Cold War system is described as a bipolar,
balance-of-power operation, classic international politics. Actually it
was not a balance-of-power system but a deterrence-dominated system,
in which war was no longer normal behavior among the great powers.
It was a very distinctive general deterrence at work.

Hence the preoccupation with sustaining their nuclear weapons of
the British, French, and Chinese. It is often said that their underlying
objective was (and is) “prestige,” a special “nuclear power” status. That

6 Systemic general deterrence generated from a balance of power differs from general
deterrence in Cold War bipolarity in usually being reinforced by periodic clashes – war
is part of how actors are constrained. With nuclear deterrence the point was always to
prevent any major war.
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trivializes their intent. If general deterrence based on nuclear weapons
provided a security management for the system, then what they sought
was a voice, a seat at the table, in helping shape it, and that comes to a
good deal more than prestige.

Inadvertent systemic deterrence, of whatever sort, is unevenly avail-
able to many system members. Because no broad planning or central
design drives it, because it arises from the self-interested efforts of ac-
tors, its operation and impact can be highly unpredictable. The uncertain
security in balance-of-power systems, particularly for smaller states, is
typical. In general deterrence systems some states benefit because they
are important enough in nature or location to warrant attention and
support, like Yugoslavia and Sweden during the Cold War. But others
become pawns or targets in great-power rivalries instead, often a terrible
fate. It happened to Koreans after 1945 and they are still trapped in the
results. It happened at one point to Ethiopia and then to Angola, with
dreadful consequences. Then there are countries not important enough
to get protection from the system security management. This is what
Lebanon experienced, as did Cambodia after the Vietnam War. And a
distribution of power in the system good for some members’ security
can suddenly dissipate, leaving them bereft.

No wonder there is considerable interest in the third pattern, deliberate
systemic deterrence. Here general deterrence exists for a system because
of deliberate steps to create and maintain it – a variant of extended
deterrence that is linked to the difficulties and complexities associated
with deterrence by a collective actor.

This comes in various forms.7 One is a very deliberately designed
and maintained power balancing. The members believe that offsetting
power for any significant concentration of power in the system is good
for everyone’s peace and security. General deterrence efforts consist of
steps to generate or maintain that offsetting power. The Chinese and
Russians talked this way after the end of the Cold War.

Another version is a great-power concert. Here the great powers
shrink the necessity for general deterrence among themselves by re-
ducing their rivalries. While this might take the form of a deliberate,
cooperatively managed balance of power, typically some relaxation in
their power balancing takes place to permit more cooperation. (Hence
some analysts describe the Concert of Europe not as a retreat from

7 The complexities of various systemic arrangements are explored in Snyder and Jervis
1993.
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power balancing but its collective operation.) A concert can also pro-
duce great-power agreement that security for other states is their collec-
tive concern, and that they should maintain order in the system for
the general welfare. A concert has ample strength for discouraging
(non-great-power) violence and this may produce a settled and stable
system.

The obvious concern of smaller states is that the concert not operate
at their expense. An example would be a concert of states engaged in
parallel aggrandizement or exploitative spheres of influence – the kind
Hitler offered Stalin in seeking Soviet membership in the Axis. This con-
cern influenced the design of the UN Security Council, where the great
powers and a larger set of voting members are a concert charged with
enforcing peace and security for everyone, hopefully via deterrence.
It is dubious that this forestalls collective great-power hegemony, and
some smaller states fear the Council is dominated by not only the great
powers but by the US as their leader. In the 1990s antagonism among
several great powers led the US and its allies to go around the Council,
so another concern for smaller states is that a concert may not always
deter the threats they most fear.

A recent concert variant, quite hegemonic, is the regional security
management provided by NATO. I call it a variant because it is man-
agement which includes all states with major relevant military capa-
bilities (the true great powers) and augments that power with ties to
many other states. The critical roles in NATO decisions are played by
the great-power members, with Russia as an adjunct. But all members
have a say and a vote (NATO acts only if all members agree) and nearly
all attempt to participate in the military activities involved in security
management, as do the NATO associates. The great powers normally
carry the others with them when they agree, though having such a broad
base adds important psychological and political weight to deterrence so
lesser members cannot just be ignored. For states that are not members
or associates there is often no influence on the decisions and actions
taken. On Kosovo NATO ignored the Russians, other Security Council
members, and unassociated nonmembers.

If security management includes all system members and the focus
is on security within the system then we have general deterrence via
collective security. (If it is also for protection from outside threats it is
collective security plus an alliance.) Using force against another would
provoke a military response from all the members. Its proponents after
World War I were confident this would be a powerful deterrent to
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war. If it works it can cancel security dilemmas among the members,
solving a perennial difficulty when states practice deterrence on their
own. The closest thing to collective security these days involves states
that have almost no fear of war among themselves and thus con-
stitute a pluralistic security community. Over the years some states
belonged to NATO in part to be safe from some of the other members.
Some new members have joined with this in mind as well. However,
the members today see little possibility of going to war with each other
and are not geared to prevent that – it is not really a collective security
system and its security-related institutions are not designed to protect
members from each other. Maybe true collective security will someday
emerge in Europe if Russia and the remaining eastern European states
join NATO.

All these arrangements rest on deterrence; they are variants of gen-
eral deterrence and can be evaluated as such. They appeal particularly
to states that fear they cannot sustain deterrence on their own or that
they will incite security dilemmas if they do. The collective approaches
(a concert, a collective security system, and NATO’s in-between system)
are the most striking and innovative approaches to deterrence today,
but are rarely analyzed in this fashion. (Chapter 5 is devoted to collective
actor deterrence.) They contrast with a pluralistic security community
or the use of a moderate level of integration where security is achieved
with no recourse to deterrence.

In deliberate systemic deterrence hard questions must be faced. What
arrangements best provide deterrence and do existing arrangements
measure up? (Can any gap be closed?) What is the scope of the general
deterrence arrangements – what challenges are covered, what exactly
is deterrence supposed to prevent? What role does deterrence play in
comparison with other elements of security management in the system?
Finally, what about going from general to immediate deterrence and
beyond – how is that supposed to work?

Experience with deliberate systemic deterrence is modest. In Europe
after the Cold War, only the first question got much attention, and while
this led to maintaining a healthy NATO it left non-members uneasy.
That is, the question was only partially answered; the second question
was neither asked nor answered, and it was here that serious problems
soon erupted. To answer it the first question had to be reopened and it
proved impossible to get a region-wide consensus. The resulting gen-
eral deterrence arrangements have had to be repeatedly adjusted, and
some uneasiness remains. It is also not clear how the critics of what
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emerged propose to answer these questions. For instance, as Europeans
now move to adjust the arrangements again, via creation of an EU
intervention force within NATO, how would we evaluate these plans in
terms of the four questions?

As with individual-actor deterrence, there is a built-in escalatory
mechanism in defining threats (operationally) which must be dealt with:
over time, it is easy to conjure up more threats of an ever more hypothet-
ical nature. As in individual actor deterrence there is no natural boundary
to threat perceptions, and political dynamics inside the community can
readily press perceived threats into unanticipated areas. This can be put
as a series of speculative generalizations.

(1) The more well developed the sense of community among mem-
bers, the broader the conception of security.

In a well-developed and deepening community the things
to be protected from (through collective efforts) inherently ex-
pand. When threats to these additional things emerge, there are
complaints that the security management is not working, needs
further development. And this is just for cases where force is the
presumed recourse.

(2) Hence, the broader the conception of security the broader the
definition of “attack.”

As a result the burdens on general deterrence expand: an
arrangement meant to prevent interstate wars will eventually
be tasked with deterring unacceptable internal uses of force by
citizens (terrorism, guerrilla warfare) and states (state terror,
repression, massacres).

(3) The more well developed the sense of community, the stronger
the inclination to set general principles, universally applied
(in the system), as the basis for general deterrence.

This can readily expand the perceived failures of general de-
terrence, the interventions to apply or uphold it, and fears about
its credibility being at stake. With burdens rising, the objective
becomes to maintain a capacity to use force to daunt almost any
sustained violence.

(4) The greater the load, the more frequently general deterrence
fails in individual instances and threats must be carried out.

The broader the definition of “attack,” the more often it will
be necessary to practice deterrence via force through intimidation,
intervention, and fighting. This applies to immediate deterrence
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when general deterrence has failed, and general deterrence
when using force now to discourage challenges in the future.

(5) The more general deterrence fails and crises arise that invite the
use of force, the more that – at first – this expands the sphere of
competence of the deterrence arrangements and – later on – the
more observers and practitioners are likely to see deterrence as
unreliable or ineffective, leading to recurring or mounting pres-
sures to abandon the objectives it supports. There is a curvilin-
ear relationship. When systemic general deterrence first fails,
the emphasis is on shoring it up because the consequences of
not doing so are now clear. But if it fails regularly, this eventually
means a retreat to some other approach.

For instance, the more effort required to uphold deterrence
the greater the strain on cohesion and effectiveness. This can
exhaust support for sustaining general deterrence if there seem
to be no limits on when and where deterrence is important, the
burdens are rising, and success is uneven. This can eventually
lead to cutting commitments or redefining interests and secu-
rity in a narrower, non-collective fashion. There is tension be-
tween pressure to rely increasingly on deterrence and pressure
to abandon it.

Taking these five points as a whole, to maintain effective general deter-
rence for a system it is vital to break that chain – to establish stable systemic
security management that works but does not overreach and therefore
does not exhaust participation and support. A theory of general deter-
rence must encompass the possible ways to do this. We know how actors
do it – trying to curb further extensions of general deterrence (such as to
intrastate conflicts), trying for rapid and decisive interventions to dis-
courage future challenges and sustain domestic support, trying to avoid
reliance on deterrence in favor of other methods for forestalling threats
of attack – but we can’t yet say much about which work well and when
for collective actors.

General deterrence and the stability problem
Theoretical analysis of general deterrence must tackle the stability prob-
lem – ensuring that forces put in place to deter do not increase the likeli-
hood of a military attack and war instead. This is a particularly intense
version of the security dilemma. Exploring it in single-actor and mutual
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scenarios laid the basis for both deterrence and modern arms control.
The problem was detected in envisioning crises, where it was generated
by first-strike incentives plus some other aspects of crisis management.
As an offshoot, it was described as extending to some arms races –
to avoid unstable military postures in a future crisis agreements were
sought to forgo destabilizing weapons and deployments. Hence insta-
bility could readily characterize general deterrence too. The SALT pro-
cess, the nonproliferation treaty, the START agreement on eliminating
land-based MIRVS, and other arms control agreements, plus unilateral
steps to tighten command and control systems, were efforts to stabilize
general deterrence.

Thus the preferred approach has been to try to anticipate stability-
problem effects in crises and take steps to ease them before they arise.
For instance, much attention was given after World War I to curbing
capacities for rapid offensives to initiate a major war. However, the clas-
sic stability problem also applies to general deterrence. The most direct
form this can take is inadvertent or accidental warfare – general de-
terrence military arrangements collapsing into war without deliberate
decision, or even a crisis, because of an accident or other loss of con-
trol in weapons, delivery systems, or warning systems. Though there
is no record of wars starting this way, the concern survives today in
fears about residual alert and targeting arrangements for Russian and
American nuclear weapons.

Other steps taken for general deterrence may subtly or openly under-
mine it (Lebow 1987a). The German high seas fleet prior to 1914 was
to deter by being strong enough to cripple the British navy even in los-
ing, but was seen by Britain as threatening the key to its empire and
great-power status and thus as evidence of Germany’s expansionist ob-
jectives and hostile intent. This increased tensions by pushing Britain
into alliance with France and Russia; the resulting division of Europe
proved unstable.

Lebow and Stein (1995) trace the same phenomenon in the run up to
the missile crisis. To deter troublemaking by Castro, the US engaged in
highly visible preparations for a possible invasion, while the CIA ha-
rassed through covert action. Washington was simultaneously bolster-
ing (general) deterrence via a missile buildup and eventually indicated
to Moscow that it now knew it had a huge strategic advantage – includ-
ing a missile gap in its favor. These steps alarmed top Soviet officials,
who thought the US was really planning an attack (on Cuba and poten-
tially on the USSR), leading to the decision to send missiles to Cuba to
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close the strategic forces gap a bit and also deter an attack on the island
(Garthoff 1998). In pressing for too great an advantage and too potent a
threat, the US helped provoke the gravest crisis of the Cold War.8

The difficulty is readily found in deliberate systemic deterrence.
NATO’s enforcement of its wishes about Kosovo sought to uphold past
deterrence threats and to maintain its credibility. But this involved skirt-
ing the Security Council, which angered Russia and China, and readily
defeating Yugoslavia, which alarmed them. Their unwillingness to go
along with American, British, and French desires weakened the utility
of the Security Council’s general deterrence.

China has a serious problem of this sort now. It does not want war,
does not want to be attacked, does not want to be subject to contain-
ment or encircling alliances. In its foreign policy it stresses conciliation,
cooperation, negotiation, and deterrence. But its actions in seeking the
latter often outweigh the impact of the others. Belligerent statements
on its territorial claims and acts like testing missiles near Taiwan, nu-
clear weapons expansion, and military-related steps in the Spratleys –
have aroused suspicion plus US (and other) military reactions that might
eventually put China’s general deterrence in jeopardy.

The US has been practicing general deterrence in a politically provoca-
tive fashion, in ways I need not detail. Many governments are uneasy
about military power that permits very inexpensive (for Americans)
wars and the expanding research and development to make this power
more effective (such as in ballistic missile defense – BMD). It is easy to
see why American opponents feel this way, but allies are often uneasy
too, fearing the US may use that power in ways that damage them, or
conversely that a powerful US will soon regard its security as indepen-
dent of system security management and do little to sustain it.

Beyond the stability problem lies concern about making general de-
terrence reliably effective. General deterrence is continuously pursued
and meant to be consistently available. For instance, the US sustained
its military presence abroad in the 1990s when the Cold War had dis-
appeared, partly to reassure friends and others while regional security
systems underwent great changes. That deterrence capability allowed
governments to take their time in redesigning, and adapting to, regional
security arrangements (Freedman 1998b). The British and French played

8 The US buildup was stimulated in part by fears of falling behind which Khrushchev
stimulated by lies about Soviet missiles and unwise threats – general deterrence in a
destabilizing way (Lebow and Stein 1987, 1995).
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a similar role in the 1920s. Hence, calling such deployments into ques-
tion in the George W. Bush Administration made this general deterrence
worrisome – its effectiveness became less certain. The war on terrorism
helped ease those concerns considerably.

The effectiveness of general deterrence can be undermined in many
other ways. Defects due to its general design can bring deadly inter-
ruptions. Let’s ignore for the moment how general deterrence is un-
dermined by lack of credibility. Apart from this, the most elaborately
studied deterrence failure is probably the arms race, intrinsically threat-
ening because it can:

breed military breakthroughs that undermine stable deterrence;
generate a fleeting military “edge” for one side which might
exploit this “window of opportunity”;
incite fear and hostility that undermine deterrence stability; and
promote excessive military influence in decision making.

This is not our most significant concern, however. Careful studies find
no consistent relationship between arms racing and these results. Mil-
itary breakthroughs often arise outside the military realm via scientific,
industrial, or organizational triumphs. States often ignore windows of
opportunity to attack. Societies have frequently carried on arms races
with no mounting hostility; while arms racing can have nefarious ef-
fects, this is not automatic. And military leaders are often more hesitant
to attack than civilians.

However, general deterrence effectiveness faces other challenges. It
can readily be undermined when it is too easy to shift to immediate de-
terrence, to convert a peacetime posture into war, especially a peacetime
posture suited for attack. This is how great-power military capabilities
prior to 1914 look in hindsight. The great powers sought general de-
terrence but neglected the potential crisis effects of rapid mobilization
plans. Today some analysts stress “offense dominance” – what makes
deterrence weak is the superiority of offenses (or perceptions to this
effect). I suspect that the impact of offense dominance is often mediated
by the speed at which states can go from general deterrence to confronta-
tions and attacks.

Since the 1960s nuclear weapons on missiles have needed almost no
mobilization at all. With modern missiles as the backbone of strategic
forces, curbing the ability to go to war too quickly is not a realistic option
for major powers. But it is still an arms control target for others, as in the
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missile technology control regime. A strictly defensive posture ready
at almost a moment’s notice can enhance general deterrence stability,
and limiting offensive capabilities to achieve stability is still an option
for conventional forces – even for the United States getting ready for
military attacks takes time, and others need still more. Europeans now
live under agreements that sharply limit standing forces and weapons
particularly useful for large-scale attack.

Inadvertent or deliberate systemic deterrence arrangements can have
an inherent tendency to break down. For one thing, the international
system can be excessively dependent on deterrence: when too much re-
sponsibility for preventing war rests on it and not enough on other
conflict management or suppression arrangements. Symptoms include
serious arms racing among some or all members, a high level of what
Michael Howard calls “bellicism”, intense rivalries among major ac-
tors in significant regions, little serious negotiating to resolve impor-
tant issues, perceptions among leading actors that their counterparts are
threatening and expansionist, and proliferation of nasty conflicts among
smaller states. (As noted, offense-dominance analysts also see that as
important – chances of war rise because leaders think they can win by
attacking.) When these conditions are widespread, systemic general de-
terrence is under grave strain. This was the central problem with Cold
War security from 1947 to 1972, an era of arms racing, robust belligerency,
intense rivalries, and frequent fighting somewhere stimulated and sus-
tained by the bipolar system.

This defect also characterized arrangements in Europe prior to World
War I. In the end there was little general deterrence left in the balance
of power on which everyone was relying; it could not handle even a
modest conflict in the Balkans, much less the onrush of war planning
that the conflict triggered.

In the 1930s the European and East Asian systems grew increasingly
dependent on general deterrence but the arrangements were flawed.
The US and Soviet Union made themselves unavailable for deterrence
of Germany while Britain and France were unenthusiastic. In Asia the
Soviet Union again opted out and Britain and France were pinned down
in Europe. In each region general deterrence was in grave difficulty as
early as 1936, with challengers sensing a great opportunity and planning
to exploit it.

The Cold War global system displayed another sort of general de-
terrence instability. The general deterrence that grew out of interbloc
rivalry – largely inadvertently at the start – provided the system with
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some constraint on intervention and a tendency for both sides to sup-
press or control trouble in sensitive areas. However, it is also possible
to have general deterrence make lesser wars look safer and more fea-
sible, the stability–instability paradox. In the Cold War alliances and
other linkages for extended deterrence often gave superpower clients re-
sources for trying to settle neighborhood or internal conflicts violently or
refusing to settle or ease ones that might otherwise have been dropped.
There were fears, which proved unfounded, that general (nuclear) de-
terrence made the world safe for major and minor conventional war-
fare even among the great powers. For years there was a similar worry
about nuclear deterrence in South Asia – that it would allow vicious
low-level warfare indefinitely, fears not eased by the tensions that rose
in 2002.

Hegemonic stability analyses that stress preponderance for maintain-
ing peace and security (such as Gilpin 1981; Organski and Kugler 1980),
are theorizing about deliberate systemic general deterrence. Analysis of
the destabilizing impact of declining great powers traces the implica-
tions of their relative weakness for general deterrence, as in Kennedy’s
study of the rise and fall of great powers. For these theorists, power
predominance provides peace and security because it deters challenges
and disruptions; as this general deterrence weakens, challenges and
disruptions increase. If we regard such shifts as inevitable then general
deterrence is always vulnerable in the long run.

What about the effectiveness in general deterrence at the system level
when members have deliberately installed it? We readily appreciate why
deterrence is common in a system where there is little sense of commu-
nity. But we are unevenly social beings so even in established communi-
ties, at every level, community is imperfect and often needs deterrence
to help prevent violent conflicts. In international politics deliberate sys-
temic deterrence is rooted in the emergence of a sense of community and
acceptance of responsibility for keeping it peaceful in a setting where
this has been very uncommon. The versions noted earlier each involve a
community, of sorts, acting to patrol a system. The deterrence is focused
inward as opposed to externally.

In thinking about this kind of deterrence we don’t need to use a se-
rious conflict as a starting point. It does not fit various kinds of general
deterrence, often used when conflict is far from serious in trying to
keep it so. Systemic deterrence seldom involves a collective actor in an
indefinite severe conflict (the UN–Iraq case is unusual) – the sorts of
enduring rivalries common in dyadic relations are unlikely to dominate
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community-member relations. Finally, the stronger and more pervasive
the sense of community the less necessary deterrence becomes. In more
elaborate forms such as a pluralistic security community or the early
stages of integration, general deterrence is only a residual resource if
the community breaks down. Hence its effectiveness often has less to
do with offsetting severe conflict than progress in community building
to keep conflicts muted.

The three versions of systemic deterrence mentioned above (concert,
collective hegemon, collective security) are of great interest today and in
each deterrence can be hard to sustain. In a concert security is vulnerable
primarily because cooperation and good relations among its members
are potentially transient. A concert does not create a general deterrence
that keeps great powers in line, deterrence emerges because they keep
themselves in line. They may not do so indefinitely, something many
analysts feel is inevitable. Many things might produce this and just
operating general deterrence together can erode their cooperation. This
was evident in both the Gulf War and the Kosovo operation, even though
these affairs generated almost no casualties and only modest costs. And
when the members do seriously fall out the system can easily revert
to standard power balancing, just what they had hoped to avoid. If
their cooperation remains limited general deterrence will be crippled;
some conflicts among or inside other states normally handled by the
concert will likely incite great-power friction so they are either ignored
(the concert avoids further risking its cohesion) or become casualties
of great-power strife and are not resolved. This was characteristic of
the Security Council for years, and it may now be true of the Security
Council again.

A concert may also practice a selfish general deterrence, attending
carefully to great-power interests and paying little attention to threats
where those interests are not engaged. It may even turn to collective
exploitation. Chamberlain at Munich sought a security order based on
cooperation of the Big Four by sacrificing the interests of Czechs and
others in eastern Europe. In these circumstances lesser states achieve
safety from each other only when the concert cares enough to pro-
vide it, in exchange for suffering rapacity when great powers choose to
display it.

The collective hegemon, like NATO today, can also suffer from seri-
ous disagreements. Deterrence may then be paralyzed or severely con-
strained. Once this happens in particular cases general deterrence is
in trouble, for it operates on a cohesion available only at the lowest
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common denominator, which may preclude taking up some threats or
making potent interventions. One offsetting development, evident in
the West, is a single state taking over as the security manager – which
the US has done and which has made nearly everyone uneasy. The other
offsetting factor has to be the members’ common interest in retaining
an association for deterrence purposes, something bound to weaken if
it is doing little good. This is what finally moved NATO to act in Bosnia
and Kosovo. A similar concern about future cohesion is helping to drive
current efforts for a European intervention capability.

Also possible is the reverse problem; effective intervention breeds
resentment and challenges. Here, it seems nothing fails like success.
This is one plausible long-term outcome of the Kosovo crisis. NATO
cohesion (despite internal frictions) was not matched by support from
Russia and China, which necessitated acting without Security Council
sanction. The resulting resentment in Beijing could paralyze the Council
for years. And the enlarged European doubts about American partici-
pation in future interventions could trouble transatlantic cooperation as
well. Such unexpected effects are all in a day’s work in complex systems
(Jervis 1997).

In collective security the actors provide general deterrence for
maintaining security via their overwhelming collective strength, like
an international posse. This seeks to evade the traditional security
dilemma – members are significantly armed without being threats to
each other – and the stability problem – the forces that deter do not
incite conflict and war. But this arrangement is vulnerable to member
dissension and the perils of coping with a strong challenger or aggres-
sive coalition. Dissension can readily paralyze action; all members are
to contribute to any military endeavor but those opposed to the project
will be highly reluctant. Confronting a strong challenger means costs
that can drive states to defect.

Collective approaches to deterrence face unusually stressful decisions
when trying to deal with serious internal violence. In a concert, collec-
tive hegemon, or collective security system, general deterrence rests on
development of common norms about acceptable violence. The norm
readily commanding approval is that states be safe from attack. But on
internal conflicts, a norm legitimizing intervention puts states at risk of
attack. It also clashes with the norm of sovereignty under which actors
cannot treat any domestic use of force as unacceptable – after all, states
are entitled to keep order. And it clashes with human rights concerns –
after all, the oppressed are entitled to rebel. As a result, there is fear of
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setting uncomfortable precedents. So consensus is unlikely, and without
it general deterrence is sometimes unavailable.

Internal conflicts are also difficult because sovereignty sets the ex-
ternal community more distant from the events. The community will
normally not react strongly until unacceptable uses of force reach a
serious sustained level, so general deterrence fails. The community se-
riously reacts only in either a crisis situation or worse. System-level
general deterrence was too uncertain and began having an impact, if at
all, well after serious violence had broken out in Yugoslavia, Somalia,
Rwanda, and Cambodia, and it has had almost no impact in Chechnya.
Compounding the difficulty is that it is hard to sort out the good guys
and the villains. (In intervention for the general welfare it’s nice to
have an obvious criminal.) Both sides may well have been provoca-
tive, committed atrocities. Any government facing a violent inter-
nal challenge is automatically suspected of incompetence, deliberate
mistreatment of a minority, grinding authoritarianism, or corrup-
tion. The opposition may project disturbing images through terrorist
acts, frightening rhetoric, or a disturbing ethnic/religious/ideological
zealotry.

General deterrence and the credibility problem
We can readily detect difficulties in sustaining credibility for general
deterrence. Credibility means looking like you have the will and capa-
bilities necessary to carry out your threats. This is seldom a problem
where national defense is concerned; states and societies usually react
violently if attacked. More difficult to convey is having suitable capa-
bilities. Logically it is not necessary to be able to defeat an attacker, just
make the response look unduly costly to him, but being militarily infe-
rior readily translates into images of weakness, unwillingness to fight
long and hard.

As discussed earlier, the concern with credibility has pertained mainly
either to crisis or to upholding a commitment now so as to balk future
challenges. The difficulty of ensuring one’s credibility is why small states
sometimes pursue a very tough, belligerent image – North Korea is
a good example. Credibility with respect to power projection is very
difficult to achieve consistently. Cold War America’s initial fear was
of failing to put forth a clear commitment – Secretary of State Dean
Acheson’s speech defining the US defense perimeter in Asia was the
failure that shaped the proliferation of alliances under his successor
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John Foster Dulles. It was revived when the US never explicitly told
Saddam Hussein that seizing Kuwait would bring a military reaction,
and it is why the US tries so hard now to ensure that its commitment to
Taiwan is not taken lightly. However, the most influential concern has
been that actions now do not suggest weakness someone later seeks to
exploit – in particular when a commitment is not upheld.

We lack compelling evidence that commitments are interdependent
in this way. Case studies and statistical analyses find little evidence that
states assess each other’s resolve on the basis of past actions vis-à-vis
third parties, and only modest evidence that past actions vis-à-vis
themselves shape images of others’ credibility (Mercer 1996; Hopf 1994;
Huth 1999). A deterrer’s reputation certainly is important, it’s just that
(a) past actions don’t always shape it, (b) there is no consistently re-
liable source of reputation, and (c) reputation is not always crucial
or even important. This makes it hard to use analysis of the cred-
ibility problem to design an effective deterrence or explain reliably
what happens when one tries to deter.9 Nonetheless, explanations on
how to achieve credibility had a huge impact during the Cold War.
Since nuclear weapons cast doubt on whether states would carry out
their threats, and readily using the weapons was not an acceptable
response, analysts searched for substitute ways to achieve credibil-
ity. Treating commitments as interdependent was attractive for this
(Jervis 1989a).

Identifying what makes for credibility in general deterrence is par-
ticularly difficult because often a failure is not followed by a reaction
by the deterrer – making it hard to link current reputation to past reac-
tions. Hence the analysis is nearly always of current deterrer action or
inaction as responsible for the incidence of future challenges (success
or failure in general deterrence is only implied). Huth (1999) indicates
that alliances probably are useful for general deterrence, particularly if
backed with strong evidence of commitment such as placing troops on
the ally’s territory, but this requires explaining why alliances are also
not closely correlated with success in crisis deterrence.

Since the credibility problem is acute if commitments look hard to
implement, it is not surprising that credibility below the nuclear level
has been linked to actually using force. An example is the view that
deterrence becomes most effective in extended rivalries because over
time each side periodically carries out its threats. Unfortunately, things

9 Huth (1999) summarizes many studies.
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are not that simple. States would have to be constantly referring back
to previous confrontations, and as they did we would expect to see
a permanent decline in the intensity of the conflict – each renewal
of fighting would clash with the thesis. But many extended rivalries
don’t fade in intensity over a collection of violent encounters. And if
they did, the intensity can rise or fall for many reasons having little
to do with credibility shifts. The best evidence would be that the chal-
lenger over time remains eager to attack but never does, presumably
because deterrence credibility grows. But few extended rivalries dis-
play this pattern. Such rivals are inclined to think the opponent seeks
to attack long after this intent has ebbed, crippling efforts to resolve the
conflict.

Mercer’s (1996) analysis is particularly relevant to extended rivalries
and general deterrence. If rivals habitually think the worst of the op-
ponent and believe it to be a credible threat, then in extended rivalries
it is unnecessary to work hard at a tough reputation. If Mercer is cor-
rect credibility is most important, and most difficult to attain, not in
extended rivalries but first-time encounters. This could pose problems
for deterrence by a collective actor, like the Security Council, which sel-
dom conducts enduring rivalries or violent disputes – most of its cases
will be first-time encounters.

Two standard cognitive processes appear to be at work. States think
they get constant attention and scrutiny, are the target of others’ actions,
much more than is usually the case. They think their messages are re-
ceived more clearly and given more attention than they are, and often
become convinced that what the rival is doing is aimed at them when it
is not (Jervis 1976). This invites the belief that the opponent, and future
opponents, will look carefully at the state’s past behavior in assessing
its credibility, which available evidence does not confirm.

The offsetting tendency is to think that “that was then, this is now.”
States and their leaders lean toward short-term thinking, giving too
little attention to the large potential consequences of their plans (like
the deterrer’s threats) and neglecting to carefully assess relevant his-
torical information. In Cold War crises involving nuclear threats, for
instance:

decision makers could rarely bring themselves to face fully either . . .
the loss of political stakes if military stakes were not raised, or the
results if threats failed to achieve their political purpose and military
escalation occurred . . . the people at the top sometimes appeared to grit
their teeth, close their eyes, and forge ahead.
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And:
Presidents and their principal advisers often appeared to make the
threats without carefully thinking through whether they would be
willing to initiate the use of nuclear weapons as implied by the sig-
nals or what the consequences would be if they did. They focussed
more on the political imperative of blocking the adversary’s advance
than on the danger of war if the enemy refused to desist and the dispute
intensified. (Betts 1987, pp. 9, 213)

Officials regularly neglect relevant historical evidence as to the feasibil-
ity of their plans. They treat current factors as a better guide, and look at
past evidence rather selectively (Khong 1992; May and Neustadt 1986).

A neglected credibility problem of a different sort, particularly im-
portant in general deterrence, is arranging to be believed when offering
benefits or concessions to supplement threats. A good example is the
difficulty of making general deterrence more stable via bans on desta-
bilizing weapons when the parties fear cheating. The commitments in-
volved are often subjected to intense scrutiny and elaborate verification
arrangements. In a severe conflict cooperative behavior is the least in-
trinsically credible.

On balance, credibility in general deterrence is a problem with no
consistent solution. It is tough to construct a formidable reputation to
which challengers defer and tough to get all challengers to desist from
attacking even when you have one. The emphasis on credibility during
the Cold War was harmful in many ways. Theory guided behavior by
suggesting what rational opponents would do to assess credibility but
opponents often disregarded the theory’s expectations; analysts also
consistently linked credibility to nonrational elements, and that did not
work much better. Meanwhile, much that deterrers did to sustain their
credibility was very harmful.

Since there is often no specific target and no precise attack in mind
with general deterrence, it is difficult to decide what indicators a future
challenger will use to evaluate the deterrer’s posture. What results is
guesswork dressed in theoretical garb – the challenger might look at the
military balance, the defense budget, prior reactions to challenges, or
myriad other measures (Betts 1987, pp. 208–209). It has been suggested
that in moving into the Persian Gulf crisis Saddam was impressed by
how passive the US had been about takeovers in Cyprus, Tibet, and
Afghanistan! (Freedman and Karsh 1993, p. 59.) This seems improb-
able, but if true it was certainly not something the US could readily
have anticipated. Ecuador’s military challenge to Peru in the late 1970s
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has been traced to calculations that Peru was preoccupied with other do-
mestic problems and interests so it would be willing to settle rather than
fight (Mares 1996); how could Peru have known its seemingly unrelated
concerns would incite a border struggle?

Two major dangers arise from this. Since almost anything might be
used by opponents, virtually everything is treated as relevant: all com-
mitments become interdependent, all bases must be maintained, ev-
ery decision on new weapons is possibly signaling to opponents about
whether you have the right stuff, every utterance of top officials must
be vetted. This invites a kind of paranoia.

The other danger is deciding that, since little can be done, assessing
one’s own behavior with credibility in mind is a waste of time. While it
is impossible to completely control how others think, one’s statements
and actions can have some impact. When Jimmy Carter announced he
would withdraw US forces from South Korea, insisting this did not
diminish the US commitment, one RoK response was to build its own
defense industry (an economic millstone ever since), another was its
program to develop nuclear weapons (which the US had to work hard
to suppress).

Thinking about what makes for success
Deterrence is escalation control – the chief threat is conflict escalation,
the chief challenge is preventing or limiting it. This includes escalation
of political conflicts into outright clashes, of limited fighting into larger,
more deadly warfare, and of the number of active participants. There is
a broad belief that:

the more intense a conflict the more likely it is to escalate;
in wars there is a strong tendency toward escalation out of pas-
sions aroused or to avoid defeat;
in an intense crisis there is grave danger of passion, mispercep-
tion, or mistakes leading to the outbreak of fighting;
in both wars and crises there is a tendency for others to be drawn
in.

The burden on general deterrence is to prevent the deterioration of con-
flicts to the point where they become really difficult. Obviously, it is not
the only tool available and not the only one that works, so it is often used
with others. This makes it difficult to assess just what makes for general
deterrence success since that is linked to contextual factors, the other
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resources used with it, and the dynamics of escalation. It is hard to de-
tect the relative impact of threats and inducements, or sort out whether
success depends on how general deterrence is conducted as opposed to
how congenial the context is.

A good example is nuclear proliferation. General deterrence can be
used to prevent proliferation by (1) broad threats to punish prolifer-
ators (sanctions, isolation, withdrawal of alliance protection, military
actions); (2) security guarantees to potential proliferators or to those
whom proliferators might target; (3) threats to maintain a safe, orderly,
and stable international system. And there are policies like engagement,
conflict resolution techniques, various inducements. They are all likely
to be used in connection with general deterrence; which ones are best?

One way to probe causes of general deterrence failure is to classify
general motivations that incite challenges. The most important might
be dissatisfaction with the fundamental relationship or system of which
general deterrence is a part and which it helps sustain, as when an
actor finds the relevant system highly unsatisfactory in terms of its own
unacceptable status, its repeated exploitation, the denial of its “rights”
or “legitimate” goals. An example would be the German reaction to
the Versailles arrangements. When the international system is deemed
highly unsatisfactory by a large number of states, as in the 1930s, general
deterrence will be unstable regardless of the power distribution in the
system or the military capabilities of those managing it. This will be
even more likely if there is profound dissatisfaction over trends in the
dyadic relationship or the system, with expectations that things are not
going well or will go well only for a short time. Japan’s fear in 1940–1
that US rearmament would shortly cancel Japan’s temporary military
superiority and lead to war on very unfavorable terms drove plans for
Pearl Harbor.

A second motivation for challenging general deterrence is deep dissat-
isfaction on one significant matter – a particular, deeply held grievance.
This is the concern about the Taiwan issue today. Many aspects of the
China–Taiwan relationship have gone well (economic links, flows of
people) and China is very flexible about how it might develop in the
future. The US–China relationship has numerous positive elements too.
But Taiwan’s resistance to being officially part of China and US insistence
that China do nothing about that by force, rankles deeply in Beijing. This
one grievance might unravel otherwise promising trends.

A third motivation is an actor’s rampant ambition or greed, which
might arise in connection with a new leader or new dominant faction,
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for instance. And a fourth is fear of the appetites and ambitions of an-
other state or states. This motivation might expand as an after-effect of
a confrontation, through frustration or fear about the capabilities and
objectives the other side demonstrated.

I suspect this encompasses all the motivations behind collapses of gen-
eral deterrence. But it offers little analytical payoff. Determining which
motive is at play in a case is normally impossible for either actors or
analysts to do with certainty. Often more than one motive is present,
particularly among different officials or groups. Without knowing what
the motives are a reliable judgment on how to respond – how to di-
agnose the relationship, the emphasis to place on deterrence, detecting
when it is beginning to erode – can’t readily be formed.

In addition, motive is not enough – there must be other factors at
work. It is common now to stress the risk-taking proclivity of relevant
decision makers – risk-taking impulses shape what becomes of actor
dissatisfaction. This sounds good but is not much help in determin-
ing whether general deterrence is in trouble. The available evidence is
almost always fragmentary, ambiguous, and based on too little expe-
rience with the opponent. And context is important in risk-taking; it
shapes not only the perception of how risky things are but how costly
it will be to take a gamble that fails. The same Khrushchev that took
great risks in sending missiles to Cuba was quick to decide to pull them
out (over strong objections from his generals, Castro, and others) when
US responses drastically changed the situation.

Variation in risk-taking propensities is one basis for the view that a
challenge is different if the challenger sees an opportunity to exploit –
such as a flaw or weakness in deterrence – rather than being fundamen-
tally dissatisfied. The latter is apt to be a major risk-taker, the former will
readily retreat if the chance of success shrinks. Thus the key to doing
deterrence is to figure out whether the challenger is deeply unsatisfied
or just an opportunist. This is usually not possible; it is normally the
heart of the internal debate the deterrer goes through. No government
is unitary when it comes to motivation, and perhaps no individual deci-
sion maker is either; thus the evidence will be ambiguous. In addition,
a willingness to bear costs and risks is related to the intensity of the
conflict. But intensity is equally difficult to read.

Hence reliance on detecting motivations is bound to be deficient.
“Determining the relative weight of need and opportunity as motivating
factors of an adversary’s strategic choices is extraordinarily difficult”
(Lebow and Stein 1990a). No wonder policy makers sometimes use
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worst-case analysis or build in insurance against the worst by suspect-
ing general deterrence is nearly always in trouble. But this may well be
provocative and repressive (or look that way), when deterrence would
not promote adverse reactions if it was kept more in reserve.

Looking beyond motivation and risk propensities, the following fac-
tors are usually believed to have an impact. One view is that the greater
the deterrer’s military advantage, the more success in forestalling chal-
lenges; as the balance between the parties approaches parity or moves
to favor the challenger, success in general deterrence declines. The as-
sumption is that challengers are moved by the likelihood of success. But
this is often not correct. Having a clear military advantage is helpful,
but many moves which culminate in military conflicts are initiated by
the weaker party and not because of misperceiving the military balance.
Close to 20 percent of wars are initiated by the weaker party. Attacks
can occur because the attacker realizes that what matters is not overall
military strength but the relative military power each party can bring
to the matter at hand, which may be quite different. On the other hand,
deterrence is often successfully pursued by the weaker party because all
it needs is the capacity to do unacceptable damage, usually not military
superiority. All this applies even more strongly in general deterrence,
where there may well be no penalty initially for violating it and where
military planning (for an attack) that does so can readily be put off or
disavowed if developments look unpromising. “In general deterrence
situations, the balance of military strength has weaker deterrent effects”
(Huth 1999, p. 36). Indeed.

Other factors said to affect the success of deterrence are the rela-
tive strength or intensity of commitment or “balance of interests,”10

or the distribution of willingness to take risks, including the willing-
ness to gamble when all other alternatives seem unacceptable (Bueno
de Mesquita 1989). This is clearly relevant but difficult to employ pre-
cisely. In dealing with Serbia over Kosovo, NATO assessed the balance
of interests wrongly twice, overestimating the effects it could get from
initiating bombing and then underestimating when the Serbs would
quit. Often the best evidence is how the conflict turns out!

Another possible military determinant of success is being perceived
to have a capacity to do unacceptable damage. This is always taken as a
necessary, but not invariably sufficient, condition, which is particularly

10 These are different but often used interchangeably. The idea is that the two sides differ
in degree of insisting on their preferences. Citing “interests” is meant to make this more
calculable, but the difference may simply be emotional.
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true for general deterrence. Since violations are often not followed by se-
rious punishment, general deterrence success is not a product of threats in
the usual way. The threats are often just implicit in the deterrer’s overall
military capabilities, indirect in application, and delayed – sometimes
indefinitely – in possible implementation. Thus the standard way of de-
signing, applying, and evaluating a deterrence threat often does not apply. A
deterrer’s capacity to do unacceptable damage may do little to prevent
initiation of a general deterrence failure. That capacity is not irrelevant
but often its effect is broad and indirect, ambiguous. If the potential
challenger is into doing “what if?” speculation, he has little on which
to base a detailed cost–benefit analysis; there is as yet no finely honed
concept for attacking, hence little basis for figuring out if it would be
worth it. This leaves the deterrer with little to design general deterrence
explicitly to convey. The only recourse is to look tough, competent, and
determined – that is as easily grasped as looking able to do unacceptable
damage.

If so, then bolstering general deterrence needs certain kinds of help.
Perhaps another possible concomitant of success is a record and other
evidence of consistently reacting to all sorts of challenges, military and
otherwise, in a tough, competent, and determined way. Who knows
what challengers may use to gauge will and credibility? But, as we have
seen, the problems here are substantial. Rarely will a deterrer’s record
look straightforward to possible opponents. Pieces of evidence and the
whole picture are always ambiguous. Will US missile defenses mean it
will defend allies because it is better protected or that it can regard allies
as neither necessary nor worth defending? In 1941 the US Navy wanted
to strengthen deterrence by moving the Pacific Fleet to San Diego to put
it in top shape; FDR thought Japan (and others) would see this instead
as a conciliatory, trouble-avoiding posture, weakening deterrence.

Another difficulty is that there is often considerable delay in appreci-
ating that a direct challenge is likely, with something important at stake.
In the Falkland Islands case the British were slow to see the need to con-
vey a strong general deterrence threat. In Korea in 1950 it was not until
South Korea was attacked that the US appreciated how much it cared.
Context always matters, real and perceptual. The attack came amidst deep-
ening US concern about the overall East–West struggle and that shaped
what Truman and others felt was required. In addition, the important
political component involved when states choose to react strongly or not
to a challenge cancels consistency. Given variable domestic support for
reacting to a challenge, no reputation is secure. The US took the lead on
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NATO’s reaction in Kosovo, but afterward nearly everyone depreciated
American general deterrence for future European conflicts.

All this strongly suggests that general deterrence is far more successful
if backstopped by something more than military capabilities and repu-
tation. Any number of contributions might be cited, but one long known
to be important is that a potential challenger not see itself as having no
option but to challenge and, if necessary, attack. Sadat’s Egypt was in
that position in 1973, as was Japan in 1941. The first case had general
deterrence practiced in a politically inept fashion; Israel was unneces-
sarily rigid, hoping to extract maximum gains from negotiations. The
second illustrates how unfavorable trends can leave few options besides
attack. It also shows how, with some challengers, there is little room for
providing political breathing space – the gap between the American and
Japanese positions was hard to bridge by any conceivable compromise.
The Kosovo crisis was another doleful illustration. NATO governments
had seen the problem coming for years: a Serb leader’s political base
built on repressing a provincial ethnic group that would respond with
an independence movement in a place dear to Serbian nationalists. Gen-
eral deterrence was practiced for years; warnings went to the Yugoslav
government as early as 1991 but the leader could not, given his domestic
political situation, afford to comply.

Since the obvious way to leave a challenger an out is to be concilia-
tory, we must distinguish the usual conception of appeasement from the
better conduct of deterrence. It is usually possible to evade attack via
appeasement, but governments often prefer deterrence. This makes it
important to find ways to be conciliatory, open to compromise, without
eroding deterrence, devising a deterrence posture that doesn’t elimi-
nate all options but attack (see George and Smoke 1974).11 This can be
difficult. Leaders and governments often undertake general deterrence
with strongly held feelings that the opponent is irrational, immoral, or in
other ways not worthy of conciliation – the other guy should give way.
Those who would temper deterrence with more appealing alternatives
are charged with appeasement. This is Senator Jessie Helms on Taiwan –
the US should simply shore up deterrence; no conciliatory moves are
acceptable.

Thus the Clinton Administration shift in the US general deterrence
posture against China and North Korea to add a parallel policy of

11 Even an approach seeing military predominance as the key to peace now emphasizes
the need to ease the dissatisfaction of possible challengers. See Tammen et al. 2000.
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engagement was uphill work. Some complained there was too little
engagement. Others saw the US as an appeaser – in the deals with
Pyongyang over its nuclear weapons program and ballistic missile test-
ing, in putting trade with China ahead of human rights. The same range
of views existed on general deterrence steps like selling arms to Taiwan
and urging China not to use force, allowing expansion in the range of
RoK ballistic missiles, refurbishing the US–Japan alliance. Some said
these went much too far and were provocative, others considered them
insufficient and, with calculated ambiguity about responding to threats
to Taiwan, likely to incite an attack. And many in China and North Korea
saw only the deterrence, with engagement just a cover or even a veiled
attack deserving an angry response.

Freedman emphasizes that general deterrence involves establishing
for a potential challenger that “it should not expect to be able to resolve
its disputes with another state or group of states by military means,” and
that over time this can reduce the underlying antagonism (Freedman
1989, pp. 208–209). Thus it is best that potential challengers confront a
tolerable status quo, tolerable now or in terms of the trends. This is more
than trying to ensure that the possible challenger has an option that, for
the time being, looks better than planning an attack. It means going be-
yond hoping the other side will eventually give up to encourage in the
potential challenger a strong sense that its present situation is readily
sustainable or that it can afford to wait. The difficulties and complex-
ities of pulling this off are impressive. What can be done along these
lines?

The initial requirement is to empathize, to see the other side’s point
of view and try to develop accommodations accordingly. This is hardly
a new notion. Arnold Wolfers made the point well in his classic treatise
on national security: “national security policy, . . . is the more rational the
more it succeeds in taking the interests, including the security interests,
of the other side into consideration.” Once again, however, peering this
effectively into other governments is no easier for designing conciliation
than threats.

Thus governments are apt to feel that while it is necessary to approach
general deterrence with a blend of threats and carrots the emphasis
should be put on the threats, because threats are their insurance policy.
This is also likely to be necessary to guard against domestic critics. Which
is unfortunate. Theoretical speculations (Tammen et al. 2000, pp. 35–37)
and empirical findings (Huth 1999) suggest that carrots be strongly,
not tepidly, embraced. The central political judgment shaping a general
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deterrence policy is whether the opponent is set on conflict and maybe
an attack, and if not what blend of conciliation and threat is necessary.
In the Cold War the US soon came to assume that the Soviet bloc was
constantly primed to attack. While many later shifted their view and
promoted détente, this was always a hard sell politically and many
never abandoned worst-possible-case analysis about Moscow. It was
politically imperative to inculcate elements of that case in planning and
policy, which produced endless difficulties because the best response to
the worst possible case was a war-fighting posture.

When general deterrence fails there has been a political decision rooted
in either the opponent’s basic goals regardless of what the deterrer
does – the motivation to challenge is very high – or in the nature of
the deterrer–challenger political relationship which the challenger finds
intolerable. Not that the challenger is determined from the start on war
if necessary, but the chosen course is not rejected just because war is a
good possibility. The challenger starts on a course of action and then de-
velopments make an attack either more or less likely. But support may
build behind the challenger’s demands to such an extent that retreat be-
comes politically impossible. Thus deterrence must be tried alongside
strenuous efforts to keep the opponent from seeing the status quo as
intolerable – not least because that makes it easier to decide whether
the apparent is driven by need or opportunity. If your guard is clearly
up the other side is probably not driven by opportunity, and if you are
trying hard to conciliate and getting nowhere, then the perceived need
driving the opponent must be substantial.

However, a deterrer often can do little in a precise or neatly calculated
fashion to induce tolerance of things as they are. With the gap between
evidence and reality that afflicts many political judgments, the deter-
rer’s best efforts may still leave the challenger dissatisfied and prone to
violence. Then there is serious difficulty when the parties’ objectives are
incompatible. This applies to more than political issues, as when the de-
terrer insists on keeping the challenger constantly vulnerable to defeat
or destruction, always at the deterrer’s mercy. This is what many in the
US now want, such as through BMD, but Israel is the prime example. It
is inherently unwise except for dealing with actors who will move to-
ward attacking whenever there is a good chance, and even then general
deterrence is pushing upstream. When frustration brings confrontation
but immediate deterrence forestalls fighting, the frustration does not
fade; it may even be heightened. If the deterrer has nothing better to of-
fer it can only hope the challenger will gradually accept the status quo.
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The difficulty in waiting for this is illustrated in the Israeli–Palestinian
deterrence relationship.

The foremost difficulty in the US attempt to reinforce general deter-
rence with engagement in East Asia has been gaining sufficient credi-
bility. The instinct is sound, but engagement there has rested on the US
expectation that it (1) can make the status quo more bearable for North
Korea and China, and (2) will culminate eventually in the end of both
political systems! Contrast this with the engagement policy of South
Korean President Kim, Dae Jung, who linked it to deterrence but was
careful to state that the objective was not to eliminate the North and who
strongly urged others to recognize and deal normally with the North,
enhancing its chances for survival.

Even a tolerable present and rosy future may not do the trick. The chal-
lenger’s objectives are ultimately responsible for success or failure. The deterrer
can do only so much to shape the opponent’s perceptions and actions.
By 1938 Hitler had made remarkable progress on many of Germany’s
basic objectives – but not his. British and French efforts at appeasement
and deterrence failed, but it is plausible that deterrence alone would
have failed also.

One other relevant factor. The general deterrence of a single state or
alliance is more likely to work when backed by systemic general de-
terrence, either by the deterrence inherent in the configuration of the
system or the general deterrence arrangements built into it. During the
Cold War a state thinking of attacking another often faced the possi-
bility of having to confront a superpower and its allies as well – and
occasionally of having to confront both superpowers (as Britain, France
and Israel found in 1956). Today, those planning outright interstate ag-
gression face the possibility of provoking a rerun of the Gulf War, of
confronting a global or regional coalition. (This is only a possibility.
Neighbors invaded the Congo in recent years without setting off such a
reaction.)

Reverse linkage can be similarly effective. General deterrence as sup-
plied by or inserted into the system is more feasible when it coincides
with deterrence sought by great powers for their own purposes. If the
UN wants to do something about aggression, on general principles,
against Kuwait this is much more feasible if the US wants to as well
out of concern about the credibility of its commitments in the region. In
recent years UN deterrence (often compellance) of Iraq struggled when
three Security Council members had interests to the contrary. Deterring
nuclear proliferation for the Security Council was bolstered in northeast
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Asia by US deterrence to preserve the RoK, Japan, and Taiwan, which
strongly contributed to keeping them nonnuclear.

Often general deterrence fails due to a perceived disconnect between
the general deterrence for the system and important states’ interests. In
1991, Saddam refused to quit in part because he expected a divorce be-
tween Arab states and the rest of the UN coalition, particularly by posing
the threat of or inflicting heavy casualties. Hitler expected the coalition
against him to collapse once Poland was defeated, so its deterrence was
undermined. Probably the stronger the challenger is in comparison with
the deterrer, the more such perceptions are likely to flourish.

Therefore, success often lies in getting general deterrence at two levels
working in tandem, not something governments always think about
carefully. It can be done in a balance-of-power system but this is very
tricky. The fluidity of alignments and perceptions, the complexity of
the necessary calculations, and the specific distribution of power may,
individually or in combination, leave a specific state on its own facing
a potential challenger. It should be easier under a concert or collective
security, but far from simple. The overall point would be that if general
systemic deterrence is to be strengthened in the most “suitable” way,
it should (1) link any additional deterrence capabilities clearly to the
general welfare and not to the national interests of a dominant state
or to some states’ or coalition’s distinctive conception of the general
welfare, and therefore (2) it is best done through multilateralism.

Conclusion
General deterrence involves moving others by threats of harm, has the
same overlap with compellance described earlier, and is burdened with
both a credibility problem and stability problems. However, it is amor-
phous, so that theorizing rigorously about it is problematic. The United
States is much taken with it. Officials and analysts constantly assert that
American military power, particularly deployed abroad, is primarily
responsible for peace and security in Europe, the Middle East, and the
Far East. This gives general deterrence too much credit and neglects the
impact of inducements to avoid conflict and war that have proliferated
in the international system and to which the US also contributes. The
US spends too much time attending to military contributions to inter-
national stability and the repair of domestic conflict situations and not
enough on the other contributions it makes and can make.
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Based on what we can say about general deterrence for a system,
a dominant state seeking stable general deterrence is well advised to
broaden participation by others in system security management, back-
stopping others’ efforts when this is possible rather than pushing ahead
as leader/organizer. In the long run the burdens of multilateralism are
preferable to the misleading comforts of a rampant insistence on having
things our way and doing things only as we see fit. The US should avoid
pressing its views on many issues to avoid provoking challenges out of
frustration at the sheer scale of American influence. It would do well
to avoid overloading itself on military capabilities for the same reason.
And it should continue to stress engagement as opposed to deterrence
alone.

General deterrence is a disturbing phenomenon. In accounts of how
governments fall into sharp confrontations and war there is recurring
evidence that governments, elites, and leaders are often barely moved
by general deterrence threats that they ought to take into account. Of-
ten they are driven by short-term thinking, not attuned to larger im-
plications and potential consequences of what they are considering.
They seem caught up in domestic political or ideological preoccupations
(Lebow 1981; Lebow and Stein 1987; Chen 1994) or moved by wishful
thinking or motivated bias. They are afflicted with serious mispercep-
tions about the deterrer, or discount deterrence because they regard
the deterrer and its efforts as illegitimate. They often start by wanting
to attack if necessary to get their way and then keep looking for ways
to design around the opponent’s deterrence, which biases their assess-
ments on what might work or when the odds of success have sufficiently
improved.

This invites us to expect general deterrence to continue to be unreliable
with some regularity – not always, or even usually, but frequently. It is,
after all, a peculiar deterrence in that its initial failure often does not lead
to punishment – challenges are therefore cheap, at least initially. This
implies that the further from an immediate deterrence situation policy
makers find themselves, the less value they should place on deterrence
alone.
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4 Testing, testing, one.. . two.. . three

[T]he most important predictions of nuclear deterrence theory concern
nuclear crises, and no one wants any more. This lack of evidence is
one of the more important reasons for wanting to have a theory of
nuclear deterrence, . . . But this lack of evidence also makes it difficult
to evaluate nuclear deterrence theory empirically in the domain about
which one cares most. (Powell 1990, p. 184)

Deterrence theory developed in line with social science, when post-
modernism was but a gleam in the academic eye. Hence it was subjected
to three broad efforts at instilling positivist rigor: the assumption of ra-
tionality, quantitative empirical studies, and detailed case studies. The
literature is more than ample, the results are uneven and satisfaction
is underwhelming. The next several chapters are about what might be
true about deterrence now and in the future, so this chapter summarizes
findings from the past.

Some time ago two leading analysts offered guidelines for rigorous
tests of deterrence theory (Huth and Russett 1990):

(1) Specify precisely what is to be explained.
(2) Present a theory or hypothesis that explains it, setting forth:

the assumptions used;
the concepts and terms used, carefully specified;
the factors used in the explanation and how they produce the
explanation;
the conditions under which the explanation applies.

(3) Indicate how to know when the relevant elements are present –
what indicators to use.
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(4) Develop a representative sample or the entire population of
cases of what is to be explained.

(5) Test the explanation by how well it fits the cases – exploring
the links between what the explanation says are the important
variables and instances of what is to be explained.

Considerable effort has gone into studying deterrence along these lines.
It has turned out to be difficult. Each step has posed problems and
generated complications. Understanding the difficulties is useful for
evaluating the findings so we should start there.

Difficulties
Specifying what is to be explained

On what to explain we start with prevention. Deterrence is about pre-
venting something. What springs to mind is war – preventing wars. But
deterrence is also used to keep a war from getting worse, as well as
to prevent confrontations in which war could readily break out from
arising. That is four things to be prevented: serious consideration of an
attack; nasty confrontations; attacks; and significant escalations of wars.
A straightforward list.

We can skip over sorting deterrence from compellance. Suffice it to
say that the overlap between them means that some things explained
become more like occurrences (a North Korean weapons program
that stops) than nonoccurrences. And our subject becomes more like
“coercive diplomacy” (George, Hall and Simons 1971) or “strategic
coercion” (Freedman 1998a).

The first problem is that interstate war is not common. By one count,
of some 2,000 militarized international disputes (MIDs) since 1816 about
5 percent became wars (Bremer 1995). In 180 years covered by the Corre-
lates of War project there were no wars under way in eighty-one of them,
and usually no more than one in the other years, even as the number of
states multiplied from thirty to almost 200. Among all the states ever in
the system about 150 never experienced an international war, only eight
had more than ten (Geller and Singer 1998, p. 1). Full-blown crises are
more frequent but still abnormal. Extended rivalries are a small share of
interstate relationships, and true arms races are rare. Plans to provoke
a crisis or a war are more common but do not characterize most actor
relationships most of the time. In the twentieth century ideologies and
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movements burgeoned that fostered conflicts, crises, and mayhem, yet
while the lethality of interstate war grew its incidence did not. Deter-
rence theory was developed when wars seemed common or plausible –
international politics appeared to be a state of war. But if wars seldom
occur it is possible that they result from abnormal circumstances, with
no set of regular “causes” and no common “solutions” either.

While we care about the incidence of crises and wars, deterrence is
about their nonoccurrence. However, since their nonoccurrence is the
norm it is not so useful for study because it could be due to many things
other than deterrence. In fact, it must usually be due to other things.
We want to explain a subset of the nonoccurrences – those “caused” by
deterrence – and to specify in detail the link to deterrence.

Some analysts would expand this. One (Huth 1999) suggests deter-
rence is also used to avoid making concessions under threat. Others see
deterrence as a success or failure depending on which side gained its
policy objectives (Organski and Kugler 1980).1 Each suggestion has ap-
peal but only within careful limits. If deterrence is to prevent an actor
from just seizing what it wants, surely it is also to avoid having to con-
cede it under threat – the latter is an attack too. However, deterrence is
not about keeping the challenger from getting what it wants; it is about
constraining the means used. It is not a synonym for other policies to cope
with nonmilitary challenges, nor always a recourse for offsetting failures
of other policies. In addition, we must sort giving in to blackmail from
other failures to sustain the status quo – otherwise we end up treating
almost any pressure against the defender’s position as an attack. What
if deterrence forestalls an attack but the conflict convinces the defender
to take the opponent seriously and make adjustments? What about con-
cessions designed to make deterrence work better? If the deterrer had
a weak position, expected a confrontation, and hoped that deterrence
would limit its concessions, that would be a success if it worked, not a
failure. (Many analysts see North Korea as belligerent precisely to limit
its concessions.)

States are constantly pressured for concessions while giving in to open
military threats is rare, so unless we confine ourselves to cases when
concessions are obviously coerced we just multiply nonoccurrences to
wade through to get to ones that matter. We are better off confining

1 Or: “If states manage to elude war threatening the use of nuclear weapons but fail
to (a) obtain policy objectives in that process, or (b) prevent the adversary/attacker from
obtaining its policy goals, nuclear deterrence cannot be regarded as completely successful”
(Harvey and James 1992).
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deterrence, for study, to trying to prevent attacks, grave crises, or serious
consideration of them, regardless of whether the challenger achieves its
objectives some other way.

The point is that it is complicated to say just what is to be explained.
Some suggest that deterrence be tested by including another nonoccur-
rence: when a nuclear power confronts a nonnuclear power and fails
to gain its objectives (Organski and Kugler 1980). Alas, deterrence is
not about extracting political gains from a military advantage; it’s about
threatening to prevent attacks. Achieving the former is not a necessary
offshoot of the latter – there is neither a logical nor an empirical link
between them.

There are other complications. Deterrence concerns attacks forestalled
by threats of harm. It is not surprising that analysts (e.g. Russett) see
deterrence as encompassing nonmilitary threats. This has some appeal.
Sanctions, for example, are painful, regularly used to deter unwanted
behavior, and work in the same way. Trying to influence via threats of
some sort of harm is widespread. Unfortunately this applies to a vast
range of interactions and is a huge portion of all the nonoccurrences
in which we might be interested. Deterrence uses particular means to
prevent a particular behavior – because that behavior and way of dealing
with it are of unusual impact and interest due to their extraordinary
consequences.

In works by Huth, Huth and Russett, and Lebow and Stein deterrence
becomes avoidance of conflict escalation via threats and incentives. In a
way this is useful; we want to know how incentives or related steps alter
deterrence effectiveness. Actors also realize that carrots carry an implied
threat (to cancel them) – beneficial interaction can breed exploitable de-
pendence. But to make incentives integral to deterrence destroys its co-
herence as a concept – many, maybe most, attempts to influence involve
incentives.

Offering a theory
When we turn to the explanatory tool, nearly everyone describes it as
a rational decision theory. Rationality is indeed a starting assumption.
But then:

there are allowances for irrational elements in decision making;
the explanation for credibility in mutual deterrence retreats
somewhat from the assumption of rationality;
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there is no consistent link between rationality and success;
it is not clear if it matters to the theory whether decision makers
are rational.

The highly rationalist version is one from which analysts and govern-
ments have frequently departed.

Also, no consistent conception of rationality is employed. At times
analysts envision a vigorous rationality. Others cite a general purpo-
siveness and an effort to think strategically, but with preferences un-
specified other than, with nuclear deterrence, that survival dominates –
usually! Others see the rationality involved as limited, then disagree
as to how much is sufficient. Running through deterrence thinking is
a tendency to design rational coping for an unevenly rational world.
Perhaps deterrence rests on “sensible” decision making, where officials
are suitably cautious due to a healthy appreciation of how irrational
people and governments, including themselves, can be (Morgan 1983).
The strategy mirrors the theory – built on assumptions of rationality,
but with no great confidence in it, and an awareness that irrationality
can sometimes be useful.

Other concepts and terms are not firmly established. Much turns on
the roles of challenger and defender – their different perspectives sup-
posedly shape their perceptions and actions – but often all the parties see
themselves as defender. The distinction between deterrence and com-
pellance breaks down in real situations. The conditions under which
the theory applies are not specified with rigor and common agreement.
For instance, there is no consensus on whether actors must be rational
or how, if they aren’t, this alters things. Speculations that deterrence is
different when practiced with nuclear weapons are not derived in a con-
sistent way from the theory. Is it that conventional forces don’t threaten
“enough” harm? Is it that officials’ concerns about irrationality rise with
the potential costs? Is it that nuclear weapons can overwhelm the lim-
ited rationality of officials, or are nuclear threats so fearsome even dim
bulbs figure out what to do?

Operationalization
How do we know when the pertinent elements are present? We can
start with immediate deterrence situations. The criteria usually used for
detecting them include:
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hostile states, at least one seriously thinking of striking militar-
ily;
key officials of the target state(s) realize this;
there are threats to use force in response;
leaders of the challenger deciding to strike or not primarily be-
cause of the impact of those threats.

Thus if State B doesn’t perceive an attack coming or does not threaten
to prevent it, it is not practicing deterrence and we can’t learn much
from that case. If State A has no intention of attacking the case cannot
tell us whether deterrence works or how.

This definition sounds more useful than it is. Often it is difficult to
be sure a state was “seriously” thinking of attack. Leaders may be quite
undecided even late in the day, for reasons unrelated to deterrence.
And deciding when leaders went beyond noodling around and became
serious is tricky. Is it when a detailed attack plan was prepared and
appropriate forces were in place? When attacking became the domi-
nant option? When officials merely headed toward a crisis thinking “we
mean to succeed and will use force if necessary”? Another difficulty
is that governments can be like gorillas in the forest – snarling, chest-
beating, roaring, charging, all as a bluff. They look scary but don’t need
much deterring. There is the “attacker” who feels it is responding to
a prior attack or grievous provocation, even one from long ago. This
is important if, as analysts suggest, strength of motivation (balance of
interests) and resulting behavior depend on what role the attacker feels
it is playing.

Can we readily find deterrence situations? Apparently not. There is
no consensus on relevant cases. An example is the India–Pakistan re-
lationship in 1990. Washington felt that a war, possibly nuclear, was
very likely and laid out in detail to those governments how devastat-
ing that would be. But they have denied they were close to a war or
intended to attack. Analysts line up on both sides. In 2002, did either
India or Pakistan ever really come close to deciding to attack, and thus
was deterrence at work?

Can analysts themselves identify challenger and defender for pur-
poses of their studies? Apparently not always. Observers disagree about
particular cases (Lebow and Stein 1989, 1990a; Schroeder 1989). Some-
times those roles shift as the situation develops (Harvey 1997b). An
actor often plays both, not just sequentially as a confrontation develops
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but because those roles are simultaneously present. When challenging,
a state also wants to deter a military response or the escalation of any
fighting. Therefore it is simultaneously a challenger and a deterrer – so
the opponent may also be both.

As for key officials spotting a possible attack, often they don’t. In
numerous instances efforts to deter were not mounted, or mounted very
late, because the necessity was not perceived. If they see a possible attack
officials are supposed to issue clear deterrence threats. Sometimes they
do but often, as in general deterrence, only an implicit threat is used.
Or they mistakenly assume the threat is clear. Strengthening forces or
the defense budget will not necessarily convey a warning. A very clear
threat is unlikely in extended deterrence if the government is unsure
how committed it is, which is common.

Finally, detecting success or failure depends on whether the threat
persuades. This is very messy.2 The challenger won’t announce that it
backed down because it was scared: instead, it never planned to attack,
wanted to give negotiations more time, etc. This might be true. Perhaps
other opportunities or responsibilities took precedence. Maybe many
things discouraged an attack and the deterrence threat merely tipped
the scales – do we then conclude deterrence was responsible?

If persuasion takes place (or not), that raises the matter of rationality.
It is difficult to get consistency in operationalizing rationality. The key
is preferences, then process. If preferences are supposedly inherent –
in the circumstances, the role, the necessities of the international system –
this can shape a conception of what is rational. There is some of this in
deterrence situations, but usually there is a gap between what such a
conception suggests and what actors do. The gap is often explained by
citing the government’s real preferences and amending the conception
of rational accordingly. This allows treating nearly everyone as rational.
Were Kim, Jong-Il and other North Korean leaders crazy in running their
country on the rocks, placing the regime in grave danger, or did they see
reforms as leading to their downfall and rationally preferred to hang on
to power even if the country was wrecked?

The other option is to see people as rational because they use a suitable
decision process (or a reasonable facsimile). But is someone irrational
who doesn’t do this and gets a good outcome? Is it rationality if the

2 Because it is impossible to reliably identify one: “No analyst has yet succeeded, or ever
will, in identifying the relevant universe of cases” (Lebow 1989).
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choice among available options fits the problem well but is made by
guessing, while failing or refusing to consider other options? Is it irra-
tional to go through the process properly but not make the best decision?
It’s not easy to say.

Developing a sample or population
This has probably received the most attention. Difficulties in identifying
relevant cases are well known. Deterrence seeks to create a nonoccur-
rence – reliably detecting one is tough. It calls for the use of counter-
factuals, and one way to devise a counterfactual is by applying a good
theoretical understanding of what causes things. But it is awkward to
use counterfactuals to test the theory if the design of the counterfactual is
a product or extension of the theory. To avoid this problem requires elim-
inating, instead, other possible reasons for the nonoccurrence, which is
nearly impossible. There are any number of reasons for the absence of
attacks and crises, and some may apply to any case. Thus considerable
care is needed to detect a case – we often have to settle for a “plausible”
or “probable” one.

Significant difficulties arise for testing due to assuming rationality.
What counts for testing? If the theory predicts outcomes that are borne
out in deterrence situations does this confirm the theory? Not if we
think it is about how rational actors behave and we find evidence the
actors weren’t rational; if both rational and nonrational actors arrive at
the same results this suggests that the predictions come from a flawed
theory that may produce mistakes in other applications – it predicts but
does not correctly explain. If we think the theory works because certain
conditions make actors decide as if they are rational, then the theory is
confirmed only if those conditions were present, increasing the number
of things to be detected to confirm it – outcomes as predicted would not
be enough.

What if, in many cases, the actors don’t display impressive rationality
and deterrence failed; is this evidence of a weak theory? Or not, be-
cause the theory applies only if they are rational and cannot be tested
when they aren’t? The latter position clashes with the view that the as-
sumptions need not be empirically valid to produce a useful theory, that
only the results matter, and that rationality is merely a useful assump-
tion for theory building (see Zagare 2000).

Consider the difficulty in classifying a case. A threatens B with retal-
iation and B attacks anyway. We might conclude that:
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(1) this is a deterrence failure, and counts against the theory;
(2) this is deterrence practiced incorrectly – it is a failure that counts

in favor of the theory;
(3) the theory does not apply – one or both actors was insufficiently

rational; the results have no bearing;
(4) the theory applies only when we fully understand the actor

preferences, particularly the challenger’s, and can figure out
what was rational; only then can we decide whether the theory
is supported or not.

The first treats any fighting in spite of a retaliatory threat as a failure,
and may well treat a confrontation with no attack as a success. But
states have confrontations that breed threats with no test of deterrence
involved. If the challenger never intended to attack, deterrence has not
worked.3 If the “deterrer” realizes the challenger won’t attack it may
still threaten, to claim a (spurious) deterrence success – a leader can use
that to look good. It is doubtful China intended to attack Taiwan in 1994
when its missile testing caused the US to send naval units there – it was
a confrontation but not an immediate deterrence situation. So it was not
a deterrence success but useful to the administration to call it one. And
maybe it was successful general deterrence. Deterrence threats may also
be issued when no attack looms just to reassure allies or others:

Describing what is to be deterred and how it is to be deterred in terms
that make more sense to friends, allies, and constituents than to ad-
versaries makes perfect strategic sense, especially if their support may
be vital [someday] – even if the net effect on the opponent may be to
confuse more than clarify, to provoke rather than dissuade . . . eliciting
a response from the declared target may not be the only, or even the
most important, function of a deterrence strategy.

(Freedman 1996, p. 15)

Option (2) above calls for careful judgment of whether deterrence
was practiced effectively. That’s hard (examples are cited later). But it is
nothing compared to the complex judgments required in options (3) and
(4). Assessing the participants’ rationality is often impossible to do with
confidence. To begin with, there is no consensus as to the rationality
required for deterrence to work. Next, there are several possible ways
to proceed. Maybe decision makers can act rational even if they aren’t.

3 Well before the missile crisis Castro incorrectly anticipated another American attack,
and believed Soviet deterrence was effective, a serious mistake (Fursenko and Naftali
1997, pp. 52–70).
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However, for analytical purposes this is useful only if we have a way
of specifying the rational choice independent of the actors. Given suitable in-
formation we can then decide whether rationality applied in a case. Or
maybe we can accurately grasp the real perspectives and preferences of
the actors and accordingly reconstruct how they rationally behaved. Of
these the first is more common because the second is almost impossible
to do consistently. Rational choice usually takes actor preferences for
granted, tracing them to some overriding situation or need, because so-
cial science is not very helpful on how preferences form and change. We
can try to observe actor calculations but that is difficult, except perhaps
in retrospect and then usually only long afterward. And there may have
been hidden motivations or preferences. It can be difficult to get consen-
sus among historians and observers in particular cases on participants’
thinking, motives and preferences. A tendency to take unusual personal
risks might be considered irrational unless the actor sought (as did Lord
Nelson) to die acclaimed as a hero. Here are quotations (in Payne 1996)
not easy to classify:

Stalin to Mao in 1950: “If a war [with the US] is inevitable then
let it be waged now” (Mansourov 1995, p. 101).
Saddam: “You can come to Iraq with aircraft and missiles, but
do not push to the point where we cease to care. And when we
feel that you want to injure our pride and take away the Iraqis’
chance of a high standard of living, then we will cease to care,
and death will be the choice for us. Then we would not care if
you fired 100 missiles for each missile we fired. Because without
pride life would have no value” (Oberdorfer 1991, p. 39).
The Japanese War Minister after the atomic bomb, calling for
a last great battle: “Would it now be wondrous for this whole
nation to be destroyed like a beautiful flower” (McCullough
1992, p. 459).
General Galtieri on the Falklands War: “Though an English reac-
tion was considered a possibility, we did not see it as a probabil-
ity. Personally, I judged it scarcely possible and totally improb-
able . . . Why should a country situated in the heart of Europe
care so much for some islands located far away in the Atlantic
Ocean . . . which do not serve any national interest?” (Fallaci
1982, p. 4).
And it is easy to come up with plausible accounts of some puz-
zling behavior as rational, or find evidence of irrationality at
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work. “Each historical case is extremely complex, and it is
often possible to construct plausible rational actor and psycho-
dynamic accounts of the same events” (Tetlock 1987, p. 88).

We could just suggest preferences and see if the challenger’s behavior
fits them, or examine that behavior to infer what they must have been.
Both are common enough but unsatisfactory. Behavior consistent with
one set of hypothesized preferences may be consistent with another –
if Iraq mobilizes forces along the border this could be a rational actor
seeking bargaining leverage, or a rational actor planning to attack, or an
irrational actor planning to attack, or . . . Guessing at the actor’s prefer-
ences to see if its behavior fits is a problem since they could drive more
than one behavior.

No wonder it is easier just to assert what a rational actor “ought” to
be doing. And it seems like some conditions should drive state behavior
or leaders’ decisions – anarchy, the desire to do better or win, avoiding
unnecessarily risky actions or ones with little chance of success. But
what if we don’t trust those judgments and want to uncover the real
perspectives and preferences? We can let every analyst construct his or
her version of what is rational for analyzing any particular case, but
then we have analyses coexisting like parallel universes.

It is also difficult to cope with shifts in preferences. In a rational de-
cision model preferences are usually fixed, but in deterrence situations
they can shift. The theory focuses on threats that alter cost calculations,
but they may shift preferences instead. They may help decision makers
clarify their conception of national interests by providing data about the
opponent’s preferences and depth of commitment. Some interests seem
vital until it looks necessary to fight for them.4 This may affect defend-
ers too. The US responded in South Korea in 1950 because the attack
changed its view of Soviet intentions and in that context intervention
was attractive (Roehrig 1995, pp. 114–115; Gaddis 1982). The Soviet in-
vasion of Afghanistan brought an American reaction as if a commitment
had been challenged, when none had been issued, because it shifted the
President’s view of Soviet intentions.

Hence the third option in the list; we get round these difficulties by
focusing on procedural elements: assess real decision making against a
model of rational decision making to see if the proper steps were fol-
lowed. The trouble is that we normally treat rationality as an interplay

4 On learning of this sort see Snyder and Diesing 1997; George and Smoke 1989; Freedman
1996.
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of decision making and preferences, not simply procedures. Some peo-
ple work out highly rational procedures for dealing with our imminent
destruction in the second coming that is upon us.

Individual officials may act rationally but their interactions bring re-
sults a rational actor would avoid (Jervis 1989a). The bureaucratic pol-
itics model claims that organizations pursue their interests rationally
but the national interest is often short changed. (Churchill once noted
about building dreadnoughts in pre-1914 Britain that the debate was
over whether to build four or six so the government compromised on
eight.)

We conclude that to sort out cases for testing a theory based on rational
decision making calls for analytical and empirical efforts unlikely to be
fully satisfactory. Careful study of instances of deterrence at work will
yield conflicting conclusions on how to classify cases, what they tell us,
what the implications are. This is, in fact, what happens.

This discussion has pertained to operating on the assumption of ratio-
nality. The theory can’t readily explain a failure of deterrence by citing
actor irrationality either. Because it does not say deterrence won’t work
among irrational actors, we cannot say a failure must be due to any ir-
rationality present. It is necessary to specify just what had this effect in
a particular case. The theory has never been attentive to this problem;
analysts have been content to note that at times irrationality is useful
and let it go at that. But this makes it difficult to chuck irrelevant cases
out of the population studied.

Listing cases properly also requires distinguishing a failure (or
success) of deterrence from a failure to practice deterrence. Much is
made of this: we want notions about deterrence tested only against cases
where it was practiced. As a result all attacks are not cases of deterrence
failure or of the failure of deterrence theory. This is correct, but only up
to a point. Actually, a failure to practice deterrence can be, indirectly, a
mark against the theory. Many surprise attacks occur between hostile
actors that have had confrontations or wars before, so the victim should
have been highly suspicious, should rationally have been on guard in
these circumstances. Studies indicate that defender mistakes on this are
due to preconceptions that discounted the possibility of attack. Thus
some failures to practice deterrence suggest the absence of a mental
acuity the theory assumes but governments have often failed to display.

Spotting a case is most difficult in detecting deterrence success. Here
is what a success should look like. In the US–China quarrel over the
Dachen Islands available materials indicate that Mao wanted to seize
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the islands, held off when US forces were in the area, then moved to
seize them when the US–Taiwan mutual defense treaty did not men-
tion it covered them and when US diplomatic overtures suggested the
US commitment and will had declined (Chang and Di 1993). However,
without such evidence nonoccurrence of an attack could be caused by
many things, and since attacks are rare nonoccurrence is normal. The
“challenger” may have wanted to threaten without attacking, so that
threats in response had no impact. However, like detecting a deterrence
failure, this is correct only up to a point. After all, general deterrence is
often supposed to be present. But it is hard to be sure. The US asserts
that its forces in the Far East deter destabilizing moves by its opponents
and its friends, that general deterrence keeps the peace. This is counter-
factual thinking because there is only limited evidence that there would
be flame and ashes if US forces left – and much of it is assertions to this
effect by officials who tell each other that what they think is true is true.

If it is difficult to detect successes in crises, it is even more so for
general deterrence where success can leave few traces. Some argue, for
instance, that deterrence does not apply to the Cold War, that neither
side ever wanted to attack for reasons that had little to do with deter-
rence (Vasquez 1991). This is disturbing. Also, once a crisis erupts the
chances for success are lower – the challenger’s motivation is likely to
be strong and crisis dynamics may push reluctant parties into a fight –
so intermittent success in crisis situations might not tell us much about
the utility of deterrence in general.

Another complication, particularly with general deterrence, is that
there may be a success with no threat – the opponent reacted to a nonex-
istent threat. During the missile crisis American policy makers did not
attack Cuba and the missiles in part for fear of a Soviet move against
Berlin, but records of Soviet decision making and communications with
Washington show no inclination to seize Berlin (Fursenko and Naftali
1997). Technically, this is a general deterrence success, but such cases
are almost never catalogued this way. The threat was an offshoot of the
general deterrence emanating from past Soviet actions not meant to pro-
duce deterrence but which eventually had that effect.

The difficulties don’t end there. What about a case in which deterrence
threats are issued but not taken seriously, seen as posturing or to express
displeasure? North Korea has issued ferocious threats for years, usually
dismissed not from doubts about its capabilities but as bluffs. Deterrence
theory stresses the necessity for clarity in threats (at times) and for their
being believable – usually in the sense of technique (how one threatens)
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or underlying capabilities (what one threatens with). But what if the
opponent suspects a bluff and won’t take the threats seriously? It’s not
a failure to practice deterrence, it’s a failure to be seen as practicing it.
Whose fault is that?

There is also a problem in picking out factors associated with suc-
cesses and failures without evidence as to whether they are also present
when deterrence is not involved. To look just at successes and failures
risks serious selection bias (Downs 1994a; Harvey and James 1992). If
cases selected are mostly or entirely attacks, because they are easiest
to detect, the variation in outcomes is too limited to reliably determine
the success rate of deterrence (Achen and Snidal 1989; Levy 1989a). For
assessing rationality or analyzing other factors associated with success
and failure it would be nice to have either all cases or confidence in the
representativeness of a sample (Fischhoff 1987). In principle this can be
achieved by successes and failures but it is difficult to find unambiguous
successes (Lebow and Stein 1990a; Von Riekhoff 1987). The suggestion
that this be fixed by drawing samples of dyads based on a “proxy” such
as common borders and then computing the frequency of attack for var-
ious deterrence relationships among the hostile dyads (see Achen and
Snidal 1989) is not helpful. The incidence of attack or not across a range
of dyads can’t confirm or disconfirm the theory unless the cases are free
of the objections raised above and this procedure would not ensure that.
And since the theory applies to both successes and failures the outcomes
in a series of cases are not, in themselves, definitive.

Evidence on a grand scale
In assessments of whether and how deterrence works several kinds of
evidence are often cited based not on detailed cases but broad features
of the world deemed relevant. Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992,
p. 133) argue that the key to deterrence success is a high probability of
retaliation. To show that deterrence works they note that in the latter half
of the seventeenth century states moved to maintain standing armies
drilled for war, making retaliation far more feasible and attractive. Wars
in 1500–1650 were twice as frequent, and major power wars three times
as frequent, as they were in 1650–1975 after those changes.

Similarly, Levy (1982) points out that in 480 years after the fifteenth
century 75 percent of the great power wars occurred in the first half. Over
time the severity of those wars rose, topped off by orgies of destruction
in two world wars, followed by no great-power war since 1945. That
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suggests general deterrence at work and rationality, of sorts, responding
to it. Mueller (1989) traces the end of great-power wars to the awful
experience of World War II. Along the same lines all interstate wars
have fallen off sharply. We have added many states, interstate wars were
common in the decades after 1945, and modern weapons make it easier
to push casualties over the threshold chosen to designate a war, yet the
incidence of interstate wars has dropped to one or two a year recently.
Maybe war’s modern lethality and destructiveness are responsible. The
potential costs of wars have been rising and their utility, in this sense,
has been declining.

However, perhaps factors cited as applying to great powers are not
responsible if the smaller states are doing almost as well at avoiding war.
Or else we are burdened with parallel developments on war arising from
different causes. It could also be, of course, that the decline of small wars
(or, God help us, of great-power wars) is an anomaly and will soon end.

Certain theoretical perspectives explain the absence of great-power
wars within a deterrence framework, often with little reference to nu-
clear weapons. Modelski’s theory of the world system traces the great-
power peace after 1945 to emergence of a global hegemonic state, as
happened several times over the past 500 years (Modelski and Morgan
1985). Gilpin (1981) adds that with a hegemon there is no serious chal-
lenge, hence no great war, while its predominance is obvious, and when
the hegemon fades a great war will occur again, nuclear weapons or
not. Organski and Kugler (1980) find a state’s predominance good for
peace, while a period of transition when a dominant and an inferior
state are about to trade positions is very likely to mean war – and nu-
clear weapons do not alter this. Charles Doran (1999) is also interested in
power shifts and transitions, and explains the long peace since 1945 as
due to no dangerous transition having yet taken place. The most telling
response would be that the end of the Cold War was a huge system
transition yet there was no war. This suggests that an end to bipolarity
or the fear of a decline in relative strength and position are not sufficient
conditions for war. With no war under either a rough superpower bal-
ance or the abrupt collapse of one side, nuclear deterrence looks more
like the cause.

On the other hand there are complaints that the evidence shows
no consistent link between power transitions, or power balances –
toward equality or preponderance (discussed below). At least some
game-theory analysis suggests that there should be no relationship be-
tween power transitions and outbreaks of war and that a rough equality
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between opponents is not an unusually dangerous situation more likely
to result in war (Kim and Morrow 1992).

Other analysts cite war weariness, war wariness, and a tolerable status
quo – nuclear deterrence helped but was not central. Really dissatisfied
great powers – Germany and Japan – had to live within strictures im-
posed by the superpowers, while the others were basically status-quo
orientated with no reason to war on each other. In particular, the super-
powers were big winners in 1945 and had no direct territorial grievances
with each other.

Of course, the alleged link between the rising cost of war and great-
power peace was and is crude. If rising lethality is responsible for war
avoidance why was there ever a World War II? And after World War
II why was there ever a major conventional war among any decently
armed states? In many respects the Iran–Iraq war was a replay of World
War I, down to the poison gas and primitive strategic bombing. Were
they slow learners?

Maybe Cold War alliances made deterrence so effective after 1945. But
compare this with data on alliances. They are often exercises in either de-
terrence or compellance, seeking to build up strength to deter an attack
or compel a concession. But the formation of alliances is often followed
by war. A review finds that: “Alliances that do not settle territorial dis-
putes and consist solely of states that have been successful in the last
war and major states have approximately an 80 percent probability of
going to war” (Gibler and Vasquez 1998, p. 799). This clashes with the
notion that deterrence works; various studies also find alliances nega-
tively correlated with deterrence success. The usual explanation is that
many alliances often emerge because there is a good chance of an attack –
war is dead ahead. On the other hand, it is when an attack looms that
we most want deterrence to work, so the fact that alliances don’t help it
in these situations is awkward for the theory.

Arms races end in wars a bit more than half the time (Downs and
Rocke 1990), probably because, like alliances, they are often undertaken
by states expecting a war. Also, while arms are accumulated for de-
terrence, sometimes the object is less benign. Still, deterrence is most
needed if there is a good chance of an attack, so if arms races often have
only a modest deterrence effect that challenges the theory.

Other sorts of evidence are cited about nuclear deterrence. It is ar-
gued that great-power behavior has shifted in the nuclear age. Since
1945 there have been no outright great-power wars – two borderline
cases (US–China in Korea and Sino-Soviet border clashes in 1969) but
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Table 4.1

Type of conflict Wars Interventions Threats

Nuclear power vs nuclear power 0 2 4
Nuclear power vs nuclear power ally 0 6 7
Nuclear power vs nonnuclear power 2 13 8
Nonnuclear power vs nonnuclear power 17 31 10

Source: Bueno de Mesquita and Riker (1982).

no wars. And no wars among nuclear armed states – one borderline
case (India–Pakistan border clashes in the 1990s) but no wars. Each nu-
clear power has been seriously at odds with at least one other nuclear
power but with no wars.5 Several times such a war seemed plausible
but our nuclear war data base is still one. Martin van Crevald (1993)
spots six crises involving nuclear threats in 1948–1958, then three in
the next decade, and only two after 1969. He takes this as evidence
that nuclear deterrence slowly took hold, and suggests that nuclear
proliferation would therefore help quell dangerous quarrels elsewhere.
Table 4.1, from Bueno de Mesquita and Riker (1982), makes the same
point. Weede (1983) examined 300 conflict dyads from Cold War years
and found that in the fifty-seven cases where US or Soviet nuclear de-
terrence applied there were no wars but where it didn’t apply there had
been twelve.

This evidence is suggestive. It was widely asserted at the dawn of the
nuclear age that peace would not last long, yet we have no end in sight
to a long period of great-power peace. Kenneth Waltz built an impres-
sive theoretical edifice claiming that bipolarity and nuclear deterrence
together had created an enormous stability, and other proponents of nu-
clear deterrence can readily be found. I laid out my view in chapter 1:
nuclear weapons helped make the great powers far less willing to risk
war. A nuclear war seemed too awful and conventional wars too likely to
escalate. In particular, nuclear weapons canceled the appeal of cheap-victory
strategies, the favorite great-power way to see war as worthwhile.

There is also a longstanding claim that nuclear weapons are not used
because of a profound psychological reluctance to cross a threshold
now over fifty years old. This has conflicting implications. The data on

5 Israel and South Africa worried about possible conflicts with the Soviet Union (which
took a hefty imagination).
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conflicts between nuclear powers and nonnuclear powers are striking.
T. V. Paul (1995) explored ten significant wars between such states where
the nuclear power did not use those weapons even to stave off defeat.
He believes that psychological or normative factors, a nuclear taboo,
shaped their calculations. Thus nuclear weapons also offer scant political
leverage since nuclear threats lack credibility. Geller studied almost 400
militarized disputes in 1946–76 and found that nuclear weapons did
not prevent escalation. What does this tell us? It confirms that nuclear
weapons scare the daylights out of governments, but can lead one to ask
why nuclear deterrence ever works, except perhaps against a possible
nuclear attack.

All this is far from conclusive. My argument is that nuclear deterrence
just reinforced other factors and is given too much credit for the long
peace. Ultimately, the question cannot be answered.

Rationality again
Since people see deterrence as based on standard conceptions of ratio-
nality, one way to test the theory has been to explore the application
of that assumption.6 This involves additional complications. We look at
those first and then turn to the studies.

The complications start with designing a suitable test. Since the ra-
tional decision approach depicts the challenger as incorporating the
retaliatory threat into a cost–benefit analysis, how do we follow this
in real situations? Perfect information is never available about attacker
perceptions and calculations, so one investigates in a roundabout fash-
ion. Since perfect information is never available to the challenger, it does
the best it can: it arrives at a “subjective expected utility of attacking”
based on “subjective estimates of the expected costs of war, the proba-
bility of winning, and the estimated probability that the defender will
retaliate” (Achen and Snidal 1989, p. 152). But subjective expected utility
is extremely difficult to assess – perfect information not being available
to analysts – so its rationality cannot be tested directly. (The deterrer
normally also cannot be seen to have made the calculations.) Can it be
tested indirectly?

A possibility is to derive hypotheses predicting the outcome of the
confrontation, given various contingencies, and test them against the

6 Informative discussions on rational choice approaches are Greene and Shapiro 1994;
Halpern and Stern 1998; Simon 1985; Zey 1992; Farnham 1994; Achen and Snidal 1989;
Jeffrey Friedman 1995a.
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evidence. For instance, when defenders mount credible threats (in the
eyes of challengers) this should boost chances of a deterrence success;
where credibility is low the opposite should occur. By inferring that
certain circumstances produce high deterrer credibility one can hypoth-
esize that in these cases deterrence will usually work. In the literature
such hypotheses cite the defender as possessing stronger military capa-
bilities, or stronger local military capabilities, or having stronger inter-
ests at stake. The relevant evidence, in the presence or absence of these
conditions, is the outcome – attack or no attack.

Is this a suitable test? Apparently not.7 Cases in which the theory is
not upheld can too readily be dismissed. When circumstances suggest
the defender’s threat was credible but an attack occurred maybe the
attacker’s “subjective utility of attacking” was not adequately captured
by those circumstances. It is necessary to grasp the specific calculations
behind the attack (Pearl Harbor is a favorite example). Perhaps the at-
tacker was irrational. Then maybe the theory doesn’t apply: “cases of
psychopathological decision making are set aside as unsuitable for the
rational actor approach” (Achen and Snidal 1989, p. 150). Here too, the
outcome is insufficient. Perhaps the attacker’s perception of the circum-
stances that supposedly made the deterrer’s threat credible discounted
that credibility. Again, the outcome would not be enough; one has to
see how things looked to the attacker.

In view of deficiencies with looking at outcomes analysts have nat-
urally wanted to look at decision processes. The indirect route is to ask
how likely it is that decision makers are rational; the more direct route
is to assess rationality in specific cases. Findings from the former often
shape (corrupt?) the assessments made in the latter. The starting point is
to look at human capacities for rationality. The findings are well known;
here is a sample:8

(1) People are cognitive misers, employing preconceptions, heuris-
tics, and other shortcuts to gather or process information and
make decisions. They lack the time or capacity to make de-
cisions rationally. Instead they satisfice, assessing alternatives
until one seems good enough. Alternatively, they assess options

7 Levy 1989a and Harvey and James 1992 review efforts to test deterrence theory this way.
8 This discussion draws on Jervis 1976; Dawes 1998; Tetlock, McGwire and Mitchell 1991;
Stern et al. 1989a; Levy 1992a, 1992b, 1996, 1999; Steinbruner 1974; Janis 1982; Mintz 1997;
Vertzberger 1998; Stein and Welch 1997; Bendor and Hammond 1992; Allison and Zelikow
1999; Mintz and Geva 1997.
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in terms of threshold suitability on one important value, then
evaluate remaining options for suitability on a second value,
and so on, concentrating on aspects of the problem they think
important and shrinking searches for information and options
accordingly. But they have trouble determining which aspects
are important.9

(2) People with strong needs or facing strong pressures develop
(motivated) misperceptions to see certain decisions as wise, cor-
rect, likely to work. They use defensive avoidance on unwanted
information and views or pass them to others to handle or pro-
crastinate with; they bolster – gathering further information to
make their decisions look correct.

(3) People frequently don’t update choices, in light of new infor-
mation, on the likelihood of various outcomes. They become
attached to their views and choice of means and resist nega-
tive evidence. They use selective attention and recall to avoid
serious tests of their views; unknowingly bend information to
fit existing beliefs; and subject negative information to much
stronger tests for relevance, accuracy, and source reliability.

(4) People are overconfident about the accuracy and reliability of
their views and judgments; they overestimate their ability to
read subtle clues about reality.

(5) People display the fundamental attribution error – they are
forced by circumstances to act as they do but others are acting
out their natures or desires, particularly when doing unaccept-
able things.

(6) People are preoccupied with their own concerns and plans and
interpret developments in terms of their current preoccupa-
tions; they overestimate their impact on others and the degree
to which others are acting with them in mind.

(7) People err in metaphorical-allegorical reasoning, selecting
metaphors or allegories unsystematically, often simplifying for
ease of application. They focus on obvious similarities – the rep-
resentativeness heuristic – ignoring important differences from
the case at hand in detecting comparisons that fit or reinforce
their views (their preconceptions drive the lessons derived).

9 This is “bounded rationality.” There is debate as to whether it is rational – doing one’s
best in the circumstances – or not because results fall short of what rationality should
produce.
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People are insensitive to the prior probability of the outcomes
they draw on for lessons, to problems of sample size, and to the
role of chance.

(8) People learn from the past mainly through politically or emo-
tionally powerful events – the more vivid the better – especially
from sensitive successes and failures.

(9) People have multiple goals and values, and thus multiple util-
ity functions, making rational calculations of utility very diffi-
cult. They avoid value tradeoffs. They do not maintain a con-
sistent sense of the relative importance of their values and
goals.

(10) People treat losses as more important than gains of equal or
greater value, going to greater lengths to make up losses, so their
decisions differ depending on whether a problem is framed as
a loss or gain. They quickly absorb new gains, so giving them
up becomes a loss.

(11) People overestimate the probabilities of good things happening
and underestimate the probabilities of unwanted outcomes.

(12) People are excessively impressed with specific examples, hard
evidence, hard measures, unduly learning from direct experi-
ence or things most readily remembered.

(13) People can experience a decline in their decision making under
high stress, becoming more black and white in their thinking;
their cognitive complexity declines.

(14) People are influenced by social factors, morality, emotions,
social structures, and concern about social harmony in mak-
ing decisions – at the expense of utility maximization. They
often adjust to others’ decision strategies, even shifting their
preferences. They are vulnerable to group pathologies when
confronting tough decisions that carry serious consequences –
leading to steps that increase detachment from reality.

(15) People fall into grooved thinking in organizations; they han-
dle information, decisions and actions via standard operating
procedures that are often outdated, inhibit learning, inhibit the
ability of learning at one level to reach other levels.

(16) People adopt or agree to reflect the perspectives of their orga-
nizations. Information is manipulated to suit the organization’s
interests, and suppressed if harmful even if relevant for good
decisions. Supporting those interests trumps accuracy, integrity,
competence.
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(17) People in different parts of organizations have different perspec-
tives and conclusions so a collective decision takes bargaining
and compromise; rational decisions and actions at one level of-
ten generate an irrational decision or action overall.

It would seem that people are not intrinsically very rational. Evidence
suggests that this is often beneficial, that without these limitations and
inclinations people find it harder to perceive and decide, and are more
likely to be paralyzed by indecision. Thorough rationality could be un-
healthy at times. Often great accomplishments come from being so at-
tached to winning/achieving that great pain and costs are acceptable as
long as success is achieved – a true calculation of costs and benefits is
not done.

There are responses. Rationality oriented theorists argue that satisfic-
ing, incrementalism, decision heuristics, and other “departures” from
rationality merely reflect the fact that decisions have cognitive costs –
tradeoffs between the best decision and the need to decide and act is a
rational way to proceed. Some analysts suggest that people may value
spontaneity, forgoing cognitive effort in order to have it – though this
comes perilously close to dissolving the concept of rationality. It has been
suggested that since people know they can be irrational they sometimes
restrict their freedom of choice so as to thwart temptations, which is
rational (Elster 1979).

Another reaction is that decisions are part of a context, that seeing
the context helps us appreciate a puzzling decision as rational after all.
It is also possible to construe several findings on irrational behavior in
rational decision terms since it reflects deeply rooted preferences that
can be modeled. Then there are claims that people are rational. In a
few studies of crises (Moaz 1981; Stein and Tanter 1980) the decision
making is depicted this way, fitting the old notion that crises or other
stresses tend to stimulate greater rationality. Decision makers may not
look rational but they are, almost automatically, and even their own
comments are not a good guide to this. Instead of claiming this, often
the preferred response (sometimes labeled the concept of a “thin” ratio-
nality) is that the objective is not to describe the decision process but to
construct a theory that accurately anticipates outcomes. (But how can a
decision process that seems somewhat irrational nevertheless produce
the expected decisions?)

Finally, it is not certain that defects in the rationality of individuals
or groups apply consistently to governments. The pulling and hauling
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of intragovernmental and intrasocietal political processes, plus the vast
experience and expertise in bureaucracies, may wash out the impact of
departures from rationality. Perhaps people who rise to the top do so
because of unusual capacities; they surmount stress and handle ambigu-
ity and, through self-selection or political-administrative approval, are
better adapted to making decisions in a rational fashion than most of us.
Maybe over time bureaucratic SOPs reflect rationality reasonably well
because of accumulated experience. Perhaps most decisions are made
within serious constraints – international and domestic – that have a
rationalizing impact, leaving motives to be of little consequence.

[s]tatesmen do not usually act mainly because of motives, aims, and
influences, even when they think they do . . . The statesman is acting
within, and reacting to, a situation over which he has little or no control,
playing a game in which fairly elemental rules and strategy largely
dictate what he can and must do. The best practitioners of statecraft
have always recognized that opportunities, capabilities, contingencies,
and necessities take precedence over motives and intentions.

(Schroeder 1972, pp. xiv–xv)

Maybe this is particularly true of deterrence situations, involving as they
do matters of great importance with high stakes. Perhaps they evoke
the best in decision making and constrain irrationality to an exceptional
degree. The polluting effects of domestic politics may also be largely
eliminated. So it is not enough to suggest ways decisions can be made
that violate rational decision models. We must ask what patterns are
found in cases of deterrence or related foreign policy decision making.
Do governments behave rationally in deterrence matters or not?

According to many case studies and other available information they
do not. Rational deterrence theory does poorly in describing behavior in
many situations, including confrontations. Its partisans display uneven
interest in description; sometimes they claim that proper descriptions
would fit with the theory, sometimes that descriptions will fit the theory
only in a limited way. Case studies of deterrence decision making consti-
tute the leading alternative to rational decision approaches. Sometimes
called a second variant of deterrence theory or strategy (Stein 1991), this
is really a critique instead.

Are states vulnerable to the same deficiencies?
These studies find officials, and governments viewed as unitary ac-
tors, displaying the nonrational patterns summarized above. The defects
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appear in perception and learning, decision making, the implementation
of choices, and assessments of how their decisions are working. Studies
of organizations find that they regularly make decisions in ways that
don’t fit with a rational decision maker model. Jervis (1976) depicts for-
eign policy makers regularly displaying faulty cognitive patterns. He
focused particularly on the coping mechanisms officials use to seek out
information that confirms their views and resist information that does
not, or how readily they take the state as a central referent of outsiders’
actions. Officials often lack empathy, unable to see the world and them-
selves as their opponents do (Garthoff 1991).

Reiter (1996), studying alliances, finds decision makers and bureau-
cracies biased by past experiences, particularly high-impact events or
prior successes and failures. Their tendency to be cognitive misers leads
to clustering information in schemas, particularly analogies, and making
heavy use of judgmental heuristics that provide short cuts to decisions
but with loss of accuracy. Commonly utilized is a representativeness
heuristic in which they use a superficial similarity to detect a helpful
analogy, which often turns out to be irrelevant for later conclusions
drawn by referring to it. (The Holocaust dominates Israeli thinking, the
Korean War shaped decisions to escalate in Vietnam.) States learn best
from their own experience, one reason why their leaders learn badly
from history (May and Neustadt 1986).

Studies of crises long held that high stress readily distorts decision
making. Holsti summarizes the findings: in crises officials are likely
to lose cognitive complexity, to shrink the range of perceived alterna-
tives, to feel unnecessarily limits on the time to decide. They are not
at their best. Richardson’s (1994) case studies of great-power crises find
that even if governments conform to procedural rationality in decisions,
misperceptions abound.

But there are strong criticisms of this view. Brecher and Wilkenfeld
(1997), plus others, reach quite different conclusions! Decision makers
typically approach a crisis by seeking much more information than
otherwise and doing a more comprehensive analysis of alternatives.
Analogies are used with caution. The mistakes made are avoidable, not
driven by crisis itself (Herek, Janis and Huth 1987). As might be ex-
pected, these views have their critics (Welch 1989), who dispute the in-
terpretations of the historical record and are in turn attacked by authors
of the earlier studies (Herek, Janis and Huth 1990). The later studies of
the missile crisis (discussed below) call the Herek et al. analysis into
question.
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Do states display the same deficiencies in deterrence
situations?

On the whole the answer is yes – they do not consistently rise to ex-
ceptional decision making in serious crises, nor in broader interactions
during conflicts like the Cold War. Wohlforth (1999) found evidence
from the former communist bloc that

appears to lend strong support to the contention that real decision mak-
ers do not think like deterrence theorists, and it surely will be used to
buttress the case of scholars who are skeptical of rational choice ap-
proaches. So far as we are able to reconstruct the strategic preferences
of Soviet leaders during tense Cold War crises or in key decisions con-
cerning the arms race, the preferences appear utterly inexplicable in
terms of influential models. Khrushchev’s diplomacy is particularly
paradoxical. Even if his missile deception had been successful, there is
still no rational explanation . . . for his conviction that a nuclear stale-
mate somehow conferred a special bluffing advantage on him.

(pp. 53–54)

Soviet deficiencies appeared in intelligence analysis, the intellectual
caliber of the leaders, and inclinations toward snap decisions without
careful cost–benefit analyses.

Gaddis (1997) agrees. Going over the new evidence he sees the Cold
War in Asia initiated from excess emotion on both sides, including ideo-
logical euphoria in Moscow and Beijing. Mao in particular saw the US
as much more hostile than it was, and acted on a strong desire to strike
a heroic anti-US pose for China. After Sputnik, Khrushchev had wild
mood swings, acted often on impulse, and was swayed by feelings of
power the missiles conferred.

Lebovic (1990) found that decision makers dealing with Cold War de-
terrence displayed serious limitations. They were vague about goals and
inconsistent in ranking them. Unmotivated bias appeared in how they
dealt with the military balance or military capabilities; they overem-
phasized the concrete, using overly simple measures of the “balance”
of power or how deterrence works. “Policymakers and policy analysts
are enticed by what can more easily be measured, understood, and
predicted” (p. 30). They gave excessive attention to measures best for
selling policies politically. Policy analysts then treated the psychologi-
cal impact of these simple, concrete measures as more important than
careful analysis – it was not what was true but what people felt was true
that mattered.
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One critical study hits close to home. DeNardo (1995) used question-
naires to probe people’s conceptions of deterrence and how it works and
got puzzling results. He could explain the opinions of nonexperts if he
assumed that standard sorts of heuristics shaped their views, heuristics
as to what weapons are good or bad and whether security comes from
“superiority” or “symmetry” in military capabilities. But he was sur-
prised when experts on security, very familiar with deterrence thinking,
assessed deterrence the same way: “strategic expertise appears to have
little effect on the intuitive, ideologically laden conceptions of deter-
rence that already appear in novices with no formal training at all”
(p. 227). Some experts were so attached to deterrence by symmetry they
endorsed symmetry in destabilizing weapons. Ouch! Perhaps US strat-
egy reflected the fluctuating strength of domestic factions holding com-
peting intuitive conceptions, and not external events or deterrence logic.

Descriptions of how deterrence situations go have been largely the
work of critics of deterrence theory (or tend to confirm their conclu-
sions), and strongly suggest that cognitive and other deficiencies are
widespread. Khong (1992) provides elaborate evidence from US in-
volvement in Vietnam of policy makers dominated by analogies that
often were inappropriate but widely used.

Zhang (1992) writes that the dangerous US–China confrontations in
1949–58 were afflicted by “culture-bound perceptions of and behavior
by each country” which “confused important aspects of their strategic
thinking” (p. 271). Neither properly understood the other’s conception
of its interests or its threat perception. Reviewing China’s intervention
in the Korean War, Jian Chen (1994, pp. 213, 216) writes of “two sides
interacting with little understanding of each other’s rationales.” China
“encountered an America that was not in a position to understand either
the rationale or the mentality galvanizing Mao and the CCP leadership.”
The Americans were handicapped because China’s actions reflected an
“inner logic” and were not reactions to US policy. Whiting concluded
years ago that Chinese deterrence in a series of cases reflected little learn-
ing over time – they made roughly the same mistakes trying to deter In-
dia in the late 1950s as they did with the US on Korea in 1950, and later in
dealing with Vietnam. Steve Chan (1978) reached similar conclusions.

Perhaps the earliest case study of deterrence per se was Russett’s
(1967) examination of Pearl Harbor. It pointed out how a government
could attack an obviously more powerful country if it was so disturbed
about how things were going that war looked like the best of its bad
options. Under these circumstances Russett saw Japan’s decision as
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rational. However, it has also been treated as a case of deadly motivated
biases that crafted a devastatingly incorrect choice.

Lebow and Stein provide the most extensive case study analysis on
deterrence situations (Lebow 1981; Lebow and Stein 1994, 1995). They
believe a challenge usually emerges due to important pressures the
challenger faces, perhaps from the international, particularly strategic,
situation, but often domestically. Political threats to the regime can pro-
voke a strong, even desperate, motivation. Sometimes deterrence mea-
sures exacerbate this: the challenger must offset the political criticism at
home (or among allies) which the deterrer’s moves promote. It searches
for ways to ease the pressures, rebuff critics, and shore up the gov-
ernment’s political situation, and comes on one that involves a risky
challenge – it “finds” an opportunity. In adopting it, the challenger is
preoccupied with how it will solve its own problems; little attention is
paid to the likely consequences and how others, particularly the de-
fender, will respond. Motivated biases are at work, and the challenger
tends to ignore or rationalize important tradeoffs.

Once the challenger is committed, there are powerful psychological
pressures to conclude that the chosen option will work. If information
indicates it won’t succeed, the defender will fight, the costs will be too
high, the challenger engages in wishful thinking (the deterrer will acqui-
esce), defensive avoidance, or a biased assessment of the information.
Meanwhile the defender assumes the challenger is reacting largely to
information from outside, misunderstands and underestimates the chal-
lenger’s motivation, and therefore overestimates how likely deterrence
is to work.

In the crisis the actors face political and cultural barriers to empathy,
plus cognitive shortcomings – various heuristics that distort perception
and judgment. As a result there are common failings in deterrence/
compellance situations:

no internally consistent set of objectives, ordered in terms of
importance;
the availability heuristic produces reliance on readily available,
familiar conceptions;
the representativeness heuristic exaggerates similarities with
past events;
egocentric bias incites misinterpretions of the other’s behavior;
overconfidence flourishes on whether officials know what they
are doing and what will work;
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the proportionality bias leads to misjudging the opponent’s in-
tentions from the effort it makes;
the fundamental attribution error has each ascribing unwanted
behavior by the other to its intent or disposition (and not the fix
it is in);
each sees the other as more centrally run, coherent, and calcu-
lating than it is – when something happens it is for a reason.

These departures from rational norms lead to the misperception of
intentions, commitment, resolve, or values, and to major errors in the
cost–benefit, calculations required by deterrence. These kinds of errors
and biases occur with sufficient magnitude and severity in cases of
deterrence failure to challenge the assumption of rationality so central
to theories of deterrence. (Lebow and Stein 1987, p. 166)

The ultimate Lebow–Stein investigation (1994) is of the Cuban missile
crisis and superpower involvement in the October 1973 War. They find
that Khrushchev felt a strong need to send the missiles out of fear the US
would soon attack Cuba, resentment at US missiles in Turkey, domes-
tic pressures, and concern for the strategic balance. The US had shored
up its general deterrence unwisely – using a huge missile buildup and
military planning of a possible invasion of Cuba. This led to a rising
missile gap plus Soviet (and Cuban) fears of an attack. (The missile
buildup had been provoked, in turn, by Khrushchev’s efforts to exploit
Sputnik and Western fears of a missile gap: boasting about missiles he
did not have, putting pressure on Berlin. These were equally unwise
moves.) The US did not appreciate how threatening its actions looked.
In responding, Khrushchev displayed inconsistent preferences, leading
to tradeoffs he never faced up to – he selected an option that gravely
threatened his other important values. Once committed he engaged in
wishful thinking: the missiles could remain secret (the chance of ex-
posure was objectively quite high), the US would acquiesce (contrary
to all its recent statements). He did not consult closely with specialists
on the US in Moscow or the Washington embassy. All this reflected his
emotional, compulsive nature. “Khrushchev’s behavior bore little rela-
tionship to the expectation of rational decision making that lies at the
core of deterrence theory and strategy” (p. 93).

Meanwhile, Kennedy and others were overly preoccupied with look-
ing suitably committed. Hence they assumed their clear threats, to deter
any sending of missiles to Cuba, would not be challenged. It did not oc-
cur to anyone that if Khrushchev did not question Kennedy’s resolve
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he could still be motivated to challenge that commitment. Concern for
resolve continued to drive US policy during the crisis and almost led
to harsher steps than necessary. The immense stress affected the partic-
ipants, but it eventually got each leader to better appreciate the other’s
motivations and become more flexible so as to resolve the problem.

In 1973, the American, Soviet and Israeli governments ignored mount-
ing evidence of the intense pressures Sadat faced, his growing despera-
tion over his domestic political situation. All three were pursuing poli-
cies comfortable with the status quo; the difficult task of moving toward
peace was bypassed. Each pursued unilateral interests even after the
fighting broke out and this led to missing early opportunities to stop
it. Kissinger, for example, was preoccupied with the American image
for resolve which meant showing no early willingness to compromise.
There were motivated and cognitive biases at work.

Leaders on both sides badly underestimated the risks of the strate-
gies they chose. The explanation lies partly in well-documented psy-
chological processes people use when they confront painful choices.
Leaders denied the adverse consequences of their choices. They per-
suaded themselves that there was no contradiction between their pur-
suit of competitive advantage and crisis prevention. At times, Nixon
and Kissinger also convinced themselves that there was no alternative
to the strategy they preferred. (Lebow and Stein 1994, p. 223)

The US then staged a confrontation and employed deterrence unnec-
essarily, taking risks without justification including a dangerous naval
interaction in the eastern Mediterranean in which nuclear armed ships
on hair trigger alert were tracking each other.

Other recent studies of the missile crisis, and tapes Kennedy made of
important White House meetings, support this (Fursenko and Naftali
1997; Blight 1992; Blight and Welch 1998). US leaders had an inadequate
grasp of Khrushchev’s motives. They worried greatly about how ac-
tions that would kill even a few Russians could provoke escalation. The
Russians, meanwhile, worried about Castro, who had no qualms about
starting a nuclear war and pressed for actions that would have made
war more likely. The initial instructions to Soviet forces in Cuba were to
use their tactical nuclear weapons to resist an American invasion with
no prior approval! Eventually it dawned on Moscow that this was ter-
ribly dangerous and the instructions were withdrawn. The Americans,
meanwhile, did not know about those weapons until well into the crisis,
yet after they were spotted invasion plans went forward.
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Blight and Welch (1998) focus on the misuse of information. Castro’s
intelligence people believed, correctly, that the US was not planning to
invade but Castro dismissed this – he expected an attack and therefore
sought the missiles and other Soviet assistance. During the crisis they
feared Cuba would become a great-power pawn but this assessment
could not be sent to Castro because he disagreed so strongly. Khrushchev
ignored significant value tradeoffs in sending the missiles, perhaps due
to a strong desire to avoid losing Cuba, as prospect theory suggests.
Fischer (1998) concludes that the leaders were more prone to motivated
biases than their intelligence people. Blight and Welch summarize:

We have studied . . . with a profound sense of wonderment that the
world managed to escape disaster in 1962, because of the depth and
extent of the mistakes and misunderstandings on all sides, and because
of the bloomin’, buzzin’ confusion both within and between all three
countries. (p. 13)

Each crisis offered numerous signs that accidents happen, that sub-
ordinates or allies could provoke a loss of control. Soviet generals shot
down the U-2 without permission, the head of SAC went to DEFCON
II in the clear and without permission, the US Navy resisted taking di-
rection from civilians in running the blockade; the Soviet government
initially left using nuclear weapons at the local commanders’ discre-
tion; British air forces were put on a higher alert than authorized; the
hair-trigger naval situation in the Mediterranean in 1973 was extremely
dangerous; the US leapt into that confrontation unnecessarily; etc.

Lebow and Stein conclude that a strict deterrence approach results
in:

insensitivity to need-driven challenges, and thus improper re-
sponses to them;
an exaggeration of threats by seeing others motivated by dis-
position, not circumstances;
the proportionality bias – the opponent risked a lot so must have
big gains in mind;
fear that if deterrence fails, bolstering one’s image is even more
important;
fatigue and stress producing defensive avoidance, procrastina-
tion, bolstering and a tendency toward overly rigid public com-
mitments;
all of which present serious problems in retaining control.
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Thus studies find that standard errors in perception and judgment
afflict decision makers, errors responsible at times for the emergence of
a crisis, for incorrect or inadequate application of deterrence, for incor-
rect or inadequate responses to deterrence threats, for failures of deter-
rence, and for inadequate responses to them. Decision makers often fail
to calculate relevant military balances, carefully assess how the oppo-
nent sees the situation and ascertain its preferences, try to determine
how committed it is (Stein 1991). Studies of strategic surprise find that
governments often fail to see an attack coming even from a longtime en-
emy, don’t press deterrence strongly enough – often out of fear of being
provocative – and believe mistakenly that the alternative strategy they
are using – conciliation, negotiations, scrupulous neutrality – will work
despite mounting evidence to the contrary (Knorr and Morgan 1983).
Governments are often driven to taking irrational actions to sustain cred-
ibility (Morgan 1985; Hopf 1994; Mercer 1996), despite evidence that this
is unnecessary.

Top decision makers rarely understand the military preparations
made to deal with crises, resulting in force postures unsuitable for deter-
rence situations (destabilizing, or not fitting the situation). Analysts have
found numerous instances in which careful control from the top was vi-
olated by the organizations responsible for nuclear weapons, such as
by unauthorized alerts in deterrence situations, and which would have
been responsible for carrying out orders for a nuclear war (Sagan 1994).
Organizations with deterrence responsibilities are dominated by SOPs.
The Soviet deployment of missiles in Cuba followed organizational rou-
tines that made them easier for the US to spot. For years SAC planes
had a switch to set so that if a B-52 crew was killed the nuclear weapons
would be automatically released when the plane went below 20,000
feet, hardly suitable for fighting a controlled war to avoid escalation
(Sagan 1994, pp. 131–133). Organizational arrangements can break down
and organizations then hide deficiencies, adopt their own versions of
crisis response, and have objectives that may clash with leaders’ goals
in crises (Sagan 1994; Bracken 1999). Out of domestic and other consid-
erations governments often purchase and deploy weapons and forces
in ways harmful to effective deterrence.

In terms of what seems to work and how things go in crises there are a
variety of studies. In the missile crisis and in 1973 leaders saw themselves
as defenders having the most at stake, entitled to not back down. The
crises were settled not because of the credibility of the threats issued, but
because they drove home to leaders the particular interests at stake and
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the strength of the motivations involved. Policymakers had to retreat
from strictly deterrence thinking to understand the other side better.

Yair Evron (1994) surveys Israel’s experience with deterrence and
concludes that it was unsuccessful until the mid-1970s in trying to
prevent terrorism, that it failed in 1967 when Egypt went beyond an
Israeli threshold (by reoccupying the Sinai) in trying to deter Israel from
attacking Syria and then escalated its objectives in the euphoria of the
moment, and that deterrence might have worked in 1973 if Israel had
better appreciated the political situation in key Arab countries. Deter-
rence failed even though Israel was militarily superior, its resolve was
clear, and it communicated threats clearly. The failures arose out of Arab
domestic political pressures and the impact of crisis on Arab decision
making. Israel’s nuclear weapons had little relevance right up through
the Gulf War.

Shai Feldman (1994a) stresses that Israeli deterrence has rested not
on defense or countervalue retaliation but on the threat to win the next
war (though this seems incorrect for its attempts to deal with terrorism).
In the Gulf War, however, threatening Iraq did not work since Saddam
wanted Israel’s retaliation to widen the war, capitalizing on Israeli re-
solve. Feldman thinks deterrence did work in confining Iraq’s attacks
to conventional weapons.

Richard Betts’ (1987) study of American nuclear threats in Cold War
crises finds that decision makers consistently felt strong internal political
pressures to challenge and threaten, but did not carefully calculate the
possible costs and whether they were rationally worth it. Instead “the
people at the top sometimes appeared to grit their teeth, close their eyes,
and forge ahead.” In the Cuban missile crisis:

In terms of risk-minimizing standards for decisionmaking on war and
peace, the reality appears frightening: U.S. leaders felt required to take
what they saw as a high risk of nuclear war without examining how it
would be undertaken or waged to advantage and without confidence
that the consequences could be “acceptable.” (p. 118)

Trachtenberg (1985) agrees with Lebow and Stein that in the crisis the
specific strategic nuclear balance made little difference. American and
Soviet leaders simply knew the other side could inflict disastrous con-
sequences, and were moved greatly by fear of escalation.

In terms of how deterrence works, the most striking things about
the missile crisis are the following. First, nuclear deterrence did not
work in a strictly existential fashion. True, it did instill great fear and
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caution in the end, fear of nuclear war even in Washington despite vast
American superiority in nuclear weapons – the Russians had “enough”
and that was what mattered. There were grave fears on both sides about
killing even a few Russians or Americans – fear that a provocation could
readily set off an irrational escalatory spiral. But Soviet deterrence did
not prevent the blockade, and the Americans were prepared to invade
Cuba even though some of the missiles were ready to fire and despite the
risk of a Soviet riposte against Turkey or a new Berlin crisis. Willingness
to attack extended to the nearly half of the Executive Committee of
the President (ExCom) that preferred an air strike to the blockade, to
Senator Fulbright, and former President Eisenhower. The Joint Chiefs
were more eager to attack Cuba than ExCom members, much more so
than the President. It is amazing that the Russians prepared to defend the
island with tactical nuclear weapons – the armed forces were more eager
on this score than Presidium members. And Soviet military officers in
Cuba were quite willing to attack US overflights. Finally, Castro seems
to have been prepared to accept war as an outcome. That so many of
those involved were ready to enter into a probable nuclear war clashes
with the notion of existential nuclear deterrence.

Even great deterrence/compellance successes are suspect. Hybel
(1993) describes the US decisions initiating the Gulf War as border-
ing on groupthink. Top officials for months overrode rising uneasiness
among others about Saddam; thus they were badly surprised when he
attacked Kuwait. Then Bush and presidential Assistant for National
Security Brent Scowcroft agreed to force Iraq out without consultation
with experts or careful consideration of others’ views (as Truman and
Acheson did in deciding to enter the Korean War). They did so on the
basis of the Munich and Vietnam analogies. (Hybel finds schema and at-
tribution theory best at capturing this decision process.) Others opposed
war, wanting further use of sanctions instead, but were “unwilling to
put their political prestige on the line by advocating a policy they knew
the president did not favor.” Meetings were run after preliminary indi-
cations from Scowcroft (speaking for Bush) or Bush on how the situation
should be defined and assessed, sharply curbing discussion.

An evaluation
What shall we make of this? The case study evidence is widely cited in
attacks on deterrence theory and deterrence policies. It certainly can’t be
neglected. Much of the work is detailed. Many of the findings reinforce
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each other. Can decision makers learn to avoid mistakes of the sort de-
scribed and do better? Sometimes they do, and there are suggestions
about how they can, but success in overcoming cognitive biases, heuris-
tics, etc. is very uneven (Fischhoff 1991) and officials often learn badly
from history. Yet analysts have not abandoned deterrence theory and
governments have not abandoned deterrence.

One difficulty in findings of decision-maker irrationality is that de-
tecting the irrational requires a clear conception of the rational: a model
of rational behavior; clear indications how that would apply to a partic-
ular actor in a particular situation; and clear evidence that the actor did
not fit the model. But this means using an independent basis for judging
rationality or detecting the preferences and perceptions of the actor, and
both are hard to do. This makes it difficult to know how often irrational
behavior exists; perhaps the case studies have a severe selection bias.
If rational decision making usually applies it might still be the proper
basis for theory. Here the difficulty in testing deterrence theory via its
failures is disturbing since failures seem easier to detect.

There are other deficiencies in the application of cognitive models.
Lebow and Stein (1987) once elaborated them effectively. There are both
cognitive and motivational factors at work, but they aren’t closely and
systematically linked in these models. There are numerous cognitive
biases or heuristics at work but it is not specified as to just when each
applies or how they relate to each other and, when they diverge, which
one dominates. It’s not clear whether they vary in relevance depending
on the circumstances and if so in what fashion. It’s not clear whether
lab findings apply consistently or only occasionally to the behavior of
governments, particularly of experts or experienced officials.

The case study literature has not been well designed to generate an
alternate theory of deterrence. The findings critical of deterrence theory
“neither individually nor collectively . . . lead to law-like generalizations,
even highly contingent ones” (Stein and Welch 1997, p. 62). Nevertheless
they offer suggestive conclusions:10

(1) Deterrence is most appropriate when the challenger is moti-
vated primarily by prospective gains and not fear of losses, has
freedom to exercise restraint, is not misled by gross mispercep-
tions, and is clearly vulnerable to the deterrer’s threat. It is most
vulnerable when the challenger acts out of vulnerability at home

10 Sources: Stein and Welch 1997; Lebow and Stein 1990a, 1994.
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or adverse military trends internationally because deterrence
can readily cancel prospects of gain but does nothing to fulfill a
real challenger need. Deterrence is best when the challenger is
just after a gain, probing instead of already decided, has limited
intensity, and worries about the domestic costs if things don’t
go well. (In principle, this could be accommodated in a ratio-
nal decision approach since the preferences could be modeled –
though generating the required information for analysis or strat-
egy would be onerous.)

(2) The strength of the challenger’s sense of injury, desperation, or
other motivation is very important in determining deterrence
success or failure – no absolute level of retaliatory threat guar-
antees success. (This can fit within some rational approaches.)

(3) Thus strong commitment by the deterrer, and a reputation for
resolve, can be important if absent but are no guarantee of suc-
cess if present. (This can also fit in rational decision approaches.)

(4) Deterrence is more likely to work when tried early, before the
challenger is strongly committed to challenge or attack. (This fits
poorly with a rationality assumption – it implies that deciding
to attack creates psychological and political barriers to contrary
evidence this is wrong.)

(5) Overall military superiority is not vital for deterrence success,
at least not in crises involving nuclear powers. (Easily included
in a rational theory since deterrence rests on a capacity to inflict
unacceptable damage.)

(6) Deterrence is more likely to work when accompanied by re-
wards or reassurances, particularly if the challenge is need
driven; an opportunity-driven challenger may treat rewards as
weakness to be exploited. (A version of manipulating the chal-
lenger’s cost–benefit calculations.)

(7) Deterrence is more likely to fail if both parties feel aggrieved,
see themselves as defenders – especially of important national
interests. (A poor fit with a rational decision model, since the
perceptions may reflect biases, but not impossible – a balance in
terms of unacceptable damage should work no matter what role
the parties feel they are playing; seeing oneself as “defender”
merely raises the threatened level of damage required.)

(8) Deterrence threats raise a diffuse fear – leaders don’t carefully
assess possible war scenarios. Thus deterrence can be relatively
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robust when both parties are known to be afraid of a war, even
with military imbalance.11

(9) Deterrence is more likely to work when the challenger is not
seeking to redress losses. (This fits uneasily within rational de-
terrence.)

The generalizations do not amount to an alternate theory. In many
cases they could be encompassed within an emphasis on rationality in
the existing theory. That’s not saying much since the existing theory
reflects the defects many critics cite about rational choice theories in
general. It is also difficult to test since it is so fluid – what is rational
keeps changing, or the assumption of rationality is not meant to apply
to real actors.12

We have been examining studies, mostly attacks, on the theory that
disparage the assumption of rational actors. As suggested in chapter 1,
this is not fully satisfactory. It trashes the assumption of rationality as
accurate with respect to decision makers. Depending on whether that
assumption is for theoretical purposes only or is taken as a reasonable
approximation of reality, the attack severely damages deterrence theory.
But there is a flaw in that deterrence, in concept and in theory, does not
need rationality. Rationality was assumed to initiate theory building but
has often been abandoned as a way to explain how deterrence works.
Policy makers seem to stop short of assuming rationality, even doubt
their own at times. Thus the attack does not destroy the concept of de-
terrence or the strategy. It does, however, make things nasty for those
who think rationality is common in decision making – this seems in-
creasingly untenable. It challenges the notion that this is a good basis
on which to build a theory. As noted in chapter 2, proponents of this
view should explain why the assumption is suitable for constructing a
theory about reality, particularly as the theory is to be used in foreign
policy. How do we explain that the rationality of actors is important for

11 On the most dangerous great-power confrontation after the missile crisis, Karl (1995)
concluded that nuclear deterrence was robust, that the Chinese eventually gave way
due to Soviet threats, and that “the nuclear dimension the Soviets then introduced . . .
rested primarily on exploiting the fear of the unknown . . .” (p. 47).
12 “Attempts to modify equilibrium analysis in rational choice theories have been largely
comic: if we find people are ignorant, then ignorance is optimally rational given the costs
of information; if we find that people are impulsive and passionate, then passion and
impulse are optimally rational, given the costs of deliberation; if we find that people act
out of habit, then habits are optimal decision strategies, given the costs of thought, and
so on” (Murphy 1995, p. 172).
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figuring out how they will behave, and then that whether they are ra-
tional is irrelevant to how they behave? Finally, the attack questions the
enterprise of constructing a relatively simple but very powerful theory
based on rationality – that seems unlikely to turn out well.

Doing it by the numbers
Deterrence has also been studied by aggregating data from many in-
stances, as opposed to intensive analysis of specific cases. This is a
tricky undertaking. Identifying and classifying cases is complex and
sometimes controversial. Undaunted, numerous analysts have tried to
statistically profile deterrence situations.13

Jack Levy (1989a) drew on his data on great-power wars to explore
several questions related to deterrence. He suggests that the expected
utility of a war, shaped by the strength of the motivation to start it, is of
greater influence than the military balance, and thus deterrence failures
are best traced to an imbalance of resolve, not power. While measuring
this is difficult, Levy finds that in sixty-five of seventy-six wars since
1815 (86 percent), the challenger had a positive or zero expected utility
in fighting. He believes that nuclear deterrence works (by confronting
states with terrific potential damage) and therefore a nuclear war can
probably occur only if a state sees that as unavoidable and, particularly,
thinks it will suffer less by attacking first.

Betts (1987) studied twelve US crises during the Cold War. He finds
that American decision makers were not clear-headed or consistent.
They did no careful analyses of what a nuclear war might mean, yet
offered threats that risked nuclear war. They seemed to draw comfort
at times from US nuclear superiority but did not lean heavily on this in
resolving crises; they continued to feel vulnerable to unacceptable dam-
age. Strength of motivation had much to do with determining outcomes,
and he notes that if advantage in the balance of motivation normally
goes to the defender it is very awkward that governments often feel like
defenders no matter what outside observers think. He notes how, by
the late 1970s, the American concern was less with the nuclear balance
than with how it was perceived – whether it would convey an image of
weakness.

13 A few studies not mentioned here are summarized in Levy 1989a; Harvey and James
1992; and particularly Harvey 1997a.
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Lebow (1987a) explored a series of wars and crises since 1898. In most,
the conditions usually cited as making for deterrence success seemed
present but deterrence failed anyway. He concluded that the major factor
was not the military balance or the capacity of the deterrer to do serious
harm, nor the credibility and clarity of its threats. It was the degree
to which the challenger felt driven to attack, and cognitive biases that
made it convincing that the challenge would be successful – the deterrer
would back down or lose.

Much empirical analysis of deterrence has been conducted by Bruce
Russett and Paul Huth. Russett (1963) initiated this with seventeen crises
of extended deterrence, six identified as successes and eleven as failures
(an attack occurred). The major finding traced success to the deterrer
having a credible commitment as demonstrated by its elaborate ties
with the friend or ally it was trying to protect in the form of significant
trade links and arms sales. In short, for credibility it was necessary to
go beyond a formal commitment. But the study made no provision for
states just threatening an attack as a bluff to see what they could get
(since they had no intention of attacking a “success” is spurious), or
for a deterrence threat being credible but not painful enough so that a
deterrence failure confirms the theory (see Fink 1965).

In 1984 Huth and Russett examined fifty-four cases (in the twentieth
century) of extended immediate deterrence situations, looking to see
whether an attack occurred, or the challenger gained its political goals,
or occupied the target state’s territory for some period. It assumed that
actors operated on the basis of an expected-utility model. They found de-
terrence successful in thirty-one cases, or 57 percent. Testing a wide vari-
ety of hypotheses from the literature or a logical analysis, they developed
a model incorporating various factors that matched 78 percent of the
outcomes. The local military balance was important (challengers appar-
ently are looking for a cheap victory or a fait accompli), but not the larger
strategic balance between challenger and deterrer. They could find no
impact of nuclear weapons, nor of a formal alliance – neither made
deterrence more likely to be successful. But they reaffirmed Russett’s
earlier finding that substantial economic ties and political ties (in the
form of arms sales) between deterrer and client makes deterrence much
more effective. And the deterrer is more likely to fight not only when
these ties exist but when the protégé’s military strength (which could be
lost by not defending it) is substantial. Dismissing claims about the in-
terdependence of commitments and the importance of reputation, they
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found the defender’s past behavior in crises did not matter in achieving
a success.

This study provoked several complaints. One was that they had made
the same mistake as Russett’s earlier study in assuming that a failure
is evidence of lack of credibility and in using measures of credibility
that might not be warranted (Harvey and James 1992). Lebow and Stein
(1990a) charged that if the cases were correctly classified only nine of the
fifty-four were legitimate examples of extended immediate deterrence
– that thirty-seven were not, four were examples of compellance, and
four were hard to classify.

Russett (1987) had offered a preliminary defense in assessing findings
on fifty-eight cases of extended immediate deterrence. He said again
that the primary military factor was the local conventional balance, that
the overall strategic balance or the deterrer’s nuclear weapons were
not important. He agreed with Lebow and Stein that challenges often
arise from domestic political pressures, which affects the likelihood of
deterrence success, but added that the cases displayed few irrational
leaders. He linked successful deterrence to the proper use of rewards or
reassurance as well, though “To understand and act upon the incentives
facing one’s adversary, and to achieve the proper balance between threat
and reassurance, is extraordinarily difficult, especially for the national
decision maker in time of crisis” (p. 103).

Huth reacted to the Lebow and Stein criticisms in a book on those
same fifty-eight cases from 1885 to 1984 (Huth 1988; see also Huth and
Russett 1988). There were, in his classification, twenty-four failures and
thirty-four successes. To explain the outcomes he devised a model; the
key factors were the balance of military forces, the value of the client
to the deterrer as reflected by the usual measures, the defender’s over-
all bargaining strategy, and the defender’s past behavior in confronta-
tions, and he found he could predict 84 percent of the outcomes.14

He concluded, again, that the local conventional military balance
was important but not the larger balance.15 Deterrence failed in only
17 percent of the cases when the defender and protégé had equal or bet-
ter military forces on hand than the challenger, supporting once again
the conclusion that a challenger normally looks for a quick victory or fait

14 For a game-theory analysis using an expected utility model that closely overlaps this
finding see Wu 1990.
15 A later study explicitly testing power structure hypothesis against deterrence theory
hypotheses on why great-power conflicts escalate found the former explained none of the
escalation that took place (Huth, Gelpi and Bennett 1993).
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accompli.16 He found, as before, that nuclear weapons played no role
against nonnuclear states. However, it appeared that strong economic
and political-military ties between defender and client did not increase
the chances of a deterrence success (instead, the challenger used crisis
bargaining to assess the deterrer’s commitment). He also concluded,
contrary to the earlier finding, that the defender’s past behavior did
matter: if in a preceding crisis he had backed down success was less
likely; if he had been very intransigent success was also less likely.
(Huth believed the attacker learned from the intransigence that only
an attack, not a threat, would work on that defender so it challenged
again only when fully prepared to attack.) Perhaps the most important
finding was that if the deterrer adopted firm but fair bargaining, and a
tit-for-tat strategy, in responding to the other side’s steps success was
much more likely – 93 percent of the time, in fact, strongly supporting a
blend of deterrence with conciliation, rewards, or reassurance.17 Huth
concluded that deterrence worked and that a model derived (more or
less) from the theory could explain most of the outcomes. In an addi-
tional response to Lebow and Stein he added that while challengers
may be moved by domestic pressures they are also often probing to
see what they can get and not rigidly and irrationally committed to
an attack. Thus properly conducted deterrence (firm not rigid) is quite
capable of working, particularly if the deterrer is sensitive to how a
challenger will worry that abandoning its challenge will damage its
reputation.18

Lebow and Stein were not impressed (1990a). By their count, though
sixteen of the original cases had been dropped only one of the thirteen
new cases was a true deterrence situation and only ten of the total were
definitely cases of deterrence, while three others that should have been
included were not. They held that in most instances the challenger’s
intent to attack had not been clearly established. They found cases mis-
labeled in earlier studies by George and Smoke (1974), Organski and
Kugler (1980), and Kugler (1984) – complaints that were justified. George

16 This drew on Mearsheimer’s (1983) analysis of the three strategies attackers use.
17 In a tit-for-tat strategy a player starts with a cooperative step and never defects first
from cooperation, but if the opponent defects the player responds in kind and then imi-
tates the other side’s moves, matching cooperation or escalating and deescalating on the
same scale as the opponent. Being consistently tough or consistently conciliatory leads to
lower payoffs (Axelrod 1984).
18 This fits the Lebow–Stein description of the missile crisis in which Khrushchev’s retreat
was facilitated by JFK’s concern that he needed to save a little face and the secret trade of
the missiles in Turkey.
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and Smoke, for example, had treated political challenges – just stirring
the pot – as the equivalent of a general deterrence failure, and had sev-
eral “failures” where no deterrence threat was issued. Lebow and Stein
also correctly criticized the Organski–Kugler desire to assess deterrence
by looking at whether the “challenger” achieved its goals.

Lebow and Stein soon received similar criticism. Orme (1992)
challenged their case classifications and their basic explanation for
deterrence failures. Orme’s theme is that deterrence is often badly con-
ducted and this accounts for most failures. He detected a correlation
between when the overall military balance seemed to favor the So-
viet Union and when it pressed for gains against a seemingly irresolute
American leadership. Reputation mattered and the US did not always
maintain its reputation sufficiently. Earlier (Orme 1987) he had charged
that the cases in Lebow’s book were improperly classified. “In each
case, this reexamination has shown that there were in fact weaknesses
in the commitment, credibility, or capability of the defender sufficient to
tempt an aggressive, perhaps risk-prone, but not necessarily irrational
opponent” (p. 121). He concluded that when defenders restrained them-
selves to avoid provocation “the effects seem to have been uniformly
disastrous” (p. 122). Later (Orme 1998) he explained the attack on South
Korea in 1950 as due to a US failure to be either clear or creatively am-
biguous about its commitment. Then China was similarly inadequate:
it did not state clearly what it would defend and hid its preparations
to intervene so as to achieve a surprise attack – the surprise worked
but it was necessary because China did not properly discourage UN
forces in the first place. Orme noted that US attempts to reassure China
as UN forces moved north failed dismally.

Huth and Russett replied that Lebow and Stein wanted to include at
least one case where there was no outright military threat, that they had
misinterpreted several cases, and that compellance cases were omitted
because the focus was on deterrence. There were more cases of deter-
rence success and fewer of compellance success than Lebow and Stein
reported. They also argued that Lebow and Stein were incorrectly look-
ing for certainty about challenger intentions – often the challenger thinks
to attack but remains uncertain or is willing to change plans depending
on how the confrontation goes; the Lebow and Stein approach thus ne-
glects genuine cases of deterrence success. Lebow and Stein had stressed
the need to document challenger intent and other aspects of the cases,
but Huth and Russett claimed that documents are often misleading,
that decision makers themselves may be cloudy about their motives
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and intentions, and that judgments of historians and other experts are
also of dubious value. The best that can be done is to see whether at
least some elites/leaders pressed for an attack on the basis of military
movements, statements, and other evidence.

Huth and Russett (1993; Russett 1994) eventually turned to the tricky
topic of general deterrence in comparing rational decision theories with
a cognitive processes approach. Their focus was a modern-day variant
of the argument that governments sometimes try to shore up domes-
tic support by a war abroad. Jack Levy (1989c) had reported that the
evidence was inconclusive; many cases seemed to show officials doing
this but they had been inadequately selected and analyzed. Huth and
Russett explored fourteen extended rivalries since World War II (ones of
twenty or more years) over serious territorial conflicts and looked just
at direct deterrence efforts and excluded extended deterrence by out-
siders. They offered three competing perspectives for comparison. In
one, rational decision makers compute the costs and benefits of initiat-
ing a challenge. In the second they also consider domestic threats to their
power and whether a foreign challenge would help ward off domestic
rivals, while seeing if the defender is in a similar situation and might
seize on the external threat to look tough and win points at home. In
the third, decision makers facing a political threat at home become more
willing to gamble abroad, especially if the military balance is uncertain
or because they are driven to wishful thinking.

They find elements of all three models seem to fit, so general de-
terrence failures are complex. The military balance had some effect on
whether a challenger initiated a dispute, particularly if it was shifting or
the parties had been boosting their military spending. So did the chal-
lenger spotting considerable intraelite political conflict in the deterrer;
chances of a challenge then rose unless that internal conflict became a
mass phenomenon, for then the challenger was likely to hold off. With
severe internal turmoil the chances rose considerably that a government
would ignore an unfavorable military balance and issue a challenge, as
the cognitive process model suggested.

Uri Bar-Joseph (1998) has studied Israel’s deterrence experience. He
examined a lengthy list of cases of general and immediate deterrence.
Where the goal was to prevent some new challenge in a preexisting
low-intensity conflict (what he called “current” deterrence) there were
seven failures and only four successes. Since Israel was always clearly
superior militarily, the military balance must have had little to do with
the variation. What was important instead was Arab motivation, strong
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dissatisfaction with the status quo and the fact that the Arabs involved
often had few assets to lose from Israeli retaliation. There were twenty-
four cases of Israel drawing “red lines” to identify Arab actions that
would be grounds for war, making commitments crystal clear. But in
nineteen deterrence failed to some degree anyway. In addition to strong
motivation he finds cognitive pathologies at work in Arab leaders and
some conflict escalation on their part due to the stress and euphoria
of crisis, with Israeli military pressure sometimes aggravating the
situation.

In “strategic” deterrence, where Israel sought to quell threats to its ex-
istence, there were just two failures in fifty years – the March 1969 war
of attrition and the October 1973 war. Despite Israeli military superior-
ity, Arab motivation again caused those failures, along with excessively
rigid Israeli behavior. Finally, “cumulative” deterrence (his term for gen-
eral deterrence) to convince the Arabs that attacks would never work
was unsuccessful for years because Israel was unwilling to compromise.
It began to be more effective after the Israeli victory in the 1967 war and
was pretty secure by the mid-1980s. On balance, then, deterrence not
accompanied by sufficient reassurances, rewards, and concessions was
unreliable as long as this kept the Arabs deeply dissatisfied.

The recurring themes in these studies are the importance of challenger
motivation and the uneven relevance of the military balance in deter-
rence success. There is a long tradition of seeing deterrence work in
stabilizing an international system because of military superiority, most
strongly championed for nuclear and nonnuclear deterrence by Organ-
ski and Kugler (Kugler and Organski 1989; Tammen et al. 2000). There
is an equally long tradition of seeing a power balance as best, not mili-
tary superiority. The two traditions survive because there is no sound
empirical evidence that power distribution really makes a difference
to the likelihood of war. (See Zagare and Kilgour 2000; Wagner 1994;
Powell 1999, p. 109, summarizes the many available statistical studies.)
Bueno de Mesquita (1989) argues that whether deterrence works de-
pends on the interplay between either balance or preponderance and
(a) the expected utility of war for the challenger; (b) the challenger’s
risk acceptance; and (c) the intensity of each side’s feelings. For exam-
ple, where both parties expect a war to pay off handsomely a rough
equality of military power is a recipe for war, but where neither sees
much benefit a rough equality will readily sustain the peace.

Levy (1989a) suggested a curvilinear relationship is at work: equal
military power is destabilizing, a moderate advantage in power for the
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defender is stabilizing, and a very high inequality favoring the defender
can provoke challenges out of fear of hegemony. However, in broad
analyses of numerous cases there is a real selection bias problem. Since
the cases are normally ones with a threat of attack perhaps the challenger
is unusually confident of winning, or feels stronger. That would miss
cases where the military balance caused the other party to decide not
to challenge. If an attack occurs the same problem arises – maybe those
cases are ones where challengers already thought they had a military
advantage so the failures of deterrence tell us very little.

Does deterrence work? Certainly not all the time. But is it a good bet
to work? Since the point of this chapter is to suggest that we aren’t sure
it is fitting to finish up this review of empirical studies with a clash in
views. Susan Sample (1998) explored the data for 1816 to 1993 on the
escalation of disputes into wars. She finds that a typical dispute had an
8 percent chance of escalating. But if both parties took to arming (an
arms race), that rose to 21 percent. Or if one or both were carrying a
heavy defense burden (and about to run out of resources for further
arms racing), or the dispute was over territory, then the chance of war
rose to 20 percent. If all these things were present then it was 59 percent,
and if the parties had rough military equality after a rapid buildup and
a power transition it was 69 percent. Naturally enough, she concludes
that deterrence is not very effective. With nuclear deterrence things are
more complicated. The probability of disputes among nuclear powers
escalating to a war fell off after 1945 to almost nil. However, this was
not because they were terribly cautious – as was noted in chapter 1, she
stresses that they were not inherently cautious, unwilling to challenge
each other and use nuclear threats. She thinks war did not occur because
the nuclear powers evolved rules and norms to keep their disputes from
going too far. Geller (1990) had earlier found that nuclear deterrence does
indeed work among nuclear powers but that it had, as Huth and Russett
found, little effect in nuclear powers’ disputes with nonnuclear powers.

Frank Harvey (1997a, 1997b) looked at twenty-eight crises involving
the superpowers in 1948–88 and found that nuclear weapons had, in fact,
made them behave exceedingly carefully, which he felt fit very well with
what deterrence theory leads us to expect. However, he suggested that
just a few nuclear weapons won’t have a sufficiently sobering impact,
so he suggested that nuclear proliferation was not a good idea. He also
examined the Bosnia case, using the innovative technique of breaking
it into the individual encounters between Serbia and NATO so as to
provide fourteen instances (not just one) of a deterrence or compellance
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attempt. He found that if an event had the defender or “coercer” follow-
ing all the prescriptions of deterrence/compellance theory then success
usually followed. Thus deterrence theory was useful. But deterrence,
pushing all the right buttons, did not dictate the outcome 30–40 percent of
the time.

Analysts therefore keep coming back to the idea that the perceptions
of actors are very important. This focus on what the actors perceived is
part of what has been emphasized in game-theory based analyses. One
way to evaluate deterrence is to see if the theory is rigorous, logically
consistent, and then develop models on that basis to derive conclusions
about it (to compare with empirical findings). This usually involves
game theory. We can bring this review of the testing of deterrence theory
to a close with some of the findings.19

Many of these analyses assume that crises and wars arise because
of uncertainty about the distribution of power and how a war will go.
Rational decision makers should settle a conflict short of war if the out-
come is not in doubt – when the deterrer is more powerful there is no
challenge; when the challenger is superior there is no resistance to the
challenge. We reviewed a variation of this in chapter 2; it is also well
known as the basis of Geoffrey Blainey’s (1973) view that war results
when the parties disagree on their relative power and ends when fight-
ing makes them agree. What makes for crises and wars is uncertainty
and the lack of transparency. Often cited as important is “private infor-
mation” the parties have about their own and the other side’s power
and resolve that generates the conflicting estimates. This is important
because governments have strong incentives to hide, or lie about, that
information – seeking leverage, hiding weaknesses or lack of resolve and
thus strengthening their hand in bargaining, etc. (Fearon 1995; Wagner
1994).

Without transparency each side sends signals which are then used to
help estimate resolve, detect misperceptions, etc. However, each side
may have good reason to distort or manipulate the signals – to bluff, for
example, to display more resolve than it has. Hence, it is important to
find ways to send highly credible signals. Normally this means sending
signals that are quite costly or irreversible, for then one’s commitment
and the resolve backing it would have to be taken seriously. Fearon
(1994) finds that costly signalling (or not) fits the evidence on success

19 For other game theory studies of deterrence see, for example, Nalebuff 1991; Sorokin
1994; Langlois 1991.
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and failure in deterrence better than explanations that cite the balance
of interests (and resolve) or the balance of power (capabilities), which
would explain why deterrence success is unevenly correlated with mil-
itary balances of any sort and not consistent with the balance of resolve.
Fearon emphasizes that putting out credible signals is most effective in
reinforcing general deterrence; such steps in a crisis, on the other hand,
can sometimes look very provocative because they escalate the situation.

Other game theorists, however, find that deterrence failure is usually
due to an imbalance of resolve favoring the challenger (Zagare and
Kilgour 2000). This leads them to also favor the power imbalance view –
uncertainty and divergent views on how things will go is much lower
when the parties have very different capabilities. But Wagner (1994)
argues that even when the parties agree on what would be a possible
resolution of their conflict based on their relative power they may still
be unable to avoid a war. If the possible deal would further enhance
the dominant state’s power it is not self-enforcing: that state can use
the additional power to eventually demand more and may well do so
and, fearing this, the weaker party will then refuse the deal. Also, if the
dominant state gains more power from the deal other states will also be
adversely affected – it will more readily make demands on them – and
they may interfere to prevent the agreement.

Powell (1999) also disparages the impact of the power distribution.
His models of bargaining suggest that the probability of war is highest
when there is a significant gap not between the parties but between the
distribution of power and the distribution of benefits in a conflict rela-
tionship. With little gap, the dominant state has no reason to challenge
the status quo – it is getting as much as it can. Obliquely, this confirms
the vital role in deterrence cases of the challenger’s level of satisfaction
with the status quo. He also finds that power transitions, fast or slow,
do not erode deterrence and make war significantly more likely.

Powell’s earlier models (1990) indicate that each party’s uncertainty
about the other’s resolve, and effort to manipulate the other’s view, can
lead to escalation even by relatively irresolute parties, producing situa-
tions in which the most resolute party does not prevail. This is rational
actor modeling of Schelling’s conception of deterrence as a competition
in risk taking or resolve. In game-theory modeling, seeing resolve as
very important for the outcome of confrontations leads to describing
the parties as “hard” or “soft,” to indicate whether or not they are likely
to be impressed by threats and to compromise (Zagare and Kilgour
1993b, 2000). A related distinction is between “risk-acceptant” and
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“risk-averse” actors, the former being more resolute. Often these distinc-
tions are linked to interests: the parties are hardest or most risk acceptant
when they have vital interests at stake. Others see them as character traits
or preferences; analysis starts once actor preferences along these lines
are specified.

Finally, some game theory analyses find the massive retaliation capa-
bilities of the Cold War era useless or bad for deterrence (Zagare and
Kilgour 2000; Powell 1990). One argument is that when unacceptable
damage can be imposed, increasing the threatened damage has no ad-
ditional effect. Another is that smaller flexible nuclear forces are inher-
ently more credible – it is more plausible that they could be used and this
makes threats of escalation more believable, which is Powell’s approach
to resolving the classic credibility problem in nuclear deterrence.

To summarize the major conclusions in the quantitative studies and
game theory analyses about deterrence situations:

(1) The overall strategic balance is often insignificant, the local con-
ventional balance is more salient.

The rational-decision explanation is that attackers seek quick,
cheap victories and not a long costly conflict. Why this is not
irrational is not explained, and other explanations can fit. After
all, why expect the militarily superior state to suffer a fait ac-
compli by quitting when it could eventually reverse the situ-
ation? Expecting the US would not respond was disastrously
inappropriate in Korea in 1950. Maybe challengers ignore the
larger strategic balance because of wishful thinking or igno-
rance. Another possible explanation (Lebovic 1990) is that de-
cision makers are focused on the excessively concrete. A local
military balance is concrete but good decision making calls for
considering the larger strategic situation.

(2) Nuclear weapons and the nuclear balance are important in dis-
couraging rash and rigid actions, but not in helping decide who
“ought” to win a confrontation (Zagare and Kilgour 1993b).
They don’t help nuclear powers in conflicts with nonnuclear
powers.

This can be seen as a triumph of rationality, or as an illus-
tration of nonrational elements (taboos, image considerations,
morality) voiding cost–benefit calculations that ought to apply.

(3) Mixing deterrence and conciliation is best – be tough but not
bullying, rigid, or unsympathetic; be conciliatory without being
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soft. This is because, as discussed below, the strength of the chal-
lenger’s motivation is crucial – weakening it by concessions and
conciliation can make chances of success much higher. How-
ever, if the challenger is motivated by hopes of gain only, con-
ciliation may only provoke further threats. Hence it is important
to also guard against being exploited.

This easily fits a cognitive processes approach – threats might
evoke dangerous emotional reactions unless handled properly
with some conciliation.

(4) The strength of the challenger’s motivation is very important for
whether a challenge emerges and how far it goes – the balance of
resolve is important. Deterring a highly dissatisfied challenger
is very difficult. This conclusion appears in game theory analy-
ses (Stein 1990; Zagare and Kilgour 2000; Powell 1990) as well
as quantitative studies – challenger satisfaction with the sta-
tus quo is very important for the chances of deterrence success
(Zagare and Kilgour 1993a, 2000). For example: “the problem
with the United States’ strategy of putting pressure on North
Vietnam was not that the threats were not believed, but rather
that the North preferred to take the punishment rather than stop
supporting the war in the South” (Jervis 1976, p. 79).

This need not reflect rational decision making – strength of
motivation may derive from nonrational elements and can be
an index of irrationality.

(5) Decision makers are basically rational. They try to avoid falling
into preemptive spirals,20 they assess the expected utility of war,
etc. But there are psychological factors at work as well.

(6) The best strategy is tit-for-tat as part of being firm but fair. By
mimicking the opponent it is possible to promote cooperation
that maximizes payoffs for both sides.

(7) Challengers are often motivated by internal pressures and are
not simply opportunists.

This is a cornerstone of the cognitive processes approach.

The tit-for-tat strategy is very widely touted, so we should note some
criticisms of it, as well as some mixed evidence. Downs notes that in

20 Reiter (1995) examined all sixty-seven wars since 1816 and found only three were
preemptive in origin – World War I, the Chinese intervention in Korea, and the 1967
Middle East War. He thinks leaders have strong inhibitions against preemptive war, and
avoid crises that might spiral into preemptive attacks.
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modeling tit-for-tat a 1 percent chance of misperception means states
that start out cooperating end up in an arms race 75 percent of the
time, and he believes actors easily fall victim to misperception of re-
sponses to their actions (Downs and Rocke, 1990). Lebow and Stein
suggest that whether a response is reciprocal depends on perceptions,
particularly of the motives behind it. Reciprocity works better when the
parties have shared values. A tit-for-tat strategy is also up against the
human tendency to see others’ actions as caused by their dispositions.
Finally, conciliatory steps are most potent when offered by the stronger
party (as in the success of GRIT). Tetlock (1987) contends that in some
international conflicts (and, I suspect, many internal ones) the parties
don’t want to cooperate (Jonas Savimbi in Angola for years) so neither
tit-for-tat nor GRIT will work.

Finally, being conciliatory is often not popular – it may take a govern-
ment insulated from criticism or unusually able to take the risk to pursue
it. Consider dealing with North Korea. After years of isolation and deter-
rence the US and RoK started combining deterrence with engagement.
The US made progress via a clear two-track policy: offering cooperation
in response to cooperative steps and planning harsh responses if the
North chose conflict, which is almost tit-for-tat. But the RoK eventually
achieved a partial breakthrough by applying GRIT – consistently offer-
ing concessions no matter how badly the North responded. However,
criticism of being “soft” was fierce in both countries and the conflict was
not promptly resolved due to either strategy.

Conclusion
Surprising things emerge from all this. First, the conclusions offered
overlap considerably! They agree that challenger motivation is the most
important factor in deterrence success or failure, especially if “motiva-
tion” covers both the desire to challenge and a willingness to take risks.
The deterrer doesn’t control the situation unless that motivation is low enough
to permit it. Deterrence theory is about controlling conflict via suitable
threats, but even when the deterrer does the right things the challenger
may still attack. When the defender alone has nuclear weapons the chal-
lenger may still attack. These approaches differ over what causes the
challenger to behave this way. Is it irrational or can it have a rational
determination to attack when the prospect is unacceptable damage?
Even here there is overlap. Huth and Russett and some game theorists
agree that cognitive factors play a role and cognitive process analysts
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accept the view that actors often regard the status quo as more unaccept-
able than prospective punishment. So the question is less about what
drives the strong motivation than about how to describe where it comes
from.

The three types of testing produce the finding that deterrence is
best mixed with something positive. In a general theory of influence
deterrence threats would be treated as useful but sometimes provoca-
tive, useful primarily in conjunction with carrots and for protect-
ing carrot-givers from exploitation, while rewards would be seen as
helpful but sometimes provocative or ineffective and often politically
unpopular.

Third, the various kinds of studies agree about the importance of the
challenger’s rejection of the status quo and that this can be provoked by
domestic considerations, the challenger’s strategic situation, or percep-
tions of adverse trends. Fourth, they mostly view military superiority
as not the key – the overall military balance is often relatively unimpor-
tant for the outcome. Various studies cite the local military balance as
important, which may show either rational or nonrational processes at
work.

Fifth, except for Organski–Kugler, these studies agree that nuclear
weapons are not irrelevant but not dominant; they promote a broad re-
straint in interactions among nuclear powers but this may take some
learning to fully apply. This is not a popular view. In chapter 7 we ex-
amine widespread assertions that nuclear weapons are very important.
Many people, certain leaders, and various analysts reject contentions
that they are not (and show little concern for the evidence one way or
the other).

As I tried to indicate all along, the conclusions reached by each of
the various approaches can usually fit the others. Why, then, have they
often been so emphatic in critiquing each other? The prescriptive im-
plications seem to be the main factor. From the cognitive process per-
spective, deterrence must be used with great care because perspectives
and motives are distorted, communication and understanding are in-
adequate, and grave mistakes readily occur – the limitations of human
beings are dangerous and practicing deterrence can incite or reinforce
them. For rational decision analysts deterrence is often an important
constraint on dangerous actors in a dangerous world; deterrence works
because actors typically think strategically and can be influenced accord-
ingly. However, many of them would ultimately agree with Zagare and
Kilgour when they write that “deterrence is, at best, a tenuous and
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fragile relationship: conflict is almost always possible. At worst, de-
terrence is a patently unstable relationship: at times, conflict may be
inevitable” (2000, p. 291). After all, attacks are launched not only by the
party that is weaker but sometimes by one that is exceedingly weaker
(Arquilla and Davis 1994; Wolf 1991).

Disagreements often arise over how to classify cases and thus on how
often deterrence is successful or fails. When Lebow and Stein (1990a)
looked at the studies by George and Smoke, Huth and Russett, Organski
and Kugler, only twelve cases were coded the same way by all the
studies. A recent assessment of case lists for seven major studies finds an
overlap of less than 60 percent on the coding decisions, particularly on
successes and failures (Harvey 1997a, 1997b; see also Harvey and James
1992). Since history lends itself to various interpretations, this seems
unavoidable.

The . . . evidence in the case summaries compiled by Huth and Russett
to support their coding decisions was as persuasive as Lebow and
Stein’s. The reason, of course, is that both are right; each side focused
on different periods (and exchanges) throughout the crises.

(Harvey 1997b, p. 12)

Game theorists are attacked on various grounds. As we know, one is
that they assume rationality. What does it mean to assume rationality
when the world often seems decidedly less so? Most game-theory mod-
eling builds in imperfect information, uncertainty, and misperception –
but not irrationality. Is this is a wrong-headed oversimplification or a
uniquely effective strategic simplification? As Powell (1990) admits, de-
terrence is complicated and in comparison game-theory models seem
simple and artificial. And much they refer to, and model, is inherently
difficult to measure. These difficulties were discussed earlier.

Another criticism of game theorists is that most of their conclusions
are trivial. Stephen Walt (2000) is not the first to make this charge, but
he goes furthest. Findings he cites as very simple or not original include
(a) war is most likely when the challenger is superior to the defender;
(b) war is unlikely when the conflicting parties highly value the status
quo; (c) deterrence is strong when both sides have an existential fear of
escalation.

The best answer to the charge is either to cite lots of profound find-
ings or argue that modeling to reach simple or well-known conclusions
builds a way of thinking that will soon result in profound findings. It is
unfair to say that rational choice studies offer no new insights and are
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never stimulating, and it is certainly useful to have conclusions reached
by one method upheld by another. But there are no overwhelmingly
profound new findings yet.

Neither purveyors of rational deterrence nor their critics provide a re-
assuring theory for guiding policy. As a result, debates about deterrence
strategy never get resolved.

Given the absence of a powerful and convincing theory that might
unify the participants in the nuclear debate, strong held worldviews
have tended to play an especially influential role, producing doctri-
naire positions – what some have called nuclear theologies.

(Tarr 1991, p. 16)

It is bad when theory ends in theology.
Clearly, the best way to confront deterrence theory is with an alterna-

tive theory. But critics of rational deterrence theory have not supplied
one; in fact, they have rarely tried to. There is no consistent theory along
the lines of : “I threaten you and as a result you are scared (outraged,
indifferent, frantic) . . . and as a result you . . .” Instead, they have tried
to develop accurate descriptions of deterrence situations: what pref-
erences, perceptions and judgments are like, how actors define their
choices and evaluate them, and why outcomes are too often contrary
to what deterrence was to achieve. They have accumulated generaliza-
tions but not into an alternative explanation as to how threats produce
decisions not to attack. They have cared greatly about reducing reliance
on deterrence as a strategy.

Some critics have felt that pressing conflicts all the way to war, and
conducting conflicts by threats, is primitive behavior, tapping non-
rational or irrational elements in leaders, governments, and societies.
It may be useful to construct a rational model of this or that aspect but
to focus on the supposedly rational elements and advise policy makers
accordingly ignores or dismisses other crucial features. The proponents
of the theory show insufficient respect for the limitations of deterrence
and too little interest in alternatives.

Other critics (with no detailed empirical analysis of deterrence) have
felt that war is appropriate for dealing with certain opponents because
they are probably not deterrable, and in any event deterrence is so un-
reliable against those opponents that fighting and winning is the only
suitable choice. (The first group of critics finds this perspective even
worse.) These critics have also not worked hard to devise an alternative
theory. They stress that deterrence comes from being able to win a war,
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but mainly seem to worry about being able to win because deterrence
will never be fully reliable.

In prescribing, the first group calls on policy makers to emphasize
the possible fallibility of the opponent and their own limitations. Hence
deterrence should be used with reassurance (Stein 1991) or with conflict
resolution efforts (George and Smoke 1974), should be practiced with
a healthy respect for misperceptions (Stern et al. 1989a; Jervis 1984),
so planning for rationally conducted crises or limited wars is foolish
(Steinbruner 1983; Ball 1984). The response that wanting better deci-
sion making only makes rational decision analysis all the more relevant
(Downs 1989) misses the thrust of their view that little can be done to
correct human, organizational, and governmental limitations.

During the Cold War the second group prescribed military superior-
ity and a war-winning capability, often with preemptive capabilities if
necessary to survive and win, and they still do. This was Kahn’s view
in the 1950s, one rationale for flexible response in the 1960s, the heart of
much criticism of MAD in the 1970s and 1980s, and the basis for sup-
port of missile defenses. The closest this gets to a coherent theory is the
contention that challenger motivation is crucial and that, due to irra-
tionality or intense determination, there are challengers against whom
deterrence won’t work. But why will other governments settle for being
at the mercy of the US, the West, or other powerful countries and not
therefore do things that force the powerful to rely on deterrence again?
They will at least try to get to where they can do unacceptable damage
so they themselves can rely on deterrence.

The other objection has been not just that deterrence won’t work well
enough but that it often cuts the ground from under other tools – efforts
to be conciliatory will convey weakness that will be exploited. The weak
spot in this argument is evidence in the 1990s that deterrence postures
need not bar substantial, even remarkable, shifts toward cooperation.
Still, it cannot be just dismissed; it may be applicable mainly in crises,
when threats interfere with the use or impact of conciliation.

To be truly effective the critics needed either an appealing alternative
theory or a compelling explanation as to why deterrence is not necessary
and what could be used instead. Neither has ever been put forward.
Deterrence continues to be necessary (there are Saddams out there) and
possibly unavoidable (see chapter 7), so governments need a theory
that produces a strategy. It doesn’t help much to tell a man that the
boat he is using to get to shore is leaky, hard to steer, and too small; not
offering another means he will use the one he’s got. We can readily dump
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theories flatly contradicted by the evidence; we seldom dump theories
when we really need them and the evidence is ambiguous. Criticisms
of a well-established theory need links to a competing theory that has
fewer defects and better explains what needs explaining.21 This has not
happened in the study of deterrence. Without alternative theories even
the critics work within a rational decision paradigm.

Why is there no alternative theory? It would have to be based on
limited rational, or nonrational, behavior and we have no compelling
overall theory of either bounded rationality (DeNardo 1995, p. 5) or
cognitive processes as a whole (Stein 1991). The trouble with bounded
rationality is that it knows no bounds; all sorts of constraints can apply
and all sorts of decision errors can thus occur. Without a link between
types of irrationality or limitations on rationality and the varying out-
comes of deterrence situations there can be no theory built on elements
of irrationality. What we have are cases that look like they might fit with
a particular explanation selected from the many explanations available.

It is easy to appreciate periodic assertions that we need a theory of
influence – that an isolated theory of deterrence will always be deficient.22

However, explaining influence by other means poses the same intrinsic
difficulties, for theory and testing, as deterrence. Also, gentler ways of
dealing with severe conflicts are often discarded precisely because they
are conflicts: the more intense the conflict and the need for not relying
only on deterrence, the less open to this the contestants may be.

What might an alternative theory look like? We can finish up with
a few examples. The most difficult problem in sidestepping assump-
tions of rationality is that decision makers display bounded rationality
or outright irrationality but not in universal or consistent ways. A the-
ory might someday build on patterns of nonrationality, suggesting that
deterrence works only when it fits with the impact of standard cogni-
tive processes on the challenger’s perceptions, judgments, and decision
making, with estimates of when and how often that is likely. To derive a
strategy would call for the manipulation of a challenger to be pursued
in the same way that advertisers exploit standard cognitive processes,

21 Lakatos 1978, p. 32: “A scientific theory is falsified if and only if another theory T′ has
been proposed with the following characteristics: (1) T′ has excess empirical content
over T: that is, it predicts novel facts, that is facts improbable in the light of or even
forbidden by T: (2) T′ explains the previous success of T, that is, all the unrefuted content
of T is included (within the limits of observable error) in the content of T′; and (3) some
of the excess content of T′ is corroborated.”
22 Singer said this in the 1960s, as did George and Smoke in the 1970s, followed by Lebow
and Stein, Russett, and Tetlock in the 1980s and 1990s.
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or magicians, or the police in interrogations. Simon’s (1985) satisficing
is one pattern. The best candidate these days is prospect theory because
it identifies patterns of cognitive errors and lends itself to specifying
what conditions make which errors more likely, as with framing. The
problem here would be to get a grip on the roots of framing decisions.

An alternative basis might be the poliheuristic theory (Mintz and
Geva 1997), where officials select from among their options by first
using one crucial dimension along which the decision must be made
and discarding options if they don’t reach a critical threshold of sat-
isfaction on that dimension. The most probable dimension is that an
option be minimally acceptable politically. Surviving options are then
evaluated in the same way on other dimensions considered (more or
less) serially. Hence it is not only the threshold on each dimension that
is important, but the order in which they are considered because that
affects how far an option survives. It is a simplifying and satisficing
decision process. Applying it to the missile crisis, for example, political
criteria were paramount. Kennedy immediately eliminated leaving the
missiles in place, Khrushchev engaged in very risky bargaining to ex-
tract some gains, each because the political fallout would otherwise be
intolerable.

Another kind of theory would identify types of governments and po-
litical systems on which deterrence is least likely to work, refining the
notion that the key variable is challenger motivation. If most regimes
will not attack an opponent which has done the required things to make
deterrence effective, regimes sufficiently committed to attack may often
have distinctive characteristics. The preliminary cut at such a theory
I offered years ago (Morgan 1983) is an example. “Normal” govern-
ments are very uneasy in crises due to the uncertainties involved. They
worry about their limitations, about how gains and losses, especially
the total consequences, can be misestimated, etc. That leads them to try
to avoid very large, potentially very consequential, leaps into the un-
known. For deterrence to work, they don’t have to calculate the specific
consequences of a potential war, just know they will be large and are
uncertain. They refuse to leap into the unknown and settle for a less
risky, less consequential step instead – they are “sensible.” But some
governments are likely to be abnormal in this respect – less concerned
about big risks or more confident they know what they are getting into
and will do fine. For instance, governments created by revolutions or
other major domestic political upheavals could be more apt to behave
this way.
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No one has really developed this notion, but it shows up. Walt
(1996) thinks revolutions have an impact along these lines in stimu-
lating crises and driving conflicts toward war. James Blight (1992) finds
that leaders plunged into the missile crisis and then became deeply
fearful of setting off events that would get out of control and have
enormous consequences. They feared war by inadvertence. Stress and
fear improved their decision making but they feared its limitations.
A standard approach to deterrence now is to stress risk propensity –
deterrence is most likely to fail when two risk-acceptant actors face
each other or a risk-acceptant actor faces one who is risk neutral. Ex-
amples often cited are Hitler, or Khomeni, or “rogue states” – with
leaders who came to power in unusual ways (Saddam Hussein) or are
not sensible (Kim, Jong Il) There is also the Mansfield–Snyder (1995)
analysis of the different propensity for war of “democratizing” and
“well-institutionalized”democracies. In the former the political spec-
trum expands to include too many irreconcilable elements, so com-
petitive efforts to mobilize support resort to nationalist, ideological,
or ethnic/religious, appeals. Eventually, leaders logroll on policies like
overseas expansion, pursue legitimacy via triumphs abroad, are prone
to overcommitment and avoiding tradeoffs. Such a nonsensible govern-
ment can be unusually difficult to deter.
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5 Collective actor deterrence

We turn now to a topic seldom addressed in analyses of deterrence. Few
analysts who examine collective actor peacekeeping and peace enforce-
ment endeavors employ a deterrence perspective. Until recently those
endeavors were typically confined to interventions with which the con-
flicting parties concurred and the coercive measures were limited to
sanctions. Now we have a global system and several regional systems
where forceful security management by collective actors is prominent
and promises to grow in importance, management with a deterrence
component. It seems worthwhile to begin exploring the features of de-
terrence when used by collective actors.

Collective actors
A collective actor is a cluster of states established and designed to decide
and act for the general welfare. The term is awkward since alliances are –
in a sense – collective actors and I do not mean to discuss alliances here.
My target is actors constructed and charged to act for the general welfare,
the collective good, as opposed to pursuing member interests only. The
topic is the use of deterrence by such actors in attempting to maintain
peace and security for an international system (regional or larger). This
can include the use of force when deterrence fails and threats must
be implemented. There is now a notable level of this multilateralism,
including threats to induce acceptable behavior and force to compel it.

The contemporary epitome at the global level is the UN Security
Council, an institutionalized great-power concert charged with main-
taining peace and security. In any concert serious disagreement among
the great powers cripples effective action and an understanding of this
was institutionalized in the great-power veto. The only wrinkle is the
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requirement of a majority vote of the entire Security Council involving
its additional members. The great powers cannot act on their own, at
least not in a UN-authorized fashion, when the others disagree with
them. On the other hand, nothing gets done without the great powers’
approval, or at least acquiescence, so if something gets done they usually
do it.

A second example is the new NATO. The old NATO was an alliance
to protect its members, hopefully by deterring attacks. It had no com-
mitment to uphold peace and security elsewhere, no matter how much
this might enhance member security. Unofficially, NATO was strongly
interested in the security of nonmembers like Sweden and Yugoslavia,
so it might have tried to defend them. NATO is still an alliance but
much more. It has declared itself entitled to project military power to
maintain peace and security anywhere in Europe, which is what it has
done in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Macedonia. Initially, it said this would be
under UN authorization, but in Kosovo it had that authorization only
indirectly and demonstrated it was prepared to act on its own.

A third example is a great-power concert which assumes responsibil-
ity for managing peace and security. The Concert of Europe adopted this
role after the Napoleonic Wars. Concerts can be officially established or
more informal. A concert was roughly what Britain sought in the 1938
Munich settlement – the four great powers would settle outstanding is-
sues and ensure future order on the continent. An example is the – often
tacit – cooperation among the US, China, Russia, and Japan that gravely
crippled North Korea and halted its existing nuclear weapons program.
(The North eventually started another.) The members put enormous
pressure on Pyongyang – withholding support, curbing trade, ending
alliance ties, making military threats. Like any concert the members had
to defer to each other’s wishes and concerns. The Chinese had to accept
contributing to North Korea’s isolation and demeaning a fellow com-
munist government, deferring to American insistence that the problems
posed by the North could not be ignored. The Russians, in voiding their
alliance commitment to the North, suspended their influence there. The
US, in turn, bowed to Chinese and Japanese reluctance to have force used
and turned instead to conciliation and negotiation, easing the North’s
security concerns and promising more normal relations.

Finally, a collective security system converts the members into a col-
lective actor for, among other things, deterring any breach of the peace
among them – an exercise in collective actor deterrence. This is now
relevant again, long after the demise of the League of Nations, because
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it is where NATO is headed. As NATO continues adding members and
deepening its cooperation with nonmembers, Europeans will end up in
a security association that exists mainly so the members are safe among
themselves.

Collective actors concerned with security are widely involved in gen-
eral deterrence and occasionally in immediate deterrence; this is nor-
mally one of their primary objectives, along with handling the conse-
quences when deterrence fails. Collective actor deterrence is meant to
be a considerable improvement over deterrence by individual states or
alliances. It is to be in the general interest. It is also to be more effective by
confronting a challenger with the collective power of the group. Further-
more, it is meant to avoid the security dilemma inherent in deterrence by
individual states and alliances, where actions taken for self-protection
can make others insecure – the collective protection mutes the threat
from each member’s might.

I must emphasize that this concerns liberal-democratic collective ac-
tors, formed on the basis of liberal-democratic principles. These are the
only relevant ones today: for the most part they hold open discussions,
operate with majority voting or consensus building, have fundamen-
tally liberalist goals and principles and eschew classic imperial objec-
tives of aggrandizement and exploitation. We can envision other sorts
of collective actors seeking order and security from a different political
orientation but there are none in operation now. While their behavior
and that of liberal-democratic collective actors should have a good deal
in common, there are significant differences.

In the collective actors of significance now even minor states can
participate in deterrence. This helps explain their support of system-
building or system-maintenance endeavors resting on (in part) deter-
rence – the NATO Partnership for Peace (Euro-Atlantic Partnership
Council) being a good example. Smaller states want to participate be-
cause they have specific interests at stake or a broad interest in effective
security management. But they also are eager to have some say and this
helps offset free-rider and other collective goods problems – states want
a seat at the table and will pay to get it. This applies to large states too, of
course. Germany and Japan sent money for the Gulf War but they found
they had no influence on the operations – correcting this was a major
motivation for Germany’s effort to secure the legal and military ability
to send forces to Bosnia, then Kosovo. The NATO Partnership for Peace
worked far better than expected because it offered a way for nonmem-
bers to join the emerging security management system in their region.
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EU members are building their own military intervention capability to
have more influence over the decision making.

Deterrence by collective actors
We should speculate about the dynamics of collective actor deterrence.
Its importance will almost certainly grow. We need to think about what
this may mean, and have only limited experience to draw from. We
can’t learn much from the Cold War with its inoperative Security Coun-
cil and regional actors dominated by superpower ideological/political
interests. It is too new to analyze with confidence; there have been a
number of surprises, so we should try some speculative propositions.
Finally, the context is shifting and context is important for deterrence;
chances for its success are altered by the nature of the system and the
conflicts which stimulate deterrence efforts. Confidence that we fully
understand how the global and regional systems operate today and will
in the future would be misplaced – better to speculate about collective
actor deterrence via hypotheses for future study. The suggestions below
come with tentative explanations; undoubtedly they will turn out to be
incorrect or need revision, but this is a start. In developing them I drew
on the following assumptions. Collective actors:

will be moved by liberalist perspectives in deterring or uphold-
ing deterrence threats;
will be uneasy about transgressing sovereignty – in those cases
the justification required will be higher;
will be quite cost conscious;
will vary widely in cost and risk acceptance, on particular cases
and particular means;
will operate within substantial two-level game pressures, facing
coalition-building and coalition-maintenance burdens interna-
tionally and at home.

We begin with general deterrence, since it is especially important to col-
lective actors.

General deterrence
General deterrence is a broad image of being ready to respond forcefully
so potential challengers decide it is not worth the effort even to consider
an attack. When successful, this keeps serious confrontations, where
war is a distinct possibility, from emerging. Collective actors have a
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Deterrence Now

special interest in it. When established to manage peace and security,
and uphold it by force when necessary, a collective actor is the crux of
a general deterrence arrangement – it is meant to mount threats that
forestall misbehavior. The paramount objective is never to have to use
force.

Broadly speaking, it has these specific functions. First, the collective
actor seeks to prevent the use of force by states or other actors for their
own narrow purposes, so effectively that using force is not a serious
policy option. Second, it therefore promotes dealing with problems in
other ways. Third, on this basis, it is to greatly enhance how secure
states (and citizens) feel. These are not abstract objectives. The collec-
tive actor normally facilitates peaceful dispute resolution via conduct-
ing negotiations, stimulating agreements, peacekeeping, peacebuilding
and related efforts, all of which are easier with general deterrence as
a backdrop. States like security but not at the price of being run from
above – they don’t want to be told what to agree to but can appreciate
help in working out agreements. Collective actors don’t get to tell states
what to do very often – they rarely dictate terms to resolve a conflict –
and must try instead to effectively facilitate. When things work right,
general deterrence is a deep background condition, partly visible but
never forgotten.

General deterrence by a collective actor derives its legitimacy from
being collective in orientation and its effectiveness from the coalition’s
immense weight. The intent is to transform much that is standard be-
havior in international politics. Thus our initial comment (Proposition 1)
is that for a collective actor, getting general deterrence to flourish is of
greater importance than for most national actors. The collective actor
strongly wants to avoid physically coercing states and domestic actors
into abjuring force; so instead it wants to convince them that there is no
point in thinking about force. For many states or movements in serious
conflicts and seeking to deter, this is more a wish than a realistic goal.

This makes credibility of great importance, not because the collective
actor fears attack on itself but because credibility is vital for performance
of its central function. Credibility is also important because a collective
actor can have a significant legitimacy problem; given the strong attach-
ment to sovereignty, it must establish that it is the most reliable route
to security and conflict resolution. There are competing routes available
(sheltering under a major power, the use of alliances, seeking hegemony)
that favor some states over others, and a collective actor must forestall
their use as best it can. It’s not just that without sufficient credibility
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the efforts to sustain peace will fail, but that the method of sustaining
peace the collective actor embodies could be discarded. For instance,
the Security Council is readily discarded when great-power equanim-
ity disappears, in favor of other ways of managing regional and global
security.

Credibility is difficult to achieve. For various reasons (discussed later)
collective actors find credibility difficult to sustain in both immediate
and general deterrence. One problem is that collective actor general
deterrence is almost always extended deterrence, long considered very dif-
ficult to practice, with greater intrinsic credibility problems. But this is
exacerbated when there is no deterring actor in the normal sense of the
term. The collective actor is a creature of its members. It has no territory,
no forces of its own, no elaborate government (in making crucial deci-
sions), no sovereignty. It practices extended deterrence in an unusually
abstract fashion. The interests it defends may well be more abstract as
well – the deterrer is not defending its own territories, forces, citizens,
and wealth from potential attack; normally it has none of those things
itself. It conducts deterrence in and through its members, who may be
unenthusiastic about this, particularly when they are at some remove
from the specific conflict.

As a second broad comment then (Proposition 2), we should expect
that the more highly institutionalized the collective actor, the more it
can pursue deterrence in its own right, the less its intrinsic credibility
problem. By institutionalized I have in mind the things associated with
NATO – well-established officials, a common command structure, elab-
orate forces assigned in advance to the organization, well developed
planning and training processes. It may have plenty of ways its threats
seem insufficiently believable but it should have a heftier deterrence
profile than, at the other extreme, a group of states that meets period-
ically to consider security issues and decides what to try to do about
them, possibly including deterrence.

The viability of collective actor deterrence – its ability to underpin a
broad security framework for a system – has always been controversial.
Collective management is meant to replace national and private coer-
cion. That won’t happen unless, at a minimum, states and other actors
have confidence in it, and for that it must have a suitable capability
to coerce. But unless states see it as highly viable and beneficial they
won’t supply the necessary forces. This is a disturbing circularity: coer-
cion capability is vital for management but viable management is what
ultimately generates that capability. However, it may be more spiral
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than circular, the key being to get the spiral started. Once it is started,
this helps explain how the collective goods problem can be overcome.
As “club goods” theory (Downs and Iida 1994) suggests, when a non-
universal group sees collective management as important (because it
works) members are moved to help in order to have a say in the de-
cisions, increasing the likelihood it will work again. This gives us a
third suggestion (Proposition 3): the viability of collective actor deter-
rence depends on the viability of collective security management (and
vice-versa).

Immediate deterrence
We now turn to propositions on immediate deterrence. Recall that de-
terrence threats can be based primarily on either defense or retaliation.
Remember as well that retaliation can be designed to be selective in its
damage or quite nonselective, even random.

The fourth suggestion (Proposition 4) is that collective actors will not
soon get forces of their own suitable for deterrence and compellance, es-
pecially to meet all plausible contingencies. That will be seen as too large
and costly a step. That a collective actor will be assigned its own nuclear
weapons, as has been suggested, seems quite implausible too. Instead,
deterrence will be provided by some or all members by collaborating.
This has several implications. The collective actor will be dependent
on selected members to do any fighting that is required or to supply
other crucial military services. Its deterrence will rest on their military
capabilities and perceived willingness to use them. Hence the relevant
collective actor, for purposes of deterrence and which a challenger must
confront, will be much smaller than the membership roll.

It will be necessary to distinguish broad political decisions on vio-
lations of peace and security from decisions about when and how to
threaten the use of force and, if necessary, use it. The key states for tak-
ing military action will dominate, have a veto over, the latter decisions,
and this will give them disproportionate, though lesser, influence over
the political decisions.

The fifth comment (Proposition 5) is that collective actor deterrence will
normally be based on threats to defend, not retaliate. A corollary is that it
will not rest on threats of using weapons of mass destruction. Collective
actors will be unable to offer threats of a nuclear response to forestall a
nonnuclear attack or to reverse a grievous case of aggression. Some sug-
gest that this should not always be so. For instance, analysts have long
proposed that nuclear nonproliferation be bolstered by guarantees from
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nuclear-armed great powers to nonnuclear armed states of protection
in any confrontation with a nuclear-armed state, including retaliation
in kind for a nuclear attack. This would offer every state the benefits of
nuclear deterrence and backing by great-power allies. The great pow-
ers have not undertaken this obligation, though they have promised to
assist any nonnuclear power attacked by a nuclear-armed state.

Deterrence by threat of broad retaliation will rarely, if ever, be viable
for collective actors. (The closest they are likely to come is threats of
sanctions, a well-established practice.) A major objective in establishing
collective actors has been to diminish reliance by states on deterrence
based on WMD by providing a potent alternative. This makes it most
unlikely that a collective actor will be able to openly, or even indirectly,
promise pure retaliation – certainly not via WMD and probably not by
conventional forces. A policy of retaliation only – especially indiscrimi-
nate harm – will not get wide support from the members. Programmed
indiscriminate destruction in Cold War deterrence incited widespread
revulsion, which will spring up as well if proposed for a collective actor.

The ultimate reason for this is that in representing the general welfare
a collective actor must regard even the target actor as one of its clients,
which it serves in upholding peace and security (this is usually done by
distinguishing an offensive regime from its citizens). Hence members
will be much more comfortable applying only the force necessary, which
will in turn be reflected in any deterrence threats.1

Of course, we must distinguish between deterrence threats issued and
implemented. Retaliation might be less selective than promised, particu-
larly if the challenger resorted to WMD or wildly indiscriminate attacks.
It is also possible that individual members who were the target of such
attacks might retaliate viciously. The proposition says only that a collec-
tive actor will not be able to base deterrence threats on nonselective and
highly destructive retaliation. It will have difficulty threatening even un-
intended escalation – escalation might happen but threatening it would
scare the members as much as the challenger! Of course, mission creep
is possible as provocations provoke escalation, but escalation is more
likely to be debated, calculated, and openly threatened (probably re-
peatedly). And officers are likely to have strict instructions to refer back
to HQ, or higher, even to respond equally to escalation.

1 Might a collective actor ever deter by threatening highly destructive retaliation? Yes, if it
was nonliberalist. An Axis great-power concert would have readily threatened massive,
indiscriminate punishments.
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It follows that collective actors must base deterrence on promising
an effective defense – “don’t attack or we will defeat you.” This has
important implications. One is related to the “existential deterrence”
supposedly attached to nuclear weapons (and other WMD). Watman
and Wilkening (1995) suggest that for the importance of credibility in
deterrence there is a tradeoff between scale of punishment promised
and reliability of delivery. When the potential punishment is vast even
limited credibility is enough; when it is modest, certainty that the threat
will be carried out is needed. If so, collective actors must compensate
for lacking threats of massive punishment by consistency in deliver-
ing on their coercive threats; otherwise, the threats will be of limited
effectiveness, frequently challenged.

This is not clear cut, however, in light of chapter 4. There we saw that
the link between credibility of a current commitment and past behavior
on prior commitments is often tenuous. More important is the balance
of available military power (or the ability to issue credible signals). If so,
success in collective actor deterrence by the promise of defense is par-
ticularly dependent on a demonstrated ability, in past cases, to mobilize
the military power needed combined with clear signs this can be done
again.

Next, nuclear deterrence has had adherents because of the unattrac-
tive consequences of defending if deterrence failed; a large conventional
war might rival the damage anticipated from a nuclear war. During the
Cold War European governments wanted to avoid both. Moreover, they
did not like what preparing to defend would have meant in military
spending and related burdens, skewed investment, and forgone social
expenditures. This will burden members of collective actors too. The
larger the opponent and the more fierce and protracted the anticipated
fighting, the more unhappy they will be with possibly having to defend
and thus with threatening to defend.

Another concern will be that deterrence via threats to defend can be
indeterminate in costs, duration, etc. (Officially, the UN is still deter-
ring another attack in Korea!) This is not deterrence a collective actor
can easily supply. Of the Korean War participants, the US still provides
extended deterrence but what other government, especially a democ-
racy, could have kept significant combat units there on high alert all this
time?

This suggests the sixth comment (Proposition 6). Deterrence via collec-
tive actor defense is best attempted by promising overwhelming force in
a highly offensive fashion used to settle the issue decisively, but such an
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approach by a collective actor is highly improbable unless the opponent
is quite weak. It is possible to deter by promising to defend sufficiently
to drag matters out and draw the attacker into a frustrating conflict, but
this is not normally a plausible option. Maintaining the cohesion for an
indefinite effort on a large scale is at best difficult; maintaining it for
repeated engagements because none of them settles the issue will be
extremely so. The collective actor should instead threaten to be “over-
whelming” militarily, not in destructiveness but in comprehensiveness
and sufficiency. Presumably it should be promising other significant
costs as well (diplomatic isolation, economic embargo, seizure of at-
tacker assets). The defense to be mounted should look impossible to
beat, with vigorous offensive action to follow if necessary. It would be
highly desirable to promise not only to defend so as to maintain or re-
store the status quo but to then bring about the removal or ouster of the
offending government and responsible leaders.

All this is highly improbable. The problem lies not in mounting over-
whelming force to win quickly and decisively, but in the self-limiting
of objectives. Promising to smash the challenger’s forces or cripple its
ability to defend itself makes good sense not only as a threat but as the
way to fight if the threat doesn’t work. But threatening to obliterate the
enemy or occupy the entire country and oust its leaders will clash with
the desire to avoid indiscriminate damage and with the additional de-
sire to avoid more substantial fighting and greater costs. So it will be
adopted as policy only when it becomes unavoidable. Instead, there will
be pressure to go for a quick restoration of the status quo or delivering
a limited military response followed by a negotiated settlement. It will
be said that to threaten the existence of the regime will incite it to fight
to the bitter end. Thus promising a huge military effort to settle the mat-
ter for good would only make it harder to forge consensus among the
members initially and then maintain it.

More is involved than concerns about costs. In collective actor deter-
rence members have a vested interest in limiting its scope and frequency.
They don’t want it used often, and frequently enforced, because many
will worry that it might someday be directed at them, or at someone
else when in their view it seems unwarranted. This should be a concern
of almost any state below the rank of a great power (in the relevant
system) which has a severe conflict with another state and can envision
someday having to fight and be condemned for it. All members must
also worry that keeping collective actor deterrence healthy will allow it
to take on a life of its own, becoming a primary objective that overrides
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other policies they prefer in specific cases. States must also suspect that
this will spill over into “related” activities that expand the costs and the
interference with national autonomy. Examples: the aftermath of halt-
ing aggression by an unrepentant state A brings continued sanctions
against A and limits on its involvement in normal political relations,
limits which hurt those who want or need to deal with A; action against
B because of its hidden nuclear weapons program leads, in the name of
proliferation control, to much broader restrictions on what any member
can do.

An important offsetting factor is that when a collective actor threatens
and then begins to use force, power gravitates to those most willing and
able to bear the burdens. Inside any collective actor is a smaller group
that dominates the decision making and any action taken. This shift
in influence is not fully beneficial or acceptable to most states. It can
increase the chances that something will be done but shrink their ability
to determine what that “something” is. But it enhances the likelihood
of coherent decisions and forceful threats, as well as their being upheld.
Multilateralism is often made effective by a core “minilateralism” – a
small group that acts and lets the others just tag along. This leaves far
fewer members needed to get threats and actions mounted for the sake
of deterrence. However, this offsetting factor will not be enough in most
cases to provide for threats of decisive military action.

The next comment (Proposition 7) is that collective actor deterrence will
consistently not be mounted effectively in a timely fashion. This is despite a
growing literature urging the use of preventive diplomacy (Zartman
1989) and the use of force for preventive intervention to suppress near-
violent conflicts (Lund 1996). There will be a significant lag between
the “attack” and the response. Collective actor deterrence will lag be-
hind developments, be too little too late, at least at the start. This is very
significant for the chances of preventing attacks and serious fighting.
To prevent a breach of the peace via threats, it is important to deliver
them as early as possible in the developing crisis. It is vital to affect
the challenger’s thinking while it is still in a formative stage, before it
has hardened into convictions, decisions, and policies. Once a conclu-
sion is reached that an attack can succeed and preparations are under
way, receptivity to contrary information declines. When the plans and
preparations are far advanced, to get the challenger to stop is even more
difficult. In many ways an attack starts with plans being adopted and
preparations put in train; when that is far along it takes virtually a very
strong threat to get it halted, if threats will work at all.
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An additional factor is that it is common in designing attacks to seek
either a quick, complete victory or a more modest gain to settle down
to consolidate and defend.2 This would confront the collective actor
with a fait accompli costly and difficult to reverse. It makes for less
time in which to attempt deterrence, and when it fails the collective
actor is in a difficult situation – deterrence now applies in reverse.
The collective actor is now practicing compellance and is subject to
the attacker’s deterrence. This means partly ceding the psychological
and political advantage of being on the defensive, of upholding the
status quo.3

Deterrence, of course, is threats of hypothetical military responses.
Once it fails, the possibility of having to act looms; additional threats
can be issued but the odds are rising that they will have to be carried
out – the challenger ignored the earlier threats and has demonstrated
a willingness to fight. Deterrence is cheap compared to upholding it,
and with that in mind the members’ cohesion may slip. This is what the
opponent is counting on, mounting a deterrence effort promising that
the costs will be very high (see, for example, Lepgold 1998).

Thus usually mounting deterrence threats only late in the game, when
an attack is a good possibility, has potentially serious consequences.
Nevertheless, collective actors will be consistently afflicted by this. Com-
pared with national actors, the collective actor has an additional level
of political consensus to establish. Some members will want no action
taken or no action as potentially costly as fighting, or will want more
evidence that such a drastic step is really required, or will fear that get-
ting confrontational may exacerbate the situation. Often this opposition
can be surmounted only when the attack occurs.

In addition, the reason for being of collective actors for peace and
security is to ensure that peaceful means of resolving disputes have
been exhausted before forcible steps are taken. States do not construct
collective actors so their military forces can be off fighting in faraway
places. They want collective actor deterrence to work precisely so they
won’t have to fight. They are naturally inclined to hope that collective
pressure and diplomatic intervention will work and reluctant to begin
issuing deterrence threats and institute suitable military preparations.
Some members will press for additional overtures and call for avoiding
threats and threatening buildups that might poison the atmosphere and

2 An illustrative analysis along these lines is Mearsheimer (1983).
3 As noted in chapter 2, prospect theory says people absorb recent gains into what is
“theirs,” for which they are more willing to fight than to make new gains.
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kill chances that the overtures can be successful. The same applies to
action after an attack – some members will still want to try political
and diplomatic measures. Even after a military response is prepared
the collective actor will usually continue trying not to use it, pressing
negotiations of various kinds instead.

Finally, a state can often respond quickly by threats and related mili-
tary steps because it has long anticipated a conflict with that particular
opponent, perhaps in that theater and in that way. This comes from be-
ing preoccupied with only a few other states as threats, usually in the
neighborhood, typically over well-known issues. Thus a state is likely to
have suitably prepared forces and contingency plans. A collective actor
is unlikely to have this capability available for many of the contingen-
cies it has to face. The military forces have to be mobilized by members
on a case-by-case basis, and may be unsuited for the specific mission.
Though it was a success, the Kosovo case fell somewhere in between.
NATO had seen it coming and had thought about it for quite a long time,
and individual members had done the same. However, NATO then se-
lected a way of implementing its threats that, at first, seemed unsuitable
to dealing with the problem.

Therefore, it is highly likely that the military action the collective actor
hoped to forestall will take place, or be about to take place, before heavy-
weight deterrence threats are mounted. The attack will come before the
collective actor has put military forces in position to fight. The collec-
tive actor relies on deterrence via threats of defense with little sign any
effective defense is ready. The threat must work despite being largely
abstract, hardly a recipe for consistent success.

Anticipating that collective actor will be too little too late leads to still
another comment (Proposition 8), which is that collective actor deterrence
is at least relatively free of the standard stability problem and does not
readily create a security dilemma. The collective actor’s tardiness in
reacting means there is less likelihood of interacting military displays
or buildups provoking a war. The nature of the stability problem is
different – what is most likely to provoke the use of force is the lack
of suitable collective actor military preparations or a visible reluctance
to fight, with the opponent likely to be confident that in the end the
collective actor won’t really do anything.

However, once the collective actor has mobilized forces and sent them
into action the danger of instability grows – fears emerge that the forces
will go too far or be used for other purposes, which is plausible given
instances of mission creep. The best example may be how the defeat of
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North Korean forces led to escalation of the objective which sent UN
forces surging to the Yalu and provoked a very nervous China.

Next, collective actors cannot threaten massive destruction so their
most impressive threat would be to inflict a rapid, decisive defeat at
low cost. But how often will they generate the capabilities or consensus
to drive home such a threat? Their most realistic and potent threat is
probably one of limited but significant military action followed by de-
termined efforts to politically eliminate the offending regime. But this
may well be insufficiently daunting to the challenger, particularly as it
would be politically difficult to sustain for a lengthy period.

So, then, what does deter? It is probably the combination of a threat
of some damaging military action, the possibility of adopting a nasty
political objective (ousting the regime), and the legitimacy and moral
weight behind the collective actor’s coercion. In short, what deters in
part is the nature of the actor. It is important enough that it should be
cherished and sustained.

Nevertheless, this leads me to suggest (Proposition 9) that collective
actor deterrence will consistently confront larger credibility problems
than national actor deterrence. This is implied by several of the earlier
comments. To begin with, the collective actor has the usual credibility
problem: threats are cheap, implementing them usually is not, so it is
always questionable whether they will be carried out. Challengers are
tempted to think that the threatened response can be deterred.

This is exacerbated by the difficulties in constructing a consensus
among the members, for the reasons cited. When they disagree about
characterizing the situation and what to do about it, this conveys the
image of a coalition that is weak and half-hearted about military action,
that will not hold together especially if the costs jump or the matter drags
on. Having a similar impact are any signs that members are seeking to
free ride, voting for action but not planning to seriously participate. The
same will be true if members are reluctant to cede a slice of autonomy
to shape a cohesive military force or operation, for instance by resisting
service under someone else’s command; or if casualties are politically
unacceptable back home; or if members seem uneasy about precedents
that may be set. These things make it easier for a challenger to find the
evidence it wants to find that if it acts firmly, and says forcefully it will
fight, and drags out the whole matter through negotiations and minor
concessions, it will deter, wear down, or fragment the coalition.

We must also recall that the main burdens will fall on only some
members, those that are the most powerful, most suitably armed or
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located, or the most able to project power. Everything therefore turns
on the credibility of these members; if they have a credibility problem
the organization does too. When the challenger tries to discourage the
organization, it can concentrate on discouraging some or all of those
particular members and ignore the rest. (In Somalia the UN effort died
away when the US was “persuaded” to pull out.) Certain members,
therefore, have a veto, whether instutitionalized or not, which can add
to the credibility problem.

Collective actors also have problems in delivering credible threats due
to the availability of information. They are normally highly transparent.
The information age can now greatly complicate the collective actor
credibility problem. The failed attempt to get Iraq to withdraw from
Kuwait illustrates this. The US and others sent strong, clear messages to
Iraq – official statements, unofficial communications, Security Council
votes, then a huge military buildup. Iraqi leaders understood that war
was possible but they were willing to take the risk. They also had a
strong political and psychological motivation for refusing to believe
that war was coming. But clearly it was also easier to believe a war
would not occur because of the enormous information available. Iraq
easily learned that the American public was reluctant to go to war, that
many members of Congress were opposed, that there was opposition at
the highest levels of the armed forces (i.e. General Powell). Iraq could
readily see expressions of pessimism about a war – that casualties would
be heavy, long-term effects in the Arab world would be pernicious, etc.
It was easy to discern how reluctant other governments (France, the
Soviet Union) were through the alternative strategies they pursued. In
short, the scale and depth of available information heightened ambiguity as to
what would happen. This made it easier for Saddam to conclude that the
allies would not choose war, that the coalition would not hold together,
that modest casualties would unravel it. Plenty of information sustained
Iraqi preconceptions, prejudices, and wishful thinking.

This problem seems inherent in the explosion of information and
modern communications. It poses a particular burden for collective ac-
tors who have minimal control over information about their internal
disagreements and doubts plus members who take competing and con-
flicting steps (statements, actions) which convey an ambiguous picture
and who are reluctant to go to war. There are also the members who dis-
approve or support the challenger – they can be potent sources of inside
information (e.g. the Soviet Union for the Serbs). Those who utilize de-
terrence in service to global peace and security through collective actors
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must accept the fact that while they can deliver threats more clearly
than ever, the same is true of messages contradicting those threats. For
the same reason it is harder for a collective actor to deter by bluffing.
The target state will know almost as much about how uneven support
is for carrying out threats as those who issue them, just through media
coverage, discussions among the members, votes in the meetings, and
the like.

Finally, collective actors will have a serious credibility problem be-
cause they exist to promote nonuse of force and the peaceful resolution
of disputes, and to shield members from having to use force through
effective deterrence/compellance. Along with this they have a very lim-
ited history in practicing deterrence compared with states, and no exten-
sive track record. A challenger can count on the use of force being treated
as a last resort. This weakens credibility, since who can tell how long it
may take for all, or enough of, the members to decide that reasonable
avenues other than threats and a fight have been exhausted?

The next point (Proposition 10) is that there is a continuum of situations
along which it becomes progressively more difficult for a collective actor
to effectively pursue deterrence. Deterrence (and compellance as well)
will be easier for a collective actor to conduct:

when it confronts blatant interstate aggression, than
when it confronts ambiguous interstate aggression, than
when it confronts a blatant threat of an interstate military clash,
than
when it confronts an ambiguous threat of an interstate military
clash, than
when it confronts intrastate violence and/or threats, than
when it confronts terrorist violence and/or threats.

The further along the continuum the challenge falls the harder it will
be to make a strong, effective deterrence threat or a military response if
deterrence fails.

The reasoning is straightforward. Dealing with interstate violence is
the prime purpose of collective actor management of peace and security,
but building the necessary support is never easy. The more ambiguous
the threat the greater the difficulty. It may be unclear whether the attack
is really likely unless something is done, or who caused the conflict to
get to this point, or whether what looms is aggression. Consider, for
instance, the difficulties for a collective actor if China moved toward a
military confrontation with Taiwan or initiated military action.
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Applying deterrence to prevent or halt internal warfare, today’s most
pervasive security problem, is important and complicated. To begin
with, it should be inherently more difficult for a collective actor to in-
tervene in a domestic situation. The precedents are more disturbing to
members, and the desire to avoid violating sovereignty unless abso-
lutely necessary will make consensus harder to come by. This broad-
ening of the concept of an “attack” on peace and security will be so
sticky that states will proceed more on a case-by-case basis than by set-
tling on some fundamental values and agreeing on what they mean in
practice. There is always fear, as well, that domestic disputants may
be unusually dangerous – the conflict is intractable, resistance to inter-
vention could be nasty, etc. Since it is difficult from outside to accu-
rately assess the intensity and complexity of such a domestic dispute,
uneasiness is reinforced; it is not clear just what the members are get-
ting into. Observers readily overestimate (and underestimate) the in-
tractability of these conflicts, the degree to which the parties are hurting
and willing to stop fighting, the degree to which there will be outright
resistance.

It is hard to intervene without taking sides, or appearing to. Often one
party’s behavior primarily provokes the concern that evokes deterrence
and any eventual intervention. Even without that, the intervention nor-
mally benefits the parties unevenly, conveying an image of partiality. It
is hard to avoid pressing for an outcome one side opposes more than the
other – hence the interest in waiting until Zartman’s “hurtful stalemate”
applies, until the parties have come to see the struggle as more intolera-
ble than each other. It is less attractive to intervene in domestic quarrels
out of concern about the length of time that it will probably take (to get
a settlement and to closely monitor it for the necessary time); and the
amount and cost of the peacebuilding that may be required.

We must also not ignore another consideration (Proposition 11): the
great powers are relatively immune to collective actor efforts at deter-
rence. For a collective actor that aspires to comprehensive membership,
tackling a great-power member will very likely split and destroy that
community – in those circumstances collective action becomes more like
an alliance endeavor, one side against another. Most likely, the mem-
bers will choose not to do this. A collective actor facing unacceptable
behavior from an external great power (NATO dealing with Russia on
Chechnya) will attract little support for tackling such a potentially vast
endeavor. This is the single greatest flaw of collective actor deterrence
and no significant remedy is in view.
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Collective actor advantages
To this point we have been discussing the difficulties facing collective
actors. Now we do the reverse and explore the difficulties collective
actors can make for challengers. In general (Proposition 12), collective
actor deterrence poses serious and complex problems for a challenger
that make success more plausible than it might otherwise seem. The
challenger wants to forestall that deterrence or negate it. One recourse is
the challenger’s own deterrence, but trying to target an entire coalition is
difficult, sometimes impossible. This is particularly true in deterring by
threats of retaliation – any attempted retaliation is likely to be selective or
partial in effect. Unless this drives the other members to cancel military
action it will be unproductive. A challenger is better off trying to attempt
deterrence by threatening a potent defense instead, or trying to split the
coalition by threatening retaliation against crucial members (militarily)
and hoping this does not reinforce the coalition’s determination.

Failing to solve this problem puts the challenger in a morale-straining
situation – it suffers serious harm but cannot inflict all that much in re-
turn. The coalition will likely start with sanctions, for which there are
normally few useful punitive responses available. Then the coalition
may apply force on a large scale and from (in part) a considerable dis-
tance, things the challenger cannot readily match. It is difficult to accept
such a situation indefinitely, with no way to end the damage other than
to concede defeat. It is hard to hit back at “everyone.”

Another problem for the challenger is how to keep its threats from
heightening the coalition’s unity because the members are apt to view
those threats as compounding its misbehavior, confirming that it is reck-
less and dangerous, further justifying a harsh response. In such cases
there is usually a perceived moral superiority in numbers – members feel
right is on their side partly because so many governments are working
together. This suggests that the collective actor is likely enjoy greater
legitimacy with third parties, particularly in upholding or seeking to
restore the status quo. The typical challenger response, that the collec-
tive actor is just the mouthpiece of a particular state or cabal, tries to
challenge this aspect of its legitimacy.

The challenger will, of course, worry about the costs of carrying out
its threats and have other credibility problems. A militarily superior col-
lective actor, when mobilized, will likely feel that the opponent won’t
fight or won’t fight hard, will just go through the motions. This is rein-
forced because the challenger knows that putting up a nasty retaliation
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or a very vigorous defense could lead the collective actor to escalate its
objectives, maybe to elimination of the offending government.

Finally, the challenger will know that the collective actor is naturally
concerned about its reputation, about its own credibility. Thus the mem-
bers can have a strong incentive to hang tough regardless of the matter
at hand. They have a stake in effective security management and thus in
maintaining the collective actor’s credibility even when this is painful
(or appears likely to be so); indeed, a painful case may incite special con-
cern about not backing down for fear of its effects on future credibility
and effectiveness.

Further implications
Are there other implications of these propositions? We can start with the
difficulty of getting collective actors to take problems seriously enough
soon enough so as to issue deterrence threats when they have a better
chance of working, the burden of Proposition 7 (page 182). This can be
eased considerably if the information identifying the threat and defining
its nature looks very sound. Since members themselves usually provide
the information (as do the parties to the dispute) and are the main judges
of its significance, it is better if perception of a threat comes from several
of them independently, especially ones with no specific stakes in the
situation. This is a strong argument for effective national intelligence
capabilities or other substantial information gathering and analytic re-
sources in many places, not just Washington. It would be even better if
the collective actor had an independent capability for monitoring peace
and security as well, but this is very unlikely any time soon. It is nice if the
information comes from an independent or semi-independent interna-
tional organization established to detect threats – the OSCE, for instance,
or the IAEA on nuclear proliferation. This suggests that such agencies
also need a dedicated, effective information-gathering capability, maybe
even an intelligence capability. Less valuable is threat perception by just
a few national sources or only one, particularly via sources or methods
not readily confirmed or checked. However, this often happens and the
difficulties are acute if that government has a strong interest in the sit-
uation, e.g. charges of mistreatment of minorities from a country with
ethnically related people. Some steps toward multiple surveillance and
monitoring resources are occurring through globalization of the world’s
media but the development of commercial monitoring, from satellites
on down, will probably have the greatest impact in the end.
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This does not invalidate Proposition 7. Abundant and compelling in-
formation helps stimulate the collective actor to consider deterrence
seriously, but is not necessarily enough. Collective actors will still
be slow to mount deterrence threats. It helps if the members (or the
entire community) are already clearly and consistently on record as
completely opposed to the reported violation of peace and security.
That short-circuits an important step in getting to the use of threats –
deciding whether to care much about what is going on. Still, it doesn’t
always work. Taking a stand against something is often done vaguely,
and even opposition to aggression doesn’t guarantee a consensus in a
particular instance as to what constitutes it. Consensus is more likely
when the “aggression” comes after a lengthy series of events long
seen by members and others as provocative, as instigating military
reactions.

While a decentralized system for generating information about
prospective threats is helpful, a consensus for doing something is more
easily developed when the decision process is concentrated, when oth-
ers can cluster around a powerful member or core group. This is partly
because the powerful members usually shoulder most of the burdens;
for others, the decision is to authorize actions they won’t have to carry
out. It can be easy to get broad support for threats of military action
when the key members for carrying them out agree, and next to impos-
sible if they don’t. This comes with a price. With a dominant member
or group around which others rally for threatening or carrying threats
out, the challenger’s task in deterring is simplified: concentrate on de-
terring that leader or group. Discourage it from acting and there will be
no collective military response.

With regard to credibility, Proposition 8 (page 184) suggests that the
collective actor has special difficulties. What about reputation and cred-
ibility – does a collective actor gain or lose credibility in future cases
by its actions in the case at hand? It seems clear that it should when
involved in repeated encounters on a particular matter with a specific
opponent – we can assume that the recurring interaction breeds (on
both sides) images based on experience, and that they are somewhat
manipulable by each side’s behavior (see Harvey 1997a). This classic
lore about deterrence in crises and enduring rivalries is upheld, within
limits, by empirical studies and there seems no reason it cannot apply
to collective actors.

But what about its actions over multiple deterrence situations with
different challengers? Are its commitments interdependent so that
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behavior on one can dictate credibility on others? Mercer’s (1996) analy-
sis is that serious continuing opponents readily take each other’s threats
seriously. Even when the opponent is conciliatory and cooperative it
is seen as being so only because forced by circumstances – no reputa-
tion is generated for being “nice” or a pushover when threats lead to
good behavior. But does this readily apply to a collective actor? First,
can the Security Council, by being tough on someone, readily build
a reputation for credibility with that government in the future? And
would that reputation persist if it wobbled on its threats in a later con-
frontation with that actor (or even ducked a confrontation)? After all,
a collective actor is not a “personality” like a national government. Or
is it? It seems possible that it can be when embroiled in a longstand-
ing conflict, but this is unlikely to happen very often. (Though Frank
Harvey’s work shows how a conflict consists of numerous deterrence sit-
uations and thus the parties might build reputations on credibility fairly
quickly.)

And how readily does the collective actor’s behavior in one situation
shape its credibility with quite different opponents later on? It is often
claimed that this is the same as for national governments; the Security
Council or NATO must build a reputation for acting decisively or its
deterrence will often fail. But this is open to the objection raised in
chapters 2 and 4 – we lack solid evidence that actors carefully review
information about the past behavior of a new opponent (or even an old
opponent) to assess the credibility of its current threats. Challengers
may be less “rational” than this. Substate actors may not think in these
terms at all.

What we can say is that the argument that future challengers will
be affected by past behavior will always be made by proponents of deter-
rence – and will always have some appeal. It will contribute to building a
consensus for issuing threats and, if necessary, upholding them, not be-
cause of what future challengers will think but because of what members
fear they will think. And if the collective actor behaves as if it matters,
that probably strengthens its credibility.

Preliminary evidence
The propositions were not devised by canvassing experience in the post-
Cold War era. We have too little to go on and too few detailed studies
of what there is. However, it may be useful to survey relevant aspects
of prominent cases.
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Proposition 1: For general deterrence, collective actors need credibility
more than national actors do.

To wean states from relying on their own military capabilities requires,
in part, instilling confidence that another effective capability for man-
aging peace and security exists. This has had great influence in shaping
European security since the Cold War. The fundamental argument for
making NATO the basis for managing peace and security has been that
NATO has a highly visible capability and that its leading member has
ample military capabilities for either deterrence or intervention and a
history of carrying out both, which is not true of either the UN or western
Europe. The fear was that, without a NATO seen as effective, European
governments, starting with Germany, would renationalize their secu-
rity policies. This is not evidence, but it is not irrelevant. Governments
acted to forestall an alternative approach, power balancing, which they
thought likely to emerge.

These governments were also very interested when NATO added a
new function. Projecting power to protect nonmembers, including mi-
norities within those nonmembers, was something on which NATO had
no reputation. Much of the commentary prior to NATO’s Bosnia inter-
vention emphasized this and suggested that the results might be so
unsatisfactory as to undermine the organization. Also relevant is the
common view that governments primarily pursue their own interests,
narrowly conceived, in international organizations. Some analysts con-
tend that collective actors change members’ preferences, and that their
continued viability and effectiveness can become very important to the
members, but the first view is widespread. And from that perspective a
collective actor inherently lacks credibility in threatening violent inter-
vention. Analyses prior to the intervention held that NATO would not
act because most members had few interests at stake in the Balkans.

There was also widespread disgust with the UN in its Bosnia peace-
keeping effort because it consistently refused to take military action
to defend the peacekeepers or uphold their efforts to prevent fighting.
Supposedly this timidity led directly to the eventual seizure of peace-
keepers by Bosnian Serbs as hostages to prevent any military retaliation
and ensured that a great deal of further fighting took place. Much of
the justification for turning to NATO was that the UN lacked credibil-
ity. It seems that the influence of the realist tradition makes the burden
of gaining sufficient credibility for collective actor general deterrence
quite substantial, even when the actor works to display its interest and
its plans to back up threats with action.
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Proposition 2: The more institutionalized the collective actor the less in-
trinsically serious the credibility problem.

This certainly seemed true in Europe. The usual contention was that
only NATO had sufficient credibility to cope with Bosnia – the UN had
no command structure, no planning staff, no combat elements used
to working with one another, no established logistics – despite NATO
having no history of anything like the intervention. The closest it had
come was the Gulf War, but that was not run through NATO, just assisted
by NATO experience. Mistrust of the UN had risen out of the Somalia
disaster, where there were no arrangements to quickly help UN units
in trouble, and from the lack of a strong decision-making center on
UN peacekeeping in Bosnia – everything had to be referred back to the
Security Council.

Proposition 3: The viability of collective actor deterrence depends on the
viability of collective actor security management.

It is much too early to assess the future viability of collective actor
security management in the eyes of governments or other actors. But
we can see what happens when it is called into question. In mounting
the War on Terrorism the Bush Administration ignored collective ac-
tors for anything but rounding up support – they were seen as likely
to get in the way of an effective response to terrorism. The administra-
tion charged ahead and plugged others into its plans in Afghanistan as
needed. Then it mounted threats toward other governments on its own
initiative.

Proposition 4: Collective actors will not get their own forces soon.
This is debatable. In the 1990s, for the first time in decades, there were

serious discussions about giving the UN forces for peacekeeping or pre-
ventive interventions where time would be of the essence. Nothing came
of this, governments showed no interest. However, the EU is currently
establishing its own intervention force for a Bosnia-like effort lasting
up to year. If fully established as an independent force, this would par-
tially negate the proposition. However, descriptions of it stress that it
will consist of national military units assigned for possible use in inter-
ventions, that the arrangement will resemble NATO where forces come
together under a single command for an operation when necessary. Does
the proposition fail if a collective actor has national forces it can call on
automatically, with a unified command reporting to the collective actor’s
executive, and with governments serving as powerful advisors? That
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arrangement may exist in the EU eventually, but maybe only when the
EU is a semi-sovereign actor.

Proposition 5: A collective actor will rely on threats of defense, not (or
not just) retaliation.

This fits the cases to date, if we confine the discussion to military
responses. There is no instance in which a collective actor threatened
to kill and destroy solely for retaliatory purposes. Collective actors
have worked hard at careful targeting – in Bosnia, Kosovo, Serbia, Iraq,
and Sierra Leone. The media consistently played up stories of collat-
eral killing and damage but that was because when precision-guided
weapons were imprecise it was news.

However, the same restraint has not applied to sanctions. Collective
actor sanctions do not aim at deliberate fatalities, but they have imposed
privation on the elderly, children, the sick, etc. and they typically hurt
the general population far more than the elite (Mueller and Mueller
2000). Despite the impact of the regime in a case like Iraq complaints
about the civilian deaths or privation from sanctions energized efforts
to have them more precisely targeted or abandoned.

The NATO bombing in Serbia also had broad debilitating effects on
the society and some of this was intentional to put pressure on the
government – to coerce the government at least partly by hurting the
society. Thus late in the war NATO knocked out roughly 70 percent of
Serbia’s electric power generation by dropping graphite threads. This
is close to punitive retaliation. It does not contradict the proposition
because NATO asserted that the prime objective was always to weaken
the regime militarily prior to occupying Kosovo, and the regime quit
when the possibility of occupation was growing as its military strength,
from KLA attacks combined with NATO air power, was shrinking. But
future cases should be closely scrutinized on this.

In the same way we note the mixed threats to Iraq. French President
François Mitterrand said deliberately that nuclear weapons were out of
the question, but US Secretary of State James Baker deliberately sought
to give the impression that their use was a possibility if Iraq used WMD,
and the US deployed ships known to carry nuclear weapons in the region
during the war. While they would have been used solely against Iraqi
forces, this would have been close to punitive retaliation.

Efforts at a controlled response are apt to have additional nasty results,
and collective actors may build on this if they become frustrated in an
intervention. The implication would be that in such cases there will
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be unintended consequences – eroding the impact of complaints about
it and putting more pressure on governments facing collective actor
deterrence in the future. The other possibility, however, is that collective
actor deterrence enforcement will someday have harshly indiscriminate
effects that end up magnifying the limits suggested by Proposition 5.

It also seems that a point in an earlier chapter and developed further
in the next one applies here. There is now a race between the effect of
modern military technology in facilitating collective actor interventions
by promising a relatively painless outcome in casualties (on each side),
which can strengthen deterrence credibility, and the way that this devel-
opment is driving down the threshold of acceptable costs and casualties,
which can erode support for interventions and therefore the credibility
of threatening them.

Proposition 6: Collective actors should plan to use overwhelming force to
win quickly and decisively, and to settle the issue decisively, but won’t
do so.

This has been unevenly but often reflected in cases. Collective actors
deployed overwhelming capabilities to reverse aggression (in Kuwait) or
to deter attacks on occupying units (Bosnia, Kosovo, Haiti). The liber-
ation of Kuwait was the use of overwhelming force to minimize allied
casualties. But overwhelming force was not used to decisively settle
things. No effort was made to occupy Iraq and oust the regime – it was
hoped that elements in Iraq would take care of this. There was a desire to
avoid additional casualties, fear of civilian harm and military slaughter,
and concern about Arab reactions. There was no deliberate effort to seize
the Bosnian Serb leaders, including those indicted for war crimes. Less
than overwhelming force was used to deal with the Somali warlords.
As for the Kosovo case, NATO did not massively attack Serbia at the
outset as the air force commander wanted – then limited attacks were
used to minimize allied casualties, air attacks were canceled on cloudy
days, Serbia and Kosovo were not invaded (Lambeth 2001). It has been
typical to limit the force used or go for limited political aims. (The latter
was the case, eventually, in the Korean War.)

Pressures to win quickly lest the coalition fray were certainly evident.
In the Gulf War the forces assembled could not sit there indefinitely;
there was such concern about heavy casualties prior to the fighting –
and thus such opposition to initiating it – that political support probably
would have been fragile had the fighting dragged on. NATO played a
risky game in Kosovo. Having counted on victory after a short bombing
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effort, in a replay of its Bosnia experience, it settled for applying force
in a controlled fashion and that lumbered on for some time; it became
clear that political support was eroding and that NATO feared it would
not sustain doing more (Priest 1999d). Europeans found it alarming that
building up invasion forces seemed best for a quick victory but the US
held back for domestic political reasons and to soothe internal NATO
tensions (Erlanger 1999; Williams 2000).

Proposition 7: Collective actor deterrence will not be mounted in a timely
fashion, nor will it be upheld immediately on being challenged.

Judging by the complaints, this has been much in evidence. (On
Europe see Spezio 1995.) It was true leading up to the Korean War
and the Gulf War. Both the UN and NATO were faulted intensely in
the Bosnia case for not threatening the combatants early on – particu-
larly the Bosnian Serbs – to try to prevent fighting and human rights
abuses, and then for issuing threats not backed up when ignored. The
members didn’t agree on the need for or use of deterrence, then could
not quickly agree on building up appropriate military forces, nor on us-
ing those forces, until much fighting occurred and atrocities multiplied.
Only where serious casualties were no concern, as in peacekeeping, the
weapons blockade, or overflights, was action possible in a timely way.
The traumatic effect of delay in Bosnia played a major role in shaping
NATO determination to intervene early in Kosovo, and warnings to
Serbia about Kosovo had been issued as early as 1990. Yet the Milosevic
government conducted a campaign to suppress the guerrillas built on
terror and indiscriminate destruction, and prepared a massive enlarge-
ment of that effort, before NATO was fully ready to act.

As for Kuwait, the UN had to engage in compellance because it
mounted no deterrence prior to the invasion. The necessity was not ap-
preciated until Saddam’s plans were very far along, and it would have
been impossible to build consensus behind a military buildup to fore-
stall an attack – prior to the invasion neither Kuwait nor Saudi Arabia
would have permitted foreign deployments on their soil. Efforts to get
a peaceful Iraqi pullback continued up to the moment the war began.

Proposition 8: Collective actor deterrence does not generate the standard
stability problem.

There is no evidence yet that a collective actor precipitated someone’s
military action in a crisis because it took steps that provoked the target
into striking first. It is likely that Milosevic planned to repress Kosovar
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guerrillas and clear out their supporters before NATO could act, much
as North Korea planned its attack in 1950. In both cases the aim was to
forestall a decision to intervene rather than to preempt the intervention.
The closest a collective actor has come to a standard stability problem
was the jockeying to seize land just before NATO intervened, but this
doesn’t quite fit – often there is last-minute fighting before a cease fire to
gain bargaining leverage in the ensuing negotiations. More problematic
is the Chinese intervention in the Korean War; the UN offensive to the
Yalu was very provocative. However, it was a continuation of fighting
in progress and not deterrence – a deterrence effort did not provoke an
attack. But the intervention did.

Proposition 9: Collective actors face graver credibility problems than state
actors.

This is difficult to explore with available evidence. In addition, it is
hard to know how particular cases would have gone if a single state had
been involved. (The US military buildup did not shift Taliban policies.)
However, it seem likely that a state actor marshalling as much military
power as NATO in the Bosnian and Kosovo cases, or as the UN did along
the borders of Kuwait, would have less trouble being taken seriously.
There are alternative explanations to the lack of credibility: perhaps
in the first two cases Milosevic knew he would be attacked but needed
that to make his retreat politically tolerable at home, while in the Persian
Gulf the unexpected impact of new technology on the military balance
was crucial because Iraq expected to put up a much better fight to gain
important negotiating leverage. Thus we can’t be certain. But it seems
that in each case the challenger hoped to avoid or ride out an attack
based on evidence that the coalition was not unanimous, with members
who were reluctant to use force and would call for an early halt to give
negotiations a chance. On Kosovo, Italy and Greece openly opposed the
bombing, Germany resisted the idea of an invasion, and there were real
strains over how the bombing was conducted.

In addition, the collective actors consistently treated force as a last
resort, used deterrence only when other efforts at a peaceful resolution
had failed, and used it mainly to bring the other side to negotiate or
retreat so there was no hurry to use force. All this can readily be inter-
preted, and was at the time, as evidence of weak cohesion and other
qualities bearing on credibility.

There is the contrary example of Haiti, however. There, the first US
effort to send forces was called off at signs of just the slightest resistance.
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The US had a significant credibility problem – at least as great as any
collective actor in our cases. Virtually all efforts at extended deterrence
face credibility problems and this is probably a good part of collective
actor difficulties on this score, not just the nature of the actor.

Proposition 10: The further along a continuum from outright interstate
aggression to terrorism, the harder deterrence is to operate for a collec-
tive actor.

This assumes that consensus for deterrence is weaker when the chal-
lenge is less clear cut, the guilty party is harder to ascertain, and up-
holding the threats will intrude significantly on sovereignty. The most
notable collective actor responses to aggression are Korea and the Gulf
War; in both a huge response was quickly organized with participa-
tion by many nations. Since there were no clear deterrence threats be-
forehand, the evidence in support of the proposition is indirect. And
there are cases of blatant aggression where nothing was done: Vietnam’s
invasion of Cambodia, China’s attack on Vietnam, Iraq’s attack on Iran.
Since they occurred during the Cold War perhaps they don’t apply –
maybe something else barred formation of the necessary consensus.

But we readily see the impact of ambiguity. The clash between
Armenia and Azerbaidzhan was hard to sort out in terms of blame.
The same was true of the Ethiopia–Somalia war, or the constant fighting
in the 1990s between India and Pakistan. A truly messy conflict, simul-
taneously intrastate and interstate, first ousted the Mobutu government
in the Congo and then threatened the Kabila government. In these in-
stances no serious attempt was made to build a coalition for deterrence;
collective actors settled for putting political pressure on the parties to
stop fighting.

Most severe internal disputes have generated no systematic attempt at
collective actor deterrence followed by intervention when necessary. The
exceptions in the 1990s were Bosnia and Kosovo, Sierra Leone, Rwanda
(far too late), and East Timor. Contrast these with the lack of threats
or intervention in Angola, Algeria, the Sudan, Afghanistan, Colombia,
etc. Such conflicts cannot normally be stopped, with any follow-on suc-
cess, without in effect putting the nation in receivership, taking over
its governmental functions and attempting to rebuild from the ground
up. This is certainly beneficial for the citizens and carries none of the
risks of a permanent colonial relationship like a government’s interven-
tion could. It is certainly cheaper than letting conflicts produce floods of
refugees, illegal activities to finance the fighting, border area sanctuaries,
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transborder terrorism, threats to foreign investors, and the like. Thus re-
luctance to intervene must be due, beyond the short-term considerations
that loom large in any political system, primarily to uneasiness about
the precedents, particularly when sovereignty is now assaulted from so
many directions.

Though not often put this way, extensive intervention in internal con-
flicts can also strain the sovereignty of countries that supply most of the
forces (when fighting is anticipated) and financing. If precedents pile
up that make threats of intervention and then military action a routine
feature of international life, a curbing of autonomy results – leading
governments are supposed to undertake them when required and not
just when the national interest is involved or they feel their participation
is suitable. In the East Timor case, for instance, Australians and other
observers complained mightily about the US decision to not join the
military intervention as a shock to its allies, that Australia would have
to reconsider how reliable its ally really was. The US had taken the lead
elsewhere so why not in this case?

Such concerns helped shape Bush Administration efforts in its first
months to shrink American foreign involvements and assert a more uni-
lateralist stance. There was a barrage of complaints that the US had lost
control over its foreign policy through being assigned, and accepting,
responsibility for too many problems in too many places. Of course, the
administration soon found that shrinking military involvements and
ducking obligations to help manage security in the Middle East was
easier said than done.

Proposition 11: great powers are immune to collective actor deterrence.
Thus far there is no evidence to the contrary. We can imagine possible

cases, involving NATO for example, but there is nothing on the hori-
zon that is likely to produce even a serious attempt at collective actor
deterrence against a great power, much less a successful one.

Proposition 12: a collective actor poses severe problems for any challenger
seeking to deter it.

In Bosnia and Kosovo, against whom was Serbia to offer a military
riposte? The neighbors that allowed use of their air space or the bases
from which the bombing came? Those doing the bombing, who were
almost entirely out of range? How was Serbia to do enough harm to
erode the coalition? It was stuck trying to put up a stout defense against
overwhelming forces able to attack from all sides. Iraq faced the same
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problem. It tried to stir up something by attacking Israel, surely a desper-
ate move, and resorted to the spiteful torching of Kuwait’s oil wells. In
both Serbia and Iraq, morale crumbled. The government did not emerge
from either war with strong support for putting up a good fight, but
faced recrimination for having promoted such a hopeless situation.

Conclusion
This discussion has been speculative. We are in the early stages of a
significant new development in the management of peace and security,
envisioned early in the last century but receiving serious implementa-
tion again only now. There is no guarantee it will be successful. The
Security Council may not be useful for some time, given the strains over
the Kosovo case. But this might be offset by an increase in regional ef-
forts elsewhere to imitate NATO, not necessarily in design but in the
resort to collective decisions and action.

It is reasonable to expect the following. Multilateral security manage-
ment seems here to stay. If the great powers avoid serious conflicts it
should be possible to mount collective responses to outbreaks of violence
through global institutions. Otherwise regional security management,
already growing, will become even more important. The number of in-
terstate wars has declined and the incidence of intrastate wars has been
stable for the past decade, so security management is not beyond our
resources. As many analysts suggest, war may have a declining legiti-
macy, making it easier to get instances of deliberate violence condemned,
contained and repressed.

However, the burden of collective actor management will be eased
by restricting the cases in which intervention is undertaken, starting
with a reduced load on the US, particularly in the wake of the War on
Terrorism. Security management and the deterrence on which it rests
will therefore be intermittent, inconsistent, somewhat tenuous. Troubles
in various places will be less guaranteed to get the attention they deserve
and deterrence via threats of intervention will be less widely employed
or less effective than many would like.

The cornerstone of any security management system is its provision
for what is to be done when all else fails. The answer in all major orga-
nized societies and in international affairs is the use of force for either
damage control or outright suppression of the violent. Collective ac-
tors have a long history of using force for damage control, primarily in
peacekeeping, but no experience in depth with suppression of violators.
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And the suppression starts with attempts at deterrence, both for the case
at hand and in hopes of preventing cases from emerging in the future.

Deterrence by collective actors is the same basic operation as deter-
rence by other actors, and much of the theory built up to explain its
dynamics, its strengths and weaknesses, should apply. But it does have
distinctive wrinkles and we should be thinking about how to take these
into account, guiding the accumulation of evidence and analysis so as
to better understand its uses in the future.
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6 The revolution in military affairs
and deterrence

In earlier drafts of this chapter, I spent a good deal of time defending the
idea that a revolution in military affairs was in progress and explaining
many of its main features. Events have moved faster than I have. The
RMA is now much more familiar and, on the whole, much less debatable.
However, little attention has as yet been given to its potential impact on
deterrence, a subject quite relevant to topics in prior chapters but left
undiscussed until now. Deterrence will probably be deeply affected by
these important military and related changes. How?

Revolutions in military affairs
It is not certain that a revolution in military affairs is occurring or will
soon. Historians have “found” such revolutions in the past but argue
about just what belongs on the list.1 While analysts may still disagree
sharply about whether another one is in the offing recent events re-
inforce the view that it is. The “revolution” is widely accepted in the
American armed forces, is being vigorously pursued elsewhere, and
is now a major element in weapons and military-related procurements.
I think the revolution is unavoidable. It will change many aspects of the use
of force and greatly affect deterrence. However, the discussion that fol-
lows is often speculative, because the specific course that technological
change and military applications of it will take is not known.

First, we must sort out what constitutes a revolution in military affairs.
There are several possibilities. Normally these revolutions involve a
major shift in military technology that greatly alters weapons and their

1 The term was used by Parker (1988) concerning the rise of the West after 1500. The
ensuing debate among historians is covered in Rogers (1995).
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effects. The result must be so significant as to adjust the impact of war
in general, or dominate the course or outcome of specific wars. The
simplest conception, therefore, is that the technological shift constitutes
the revolution.2 This could involve a change in the basic nature of key
weapons or delivery systems, as with gunpowder or ballistic missiles.
It might sharply alter the effectiveness of existing weapons, outmoding
or negating some and bringing great improvements in others so as to
fundamentally alter warfare. Nuclear weapons added little, at first, to
destruction available from existing weapons but could deliver it far more
swiftly and efficiently; eventually they vastly enlarged it.

Such changes can have great impact. A perennial concern in the last
century was whether technological shifts altered the relative effective-
ness of offenses and defenses. Changes prior to 1914 favored defenses,
contrary to expectations and plans all across Europe. The result in World
War I was battles, casualties, and consumption of national outputs far
beyond anything ever before seen or considered possible, lasting far
longer than expected, as the strength of defenses imposed a stalemate
and forced a war of attrition. Nuclear weapons later favored offenses
because so few could destroy a nation and no defense could ward off
every nuclear weapon fired at it; eventually even great powers could
not guarantee their survival unilaterally – the best they could do was
practice deterrence.

As the examples suggest, a shift in military technology can fundamen-
tally alter war and its uses by substantially changing the nature and scale
of fighting capabilities. Nuclear weapons altered great-power behavior –
those governments became able to do vastly more damage in a war than
ever before and to inflict it almost instantly. On the other hand, this
made them very reluctant to fight anything other than a limited war
with anyone else and particularly reluctant to fight even the smallest
war with each other. This reluctance applied not only in confrontations
with another nuclear power or its ally or associate, but in wars against
non-nuclear opponents who had no powerful allies. The realistic mili-
tary capabilities of nuclear armed states declined because of their nuclear
weapons. The United States felt it could not use nuclear weapons in Ko-
rea and could not afford to attack Chinese territory after China became
the primary enemy. It felt it could not use nuclear weapons against
North Vietnam, bring itself to invade the North, or use its air power

2 Sullivan (1996) stresses technological shifts in detecting at least eight prior revolutions
plus many other military technical upheavals. O’Hanlon (2000) also focuses on techno-
logical shifts.
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indiscriminately. The Soviet Union could not use nuclear weapons in
Afghanistan nor openly attack rebel sanctuaries in a US associate next
door. The nuclear revolution confined the realistic functions of nuclear
weapons to deterrence and use of superpower conventional forces was
also somewhat contained.3

Thus a technological change, in itself, may be a revolution in military
affairs. Nuclear weapons qualify because this breakthrough (a nuclear
fission chain reaction) was virtually born as a weapon, was used as a
weapon almost at once, and changed great-power warfare soon after. But
normally a technological shift has to be accompanied by the recognition
that new possibilities have opened up plus additional changes to realize
them. To get from the first planes to strategic bombing involved much
more than changing technology.

A second conception is that a revolution in military affairs occurs
when a major shift in military-related technology is combined with
new social and organizational arrangements to produce a great change in
warfare (Krepinevich 1994; Latham 1999). It is the combination that pro-
duces the revolutionary transformation. In fact the technical changes
might be incremental yet, when combined with other shifts, bring on
a revolutionary change. This is part of the basis for claiming that the
revolution is:

when new technologies (internal combustion engines) are incorpo-
rated into a militarily significant number of systems (main battle
tanks) which are then combined with innovative operational concepts
(Blitzkrieg tactics) and new organizational adaptation (Panzer tactics)
to produce quantum improvements in military effectiveness.

(IISS 1995–6, p. 29)4

Another illustration would be the radical shift in warfare inaugurated
by Prussia in the 1860s. Prussian weapons were not, in themselves,

3 The general expectation is that a government would not use nuclear weapons inside its
territory because of the environmental after-effects – the territory would not be inhabitable
and the fallout would affect other areas of the national territory (as well as neighboring
states). The same effects don’t have to arise for chemical or biological weapons (there
are environmental effects, but for many of these weapons they can be more transitory),
so Saddam used chemical weapons against the Kurds on his own territory – with last-
ing genetic effects on the Kurds about which, as with the casualties in Chechnya for the
Russians, he didn’t care.

Of course, there’s always a first time. Some NATO allies had plans to use nuclear
weapons on their territories against invading Soviet bloc forces in Europe. And Saddam
might use a nuclear weapon, if he had one, against invading US forces.
4 The IISS found three such revolutions in the twentieth century – mechanized warfare,
nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, and automated troop control.
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revolutionary. But they were devastating when linked to a general staff,
shifts in military organization, and transformed planning/management
of national transportation (especially railroads). As a result Prussia over-
whelmed other great powers in a series of brief wars by moving and
coordinating very large forces in a novel way. This reintroduced great-
power wars into Europe after a long absence and greatly changed the
military plans of many states in ensuing decades.

I prefer a third conception of what constitutes a revolution in mili-
tary affairs, in which existing or new technology plus new social and
organizational arrangements are joined by a new strategic approach to ex-
ploiting the other changes (see Murray 1997; Freedman 1998c; Cooper
1997). Blitzkrieg warfare as displayed in World War II and later in the
Middle East is an illustration. The technology was not new; German
and Israeli weapons were not always superior. New social and organi-
zational arrangements – training men for this style of fighting, granting
initiative and flexibility to units within broad guidelines on objectives,
the use of close air support – helped make a big difference. Behind all
this was a novel strategy, a new conception of how to win: victory not
by physically overwhelming forces and seizing territory until the en-
emy surrendered but by slicing through and bypassing those forces to
disrupt their rear areas, cut them off from support systems, isolate and
disorient them. This would spread panic and disarray in command and
communications, promote debilitating retreats, and instill psychologi-
cal paralysis, the collapse – not physical defeat – of enemy forces and
a political collapse of organized resistance. By avoiding costly efforts to
annihilate enemy forces it was a cheap-victory strategy.

Speculation about the RMA is spurred by the technological changes of
the information age and, as a result, initially reflected the first concep-
tion. Some analysts emphasized the second. They felt the technology
would force militarily significant changes in how societies, organiza-
tions, and armed forces are organized to fully exploit the possibilities.
Thus far we have only preliminary speculation that fits the third con-
ception. Steps toward new strategic thinking began in the late 1970s
under the aegis of Marshal Ogarkov in the Soviet Union and in the
development of the AirLand Battle approach for American and NATO
forces. (On technology then see Office of Technology Assessment 1987).
Ogarkov predicted a revolution based on emerging technologies and
argued strenuously that Soviet armed forces must be reoriented or they
would be outclassed (IISS 1995–6). But the costs were daunting and he
was eventually dismissed for being too insistent. By the 1980s a major
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American debate had emerged over whether high technology weapons
would radically change warfare (Commission on Integrated Long Term
Strategy 1988). Efforts to think strategically went forward, particularly
as an extension of the AirLand Battle conception and in planning for a
shrinking army after the Cold War. The RMA concept was most closely
associated with Admiral William A. Owens, former JCS Vice-Chairman,
who pressed for joint programs to develop a comprehensive approach
(Owens and Offley 2001). In 1996 US JCS Chairman Shalikashvili or-
dered development of a new “doctrine”, resulting in “Joint Vision 2010.”
However, it was widely dismissed as strategically routine, as having
changed little in the Pentagon (Hillen 2000; O’Hanlon 2000).

Several points deserve emphasis. A military revolution need not take
place quickly. What is revolutionary is its impact, not necessarily the rate
at which it takes hold. There is a tendency to think of these revolutions
as overnight shifts, but this need not be so. Some analysts believe the
RMA will take fifty years to develop, that we have seen only the first
phase.

The revolution is not necessarily a surprise, particularly since it may
take years. Strategic analysts often anticipate the changes – the problem
comes mainly in adapting to them – which will often not surprise ex-
perts since they flow from broader scientific and technical progress. The
atomic bomb rested on spectacular developments in physics achieved
decades earlier, and the idea of a bomb occurred to scientists in various
countries well before one was built. Many who helped develop it there-
fore assumed, correctly, that Russians or others could rapidly duplicate
it because the basic knowledge was widespread. A breakthrough may
be important, even hard to duplicate, without being much of a surprise.

Next, the revolution need not benefit only one or a few governments,
putting all others at a severe disadvantage. For some reason this is hard
for people to accept. The alternative view often dominates American dis-
cussions – the RMA will provide a “commanding lead” or “unmatched
capability.” This is possible. However, a military revolution can diffuse
so rapidly that many states transform their approach to warfare almost
simultaneously; the initiator’s advantage is fleeting at best (Krepinevich
1994). The radical transformation World War I represented did not ben-
efit either side – it meant the absence of decisive superiority and a
stalemate.

Using these three conceptions we can now review elements of
the RMA. We will look briefly at technological changes and related
social and organizational adjustments, before contemplating strategic
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possibilities inherent in these changes that have implications for
deterrence.5 What follows is a sample of changes frequently discussed
and the available analyses.

Technological changes
The RMA is at the confluence of three streams of technological change.6

The first is in surveillance – detecting, observing and tracking. For
some time our ability to find things has been outrunning our ability to
hide them. Improvements have come at all levels from outer space to
the individual soldier. The second stream is the most familiar – the
transformation in information processing, delivery, and presentation;
displaying information in a timely, easily understood form so it is easy
to plug into decisions and their implementation – such as meshing it
with the user’s location and readiness. Part of this is the amazing ex-
pansion of computer speed and capacity plus an equally amazing re-
duction in size and weight. The third stream is a rising capacity to hit
what can be seen whenever necessary – much more accurate weapons.
Together, these changes have important implications for military
activity.

Surveillance and detection technology continues to improve steadily,
as does the technology for rapidly absorbing and distributing the re-
sulting information, and there will be great progress in both areas in
the coming decades. (A good example of this is unmanned surveil-
lance aircraft.) It will be increasingly easy to spot weapons devel-
opments, training programs, and military buildups earlier and with
more precision. Transparency of military capabilities, weapons devel-
opments, and battlefields will steadily expand. In the past weapons

5 A sample of relevant literature: IISS 1995–6; Bevin 1995; Millburn 1991; Brown 1992;
Utgoff 1993b; Butterworth 1992; Buzan and Herring 1999, pp. 33–100; Carus 1994; Garwin
1994; Krepinevich 1994; O’Hanlon 2000; Arguilla and Ronfeldt 1996, 1997; Johnson and
Libicki 1996; Rogers 1995; Freedman 1998c; Lambeth 1997; Khalilzad and White 1999.
O’Hanlon has an extensive bibliography. On prospective technological developments:
Markoff 1998, 1999; Lambeth 1996; Defense Intelligence Journal 1999; IISS 1998a, 1998b;
Richter 1999a; Gaillard 2000; General Accounting Office 1999; and Noonan and Hillen
2002.
6 This discussion stresses changes in conventional forces or technology, the thrust thus far
of the RMA. But there are technological changes at the strategic level too: earth-penetrating
nuclear warheads; more accurate delivery vehicles; enhanced sensor systems and C3I
(command-control-communication-intelligence) capabilities; stealthy hypersonic boost-
glide vehicles; etc. (Garrity and Maaranen 1992). Many analysts believe that BMD will
be feasible, perhaps with the Chemical Oxygen Iodine Laser (COIL) (Vartabedian 1995;
Adams 1997; Cambone 1996).
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development often took place in a military-oriented sector or govern-
ment arsenals, with high secrecy and few spin-offs to the civilian society.
Since the reverse is now common weapons development is inherently
more transparent; systems under development can be predicted via ex-
trapolation from civilian efforts. With improving surveillance, fiascos
like the failure to perceive how far Iraq’s nuclear weapons program
had developed will be easier to avoid. On the other hand it will still
be difficult to detect development of weapons for interfering with elec-
tronics and communications systems, to destroy data banks and foul
computers.

In training, improvements in simulation allow ever more elaborate
and realistic exercises, benefitting training in general and the design of
specific missions by constructing realistic depictions of what will be en-
countered (Naylor 2000). There are complications, of course. As with any
training, simulations are fine as long as they fit the situation and coun-
terproductive when they don’t. And with the rate of change it will be
difficult and expensive to keep simulations up to date. Advanced coun-
tries enjoy an advantage here and will benefit as such training spreads in
the private sector. Simulation also helps develop and refine weapons –
combat is a costly way to uncover deficiencies. It may someday be
feasible to produce weapons tailored to the specific forces to be con-
fronted, much as commercial manufacturing produces goods tailored
to individual customer needs. This has already been applied in the US
Strategic Integrated Operating Plan for nuclear war which now almost
automatically adjusts to inputs of different or new targets, enemies, and
plans.

The information and communications revolution gives information
a more central role so it is breeding new weapons that destroy, dis-
rupt, or corrupt information flows – lasers to attack satellites, new ways
of damaging information channels, computer viruses. There is revived
concern about possible use of high-altitude nuclear explosions to disrupt
communications or burn out circuits and information/communication
systems through electromagnetic pulse (EMP), an effect that can now
also be generated in a conventional and controlled fashion. Concern
about “cyber-security” is burgeoning. (See, just from RAND: Molander,
Riddle, and Wilson 1996; Hundley et al. 1996; Molander and Wilson
1998; Ware 1998; and Arquilla and Ronfeldt 1996, 1997).

The digitalizing of battlefield forces is incredible. Gulf War com-
manders could transmit 2,400 bits of information per second; the US
Global Broadcast System installed since then handles 23 million bits per
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second – an hour-long transmission in 1991 took less than a second by
1999 (Gansler 1999). The communications revolution is shrinking the
occasions when military forces are out of reach of updated information
or instructions, or are unable to continuously report back, and even small
units can now deliver vast information to higher levels, often automat-
ically. In turn, real-time images, computer interpreted and enhanced,
drawing on even distant sources, give units a perspective once avail-
able only to headquarters and give commanders a bird’s eye view of
any sector.

The major change in information available to commanders was
demonstrated in a preliminary way during the Gulf War (Lambeth 1996)
and is expanding continuously, drawing on data from many sources to
display overviews of the entire theater, the battlefield, any portion, or the
battle as it has developed over time. This is combined with elaborate in-
formation about terrain, weather, other factors. Coming is the automatic
monitoring of people and units – sensors beneath the skin or within
equipment and clothing – monitoring their condition (assess wounds,
determine level of stress), available resources (ammunition, weapons),
and unit fighting capability. There is more accurate assessment of dam-
age to opponents. The flood of information now available for units in
the field is processed by light but powerful computers for soldiers, tank
crews, aircraft crews, ships. (The US Air Force reportedly has new com-
puter batteries of malleable plastic, infinitely rechargeable, good even
at extreme temperatures.) As was evident recently in Afghanistan, units
and individuals now determine their exact location, then use range find-
ers to exactly locate targets for weapons platforms elsewhere ready to
fire almost at once. Surveillance has vastly upgraded the accuracy and
detail of maps, which units can obtain electronically. Units increasingly
draw on real-time surveillance or data banks for information about ter-
rain, enemy units, the weather. Small units employ this approach to
defeat much larger forces (Adams 1997).

Commanders and personnel in the field draw on increasingly accu-
rate weapons that steer themselves to targets with microprocessors us-
ing target location information plus advanced recognition systems to
better distinguish friend from foe (Windle 1997). Sensor and surveil-
lance systems support virtually automatic, very accurate responses to
attacks (O’Hanlon 2000) – like countering artillery fire. (In the Gulf they
discouraged Iraqis from firing their weapons; they discouraged Iraqis
and Serbs from turning on antiaircraft radars.) The accuracy of fire-and-
forget weapons is steadily improving, as are precision guided munitions
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(PGMs).7 And in Afghanistan, inexpensive kits attached to dumb bombs
turned even them into PGMs so that over half the bombs used were high
precision weapons (Schmitt 2002; Schmitt and Dao 2001).

Use of self-operating equipment is rising: mines that explode only
when encountered by the enemy (or may be remotely turned on or
off depending on who is in the area); robotic and other automated
weapons to detect and attack vehicles; unmanned aircraft (widely used
in Afghanistan, including for close air support),8 unmanned aerial de-
coys to protect aircraft (used in the Kosovo bombing). Unmanned sys-
tems will soon cover many dangerous tasks, handle routine chores, and
do automatic diagnosis and standard repairs of some equipment and
facilities.9 Eventually “smart material” in equipment will sense its en-
vironment and adjust/repair itself as necessary – like plane wings that
alter shape depending on the runways, or sensors that automatically
detect and guide repairs of cracks in structures, or automatically offset
the impact of a sonar wave (to create a stealthy sub).

Weapons get steadily more destructive because they are more pene-
trating, carry varying charges for particular targets, and accurately hit
the most vulnerable part of a target (Revkin 2001; Oliveri 1996). Ad-
vanced planes incorporate stealth technology and stealth is coming to
submarines, surface ships, tanks, drones, helicopters, cruise missiles,
satellites. Systems to jam or disrupt opposing surveillance and weapons
are improving. The battlefield is getting much more lethal for those with-
out access to advanced technology. Target spotting is getting steadily
better; increasingly, anything seen can be hit – with fewer weapons and
less collateral damage.

There are multiple military implications. Large weapons and surveil-
lance platforms may soon be too detectable, too slow, and too vulner-
able. Radical redesign and stealth can help but probably not enough.
(Advanced tank designs now call for plastic, more speed, lower profiles,
equipment to jam or distort detection systems, antiair and antihelicopter
missiles, detachable parts, etc.) Large platforms may be less necessary
if small units deliver the requisite damage or information. With smaller,
more potent, and more accurate weapons, fewer will be needed. Small

7 PGMs come in smart bombs, antiship missiles, torpedoes, mines, and artillery shells.
Steering can be by light (TV picture), heat, radar, laser beam, sound, or electronic emissions.
8 Drone aircraft are expected to play a huge role in the future, being used steadily more
for combat missions as well. See Mitchell 2002; Pae 2002; and regular issues of Defense
News.
9 Defense News, September 14–20 1998, has several articles on UAVs.
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yet lethal, flexible, and mobile units will be preferred, easing logistics
and power projection.

Facing comparably equipped forces, rapid maneuver and the ability
to evade or disable detection systems will be critical. This will require
sophisticated personnel with unprecedented training. Combined arms
operations will be vital, drawing on surveillance and firepower from
all the services. It will be vital to deny such capabilities to the oppo-
nent, so much will go into blinding or destroying satellites, disrupting
information flows and information processing, and disabling sensors.
Electronic countermeasures will grow in importance, including devices
that distort (as opposed to jamming or evading) sensors. Steps to limit
vulnerability will get priority.

Forces for peacekeeping or other noncombat missions will also be
affected. Refined sensors can make them less vulnerable to hit-and-run
attacks. Robotic equipment can perform tasks where snipers are a threat.
Soldiers or small units will be able to call on precise artillery or air sup-
port. There will be more nonlethal weapons, especially for use in peace-
keeping to minimize destruction and casualties. Examples of actual or
prospective technologies include:10

for incapacitating people – flash blinding grenades, shells, and
mines, disorienting ultrasound waves, sticky substances or elec-
tronic nets that paralyze;
for incapacitating equipment – microbes that turn fuels to jelly,
high-powered microwaves that create electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) effects, chemical sprays that make rubber or metals brit-
tle; ceramic shards fired into the air to damage plane engines;
carbon fibers dropped to short-out power plants; lubricants that
destroy traction and foams that maximize adhesion on surfaces.

New social and organizational elements
In civilian sectors and activities these big changes have come from com-
bining new technology in innovative ways with new social and orga-
nizational arrangements. This will apply to the armed forces as well.
The services must be comfortable with the information age at all levels.
Training helps, but it is valuable to have a society where new technol-
ogy is ubiquitous, full of people who design, build, maintain, and use

10 See IISS 1995–6, pp. 40–48; Alexander 1999; Garwin 1999; Morehouse 1996; Wiener 1995.
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advanced systems. Innovations with important military applications
now arise primarily in the civilian sector – abilities and skills vital for
the armed forces will too. Judging from the evidence to date, the infor-
mation revolution will continue to undermine hierarchies, promoting
lateral networks as the primary form of purposive social organization.
This will spread in military organizations. With immense information
processing to serve the central command, and individual units tapping
pools of available information, an effective military operation will be
driven by a vast efficient conversation.

Micromanagement will be a terrible temptation, raising the danger
of information overload, magnification of the effects of headquarters
misperceptions, and insufficient flexibility. The tendency for civilians to
oversee every detail of politically delicate operations has been growing
for years: in the missile crisis, in Lyndon Johnson’s control of target-
ing over North Vietnam, in the Iran hostage rescue attempt, and (at
its worst) in the US intervention in Lebanon. (Marines patrolling near
Beirut airport needed approval from Washington to put ammunition
in their weapons.) In Afghanistan, the rules of engagement called for
a large number of types of targets to be off limits without direct ap-
proval from either Washington or the Central Command headquarters
in Florida (Arkin 2002a).

New strategy
It is easy to see how to use the new technology to do the usual things bet-
ter. It is more difficult to get from there to meaningful shifts in strategy.
The Gulf War prefigured things to come with regard to new technol-
ogy and organizational arrangements. It established that sophisticated
weapons systems can withstand combat conditions and work effectively
(which many had disputed). It showcased the massive use of informa-
tion by leaders and forces at all levels. Space systems provided com-
plete battlefield monitoring with a modest delay (it took 12–13 hours to
get the data to the field). The Global Positioning System was used by
artillery, precision guided munitions (PGMs), map designers, planes,
and soldiers. Weapons delivered death and destruction at a distance
with precision, and demonstrated how collateral damage could be con-
tained. The sorties required to destroy standard targets were way down,
and laser guidance on penetrating warheads put even hardened shel-
ters at risk. Also illustrated were the ways sophisticated but older sys-
tems can readily be outclassed by the latest ones. Over 40 percent of
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Iraqi aircraft shot down were hit from beyond visual range. Iraqi tanks
were often hit by tanks not within their range or view (Keaney and
Cohen 1993).

But the Gulf War offered no new strategy (IISS 1995–6; Keaney and
Cohen 1993). The purpose was classic: defeat and oust enemy forces so
as to seize territory. UN forces used a standard approach: control the air,
pound the enemy to fix him in place, then maneuver around him. As
in the past, bombing disrupted the civilian sector (attacks on the power
grid), threatened headquarters, disrupted communications, and inter-
dicted logistics. And it also provided an immense amount of close air
support for ground forces that seized territory – Iraqi forces took a ter-
rible beating from the air. Target sets were roughly the same as in World
War II. The strategy turned on defeating the enemy’s forces in the field.
Most of the strategic, technological, and organizational arrangements
reflected longstanding plans for war in central Europe.

The wars over Kosovo and in Afghanistan are more instructive about
the directions in which strategy will go. The war with Serbia showcased
the precision air power side of the RMA and possibly a new approach
to strategy. Led by the US, NATO imposed a precision-guided air cam-
paign. However, the alliance did not use a shattering opening attack,
aiming to collapse the enemy war effort, which is what the advocates of
a classic strategic bombing approach called for – it did not completely
disrupt Serbia’s infrastructure, communications, etc. It just did enough
damage to make life hard, demonstrated periodically that it could make
life a lot worse, and inflicted damage while remaining out of reach. The
strategy was to avoid casualties on both sides but put great pressure
on Serbia physically and psychologically. And it worked. Air power en-
thusiasts were both pleased (air power had won a war by itself) and
underwhelmed (air power was not used in the “right” way).

The most interesting feature of the war was how it disturbed the Serb
leadership – damage was done but Serbia could inflict none of its own,
the damage could readily increase at little cost to the alliance, and thus
Serbs could not control what happened to them. Many analysts have
disparaged this as simply an alliance (and particularly its leader) so
concerned about casualties, so uneasy about using ground forces, and
so politically reluctant about the war that it really had no strategy and,
at some risk of failure, simply applied bombing in hopes Yugoslavia
would quit rather than moving to decisively defeat it. But this may
actually (however inadvertently) have been a new strategic approach:
do heavy but precise damage from a great distance, out of reach so the
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enemy suffers and faces prospects of more without inflicting serious
punishment of his own. This cuts casualties and losses of equipment
and makes things look hopeless to the enemy (the government and its
forces look futile) while stripping him of any bargaining leverage from
inflicting punishment.

In Afghanistan, by contrast, the war showcased an alternative com-
ponent of the RMA – small forces linked to modern surveillance and
communications able to call on vast and precise firepower from far away
to outmaneuver and defeat significantly larger forces. Even more than
in Iraq the air power supported ground forces. In that sense it was what
many of the champions of the RMA had always envisioned, except that
the enemy was so primitive that it was not a serious opponent. Both
the Northern Alliance and the special operations forces were light and
mobile, the US precision air power made it lethal to stand and fight and
lethal to try to move about.

Other strategies are equally plausible against the sort of opponent
that makes them appealing. One would be to try to pin down the enemy
throughout a theater in contrast to isolating one area for a breakthrough
(IISS 1995–6). It will also be possible to attack massively over a much
broader area, looking to flatten or shock the opponent’s entire system. Or
the attack could be a precise strategic strike to destroy the opponent’s
forces or its ability to use them. “Sophisticated forms of information
warfare and long-range precision weaponry even raise the prospect of
inflicting strategic damage on a country’s national assets without us-
ing weapons of mass destruction” (IISS 1995–6, p. 32).11 The latter fits
better with the contemporary desire, at least among Western govern-
ments, to cripple rather than destroy so as to minimize casualties on both
sides.

There is already movement away from using large forces to find
and fix the enemy. For now, until the opponent is forced into the open
his forces can remain hard to destroy. In Kosovo, Serb forces hid very
successfully, as did some enemy forces in Afghanistan. In each case
ground forces were needed to draw them out, and in Afghanistan those
forces supplied the exact location of the enemy to guide the remote
attacks.

A central objective will be to cripple any modern enemy’s ability to
conduct modern military operations – blinding surveillance, destroy-
ing communications, damaging information processing, and of course

11 Taken seriously in Beijing and Moscow since the Kosovo case (Hoffman 1999b).
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this can be useful against lesser opponents. This was employed in the
Gulf War via the initial stealth fighter attacks, cruise missiles, showers
of carbon fiber strands, and – in some accounts – a computer virus to
cripple Iraq in the first days of the war (Adams 1997). Stealth fighters
were able to attack without the US first achieving air superiority in a
conventional fashion – with 2 percent of the sorties it eventually de-
stroyed 40 percent of the strategic targets hit (Keaney and Cohen 1993,
pp. 223–230).

The Pentagon worries about enemies eventually giving the US a
dose of its own medicine. Of particular concern is defending against
electronic warfare – hackers launch hundreds of thousands of attacks
each year on the Department of Defense from the US and around the
world, the most elaborate having come from Moscow in the Moon-
light Maze case in 1998 (Drogan 1999a, 1999b). Since the defense estab-
lishment has over two million computers and over 100,000 networks,
completely barring penetration is impossible. The Chinese have been
especially vigorous in pursuing the study of “cyberwar” (Baocun and
Mulvenson 2000). American concern was heightened by the Y2K prob-
lem and some devastating viruses, with special concern for vulnera-
ble civilian sectors like banks, the power grid, communications, or air
traffic management (Graham 1998b; Wald 1998; Pomfret 1999; Black
1999).

It is not clear this is a new strategy. It strongly resembles a classic strat-
egy for strategic bombing – disrupt the underpinnings of a war effort
so battlefield resistance collapses. The targets were economic, logistical,
and morale, now they are detection and information systems – but the
principle is the same. On the other hand, strategic bombing sought to
exploit a new vulnerability that emerged when military forces became
dependent on a supporting economy and society. War by exploiting the
vulnerabilities of the information age may be just as new. Maybe at a fun-
damental level there are no new departures in strategy, but that at levels
we most care about these sorts of changes are indeed revolutionary.

Strategy will usually focus as well on attacking especially sensitive
elements in the opponent’s military, economic, social, and political sys-
tems to disable or cripple as opposed to indiscriminate destruction. This
will very likely include attacking the headquarters of elites, personal
quarters of rulers, and military centers to make the war most costly to
those in a position to stop it. This was attempted in Iraq and again in
Serbia. Civilian casualties were quite limited in the bombing of Serbia
and Kosovo (Lambeth 2001) and in Afghanistan.
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A revolution?
Why is this a revolution? The best answer is that it should greatly affect
the way force can be used. Force has usually been a blunt instrument.
Precise battle management has been just an ideal. Commanders have
seen their forces inflict indiscriminate damage or take inappropri-
ate steps that brought excessive casualties. Clausewitz’s “fog of war”
generated by one’s own actions, the other side’s resistance and con-
cealment (or deception), communication overloads, and the psycholog-
ical/perceptual impact of stress has been unavoidable.

In civil–military relations, the armed forces always press for auton-
omy, especially in operations and the details on equipping, training
and deploying forces. One consequence is slippage between broad op-
erations plans and their implementation. States seldom order atroci-
ties, but they occur, and rarely order deaths by friendly fire but they
take place. Specified targets are not hit, but others things meant to
be avoided are hit. Armed forces sometimes ignore orders they find
professionally or politically unacceptable, or exceed orders and con-
front their governments with a fait accompli, or honestly misinterpret
orders.

Force has also been blunt because of the nature of military resources.
It was normally difficult to hit a target precisely. Improvements in accu-
racy had uneven results so a standard solution was saturation – a hail
of arrows, a rain of artillery, a carpet of bombs. Some weapons have
been inherently imprecise. Mines attacked anyone; artillery destroyed
whatever was there; strategic bombing leveled whole areas. Technolog-
ical progress greatly improved precision in some weapons but often
enlarged the indiscriminate nature of warfare. This was particularly
true of strategic bombing. Then early ballistic missiles were so inaccu-
rate only the hydrogen bomb made them practical. Strategic nuclear
weapons are so indiscriminately destructive that, as Michael Howard
once said, “they are not the sorts of things with which one instinctively
jumps to the defense of one’s friends.” Nuclear deterrence ultimately
rested on indiscriminate retaliation threats, with entire populations and
societies held hostage.

Indiscriminate effects have made it difficult to keep war moral. If the
goal was to use only the force necessary, to avoid indiscriminate dam-
age, and to hit only military and military-related targets, military instru-
ments didn’t fit very well, making restraint one of the first casualties.
Most nuclear war plans promised to ignore all principles of restraint.
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The revolution in military affairs and deterrence
How will all this affect deterrence? To imagine the impact of the RMA
on deterrence we can start with the problem of knowing when to use it.
The crucial initial step in bringing deterrence directly to bear is grasping
the fact that it is necessary. As the Gulf War demonstrated, this is often
difficult. In many instances states have failed to perceive signs an attack
was coming until it was too late. They are often victimized by strate-
gic surprise attacks or shocking diplomatic/political developments that
presage an attack (e.g. the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact in 1939). The Gulf
War grew out of just such a surprise; Saddam’s intentions were mis-
judged and no serious effort at deterrence was mounted because no one
realized it was necessary.

Much of the problem lies with the information available. Terrorists,
states seeking WMD, and governments planning attacks seldom ad-
vertise their exact intentions, using secrecy and deception. Efforts to
develop a nuclear weapons capability have either succeeded in evading
detection until it was too late to halt them (Israel, India, South Africa,
Pakistan) or came much closer than the outside world realized (Iraq).
(Some would put North Korea on the list.) With further vast increases in
surveillance and flows of information, it will be steadily more difficult to
hide significant activities. Worries about conventional strategic surprise
attack may be eased because surveillance is making it almost impossible
to achieve and sustain the necessary secrecy. While these improvements
do not eliminate the difficulty of accurately ascertaining actor intentions,
progress has been made. It gets more difficult to hide one’s intentions as
the amount of information detected about one’s preparations rises. Seri-
ous plans for attack leave tracks, and improved surveillance means more
of them will be picked up. Also, practice makes perfect. Much has been
made of failures in detection that occurred in past cases of nuclear prolif-
eration but these occurred when information-gathering efforts were less
intense, less sophisticated, and less well equipped. The failures provided
much information about how to do better. The Iraq case, for example,
demonstrated that it is wrong to discount outmoded routes to nuclear
weapons. Iraq also supplied an extraordinary opportunity to detect the
limitations of existing technical capabilities for grasping the dimensions
of a proliferation project and its progress. This is priceless for enhancing
future monitoring.

Offsetting these improvements are contrary factors. If emerging forms
of warfare can do much with small units or electronic and stealth
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resources, then the tracks left by the preparations may be greatly re-
duced. If weapons of pinpoint accuracy can be fired from far away and
make use of surveillance that is always operating, then detecting the
preparations to fire them is bound to be much more difficult. And the
more devastating and disruptive the initial attack in its effects on com-
mand systems, communications, facilities, depots, weapons, and the
like – because of extreme accuracy – the more vulnerable states and
other actors will feel.

With respect to collective actor deterrence, a major problem is that
information and analytical resources remain decentralized among actors
and unevenly coordinated. Some sensitive information is not shared for
fear of compromising the ability to gather it in the future. It is also
unevenly distributed; some states can track the emergence of serious
threats far better than others. Some information is withheld, even from
close allies, for fear of leaks or political complications or vulnerability to
spying. (The three parties to the WEU satellite intelligence capability at
Torrejon in Spain set up elaborate arrangements to permit each to keep
most of what it gathered from that common resource hidden from the
other two!)

Next, studies find that the crucial factor in successful surprise at-
tacks is usually defender misperceptions, arising from incorrect con-
ceptual frameworks, despite the presence of information that points to
the truth. Recent cases conform to this. Misperception afflicted Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, and the United States before Iraq seized Kuwait. The US
and Britain had moved toward normal relations with Iraq during and
after the Iran–Iraq War. When Iraq set about building nuclear and other
WMD and prepared to attack friends of the West in its neighborhood,
the evidence was discounted by the highest US officials, who thought
they had a deal with Iraq. Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, treated
Iraq’s behavior as its usual negotiation by threat.

The same factor was at work when the situation in Yugoslavia deteri-
orated. European governments and Washington were not just reluctant
to threaten intervention when it might have prevented genocidal ex-
cesses, they found it hard to believe such things could still happen in
Europe even as the evidence mounted. For years they did not clearly
see either when Milosevic would fight or how.

Thus having lots more information will not solve the problem of
knowing when a vigorous deterrence effort is called for; governments
will remain vulnerable to misperceptions on this. It will also remain vital
to avoid assuming the worst and acting accordingly. This often operated
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during the Cold War and was very dangerous; the superpowers, encour-
aged by domestic political pressures, bureaucratic politics, ideological
fervor, and competitive anxieties, often overestimated threats. To detect
serious threats in good time, yet avoid manipulation by fears that the
sky is falling, will require combining enhanced surveillance with more
sophisticated analysis.

Once a possible attack has been detected, how else will deterrence
be affected? In particular, how will it be affected by opportunities to
conduct far more precise military activities? The starting point on this is
that the RMA reflects the desire for a cheap-victory strategy common in
international politics for over a century.12 The US leads in pursuing the
RMA not just to retain a technological edge but from a desire to make
war far less costly. This makes it easier to deal with opponents, includ-
ing those with weapons of mass destruction, and thus retain American
deterrence credibility (IISS 1995–6, pp. 40–48). One way a cheap victory
can be achieved is through strategic surprise – Iraq suffered the final de-
feat in part via a strategic surprise attack. While this was not the result
of the RMA, it is easy to see how the RMA enhances the vulnerability
to this of those who lag behind technologically.

The impact of the RMA on deterrence credibility is difficult to assess.
The straightforward view is that a state which exploits the RMA while
others do not will boost the credibility of its threats through its enhanced
willingness and ability to use force – the RMA will ease the burdens of
using force. If it is possible to dispel much of the “fog of war,” minimize
collateral damage, impose harm safely (for oneself) from a distance,
suffer few casualties, and even inflict few casualties, then willingness to
use force should rise.

The easier force is to use, the more readily states, or the Security
Council, can choose to practice deterrence. This is particularly true for
modern liberal democracies. Thus if the RMA does not readily spread,
it should make deterrence a much more appealing option for advanced
states. This will encourage the US, other great powers, and the UN
(when it can draw on RMA-related capabilities of members) to intervene
in outbreaks of violence or dangerous situations in ways that go well
beyond peacekeeping. Thus the RMA will encourage continued regional
and global security management via deterrence.

12 I trace cheap-victory strategies to a recurring technical/political problem in modern
war; see A. J. Bacevich (1995) on linking them instead to an effort by officers to retain an
honored, useful role.
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If casualties and collateral damage can be limited this will ease the
moral burdens of using force and it will be easier to gain international
political support for threats of intervention. International support and
a reduced fear of casualties will ease domestic political problems in
mounting interventions. Again, this will apply to countries equipped to
exploit the RMA, including the modern liberal democracies and partic-
ularly the US. The credibility of their deterrence will likely rise, as will
the credibility of deterrence by collective actors they dominate. This will
apply to deterring proliferation as well – a more precise military instru-
ment would be very useful against governments seeking WMD (Pilat
1994).

However, the straightforward view may be incorrect. The RMA has
created an unprecedented race between the rising ability of Western
nations to minimize destruction and casualties and declining Western
acceptance of almost any. The latter sets the crucial political threshold
for military activities on behalf of order and security as an international
public good (this threshold is much higher now for direct attacks on the
nation). In effect, the easier it is to conduct fighting the harder it is becoming to
keep fighting politically acceptable. Fear of this happening in the US is one
rationale for the new European drive for a separate military intervention
capability. This is a wholly unanticipated development (especially the
sharply declining tolerance for unnecessary enemy losses) with poten-
tially immense implications. Obviously, it could significantly handicap
deterrence by eroding the credibility of collective actor threats.

There is another category of potentially diverse effects. The RMA
will make power projection for the most powerful states easier and less
costly. Since costs rise and power falls off at a distance, military interven-
tion far away – always a difficult option politically and psychologically –
will become easier to contemplate and conduct. This will increase the
utility of extended deterrence and its credibility.

This is true in another way. In the modern era, advanced states have
had a significant military edge but it was seriously limited when they:

had to project power over a long distance;
had to confront opponents in very rough terrain;
had to penetrate deeply to root out the enemy (as with guerril-
las);
lacked hard information on enemy location.

In these circumstances, in places like Vietnam and Afghanistan, their
firepower and other advantages were often far from decisive. This
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enlarged the credibility problem in places like Chechnya. The RMA
will make overcoming these difficulties easier. Imagine an intervention
readily projecting damage deep into the target society via long-range
weapons, with few casualties, using detailed information from global
resources, through forces more flexible and effective in rough terrain
than the locals – which was sometimes the case in Afghanistan.

States which fear being subjected to this will pursue ways to deter it.
Some are already inclined to rely on WMD, seeking to trump the cur-
rent revolution through diffusion of the last one. The RMA might end
up stimulating proliferation of WMD, not a pleasant prospect, though
critics of rogue states argue that they are seeking or have obtained WMD
irrespective of any RMA. This helps explain the intensified US-led cam-
paign against WMD proliferation in recent years and the heavy em-
phasis on extending the RMA into effective ballistic missile defense.
The advanced countries say they want to diminish the role of nuclear
deterrence but critics like India assert that the goal is really to lock in
the advantages nuclear powers enjoy. The truth is more complicated.
While major states fear instability stemming from proliferation, they
also worry that proliferation will make various states impervious to de-
terrence for general peace and security such as by the Security Council,
that states like Iran, Iraq, Libya, and North Korea have sought WMD
to be able to defy UN, Western, or American deterrent threats with im-
punity. What the US is trying to protect is not just its advantages as a
nuclear power, which are small, but those associated with the RMA,
which are huge. One of those advantages is that the RMA has the po-
tential to make global security management easier.

However, the RMA will also confront less advanced states with a se-
rious dilemma if they try to offset it via WMD. Responding to a highly
discriminating use of force with nuclear or other WMD will invite es-
calation, particularly of their opponent’s objectives. This is what Iraq
faced; using chemical or biological weapons might easily have incited
the coalition to persist until the regime was ousted. It will always be
difficult to introduce WMD after fighting starts – the gap between what
is being done and what those weapons would do in response will seem
glaring – something the US confronted as early as the Korean War. The
improved surveillance associated with the RMA will also make it more
difficult for these countries to secretly prepare to use WMD or to find
suitable military targets if the opponent attacks entirely from the air,
from afar, etc. The RMA will probably strip less advanced countries
of many options by producing effective missile defenses, disruptions
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of command and communications systems, etc. In short, the counter-
deterrence threats of these countries will be difficult to make effective
and thus credible.

The RMA could pose another problem. The chief strategic use of WMD
now in a war would be to impose heavy casualties in hopes of convincing
the United States or others to stop. But if the RMA makes small units,
calling in attacks from long distance, highly combat effective, there may
be no major military concentrations to attack. “Rogue states” have been
seeking even rudimentary ballistic missiles of more than tactical range
to achieve some retaliatory capability to offset deficiencies they now
face in practicing deterrence by defense.

This suggests that deterrence as Western countries, particularly the
US, want to use it will be considerably enhanced. A supporting devel-
opment is that the RMA, in connection with the Gulf War, the Balkan in-
terventions, and Afghanistan, is pressing Western nations to make their
military forces significantly more compatible with US forces primarily
with future interventions in mind – European, Japanese and other forces
are being redesigned accordingly. This development will quite likely
have lasting consequences for the future development of international
politics.

However, less comfortable possibilities deserve attention. Deterrence
will work differently than during the Cold War, work much more like
it has in traditional international politics (as discussed in chapter 5 and
further explored in chapter 7). It will normally threaten not vast damage
but unacceptable damage in controlled amounts. Motivating opponents
via threats of a precise loss is far more complex. The RMA will encour-
age deterrers to think they can use force discretely to convey precise
messages that compel specific responses; while sometimes done suc-
cessfully this is very difficult. The American experience in Vietnam was
that using limited strikes on the North, to inflict unacceptable (though
limited) damage and convey messages (deterrence via demonstration),
was not successful. The damage was acceptable and the messages were
not received.

Moreover, the force employed will be limited enough to be “usable,”
but that will often make it more “bearable” for the challenger. As a re-
sult, states facing, say, American deterrence threats will be more likely
than America would like to imitate Iraq and take their chances with
a war, expecting to recover readily if it occurs. If so, deterrence will
more often involve not just threats but force and will be less likely
to work quickly, requiring repeated applications of force in repeated
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confrontations instead. This will make deterrence expensive, difficult,
and hard to sustain over a long period, markedly eroding its effectiveness
against opponents determined to outlast it. Iraq took the gamble that the
UN coalition would not attack and suffered greatly, yet the regime re-
mains in power, has rebuilt some of its forces, has probably sustained
its capacity to build WMD, has plenty of grievances to pursue if it gets
the chance, and thus remains a serious threat.

It may also be a problem to communicate threats when military ca-
pabilities are being altered by the RMA, although this is undoubtedly
diminishing. Widely used measures of military power are becoming
steadily less relevant and thus more misleading. Prior to the Gulf War,
few suspected how completely ill matched the two sides were – making
it easier for Iraq to miscalculate. And there were plenty of skeptics as
the US and its friends prepared to act in Afghanistan, people constantly
citing the Russians’ experience without seriously considering whether it
would apply. Standard ways of estimating military power have needed
revision and more miscalculations by challengers might result (Watman
and Wilkening 1995). However, the string of American military suc-
cesses has done much to reduce this possibility.

Offense versus defense
There are several potential consequences of even greater significance.
The first concerns the relative advantages of attacking and defending.13

We need to consider the following possibility. The Gulf War and Kosovo
interventions demonstrated how the RMA enhances offensive weapons
and strategies; the US has been able to nullify the defensive capabilities
of several states. In Afghanistan, the RMA was applied even to dealing
with irregular forces and with very good results. However, in the long
run an extreme improvement in target detection and in the ability to de-
stroy what is detected should favor the defense. This is important because
deterrence flourished after World War II as the only feasible response to
offense dominance. It was created, theorized, and rationalized as the
solution to an unavoidable mutual (and universal) vulnerability to de-
struction. While deterrence can certainly be achieved via an impressive
defense, normally such a defense seems particularly valuable because it

13 I have never been comfortable with much of the debate about the role of the
offense–defense balance, particularly the treatment of retaliatory weapons as defensive. I
avoid reviewing the debate here; those interested can find a good summary and relevant
citations in Lynn-Jones 2001.
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obviates the necessity to rely on deterrence. With a good defense hope-
fully you are safe even if deterrence fails and the enemy does his worst;
with deterrence by retaliation you are safe only if he chooses not to do his
worst. Hence shifting to a defense-dominant world could have major
implications.

Why should the RMA favor the defense? A common view is that to
conventionally attack a prepared defense successfully requires either
achieving a major surprise or having significant military superiority
at the point of attack; otherwise well-prepared defenses come off best.
This inherent superiority of the defense means that offensive weapons
must be too speedy to be reliably detected and hit (in missiles, planes,
tanks), too difficult to find (low-flying planes and missiles, submarines,
stealth weapons), too overwhelmingly destructive (nuclear weapons – if
a few get through, so are you), too numerous (the nuclear triad or floods
of planes), or too self-protective (tank armor, radar-jamming planes).
Combining the ability to spot and track objects, effectively process and
transfer information about them, and hit whatever is tracked should
eventually nullify all those advantages. It is already increasingly dan-
gerous to fly over a serious air defense, to fly over battlefields with light
planes and helicopters, to move around in armored vehicles, to take
major surface combatants close to enemy ships or a hostile shore. For
some time offenses have become steadily more dependent on negating,
rather than being inherently superior to, defenses.

I can not think of an advanced technology now or in prospect –
even stealth – which, when fully developed, would consistently make
it more attractive to be on offense than defense. Stealth comes closest
because it allows early attacks to degrade defenses, allows the offense
more options, and conveys the advantage of surprise. But stealth would
surely be very useful for defenses too. In addition, spotting things is
getting steadily easier – why expect stealth to be permanently success-
ful, any more than mobility, hardening, and speed have been? Unless
the offense-minded strike a deal with the Klingons, stealth will likely
become steadily less stealthy.14

A surge in the relative strength of defenses would have a major impact
on deterrence. To see how, we need to imagine what a truly defense dom-
inant international system would be like. Let’s start by assuming that
states embroiled in conflict are evenly matched with the most advanced

14 There is much research into systems that defeat stealth, like low-frequency radar, and
not just in the US (Lariokhin 1999; Fulghum 1999). This will apply to misdirection too
(decoys, issuing misleading signals) – surveillance will become more discriminating.
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forces available, RMA-derived capabilities that find, track, then hit far
better than today. This would mean much more effective defenses which
could, in principle, enhance for these states the feasibility of forestalling
attacks by threat of defense, displacing the utility of deterrence by threat
of retaliation. That would be as significant as the shift ushered in by the nu-
clear revolution. Preoccupation with deterrence in the Cold War came
from the need to offset the inadequacy of defenses by taking advantage
of it, exploiting the other side’s weakness on defense through threats
of a devastating retaliation. Conflicting states in a defense-dominant
world could pursue security via offsetting defensive systems instead.
This would make the stability problem much easier to contain since there
is little threat of attack. It would make nuclear weapons linked to ex-
isting (and already increasingly vulnerable) delivery systems designed
for rapid delivery, like missiles and bombers, outmoded.

In a defense-dominated world actors would mainly fear either tech-
nological shifts that outmoded defenses (at least temporarily), or secret
penetrations that compromised or undermined a defense. Broad efforts
to alter the status quo by force would be discouraged. Strategies for at-
tacks would probably emphasize making war by probing defenses to
make quick gains and then turning to the advantages of the defense to
hold on to them (updating Japan’s strategy in 1941–42). This has long
been considered a very plausible way in which deterrence at the con-
ventional level can fail (George and Smoke 1974; Mearsheimer 1983);
now its appeal would be enhanced.

However, the main appeal of defense dominance would be in reduc-
ing the attractions and likelihood of war in general. If defense domi-
nance sharply reduced vulnerability to attacks this would also go far
toward easing the security dilemma – their main forces would not as
readily arouse insecurity in others. If they could afford the best defenses
available, states also could achieve a high degree of security from attack
without having to cede some sovereignty to a strong collective actor in
exchange for protection. If this was a pleasing prospect they could pur-
sue arms control on principles the reverse of those instilled in the Cold
War. The ultimate in strategic arms control would not be preserving
deterrence from the development of defenses, but preserving defenses
from development of new offensive systems.

Perhaps highly advanced defenses will be relatively cheaper (some-
thing not true now) and a larger percentage of states could therefore
avail themselves of roughly the same level of protection. If so, the RMA
would flatten the international hierarchy that has long rested on an
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ability to generate offensive power for winning wars or wreaking dev-
astation in retaliation. (Hierarchies based on other capabilities would
rise in salience.) This could be very beneficial since much ambition, in-
security, rivalry, and conflict have flowed from the uneven distribution
of offensive military capabilities.

Talking strictly about interstate conflicts, a defense-dominated system
would have much less need of collective actor deterrence, which would
be less attractive and therefore less credible anyway other than when
the collective actor was primed to defend the target state (which could
not defend itself) from the outset and therefore enjoyed the advantages
of fighting on the defensive. If the collective actor had to respond to an
already successful attack by a defensively powerful state this would not
look very appealing.

This sort of speculation envisions a defense-dominated world decades
in the future, if ever, with the relevant capabilities fairly widely dis-
tributed. This is most unlikely. Realistically the world will have all the
complexities of falling short of complete defense dominance. For in-
stance, the initial phases of the RMA have fostered a huge inequality
in distribution of the resulting capabilities. The US has benefitted enor-
mously, its allies less so, others very little. As a result, the RMA has
eroded the deterrence of many states vis-à-vis the US and its allies – the
utility of deterrence for them has declined sharply. Analysts in places
like China have been appalled at the implications if their governments
ever come to blows with the West.

What we will almost certainly see is the following:

(1) States with great superiority vis-à-vis actual or potential serious
opponents due to the RMA.

(2) Sets of very hostile states gradually moving toward defense-
dominant deterrence relationships.

(3) Hostile states largely unaffected by the RMA with nuclear and
conventional forces of a traditional sort as one basis of security.

(4) States with no hostile relationship, and none in prospect.

Deterrence, and its contribution to the maintenance of peace and se-
curity, will have to be analyzed accordingly. For instance, deterrence
relationships will be altered by the speed and degree with which the
RMA spreads. There is already concern that the RMA will allow certain
states, the US in particular, to launch strategic attacks with nonnuclear
weapons, providing new and very appealing first-strike capabilities.
Like ballistic missile defenses that finally become technically proficient,
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this would be yet another way in which the RMA undermined, for vari-
ous governments, the utility of resting deterrence on traditional retalia-
tory threats. Thus for states caught up in very hostile relationships, the
transition to a much larger role for defenses will be highly disturbing,
even destabilizing, in many instances.

The implications of defense dominance will most likely have to be
faced first in regard to ballistic missile defense. The most telling com-
plaint about BMD efforts has been that the technology isn’t up to the
job, but this will be less and less true. Improving BMD technology will
make it steadily less feasible in the future to sustain security on the ba-
sis of mutual vulnerability to missiles and bombers. The political and
other complications stemming from this promise to be immense. One
response to an inability to keep up with this will be to emphasize WMD
in hopes that even a small penetration of defenses with those weapons
could do enough damage that deterrence would hold. A parallel to this
has already appeared in Russia. The collapse of Russia’s conventional
forces led it to rely more heavily on nuclear deterrence and a first-use
posture because it feared confronting a state or alliance able to attack
successfully at the conventional level.

The United States initiated the nuclear age and then tried to exploit it
for security purposes unilaterally. It sought to curb proliferation of nu-
clear weapons and to maintain both a preemptive posture and strategy
and elaborate continental defenses against the second nuclear power
to emerge. While analysts soon grasped the inherent interdependence
of security under those circumstances and suggested that cooperative
management of deterrence was a necessity, the two governments were
slow to get the point, and in some ways they never did get it. As a result,
the cooperative management of nuclear deterrence was intermittent and
it showed: deterrence was often potentially unstable, competition in the
introduction of new offensive capabilities was dangerous and expen-
sive, the size of nuclear arsenals was ridiculous, and their military efforts
constantly hampered their efforts to leaven their political disputes with
détente. They were not as successful at barring nuclear proliferation,
horizontal or vertical, as they should have been, and the aftereffects are
ugly. In the nuclear age the good old days were not good.

The best lesson we could draw from this for the future would be that a
new RMA, starting with ballistic missile defense, should be approached co-
operatively, not unilaterally. The RMA is bound to be very disturbing when
it spreads unevenly, increasing states’ military vulnerability in various
ways. That is only exacerbated if states must scramble for themselves in
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reacting to the RMA. Unless we think that living on the edge of a nuclear
cliff is safe, that nuclear deterrence is the ultimate in civilized living, we
should be looking to exploit the possibilities the RMA offers to move
toward defense dominance and the outmoding of nuclear weapons and
nuclear deterrence. For instance, we should be seeking ways to use im-
proving defenses to shelter states seeking to eliminate nuclear weapons
by guarding against breakouts from nuclear arms reduction agreements.
We should also be looking to strengthen the ability of collective actors
to promote peace and security for weaker states by exploiting the of-
fense dominance that the early stage of the RMA has greatly enhanced
for using conventional forces in humanitarian, peacekeeping, and peace
imposition missions. Effective collective actors might help reduce incen-
tives for some of those weaker states to reach for WMD. We should be
doing this by curbing propensities of powerful states to act militarily
outside of collective actors.

Thus far this lesson has not been learned. With regard to the latest
RMA the United States is driving forward just as unilaterally as it did
with the last one. It is operating as if security can be unilaterally, not
interdependently, achieved and that the former is better anyway. It is
also operating as if, whether security can be obtained that way or not, it
doesn’t hurt to try. This makes other states more insecure and the United
States is irked by their responses. The US has been on the right track
only in seeking to reduce strategic nuclear arsenals, but this is more
than offset by its reluctance to seek a realistic chance of abandoning
nuclear weapons in cooperation with others, by its headlong pursuit of
conventional military superiority, and by its growing disinclination to
deal with threats through true multilateral decision making (it prefers to
have others jump on its bandwagon). To many, this converts its missile
defense program and unilateralist interventions into steps to clear away
the last obstacles to rampant domination.

The US pioneered in promoting advanced multilateral relationships
to build a new approach to international relations among its friends, and
led the way in developing multilateral management of nuclear deter-
rence, including cooperation with opponents to keep the international
system stable. Failure to do the same in the context of, and in exploiting
the potential of, the RMA would neglect an unparalleled opportunity
to make security in this century a great improvement over the last one.

Failure to do so will open up quite a different possibility. It is safe to
assume that defense dominance will be some time in coming. If it does,
at least among the most advanced states, there is a final, potentially very
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disturbing, possibility. The RMA promises to sharply alter the funda-
mental basis of deterrence among the great powers. During the Cold War
deterrence rested on weapons so destructive that war could have been
catastrophic. Even a strictly conventional great-power war could have
been unacceptably destructive. In this sense, war among great powers
became obsolete – it could not be conducted to achieve anything worth
it (or the risk of it) and this helped bring about its disappearance. Re-
cently, interstate wars of other sorts have become scarce, often arising
only among the fragments of former states as they contest boundaries. A
plausible explanation for this war shortage is that conventional warfare
below the great-power level is also too costly and destructive, particu-
larly if viable options exist for achieving the gains sought by war in the
past.

This was not what many analysts expected. For years there was spec-
ulation that nuclear deterrence would make the world safe for big con-
ventional wars and pitiless little ones which would therefore proliferate.
Fortunately, that was untrue (in the end). However, eventually the RMA
might do what nuclear deterrence did not and make the use of force more
tolerable. There would still be the risk of escalation to nuclear weapons
but this might be controlled, as it is now, by nuclear deterrence among
states able to at least partly offset ballistic missile defenses in some fash-
ion. And nuclear weapons might then remain obsolete for any other
purpose. History is littered with weapons that still worked but became
obsolete, disappearing because others outmoded them. (There is noth-
ing wrong with a Mauser rifle for killing someone, it is just inefficient.)

If so, the RMA might permit a great power to impose a significant
defeat even on another great power with nothing like the destruction of
World War II or a nuclear war. Or great powers might fight high-tech
versions of limited wars, seeking or settling for limited gains and suf-
fering in limited ways, in keeping with their much reduced tolerance
for casualties. This could broaden the perceived utility of military forces
and war, one reason many officers (particularly after they retire!) sup-
port the reduction or elimination of nuclear weapons. They undercut
the meaning of being ready to fight for the nation; moving away from
them would refurbish the profession’s purpose. Thus the RMA, accom-
panied by the decline or elimination of nuclear weapons, could end up
making the world safe for great-power and other conventional wars again.
If great-power rivalries revived as well, international politics would
become more dangerous, though less lethal than feared during the
Cold War.
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Of course, the major nations have recently been pushing nuclear de-
terrence into the background, not to make war viable again but because
they see little likelihood that war among them will be a serious prob-
lem in the foreseeable future. Cutting nuclear weapons is a way to con-
tinue reinforcing that prospect. If they are correct, then new technologies
that removed the aura of Armageddon would not necessarily promote
a resurgence of great-power warfare. If they are wrong, we could get a
recapitulation of the end of the nineteenth century if great states decide
that war among themselves is again feasible. In that earlier era, they
counted on keeping such a war short and victorious. Great states in the
future might envision a great-power war readily contained and then
find, once again, that it was far too costly in the end. The same could be
true for warfare among lesser states; inhibitions on interstate warfare in
general might be diminished. This is an equally unwelcome prospect.
It would mean that the RMA had retrograde effects on international
politics.

Such an argument has been made for years, especially recently, by
critics of nuclear disarmament who believe nuclear deterrence has gen-
erated the great-power “long peace,” and by the champions of nu-
clear proliferation. I do not endorse that criticism for several reasons.
As noted in chapter 1, evidence for such a pervasive effect of nuclear
deterrence is weak. And chapter 4 suggests that the key variable in
deterrence success is not the manipulation of challenger motivation
by deterrence but the intensity of the motivation to challenge. How-
ever, the belief in deterrence is widespread and deep-seated and a de-
cline in nuclear deterrence along with the spread of techniques for less
destructive conventional wars could revive the prospects of war and
warriors.

The critics
We cannot conclude without considering critics of the RMA, and offering
possible responses to their objections.15 There are at least four broad
potential flaws in the idea of an RMA. One is that shifts in technology,
the thinking about them, and the changes that result will turn out to be,
as is normal, just incremental adjustments and not revolutionary. True
revolutions are rare; lots more are predicted than actually show up. If
so, then:

15 Critics include Shapiro 1999; O’Hanlon 2000.
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Americans must also be disabused of the notion . . . that technology
is sanitizing war or paving the way for an era when technologically
advanced countries . . . will employ the military instrument bloodlessly.
With rare exceptions, the effective use of force will almost invariably
carry with it a substantial risk of American casualties.

(Bacevich 1995, p. 62)

The US has a long history of searching for technological ways to
win wars.16 Skeptics suggest the RMA is another American pipe
dream.17

To illustrate how slowly fundamental changes occur remember that
ballistic missiles, like nuclear weapons, were invented in World War II.
Long-range bombers are even older. Jet aircraft flew in World War II and
became common in the 1950s. Tanks date back to World War I. Modern
artillery is decades old. Poison gas appeared widely in World War I.
Cruise missiles stem from World War II. Automatic rifles were widely
used in World War II and machine guns go back to the American Civil
War. Incremental improvements in these weapons produced today’s
armed forces, extensions of technological changes that occurred years
ago. The same might be true of RMA technology. Many recent steps are
also incremental advances on existing technology; others may be fun-
damental but will need years of refinement to make a major difference
(O’Hanlon 2000).

A second critique says that the major changes apply to a style of
warfare going out of date (Bacevich 1995). Interstate wars are declining;
internal wars are proliferating and they are the wars for which the RMA
is least significant – outright battles are uncommon, the battlefield is
hard to find, there are no large weapons systems to seek and destroy,

16 Thus: “Above all, the US military remains wedded to technology as the primary means
to win war. This is the American Way of War and nothing short of a catastrophic defeat
is going to change the basic nature of US military culture” (Sullivan 1996, p. 141). Or
“. . . American culture . . . loves the latest technology, believes it enjoys a long lead in ex-
ploiting that technology, and yearns to find, clean, discriminate, (American) casualty-
minimal modes of war. Cyberwar is particularly appealing to a mind-set that seeks to
avoid war’s brutal realities, instead finding ways to play at war in cyberspace” (Gray
1998).
17 In 1971 General Westmorland said: “On the battlefield of the future, enemy forces
will be located and targeted almost instantaneously through the use of data banks, com-
puter assisted intelligence evaluation, and automated fire control. With the first round kill
probabilities approaching certainty, and with surveillance devices that can continuously
track the enemy, the need for large forces to fix the opposition physically will be less
important . . . no more than 10 years should separate us from the automated battlefield”
(Dickson 1971, p. 169). This was cited in Rapoport 1995, pp. 130–131, to illustrate our
worship of technology.
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the terrain is rugged, the enemy immersed in the population, maybe in
sprawling cities (van Creveld 1989; Metz and Kievit).

The third possible flaw is that countermeasures will vitiate the sup-
posed revolution. The Iraqis used rapid deployment, high mobility,
camouflage, decoys, and set ups with no prelaunch electromagnetic
emissions to frustrate attempts to destroy Scud missiles (Keaney and
Cohen 1993, p. 86). They quickly replaced downed bridges with tem-
porary ones. When the Iraqi air defense system was attacked by cruise
missiles in 1996 it was rebuilt in roughly two weeks. The limits of mod-
ern reconnaissance were displayed when the West learned how little it
knew about Iraqi nuclear weapons programs. The effectiveness of UN
forces in the war was less than it seemed, the RMA had less impact
than traditional military factors including enemy incompetence (see for
example, Biddle 1996).

And there can be more to victory than discrete destruction or damage
from a distance – opponents can take a lot to defeat. As noted above,
there are moves afoot to cancel stealth, develop countermeasures to cy-
berwar, etc. Some analysts think it a law that countermeasures always
offset any major technological development. Thus analysts critiquing
the Kosovo operation argued that NATO forces failed to find Serbian
forces in the province, conducted the air war high above Serbian antiair-
craft defenses rather than challenging them directly, and didn’t actually
force the Serbs to quit so NATO was lucky to get the eventual out-
come. They complained about how political criteria barred the proper
strategy.18 Hence the RMA was less impressive, less effective, than ad-
vertised. Steps to offset its effects were quite successful in some areas.

A fourth possibility is that the RMA will readily diffuse – deterrence
against a country like the US can be sought by turning those capabili-
ties against it. At present this does not seem promising because of the
cost involved, or because diffusion will take time.19 Still, there is a pos-
sibility the RMA will, in the long run, benefit other states more than the
advanced ones. The technology is being driven by the private sector,
and manufacturing capabilities for advanced technologies are being
widely dispersed. Fiber optics, ever better computers and software,
satellite imagery, worldwide communications, and other elements of
the RMA are dual-use and already widely available. Many governments
will soon obtain stealth technology, precision guidance, cruise missiles,

18 See, for example, IISS 1999a; Myers 1999; Richter 1999b. The NATO response is NATO
1999.
19 Estimated costs of the full RMA run well above $100 billion.
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sophisticated mines and torpedoes, advanced SAMs and air-to-air mis-
siles, high resolution satellite imagery, and high quality communica-
tions and computers (IISS 1995–6). Global Positioning System signals
can be used to obtain accuracy of delivery (Bevin 1995).20 The data for
precise map making is now available from commercial satellites with
a resolution of a meter or less, so many more states can do elaborate
reconnaissance.21 Many countries have satellites for domestic use (over
900 are now in orbit), providing access to the technology and some un-
derstanding of how to evade it. The use of computer viruses is hardly
confined to advanced countries.22

As has been evident for years, advanced countries sell military hard-
ware to almost anyone. This will continue, particularly if the technology
involved is commercially available. (In 2000, Japan tried to limit exports
of Sony’s PlayStation2 video game because it could process high quality
images quickly, just what advanced missile guidance systems need; see
Senate Armed Services Committee 2000. Since the Gulf War laser range
finders, thermal imaging systems, drones, precision guided munitions,
and night vision equipment have proliferated. Many RMA components
are cheap and getting cheaper. The Chinese and others are seeking to be
able to attack satellites (Richter 1998).

It may also be easier for less advanced countries to exploit techno-
logical change. With its wide-ranging concerns, the US pursues the
entire range of new developments; others will focus on only capabil-
ities for their limited needs (IISS 1995–6). They will exploit elements of
RMA information processing and communications highly vulnerable
to disruption. In this way advanced societies become more vulnerable
to a strategic surprise attack or some RMA version of blitzkrieg. Imag-
ine how an effective antisatellite capability could disrupt RMA-based
forces.

As for the RMA building semi-permanent military superiority, great
changes in military capabilities are rapidly imitated – the stakes are
too great for it to be otherwise. Sometimes the first to go through a

20 GPS satellites initially emitted two sets of signals; one for anyone and good enough
for steering cruise missiles without extreme accuracy; the other for American forces (for
accuracy within 10 meters). Now the latter is broadly available too.
21 On commercial satellites see Otsuka 2000; Baker, O’Connell, and Williamson 2000;
Broad 2000; Wright 1999; and IISS 1996.
22 Ballistic missiles illustrate how technology spreads. By 1990 sixteen states possessed
ballistic missiles and twelve manufactured them (Nolan 1991). In 2002 thirty-five non-
NATO countries may have had them, and eighteen could use them with WMD (Economist
1997).
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revolution have the hardest time; imitation is easier and cheaper than
innovation. Those who come later avoid the initial mistakes; those who
go first grapple with the initial effects and settle down, while those who
come later take the changes further. Thus going first can be a fleeting
advantage as imitators do better than imitate.

Finally, a true revolution not only outmodes old weapons, doctrines,
and strategies, it may outmode an old inferiority, making it easier to close
a gap in capabilities. Britain’s introduction of the dreadnought turned
a huge British lead over Germany in warships into a lead of one in the
only ships that now mattered for naval superiority. Nuclear weapons
turned the backward Soviet Union into a superpower.

Possible responses
While a detailed answer would take us far from the focus of this book,
some response is in order. While changes instigated by the emerging
technologies may yet be incremental for military forces, they have not
been so in other sectors – why should the military be unique? The on-
rushing technology seems certain to push us off the plateau of the past
century into weapons based on new principles. We should also recall
that a revolution need not take place overnight; what matters is the
scale of the changes. When incremental improvements produce mas-
sive changes in the use and conduct of war, a revolution has still taken
place. Many analysts are mesmerized by the notion that a revolution
makes for huge advantages for a particular state – if the RMA will read-
ily diffuse there is no revolution. However, a revolution can take place
across many states, with no lengthy or decisive advantage for one.

As for where the RMA is applicable, it will definitely have major
effects in subconventional warfare. Afghanistan demonstrated how new
technologies can be very effective in irregular warfare. Technologies
that can spot weapons on a person at some distance (Grey and Haynes
1997), small and highly mobile sensors, and nonlethal weapons will
have multiple uses particularly in urban warfare, internal conflicts, and
interventions for peacekeeping (Hall 1998; IISS 1999b). The same applies
to precision strikes for dealing with guerrillas.

As for the Kosovo case, the criticism offers a good description of what
happened but a dismal grasp of what it meant. The limitations on the
force used reflected proper concern for the political objectives and the
need to sustain allied and US public support. It would have been disaster
to have NATO fragment or lose public support not only for the war but
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future endeavors. In view of how strongly various states felt about the
war, to have attacked Serbia massively would have provoked much
stronger reactions. Next, the damage done to Serbian forces was light
because the Serbs realized their forces could not be safely used. Such forces
are virtually irrelevant militarily. Collapsing the enemy’s will to fight
is outstanding – the less killing and destruction needed the better. At
the end Serbia faced the prospect of an invasion that would compel its
forces to come out and be killed with little chance to fight – lost to no
purpose. There is often a correlation between national willingness to
endure suffering in a war and ability to inflict some in return. The RMA
ensured that Serbia felt the full effect of that.

As for the RMA diffusing, I expect a considerable diffusion eventually,
one basis for the discussion about a defense-dominated system. How-
ever, for years the RMA will not be readily imitated, and being out in
front will not be hard to sustain. A common mistake in the US is to
conclude that either one dominates new technological developments
or inferiority results. However, being atop a military revolution is only
vital for coping with a serious rival. If you enjoy a great military edge
overall it is unlikely that being matched in some aspect of the revolution
will cancel it. Much of the fear of others adopting asymmetrical warfare
is overblown.

In addition, we are accustomed to military history as a series of
plateaus. Technology, craft, and capabilities reach a plateau and then
progress comes in refinement. After a jump to a new plateau the process
starts over. But the RMA, and the larger changes it embodies, will out-
mode this pattern. Any future plateau may exist only briefly. Changes
will be more continuous and of greater magnitude. Success will lie not
in going through a revolution first but in being able to embrace a contin-
uing revolution, being sufficiently flexible and adaptable to absorb the
changes to come. Such a society will be admirably placed to exploit not
only its own revolution but one initiated elsewhere.

The United States is well into the RMA and has considerable military
advantages as a result. However, it is preeminently equipped for cop-
ing with continuous change – life is closer to a continuous revolution
there, in more sectors, than anywhere else and expectation of large-scale
continuous change is widespread. It is wrong to expect permanent ad-
vantages for the US because it is out ahead. But others will not readily
gain if the foremost American advantage is the ability to adapt faster.
Catching the US at the current plateau will mean little if progress now
requires leaping from one plateau to another.
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Of course, if it is difficult to use the RMA to catch up, more states may
be interested in WMD. This will be especially true of those that expect to
be targets of deterrence for global or regional security management. And
probably not just them. The RMA has alarmed the Chinese and helped
foster their renewed reliance on nuclear weapons. Indians who justify
nuclear weapons sometimes cite the need to offset radical improvements
in Western conventional forces they cannot hope to match.

Conclusion
There are disturbing possibilities that might offset the generally favor-
able impact the RMA could have. There might be increased incentives
for WMD proliferation. There might be less to the RMA than meets the
eye, particularly for the most developed states. Or the developed states
themselves, several decades hence, might renew the great game of in-
ternational politics on traditional terms. The great powers have already
demonstrated a strong commitment to change the nature of interna-
tional politics. This must be nourished. We may have to count on that,
far more than deterrence, to keep our future world safe.
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7 Deterrence in the post-Cold War
world

This chapter offers an overview of how the nature and functions of de-
terrence in international politics have begun to change, applying themes
of preceding chapters to contemporary concerns. To more clearly iden-
tify what has changed and what has not, I briefly review deterrence
during the Cold War, then try to characterize the international system
today with deterrence in mind. Then the discussion moves to the heart
of the subject. One theme is that deterrence is now of sharply diminished
relevance in relations among developed countries, and of continuing or
rising relevance in other places. The other recurring theme is that deter-
rence theory will be poorly applicable to the most likely contingencies
not only due to difficulties with the theory, explored in chapter 2, but
because central concepts can’t be operationalized in a satisfactory way
by policy makers in the situations they will confront. This applies to con-
cepts of rationality, credibility, stability, unacceptable damage – nearly
every facet of deterrence. As a result, a consistently effective deterrence
strategy is impossible. It is not that deterrence can’t or won’t work if
used, but trying to guide its use by an overall strategy will not work
well.

Deterrence in the Cold War era
As indicated in chapter 1, deterrence during the Cold War existed si-
multaneously in three forms. The first was as an old, well-known tactic
in managing a relationship, just a variant of using your elbows. Deter-
rence/compellance is as old as international politics, natural for con-
fronting competitors in a dangerous environment. However, during the
Cold War deterrence evolved beyond this. Nuclear weapons forced the
superpowers (and others) to turn deterrence into an elaborate national
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security strategy. Without the Cold War it would probably have re-
mained an “occasional stratagem” (Freedman 1996, p. 1). As a strategy it
offered an elaborate guide for bringing military power to bear on central
national security objectives. It became the dominant strategy, the one on
which great powers bet their lives.

In addition, superpower (and bloc) nuclear deterrence gradually gen-
erated an interdependent security management for the international sys-
tem, a global security management regime. Derived from steps taken by
individual states for their own security, deterrence-related policies came
to shape and sometimes contain conflict at lower levels in the system.
This was often on display, from particular conflicts to controlling pro-
liferation. Hence for the Cold War we can “view deterrence not merely
as a war avoidance concept but rather as a world order concept, akin
perhaps to the Concert of Europe” (Kaldor 1991, p. 321). Or that a “com-
mon deterrence . . . served as a functional equivalent to a monopoly of
violence at the global level” and thus amounted to “a rudimentary func-
tional equivalent of the monopoly of violence of the state” as an order-
maintaining capability (Van Benthem van den Bergh 1996, pp. 27, 31).

Appreciation of all three is important for understanding deterrence
today. Superpower deterrence was shaped by the intensity of the Cold
War; it seemed to be the primary element preventing another great war.
General deterrence appeared pervasive, often a step away from turning
into a crisis. This heavy reliance on deterrence, the essence of a “Cold
War,” drove unprecedented peacetime defense spending and military
capabilities.

Deterrence also was shaped by nuclear weapons. In the shadow of the
vast arsenals, preventing a major war was the paramount national secu-
rity objective and the focus of superpower efforts to manage global or
regional security. This simplified certain aspects of deterrence and served
as the basis for deterrence theory, deterrence postures, and specific
policies.

It is important to revisit points made earlier, to be clear about what nu-
clear weapons and the Cold War did and did not do. There is a tendency
to see them as having made it simple to define interests and threats, to
distinguish challenger from defender, to define “unacceptable damage,”
to detect problems in credibility and stability, to establish what consti-
tuted deterrence success, and to shape the strategy. Not so. The Cold
War provided a clear focus for policy but, as Vietnam demonstrated or
as Kennedy found in the missile crisis, there were serious complications.
The exact nature of the threat was perennially in dispute domestically
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and between the US and its allies (and for years between the Soviet
Union and China). The US got the primary “challenger” wrong in both
Korea and Vietnam, thinking it was really the Soviet Union, China, and
the Soviet bloc. Defining American interests turned out to be quite diffi-
cult in the Berlin and Taiwan Straits crises, and in relations with China.
What nuclear weapons simplified was destructive capacity. Defining
unacceptable damage for the opponent was in constant dispute at other
than the most extreme level, while the problems of credibility and sta-
bility were never resolved to general satisfaction. Even treating nuclear
deterrence as a success came to be seen by some as problematic.

Nuclear weapons made it simple to threaten unacceptable damage,
and that made it plausible that deterrence might work consistently.
Because only a modest number of weapons could do overwhelming
damage and nuclear arsenals (even in Britain, France, and China) were
greater than needed, there was no choice but to rest deterrence on retal-
iation capabilities rather than defenses. This was very uncomfortable,
leading to unsuccessful searches for ways to escape the resulting vul-
nerability, from a first-strike capacity to effective defenses (Jervis 1989a).
The great powers remained dependent on deterrence, which ultimately
rested on the threat of a terribly punitive retaliation, and many others
depended on the great powers’ deterrence too.

Turning deterrence into a regime for global security management was
forced by the combined effect of Cold War rivalry and nuclear weapons.
With much of the world an arena for the East–West dispute, superpower
rivalry carried much further than it otherwise would have. The Soviets
held the so-called global “correlation of forces” ultimately responsible
for deterring the imperialists. The American view, first fully enunciated
in the famous 1950 government study NSC-68, was that in a psycholog-
ical and political sense a loss anywhere was a loss everywhere. Defining
what happened in many areas as directly bearing on their security, and
frequently undertaking interventions, the superpowers broadened the
impact of their conflict on everyone else.

Superpower nuclear deterrence contained other built-in pressures to-
ward enlarging global security management. When relying solely on it
eventually seemed too dangerous, deterrence was extended into main-
taining large conventional forces and preventing any conventional war
in East–West relations. While not fully successful, this at least kept a lid
on some wars that involved a great power and eliminated such wars
in a highly sensitive area like Europe. Deterrence stability also required
containing direct superpower confrontations in various trouble spots.
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Finally, deterrence dragged the two parties at times into trying to limit
others’ conventional warfare or internal conflicts. The motivation was
fear of escalation. East–West deterrence became global security man-
agement when, out of concern for stability, it made “local” conflicts of
concern at the highest level. In security management mutual deterrence
was a bilateral and sometimes multilateral endeavor, involving cooper-
ation among friends and enemies alike.

There was, therefore, more than a little tension between the imper-
atives of Cold War competition and the necessities of deterrence. The
former incited military interventions, the accumulation of client states
and allies, taking sides in local conflicts in ways that exacerbated them,
huge arms transfers, and other steps that often made global and regional
security more tentative. Offsetting this, acting as a governor on the Cold
War engine, was restraint out of the preoccupation with deterrence sta-
bility. Thus the Middle East became a very dangerous place and the
superpowers played a large role in making it so, yet their forces were
never drawn into fighting there and wars in the region were limited at
their insistence.

However, there were also tensions within the mutual deterrence atop
the system. The military equivalent to political concern about a loss
anywhere being a loss everywhere was preoccupation with credibility.
Deterrence stability required credible threats, but nuclear deterrence
made credibility suspect. Fear of escalation made even threats below
the strategic level suspect. Concern to convey strength and will led to
insistence on the interdependence of commitments that played such an
important role in American foreign policy.

Though it had many important traditional elements, this was not a
traditional international system. It has often been described as a bipolar,
balance-of-power operation in classic international politics, with nu-
clear deterrence as the latest version of the balance-of-power process
(Kugler 1993), but this is incorrect. In a balance-of-power system war is
normal, deterrence is used to discourage a variety of harmful actions,
not just war, and war often used as a form of deterrence. Under Cold
War deterrence the goal was to prevent major war completely, and the
separate capacities for destruction did not have to be distributed in any
“equal” or “balanced” sense once they reached a sufficient level (though
the superpowers’ forces eventually became symmetrical). With it, war
among great powers was no longer normal and acceptable. This was
not a standard balance-of-power system but a deterrence-dominated
system. As the East–West conflict was expected to continue indefinitely,
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Cold War deterrence was operated accordingly. Reinforcing this was
the widespread belief that even without the Cold War nuclear weapons
would make deterrence permanent. It would have to keep us safe from
nuclear weapons forever. Even disarmament would not eliminate their
shadow, because we could never unlearn how to make them.

The post-Cold War era
Now we turn to relevant characteristics of the contemporary interna-
tional system. Deterrence is shaped by the systemic context in which it
operates; in particular by conflicts. The scale and intensity of the con-
flicts determine its salience, functions, utility, and mode of operation.
For instance, if great-power relations today remain markedly different
from the past, deterrence will be different as well.

We start with the great powers: the US, Russia, Britain, France, China,
Germany, and Japan. The most striking feature of the system is that
currently there is no serious conflict among these states, no intense con-
flict involving even any two of them. This holds even if we include the
best candidates for future great-power status – India, Brazil, Nigeria,
and the European Union. The most serious friction, between the US and
China, is a far cry from the Cold War or the conflicts that animated the
great powers leading up to the two world wars, though it is certainly
of concern (see below). Neither China nor the US behaves as if war is
highly likely in the foreseeable future, steadily bearing down on them,
probably because they actually agree about the proper final disposition
of Taiwan – the only plausible spark for a war.

This critical shift in the context is directly pertinent to deterrence. An-
alysts disagree about why great-power relations are now mostly benign,
whether this can last and for how long. If serious conflicts emerge again,
then deterrence will be in vogue – if not, at least for a lengthy period,
then deterrence will operate offstage, held in reserve, and will not be
the cornerstone of security management for the system.

How long can great-power relations remain congenial? We have nu-
merous descriptions and explanations for the world today and they are
far from compatible on this. Various analysts, governments, and officials
believe this relative affability cannot last. Usually they cite anarchy as
driving feelings of insecurity in states which inevitably incite a struggle
for power, noting that a real peace among the great powers is rare in the
history of international politics. Paramount here is John Mearsheimer’s
recent work (2001) which predicts that the European and East Asian
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regional systems will become highly competitive and conflictual again,
with China’s drive for regional hegemony challenging a central US for-
eign policy, making warfare very plausible. That conflict up to and in-
cluding war will result is due to two (quite familiar) sources. One is that
a state is really safe only if it dominates its system – great powers all
want to be hegemons and struggle accordingly (the Mearsheimer view).
The other is that states’ aspirations to exercise a dominant role in world
affairs rise with their power, so their “interests” expand, they have much
more to worry about, and their security concerns grow (Zakaria 1998). In
short, insecurity drives states’ vicious grabs for power or power breeds
aspirations to run things that incite insecurity. This leaves no conceivable
route to a peaceful international politics – anything that looks peaceful
is a dangerous illusion.

The reference to dangerous illusions is needed to make such an anal-
ysis viable because the great powers are in no hurry to resume inter-
national politics as usual and seem eager to avoid a heavy reliance
on deterrence again to keep safe. For instance, in Europe the consen-
sus recipe for security is to have former Soviet bloc states and Soviet
republics join the West – join NATO, the European Union, the World
Bank, the G-8, etc. – becoming liberal democracies, developed societies,
market economies. Doesn’t sound much like traditional international
politics. Why is this so? After the conclusion of the world wars any such
behavior could readily have been explained by exhaustion, but that
does not apply here. Another description of international relations to-
day would stress American hegemony as the explanation. Great power
conflicts are in abeyance because American hegemony forestalls them.
As standard analyses of hegemony have it, hegemony produces band-
wagoning and order – it is when a hegemon is in decline that conflicts,
especially among great powers, rise and challengers to the hegemon ap-
pear. There is plenty of evidence to cite in support of this view, from data
on American power to signs of American leadership and influence – in
particular, there is the great continuity in American security responsibil-
ities and the instruments for maintaining them (military forces, forward
deployments, alliances, bases, etc.).

Perhaps the best explanation, because it can incorporate the preceding
one, has to do with modern democracies and economic systems. Under
the conception of the democratic peace, democracies have a marked
ability to avoid war with each other. As long as this continues to hold,
especially if they continue to spend almost no time worrying about or
preparing for even the possibility for going to war with each other, their
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international politics represents a sharp departure from standard inter-
national politics. Among democracies there is only a limited connec-
tion between anarchy and insecurity, not much in the way of a security
dilemma, little necessity to practice deterrence. Security concerns do
not sharply constrain cooperation; there is no need for power balanc-
ing apart from the competition for power, status, and interests that is
integral to politics at any level. Under the democratic peace, it takes a
paradigm shift to understand international politics.

Democracies have been closely associated with market economies,
which have typically been reliable generators of wealth, power, and
other forms of national progress. Mature market economies and their
consequences, like mature democracy, also tend to drive states out of
traditional international politics (for complicated, widely debated, rea-
sons). Also, democracy and market-based economic activity clearly feed
on each other, making it likely that both are responsible for the demo-
cratic peace.

This suggests that the history of international politics since the late
eighteenth century will eventually come to be understood as, more than
anything else, the slow unfolding of effects of the democratic revolu-
tion – of the development and spreading of democratic political systems
with capitalist economies. This is how we would explain the decline of
empires, the steady rise over time in the proportion of great powers
and other very advanced states that are democracies, or the fact that the
highest and most integrative levels of international cooperation exist
among these states. American hegemony then becomes the lead or fa-
cilitating element of a much larger phenomenon – it is this phenomenon
that is truly hegemonic.

From this perspective the current rather benign relationships among
the great powers constitute a test of a profound working hypothesis: that
serious (war-threatening) great-power conflicts now normally arise due
to simultaneous sharp differences in (1) great-power domestic political
and economic systems and (2) great-power ideological orientations. This
is a test not designed by social scientist observers but because that work-
ing hypothesis is the fundamental principle shaping the great powers’
current pursuit of peace and security. Their recipe for a stable and peace-
ful international system has become reconciliation across old ideologi-
cal divides, movement toward parallel political and economic systems,
further development of an open global economy, continued expansion
of international information flows, and ever more extensive interde-
pendence. This has been moving the great powers toward universal
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membership in the institutions for cooperation in the management of in-
ternational affairs established by the Western democracies among them-
selves during the Cold War. All of these states are likely to end up as
liberal democracies, market economies, and developed societies. This is
the pursuit of security via the proliferation of homogeneity (see Clark
2001, particularly pp. 167–192).

The future of deterrence will be determined, initially, by whether this
conception passes the test. To assess the future of deterrence we must
monitor evidence on the success or failure of the conception; that is
where the future of great-power security relations will be shaped. Pre-
viously those states, and outside observers, endlessly monitored rela-
tive military capabilities, particularly those on which deterrence was
believed to depend. Domestic developments worth tracking were those
bearing on, or with important implications for, relative military strength.
Also monitored were international alignments and associations, partic-
ularly alliances. Some people still concentrate on these things.

Today, indicators worth monitoring pertain to the stability and demo-
cratic development of great-power political systems, plus their prosper-
ity and openness to flows of technology, trade, and investments. The crit-
ical alignment information is how well associating Russia with the EU
and the G-8 is going, the degree of Russia–NATO compatibility and co-
operation on European security management, the progress on blending
China into the WTO and other multilateral endeavors, and great-power
solidarity on issues like nuclear proliferation or management via the
Security Council. Unless and until the experiment clearly fails, tracking
the strategic balance and tracing conventional force dispositions will be
far less rewarding analytically than in the past.

Right now the odds look pretty good, better than 50–50, that these
states will not return to stark and bitter rivalries. They are becoming
more like each other, removing the spur and fervor to fight injected
by past ideological and ethnocultural differences. They are mostly lib-
eral democracies.1 Interdependence, and a greater density in their in-
teractions, is rising.2 All understand and accept the logic of the nuclear
age, under which great-power wars are likely to culminate in disas-
ter. Most of what they sought in the past through conflict and war –
national development, economic progress, domestic political legitimacy

1 “Well-institutionalized democracies that reliably place ultimate authority in the hands
of the average voter virtually never fight wars against each other” (Mansfield and Snyder
1995, p. 21).
2 On the importance of this see Buzan, Jones, and Little 1993.
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and stability, national security – is now readily available without it.
Legitimacy for the domestic system no longer rests, as it sometimes did,
on making war. Finally, growing transparency via the communications
revolution is easing (though certainly not eliminating) the impact of sus-
picion, ignorance, and misperception which helped bring about war in
the past.

For assessing the specific role of deterrence today several other fea-
tures of the world are also of particular interest. Noteworthy is that
outright interstate wars have declined. Violent conflicts that are tech-
nically between states are now usually between parts of a former state
that has partially (the Congo) or fully (Yugoslavia) dissolved, a con-
tinuation of an internal conflict, not one between established nation
states. To date we have no confirmed explanation for this, probably be-
cause it is new and may not be permanent. Many expected that the
end of the Cold War would mean more instability in regional systems
as superpower links to clients declined and superpower interventions
to suppress fighting dropped, leading to more fighting between states.
Conflicts suppressed or contained during the Cold War would grow;
insecurity would mount; arms competitions would flourish; incentives
for acquiring WMD would rise. This may yet occur but thus far has not
(see Wallensteen 2002).

In stark contrast the number and intensity of internal wars remains
disturbing, though it has been roughly steady in recent years (Wallen-
steen 2002).3 For many states the meaningful threats arise from within
more than from outside, and internal fighting typically reflects some
citizens’ view that the state is the biggest threat to their security (Buzan
1991b; Job 1992; Booth 1991). It is unlikely that internal conflicts will
subside. Ethnic and religious tensions, arising from the need for a vi-
able collective identity, have promoted demands for autonomy or inde-
pendence, on the one hand, and struggles over control of governments
on the other. Since we see serious, though nonviolent, manifestations
of the same pressures in developed, long established states – Canada,
Belgium, Britain – it is hard to see how this phenomenon will fade.

There is something profound at work. The state is a bundle of func-
tions, political activities, and symbolic representation. When important
state functions are ceded to markets, information-age communications,
and other competing authorities, the other elements associated with

3 Brecher and Wilkenfeld (1997) object to the term “long peace” because during the Cold
War small wars and internal conflicts killed over 20 million people, creating vast insecurity
(some estimates are as high as 30 million).
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the state rise in significance. Its everyday functional activities are an
important glue in otherwise fractious societies; weaken the glue and
fractiousness increases. In reaction, we see more salience in politics and
symbolic representation given to ethnic and religious identity as an al-
ternative glue, but issues having to do with such identities are inherently
divisive as well.

For this chapter the central questions are: What happens to deterrence
now? What role does deterrence play at the global and lower levels
of international politics? How applicable is our theory of deterrence?
How reliable will deterrence, direct and extended, be? We divide the
discussion into four categories:

Deterrence among great powers.
Deterrence in the global management of security.
Deterrence among states other than great powers.
Deterrence in intrastate conflicts.

Deterrence among great powers
The most important development is that nuclear deterrence has been
pushed into the shade. The operating consensus is that nuclear deter-
rence must recede further via a continuing deemphasis on its role in se-
curity relations among great powers. This involves, in the first instance,
not living on the edge of immediate deterrence – the great powers have
not brandished nuclear weapons and threats for some time, their nu-
clear arsenals are well in reserve as a general deterrent instead, nuclear
deterrence is far less salient. In the West this is clear. As Freedman notes:
“From dominating Western strategic thinking, it now appears confined
to the margins” (Freedman 1996; see also Freedman 1997). The same is
true in Russia, which has joined in implementing important reductions
in strategic forces. While Russia relies more heavily on nuclear weapons
now, in the abstract, because of the decay of its conventional forces, the
parallel decay in its strategic forces reflects a shift toward minimum de-
terrence and the fact that it sees a nuclear attack as very unlikely because
it has no great-power relationship where deterrence is consistently nec-
essary. Hence it puts up with a very deficient early warning system,
highly vulnerable strategic weapons, and as few as 200 on alert.4

4 Blair, Feiveson and von Hippel (1997) say there are perhaps 200 invulnerable Russian
strategic nuclear weapons in comparison with over 2,000 for the US, even though Rus-
sian analysts see no alternative to nuclear deterrence as an ultimate resource since the
conventional forces are so weak (see, e.g., Grigoryev 1999; Hoffman 1999c).
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A significant exception is China. It is the only great power with a
growing nuclear capability, the only one where profound uneasiness
about security has heightened concern about nuclear and conventional
deterrence. It is still pursuing nuclear deterrence out of serious concerns
about its own security. But China has sharply deemphasized nuclear de-
terrence in relations with Russia and approaches only a general deter-
rence in relations with the US. It is enlarging and upgrading its strategic
nuclear forces at a measured, not frantic, pace. Its military planning is
now focused on local conflicts in which nuclear deterrence would be
irrelevant, and on coping with modern RMA-shaped forces. Even while
refining its strategic weapons it has abandoned nuclear testing.

China is the most uncomfortable with the new conception of how to
conduct great-power relations mentioned above, often seeming to dis-
play a preference for traditional international politics. Some think this
is because China feels too weak – too weak to be safe or too weak to
achieve the regional hegemony it wants. In fact, China feels threatened
mainly because it is least like the other great powers in terms of its po-
litical, economic and social systems, and the least comfortable with ever
greater information flows and other aspects of the liberal great powers’
international order. In its reactions China illustrates the gap between
the new conception of international politics and the old. China is culti-
vating military strength, territorial grievances, and spheres-of-influence
notions. Like a classic great power, though it now faces no direct mili-
tary threat it is preoccupied with adjusting its relative military strength
and detecting potential enemies in a realist fashion. It finds multipolar-
ity comforting (constantly asserting this is coming as if wishing could
make it so); the American preeminence is in principle disturbing and
threatening. This affects its neighbors, many of whom give more atten-
tion to their own military forces these days than they would if China
seemed less traditional. And the crisis over the 1995 Taiwan elections
provoked a standard US demonstration of power to signal commitment
and practice deterrence (as if this was 1912).

The US–China relationship is where China’s incompatibility with the
global system is manifested. That relationship is not a cold war, so that
expectations of war or estimates of the possibility of war are not as high
as a cold war would imply. But each side now takes the possibility of
war quite seriously. This has affected China’s arms purchases (seeking
weapons to deter the US) and its military deployments (shifting away
from the north, toward the east and south). Repeated Chinese statements
that China is ready for war with the US over the Taiwan issue have
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sharply affected American military deployments (an increased naval
presence in the Pacific), American relations with states from Russia to
India, and American military planning for a possible war.

The most disturbing features of the dispute are (1) that the only plausi-
ble spark for a war is the Taiwan issue, despite the fact that both countries
agree on the most desirable outcome; (2) Chinese insistence that they
will not be deterred on the Taiwan question and expect to deter the US
(not the most plausible analysis of how the US will react); (3) the current
Chinese position of regarding Taiwan’s independence as a grave threat
to the survival of the regime and China itself when going to war with
Taiwan, and certainly with the US, would clearly put both at a much
graver risk – from having to back down, or suffering a humiliating con-
ventional defeat, or initiating a nuclear war; (4) the current Chinese
reliance on a malignant realist perspective, so that the view of the US
as a grave threat has little to do with US actions and US treatment of
China. Hence at least half of the American concern stems from the fact
that these attitudes do not seem rational or sensible. The result is reactions
that would otherwise seem provocative and unnecessary. Washington
has been rife with depictions of China in the worst light.

This is an overreaction. First, if the Taiwan issue disappeared the
whole notion of a serious China threat would be a very hard sell. Second,
this is because China is not a traditional great power. It has worked hard
in recent decades to improve relations with neighbors, open up to the
global economy, and join important arms control agreements. For years
it has settled for a minimal nuclear deterrence posture and eschewed
power projection capabilities on any large scale. It now practices a form
of “engagement” with Taiwan. It seeks a stable international environ-
ment, not normal international politics, so it can go on emphasizing na-
tional development. This leads it to join the US in various cooperative
endeavors and a burgeoning economic relationship, and to do no out-
right anti-US alliance building. Other states take cues from this. Under
traditional perspectives they should treat China as a threat and contain
it. Instead they pursue engagement too. The rationale is that moving
China toward Western economic, social, and political systems and into
management of international politics will lay the basis for an indefinite
peaceful relationship – the new conception at work. A flood of contacts
and information is expected to subtly erode China’s distinctiveness, re-
sulting in a continuing decline in the salience of deterrence.

China today offers the central test of the idea of pushing deterrence
into the background by avoiding serious conflicts. That would be a
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fundamental transformation of international politics in East Asia and
important globally. Some analysts have expected such a test via Russia,
and it could happen if Russia returns to authoritarianism and the pur-
suit of imperial dominance. This has not yet occurred, at least partly
because of the way the Cold War ended: the Russians did not just quit;
they moved to embrace fundamental elements of the West. Russia has
so far accepted the idea that serious conflicts are not inevitable and thus
deterrence can be relegated to the periphery of security affairs. Behav-
ing as if it faces no significant threats, it has let its military strength
deteriorate for years and now pursues adjunct membership in NATO.
It envisions cutting its strategic arsenal to 1,500 nuclear weapons in a
deal with the US for parallel reductions.

Nuclear weapons are also less salient in extended deterrence. The US
does not use nuclear weapons to protect Europe like it did and NATO has
shifted from an early-use doctrine to use only as a very last resort. The
US sees no likelihood it would use nuclear weapons in another war in
Korea. The Russians have let Soviet extended deterrence commitments
lapse and no other great power is into extended deterrence through
nuclear weapons.

The American government is, as befits a transitional era, fraught with
ambiguity about these matters. It seeks to deemphasize strategic deter-
rence via missile defense and big cuts in strategic arsenals, but plans no
elimination of nuclear weapons and foresees a mix of deterrence and
defense well into the future. It wants to cut nuclear weapons greatly
but keep lots in storage, to demote reliance on nuclear deterrence yet
find more ways to plausibly use nuclear weapons to better deter. The
target is similarly unclear. Russia is now a friend, a close associate of
NATO – one justification for abandoning the ABM Treaty is that relying
on MAD is passé since conflict with Russia no longer exists – so that nu-
clear weapons are (as in US relations with Britain or France) not central
to the political relationship. As for China, a suspicious administration
falls well short of confrontation or containment. As was true in the 1996
confrontation, both governments are intent on reinforcing general de-
terrence yet pursuing cooperation on some matters, greater interaction
(especially economically), and considerable consultation. We can’t say
the relationship is mostly about deterrence, for all the rhetoric in each
capital that the other is somehow the great threat of today and tomorrow.
As a whole this does not amount to a strategy or even a coherent policy
for the US – it has no intellectual cohesion. The world’s only super-
power totally outclasses everyone militarily, particularly its enemies
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in conventional forces, and professes to be so seriously threatened by
some of the world’s poorer societies that it needs to be able to fall back
on nuclear weapons.

Finally, the administration is devoutly unilateralist and skeptical of
nontraditionalist ways of managing international security affairs only to
find how unnerving this is for its friends and allies who see the new con-
ception of great-power relations as very important for keeping life with
the US tolerable. Accepting long-term constraints on American power
through cooperative engagement, rather than avoiding them via uni-
lateralist impulses and selective withdrawal, is almost certain to return
to driving the American pursuit of security and order (Ikenberry 2001).
It is what Americans do best and know best – building better interna-
tional relations with its friends and then expanding the members of the
club.

It might seem that the great powers have settled for general deter-
rence via nuclear weapons, but this does not capture what has happened.
Those with nuclear weapons still have some on a nearly hair-trigger alert
and poised for an immediate deterrence situation. Yet the general deter-
rence they live with in their relations is mostly in very deep background.
That we can marginalize nuclear deterrence this much, shrink political
conflicts among nuclear powers so significantly, and continue deploying
reciprocal hostage-taking capabilities without poisoning great-power
political relations, is an amazing political adaptation. It testifies to the
importance of politics, of specific political relations, in comparison with
“structural” factors.

Some analysts dispute this. After all, nuclear arsenals are still large,
the nuclear powers are not likely to disband them any time soon, and the
great powers still insist that nuclear deterrence is essential for security.
This is a failure to distinguish nuclear weapons from nuclear deterrence.
It is clear that nuclear deterrence is not at the forefront of their relations
and that it would be terribly difficult for them to use nuclear weapons
at all, even under extreme provocation (see below).

We return to the point that deterrence is highly context dependent.
Nuclear deterrence emerged to cope with a fierce political conflict. End
the conflict and associated threat perception, and deterrence hardly
seems vital, has much less riding on it. The current security focus for
these states is not deterring war but management of great-power re-
lations so war-threatening conflicts do not arise. With success in that,
deterrence (other than of the most general sort) is unnecessary. Added
in most great powers is a strong sense that emphasizing deterrence,
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particularly nuclear deterrence, could erode their cooperative relations:
setting aside the Cold War required setting aside Cold War attitudes, and
in turn this meant distancing interstate relations from the Cold War’s
threats.

Nuclear deterrence is also less salient because of widespread dis-
taste for it and much of the East–West conventional-forces deterrence
as well, a distaste that had been around for years. Critics had insisted
that nuclear arsenals were irrational, that East–West military postures
were grotesque. Sophisticated analyses asserted that nuclear deterrence
was unreliable, which accorded with many popular views, and that it
may have had little to do with the “long peace.” Alienation from deter-
rence, widespread in Europe and the Third World, appeared in the US
in the 1980s in such varied forms as the Nuclear Freeze Movement, the
SDI program, calls for a nuclear no-first use policy, and the campaign
for big cuts in START. When the alienation was voiced by Gorbachev
and his associates too it helped unravel the Cold War (Bobbitt 1988,
pp. 118–120). It was not just nuclear weapons or the scale of nuclear
and conventional deployments that was so uncomfortable, but the way
they were constantly primed for use. It is here that the greatest changes
since 1990 have been instituted. The presence of constant reciprocal de-
terrence threats has come to be widely perceived as an insurance policy
and last resort, a necessary evil but not an unavoidable fact of life or
barrier to close relations.

Leaders began taking these concerns and criticisms to heart some
years ago. For instance, a severe crisis is a bad environment for sort-
ing out one’s specific interests and educating oneself and the opponent
about serious misperceptions. The most severe critics of deterrence are
those who believe that crisis distorts information flows, induces rigid
thinking, skews perceptions, limits the attention given to alternative
perspectives and emotionally twists images of the opponent and his
concerns. The Cuban missile crisis provided direct, disturbing evidence
of this, which may be why such a crisis never occurred again – the great
powers did their deterring without such confrontations.

Now they have gone further. The results are all around of convert-
ing deterrence from primary resource to backup capability for only the
most improbable occurrences. (A partial exception is China.) The US
nuclear stockpile peaked in 1967 (at 32,500) was down to 22,500 by 1989
and to 10,000 by 1996–2000 (Thee 1991; Panofsky 1999; Norris and Arkin
2000). Huge numbers of WMD (in intermediate and shorter range forms)
have been destroyed, thousands more have been removed from active
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service and stockpiled, many more will get the same treatment. Ameri-
can, Russian, and French nuclear weapons at sea are gone from all but
submarines and there are no nuclear weapons in several great powers’
ground forces. Under START over 15,000 strategic nuclear weapons and
delivery systems have been or are scheduled to be eliminated, reducing
US and Russian arsenals to less than 20 percent of what they were. British
and French nuclear forces have been reduced significantly. The French
cut deployed nuclear weapons by 15 percent after 1991, more since,
ended nuclear testing in 1996, eliminated nuclear bombs, eliminated
the Pluton missile and canceled development of the Hades missile, and
reduced the SLBM fleet by one sub (Delpech 1998). Britain cut its stock-
pile to under 200 strategic nuclear weapons, and has eliminated nuclear
bombs (Willmer 1998). Many weapons have been taken off alert and the
US airborne command posts operate at much lower tempo (Larson and
Rattray 1996). The US has ended production of new weapons and fis-
sile material. There is now a comprehensive nuclear test ban (which the
US adheres to without ratification), and the nonproliferation treaty has
been renewed. The US and Russia have reduced targeting with strategic
weapons on high alert. NATO has cut its nuclear forces by over 90 per-
cent, with US nuclear bombs stationed there down to 150–200. This is a
rejection of the view (Intriligator and Britto 1984) that large arsenals are
stabilizing and deep cuts are dangerous and irrational. It makes sense
if, in fact, most of the weapons were never needed (they were overkill),
and are not now, to do unacceptable damage.

There is an agreement to ban chemical and biological warfare and
destroy stockpiles which will eliminate the bulk of those weapons in
the world. At the conventional level roughly 100,000 items of military
equipment have been moved out of central Europe and many (over
40,000) destroyed, many states are significantly below the force levels to
which they are entitled under CFE agreements, US forces have been cut
by one-third, Russian and Chinese forces even further, and these forces
are deployed far less provocatively than in the past. The military con-
frontation in central Europe and along the Sino-Russian border is gone.
Unilateral and cooperative arms control endeavors are widespread. In
all these ways the great powers indicate that they are not counting on,
have not arranged forces for, a rapid and vicious riposte to an attack
(they are not practicing something close to immediate deterrence) be-
cause they don’t foresee any attack and do not expect this to change.

Proposals for complete elimination of nuclear weapons are now more
widespread and get a more serious hearing. There are even calls for
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unilateral nuclear disarmament on grounds that the US has the nec-
essary capabilities for defeating opponents with conventional forces
(Nitze 1999).5 However, without certainty that good relations can last
(and with the argument that nuclear weapons as insurance allow more
risk taking on cooperation) there is no plan to abandon nuclear deter-
rence. The great powers have deemphasized nuclear deterrence without
delegitimizing it. They worry, of course: about Russia, about NATO in-
tentions (in Russia), about the future behavior of China, and (in China)
about American intentions. It is wrong to think this means nothing has
changed; in fact, the entire basis of great-power relations has shifted.
Since this is very rare, it is hardly surprising that the great powers re-
tained some insurance (Slocombe 1992), but that does not make the
change insignificant.

However, no security evaluation is complete without a worst-case
analysis. If traditional international politics returns with a vengeance,
what happens to deterrence? The following seems most plausible. First,
new conflicts would not return all the elements of the Cold War. Partic-
ularly at first, Cold War decision making in the West operated on per-
vasive ignorance and misperception in dealing with the Soviet Union,
the Soviet bloc, and China. The difficulties in getting reliable estimates
about bloc defense spending, economic growth, GNP, political sta-
bility, normal decision processes, the strength of political leaders and
factions, and almost every other important matter were huge. One rea-
son the West relied heavily on deterrence was the scale of its igno-
rance. It is fair to say that ignorance and misperception on the other
side were also quite high, without as good an excuse. Ideologically
and politically driven misperceptions, on both sides, were particularly
powerful.

Great powers are now far better equipped to gather information than
before and learned much from the Cold War about how to better use it.
The Cold War was a fine, if gigantic, case study on misperception. Much
has been learned that would be very useful next time, and any hostile
relationships would be better managed than before.

5 Studies calling for very substantial cuts in, or elimination of, nuclear weapons include:
Karp, 1992; Rotblat 1998; Rotblat, Steinberger and Udgaonker 1993; Bundy et al.; CSIS
Nuclear Strategic Study Group; Stimson Center 1995,1997; International Network of Engi-
neers and Scientists Against Proliferation; Canberra Commission 1996; National Academy
of Sciences; Turner 1997; Schell 2000; The Morality of Nuclear Deterrence: An Evaluation by
Pax Christi Bishops in the US; The Report of the Tokyo Forum for Nuclear Non-proliferation
and Disarmament (1998). The full citations for these and related studies are very usefully
compiled in Sauer 1998.
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Second, the return of severe conflict would take place among states
well versed in Cold War deterrence. They would not need the lengthy
apprenticeship the US and USSR stumbled through and should be less
prone to serious missteps. They are highly familiar with each other,
which was not true of the American and Soviet governments in the
first decades of the Cold War. As a result resistance to a buildup of
vast arsenals would be more pronounced. The defects in Cold War C3I
systems and nuclear war postures are better understood.

Finally, rivals would be immersed in vast information flows and have
far greater capacities to monitor each other plus expanded routes for
direct communication. This is no guarantee of avoiding serious misper-
ceptions and miscalculations, but the stumbling about in the dark that
took place in 1950 would be less likely. The Korean War occurred when
North Korea, China, and the Soviet Union miscalculated the American
reaction while the US “knew” the invasion was a Soviet decision. China
very openly tried to deter US/UN forces from going to the Yalu and
the US simply refused to get the message. The West proceeded to rearm
mightily because it “knew” the Soviet military threat everywhere was
immediate, producing the massive forces-in-place in central Europe for
the rest of the Cold War. None of these governments knew what they
were doing and the immediate and eventual costs were immense.

Thus nuclear deterrence among the great powers is (a) not about to
disappear completely and (b) not likely to be important. The chances of
a catastrophic failure are quite low but this has more to do with political
relations among the great powers than nuclear deterrence. It would be
nice if they were discarding nuclear weapons at a more rapid rate since
nuclear deterrence is not very relevant, but without a national consensus
in each that this is feasible and desirable it is politically unlikely (unless
someday a neat little nuclear war finally scares the daylights out of
everyone). The best we can hope for is that we slowly outgrow nuclear
weapons, that they sit quietly tucked away nearly out of mind until it
is possible for enough of us to be certain that life without them is quite
plausible.

Deterrence in the global management of security
We are also experimenting in a determined fashion with further de-
veloping – apart from great-power relations – some sort of global and
regional governance, however crude, on peace and security. Interesting
literature on this is emerging but it seems much too soon to approach the
subject without even referring to deterrence (as in Hewson and Sinclair
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1999, for example). Deterrence was central in the Cold War not just to
superpower and East–West relationships but for security management
at lower levels, and it remains important for dealing with regional and
local threats between and inside states. In this regard global security
management contains two distinctive components. There is much in-
terest in multilateralism for managing peace and security not only for
conflict resolution or peacebuilding but for making deterrence threats,
authorizing the use of force, and shaping how forces are mobilized and
used. Two superpowers and blocs running much of the world’s peace
and security has given way to often involving more states in making the
decisions and carrying them out in the UN and regional organizations.
The range of potential actions is unchanged, from peacekeeping to large
interventions and heavy fighting, but while the Cold War confined mul-
tilateral organizations to limited forms of security management they
now operate across the entire range of options.

The other component is unilateral security management. Used in var-
ious neighborhoods by local great powers, only the United States now
has the power-projection capabilities for it on a global scale. Early in the
Cold War three, possibly four, states had them, then two, now one. This
makes the United States, for some time to come, central for multilateral
security management. Added are unilateral American security respon-
sibilities – the US retains its alliances, keeps significant forces abroad or
at sea, actively deters North Korea and Iraq, and sees itself (and is seen
by others) as the key to security in Europe, the Middle East, and the Far
East. Forward presence is deemed crucial for credibility because, while
no state or group thinks it can defeat the US outright, some think it won’t
always fight (O’Hanlon 1992, pp. 19–20, 87–90). Forward presence and
the alliances are also seen as repressing nuclear proliferation (Reed and
Wheeler 1993).

Thus global security management rests in part on deterrence, but via
a unique blend of one state’s capabilities and a multilateralist frame-
work within which those capabilities are often situated, with significant
participation by other states at times. It is a hybrid of collective secu-
rity efforts and hegemonic stability (O’Hanlon 1992, p. 13). The blend is
tenuous – the multilateral portion is now under considerable strain be-
cause of the Bush Administration’s near mania about unilateral security
approaches.

Each component raises important questions about the future of deter-
rence. One is: how significant will this management be? It is unclear how
far multilateral management will be carried. Several forms will continue
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to be periodically on display. One is a concert. If great-power agreement
continues, it will often operate inside the concert at the heart of the Secu-
rity Council, especially if Germany and Japan are added. A concert can
readily operate outside the Council too in selected regions on particu-
lar matters. Another alternative is a not-fully-institutionalized collective
security, where everyone opposes any state that engages in outright ag-
gression – President Bush’s “new world order” as displayed in the war
against Iraq with its many participating states. In either alternative, vig-
orous security management will periodically need deterrence and/or
compellance. This will mean more Gulf Wars and Bosnia interventions,
with deterrence not only by threats but by military action.

This is what to anticipate. Multilateral security management is an
idea whose time has come. There is a strong consensus on the need for
it. The UN vigorously took it up until the Cold War intervened, and
started where it left off once the Cold War stopped. Broad security man-
agement is one legacy of the Cold War, which instigated much thinking
about security in global terms. It is also a spin-off from the distaste for
nuclear deterrence, which makes curbing WMD proliferation a strong
motivation. There will also be more security management efforts at the
regional level, involving NATO, the OAS, and ad hoc concerts, perhaps
especially when the Security Council is inhibited. With great-power con-
flicts muted or set aside, it is in regional systems that the most significant
conflicts can be found today: on Taiwan, the division of Korea, Kashmir,
the West Bank, etc. The global system is no longer dominated by deter-
rence but this is far less true in regional systems. In some collective actor
deterrence is highly relevant, in others (Middle East, South Asia) there
is little system management beyond the crude deterrence threats of the
members in ugly balances of power.

Intervention to prevent or end violence will be supported by emerging
international norms. The decline in interstate wars suggests that their ex-
pense and danger, compared with other options, is being supplemented
by spreading appreciation that many objectives no longer require war.6

This is shrinking war’s legitimacy other than for self-defense or to up-
hold general peace and security, making it easier to get instances of
deliberate violence condemned and collective responses mounted.

However, deterrence to uphold security management by great pow-
ers or a larger collective will be fraught with difficulties, some noted

6 This decline can’t be traced to nuclear deterrence. Buzan and Herring (1999) cite the
rising fear and cost of war, increased interdependence, the spread of democracy, and a
growing sensitivity to casualties.
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below and others discussed in chapter 5. The burdens will have to be
eased by limiting instances of intervention. Concerts may form to con-
front serious threats, but the great powers will not always see specific
threats as worth their attention. The UN may often choose not to inter-
vene, in part because of the crucial role of a reluctant US. Thus, security
management – and the deterrence on which it rests – will be intermit-
tent, inconsistent, tenuous. True, the competitive great-power meddling
that makes matters worse, provides resources for fighting, complicates
political settlements, and ups the risks escalation is now less likely. In
that sense security is enhanced. But troubles in many places will not get
suitable attention and deterrence via threats of intervention will be less
used or effective than many governments and observers would like.

As for unilateral American security management, several things are
clear. The US is not about to abandon the military capabilities needed.
There is no domestic pressure to cut defense spending and the War on
Terrorism will go on increasing the defense budget for some time. How-
ever, unilateral (and often multilateral) security management lacks deep
public support when the problem seems remote, appears intractable
so US action will likely produce no lasting benefits, and promises to
be burdensome.7 “Put simply, in most cases of discretionary interven-
tion, if the price is dead Americans or dead civilians in the target
country, America is likely to consider that price too high” (Kanter and
Brooks 1994, p. 26). Resistance to using US forces abroad remains strong
(Bacevich 1995). Kosovo offered a clear example of initial US hesitance.
Eventually the US reluctance to risk casualties provoked widespread
conclusions that the US is tired of such activities.

Thus it is unclear how extensive US contributions to global security
management will be. Perhaps it is only a matter of time until the US con-
fronts a serious conflict, faces strong pressure to do something, has the
usual limited support at home for acting, acts anyway, and the results are
bad – costs and casualties but no satisfactory results. That will restrict
future interventions. The Clinton and first Bush administrations suc-
cessfully intervened in Panama, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo while

7 Tolerance of damage and casualties – the threshold of unacceptable damage – has de-
clined in the West. IISS 1995–6 (pp. 48–57) notes that the British commander in Desert
Storm liked the end-run strategy precisely to avoid casualties. At one point daylight raids
on Baghdad were halted because two F-16s had been lost, and A-10 attacks on the Re-
publican Guard halted after two were lost; “no target is worth an airplane” became the
rule (Keaney and Cohen 1993, p. 248). Some believe that while the American public dis-
likes casualties it won’t demand withdrawals and thus declining tolerance for casualties
is overdrawn. I disagree.
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narrowly avoiding real damage in Somalia, but each was a gamble.
Someday the gamble will not pay off, and current Bush Administration
rhetoric indicates it may be less often taken.

Other states are worried, some about dependence on an uncertain,
sometimes wrong-headed, American deterrence. This has incited steps
toward an autonomous intervention capability, based on the EU and
using NATO assets, to act when the US will not (at least in Europe).
European (and other) states now seek more flexible and mobile forces
that can generate a larger role, and voice, in interventions. That will, in
turn, probably end major American participation in future Bosnias or
Kosovos – Americans are unlikely to intervene when others will do it.
While China worries about US interventions, others – more accurately –
fear a US retreat from its engagements, maybe upsetting regional secu-
rity arrangements.

It is significant that objections to American management stop short of
organized or systematic resistance. France objects but has been unable
to gain support for an independent European capability to act outside
the continent – there is little support for broadening European security
horizons like this and for the costs – and even France does not seek an end
to the American military presence in Europe and American participation
in operations like Bosnia. China officially supports the withdrawal of
American forces from East Asia,8 but as of this writing even North Korea
disagrees.9 No one seems to be competing for the American role. Russian
power projection forces decay; the EU is just beginning to construct a
common foreign/security policy and shows no signs of wanting global
responsibilities; Japan only gingerly participates in peacekeeping; China
is focused on neighborhood contingencies.10 There are complaints about
what the US does or does not do, but not as challenges to American
management in principle. Indeed, the US is frequently criticized for not
doing more.

Within deterrence for security management, the role of alliances is
shifting. US extended deterrence remains but the context has changed.

8 Many analysts claim that China would not like a withdrawal that led to Japanese nuclear
weapons and power projection capabilities.
9 The North sometimes hints that US forces should remain in Korea to prevent a region-
al power vacuum.
10 Why no challenger? Probably because of the costs and lack of political support for
this role in other democracies. Possibly because no other actor really has global interests,
which would be why the costs are unacceptable. Maybe because the US enjoys legitimacy
and the confidence of others as global security manager, but that may be a function of the
other explanations.
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During the Cold War extended deterrence brought unprecedented
peacetime intimacy between the US and its allies. That is declining as
the perceived likelihood of war shrinks. Alliances that once contributed
to global security management now operate in separate spheres with
only regional or local significance, mainly as reassurance of American
engagement and the basis for an American military presence.

However, the US has led the way in adjusting NATO to be a vehicle for
regional security, not just collective defense, and is nudging it toward
becoming a true collective security arrangement. As conditions permit
it will want the same in its other alliances. If they become important for
collective responses to outbreaks of violence, then some intimacy will
be retained – there will be meaningful operations to plan, train for, and
conduct. Without such functions, the alliances will likely atrophy into
agreements on paper to cooperate in case of attack. Thus in the Far East
the US has bilateral alliances and security associations but will continue
pressing for a collective approach. It insists the alliances are a good base
on which to build, which means giving them new responsibilities and
a new orientation, and rejects the view that they stand in the way of a
collective approach to regional security. This partly shaped the Amer-
ican view of refurbishing the alliance with Japan. Although American
officials regularly talk about how the US is vital in regional security, a
unilateral approach is not preferred. This is why the second Bush Ad-
ministration’s unilateralism was, from the start, combined with cutting
American responsibilities abroad. That has failed and unless it can be
revived the American inclination to want something done to manage
security will again stimulate more recourse to multilateralism.

How feasible is deterrence now? Chapter 5 indicated that deterrence
by a concert or a collective actor has many of the strengths and weak-
nesses of deterrence by a state but to different degrees. The prob-
lem of detecting when to use deterrence and deciding when to use
force is the same, with the decision additionally complicated by hav-
ing to build an international consensus. The process starts with issu-
ing threats, moves to nonmilitary punishment – economic pressures,
diplomatic isolation – and only then contemplates military action. Nor-
mally, a major state takes the lead and a consensus forms around it. If
threats don’t work, typically some members resist carrying them out.
Unhappiness at the prospective costs increases with the target’s mili-
tary strength and the scale of the proposed operation. Differences arise
as well because participants know the casualties will not be equally
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shared. These qualms parallel the ones in any nation that practices
deterrence.

It is no surprise, then, that multilateral deterrence can have a serious
credibility problem, leading to familiar concerns about maintaining a
reputation for upholding commitments that can sometimes become the
main justification for taking action. As with a national deterrence effort,
credibility concerns may sometimes lead to unwise and unsustainable
involvements, multilateralist versions of Vietnam. Predictably, critics
will assert that the ill-chosen intervention will damage the group’s abil-
ity to act in the future.

The credibility problem can be eased if more responsibility for security
management is turned over to regional organizations or groups – letting
states most directly concerned, and thus most likely to do something,
be responsible. In fact, this consideration may promote use of regional
security management, with action authorized, i.e. legitimized, by the
UN and then conducted relatively autonomously, as happened in Bosnia
and East Timor.

Beyond these difficulties, however, lie others. For a collective actor it
will be extremely difficult to mount a massively destructive response to
misbehavior and thus next to impossible to threaten this, as explained
in chapter 5. Deterrence will rest on threats of limited but effective re-
sponses. Exceptions might come if the challenger appeared ready to
use WMD, but even then mounting such a threat in response will be
far from automatic. And military responses will have to be limited and
controlled. There will be great reluctance to authorize even conventional
actions like indiscriminate bombing or collaterally destructive ground-
fighting. This reflects the ethos of collective actors pursuing the general
interest. It fits current great-power efforts to push weapons of mass de-
struction into the background. It is shaped in part by today’s immense
information flows about what war is really like.

The same will apply to the US in using deterrence for global secu-
rity management. Threats of a massive response will be known to be
extremely difficult to carry out. Controlled responses will be the rule if
threats do not work. The possible exception is responding to the use of
WMD, but even then this may be quite limited. Claims that the US must
maintain a capability to respond in kind, or worse, to the use of WMD by
states like Iraq or North Korea, that this is crucial for deterrence (Bailey
1995; Betts 1998), underestimate how difficult it will be to actually do
so. We went through all this during the Cold War.
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Recognition of this has promoted American efforts to develop
more precise nuclear weapons – “micronukes,” “mininukes,” and
“tinynukes,” (with yields of 10, 100, and 1,000 kilotons).11 The idea is
to make these weapons more acceptable to use, hence more credible to
brandish (Dowler and Howard 1995). Republicans have championed
research on them in recent years, and the Russians have been thinking
along the same lines (Hoffman 1999c). But this will not solve the prob-
lem. Decision makers treat WMD with great reserve, which is good.

Hence “it is extremely unlikely that the United States would do to
Iraq or Iran what it threatened and promised its allies it would do to the
USSR with nuclear weapons in the event of an attack” (Ullman 1995,
p. 97). Years ago American officials dropped plans to use nuclear
weapons against North Korea even after a North Korean nuclear attack
on the South (and US nuclear weapons were withdrawn from South
Korea). The political and psychological barriers seemed too formidable,
especially since those weapons were not necessary for an effective mili-
tary response. In the Gulf War, the US threatened terrible consequences
if Iraq turned to WMD but not that it would respond in kind, while
France explicitly announced that using nuclear weapons was out of
the question. The US and Russia are committed to having no chemical
and biological weapons stockpiles, eliminating any in-kind response to
others’ use of those weapons.

Does this make effective deterrence more difficult? Yes and no. One
view is that deterrence was once simpler (Watman and Wilkening 1995)
because the US could assume that:

the Soviets fully appreciated the effects of modern war and mod-
ern weapons,
the Kremlin valued the survival of its population and economy,
the Soviet leadership was largely satisfied with the status quo;
hence the big risk was of inadvertent war;
hence the fear of escalation made even extended deterrence
modestly credible;
hence enormous arsenals compensated for uncertainty about
what it would take to deter.

Things are supposedly more complicated now because a big loss is
harder for leaders to accept than being deterred from a big gain,

11 This is one use of the terms. Others define mininukes as 5 kilotons or less, etc. (see
Goldstein 2000).
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especially if the status quo is very unappealing, and many opponents
will face big losses if they don’t go through with challenges to the sta-
tus quo. Facing such strong incentives to attack, the US can best deter
by having forces that can be rapidly mobilized to deny the opponent a
quick victory/fait accompli. In addition, most regional adversaries, es-
pecially nondemocratic ones, value regime preservation above all and
deterrence threats can exploit this.

Unfortunately (see chapter 2) things were not so simple back then.
A popular argument was that Soviet leaders did not care about great
losses as the price of victory. In calculating how to deter the Russians the
US ended up redesigning the SIOP to target the ruling elite since regime
preservation was supposedly all they cared about.12 The basis of flexi-
ble response was that the Soviets might risk war because an American
nuclear response to an attack in Europe would be irrational, and thus
readiness to fight conventionally was vital for deterrence. Throughout
the Cold War American officials and analysts expressed concern that
Soviet leaders facing a serious loss or relative decline vis-à-vis the West
might attack out of desperation.

If massive responses are improbable deterrence does indeed become
more complicated, but in other ways that also make it less likely to work.
Nuclear weapons easily displayed a capacity for unacceptable damage
and provided incentives for superpower global security management.
That incentive remains (in nonproliferation efforts, for example) but it is
less vital now in great-power relations and thus less likely to be applied
consistently. Whatever might take its place will be difficult to link con-
sistently to the interests and concerns of specific governments like Cold
War deterrence. Instead, deterrence is once again, to a much greater ex-
tent, the tactical foreign policy tool it was earlier. The difficulties and
complications involved are substantial as deterrence is unevenly effec-
tive, and thus very troublesome, when used this way. The Cold War and
nuclear weapons gave deterrence an undeserved good name. In prior
periods the mixed utility of deterrence was much clearer in that it was
often not very effective, sometimes counterproductive. That will be true
now.

For instance, what kind of threat will most effectively deter now? To
find out what a regime values most can be a daunting task. Detecting

12 This grew out of requests by Assistant for National Security Zbigniew Brzezinski in
the Carter Administration; by 1982 the SIOP had over 5,000 leadership/elite targets, plus
roughly 2,500 nuclear forces, 1,500 economic/industrial, and 25,000 other military targets
(Ball and Toth 1990).
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its exact goals and preferences calls for sophisticated political analysis,
something governments regularly botch.13 NATO had no sense of how
Milosevic would actually react to the initial bombing over the Kosovo
problem (prior experience was a poor guide), and soon found itself
scrambling to conduct a much longer campaign than expected and by
means ill suited to quell Serbian attacks on Kosovars. If massive re-
sponses (even with conventional forces) are virtually beyond the pale
then threats and their implementation must be quite controlled and
measured, ideally tailored to damage things of value without large ca-
sualties or gratuitous destruction. The goal might be to punish leaders
or the dominant elite, or damage economic targets, or cripple military
capabilities. But outside of some obvious targets the information require-
ments are onerous because this calls for detailed knowledge not only
about the opponent’s condition and its assets but about which assets it
most values at that time, plus knowledge about where they are.

The best recent example is the bombing of Serbia. There is already a
large literature on how badly it was conducted, i.e. Serbia was really not
defeated – it just quit, NATO was far too modest in the initial attacks
(they should have been shocking and crippling), too slow in prepar-
ing to invade Kosovo. This is silly. The war was a textbook example of
collective actor deterrence at work, and a resounding success. As sug-
gested in chapter 5, the collective actor only slowly got to the point of
seriously threatening and had a considerable credibility problem when
it did. Then it sought not to defeat Serbia but to compel Serbia to quit
short of being defeated. It was very successful in this; it just took longer,
with much more bombing, than anticipated.14 However, we can hardly
say that NATO knew what it was doing. It fought as it did so as to avoid
massive damage and casualties in Serbia, allied casualties, and politi-
cal disruptions in its fragile coalition – all of which will be typical of
collective actor deterrence efforts.

The war also took time due to the difficulty in figuring out just what
would move the Serbian regime. Postmortems make clear that NATO
did not know just what to bomb for best effect, that the allies and their
commanders frequently disagreed about targets, and that it is still un-
clear why Milosevic quit – whether the bombing was responsible or not.

13 For an attempt to show how this might be done better see Payne 2001.
14 It was inadvertently more successful than thought. Critics cite clear evidence that bomb-
ing did much less damage to Serbian military forces than believed; Serbia was better
equipped to resist an invasion of Kosovo than NATO thought (IISS 1999a; Graham and
Priest 1999). If it nonetheless quit, making it quit cheaply was an even greater success.
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(For example, Priest 1999b–e; Harden 1999; Gellman 1999; IISS 1999a;
House of Commons Defence – Fourteenth Report 1999–2000).

As noted earlier deterrence can set off emotional fireworks, can pro-
voke a highly dangerous response, can readily stiffen resistance by up-
ping the opponent’s threshold of acceptable harm. That is why various
findings suggest blending it with reassurance or other cooperative steps.
Thus:

Deterrence makes sense only in certain situations, and identifying
those situations requires an analysis of the adversary’s motives and
power. If this political analysis is done by assumption or, worse still,
by a simplified stereotype, then the application of the strategy may
be misplaced. The real task is political analysis and interpretation, not
the rational formulation of deterrence in economic or game-theoretic
form. (Hermann 1997, p. 96)

But how likely is such knowledge to be consistently available? Some-
times it is missing among adversaries who have been fighting for years.15

It will also be difficult to know what will deter even if it is reasonably
well known what would constitute unacceptable damage. Unacceptable
damage may not be enough to deter. It is important to distinguish “unac-
ceptable” from “unbearable” damage. In deterrence theory emphasis
is on making attacker costs “unacceptable.” But if suffering these costs
cannot, by their nature, be exactly predicted – it is possible they may not
be incurred – the relevant attacker calculation is whether, if the worst oc-
curs, it will be at least “bearable” for the leader, the regime or the nation.
The more bearable it looks, the more acceptable the gamble, and thus
the harder it is to deter.16 This is even more the case because decision

15 As one former high official asks: “where is the lower threshold of credibility for deter-
rence? What constitutes the lowest rung of the nuclear escalatory ladder? Is deterrence
logic credible in case of nuclear threats or attacks only, or does it apply as well in cases of
chemical or biological threats or attacks? What of a response to conventional aggression
on a large scale, or what during the Cold War was referred to as the tactics of ‘salami
slicing’ – limited operations designed to steadily undermine the strategic position of an
adversary? We have had experience with these questions lately, but still have not devel-
oped satisfactory answers” (Cambone 1996, p. 106). There are no reliable answers now –
and there never were.
16 Prior to the nuclear age “the nature of the then prevailing military technology did not
suggest that the cost of losing would be either disproportionate to the stakes for which the
military gamble was being played, or wholly catastrophic to the historic destiny of their
nations. In the event, the costs of losing, though substantial, were bearable . . .” (Buzan and
Herring 1999, p. 274). This is overdrawn since great powers began worrying about what
their wars could do as early as 1815, but the general point is sound: nuclear weapons
made obliteration the “worst” that could happen, overwhelming detailed calculations
about risks and gains.
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makers strongly motivated to attack, as we saw in chapter 4, often do
not do much calculating of potential costs or discount information about
what they could be – they make the gamble look more acceptable in this
way too.

This distinction is also useful for tracing the implications of the decline
in nuclear deterrence in global security management for deterrence of
countries like Iraq. Deterrence for dealing with Iraqs and North Koreas
will be far more episodic, only occasionally rising to the clear danger
in a grave crisis. But it will culminate much more often in being prac-
ticed via force and not just to avoid the use of force, which means it must
rest on conventional war-fighting capabilities. And the objectives will
be broader than war avoidance. For instance, the US threatened military
action if North Korea kept developing nuclear weapons, deterring not to
prevent an attack but to forestall another unwanted action. This requires
promising something costly and harmful, but not total destruction. The
harmful consequences threatened will be unacceptable but bearable –
they can be survived, recovered from, tolerated. That is what makes the
force “usable” if deterrence doesn’t work initially. This is the deterrence
Israel has long practiced: deterrence via threats, then via inflicting pun-
ishment. It is what the US used against Iraq after the Gulf War. In such
cases, in other words, deterrence is more likely to fail repeatedly and
require the use of force serially.17

This helped instill an Israeli view that once deterrence fails only de-
cisive victory, imposing severe costs, can restore it (Inbar and Sandler
1995). Otherwise repeated military actions will be necessary. The im-
plications are not comforting. A search for decisive victories could be
bad for deterrence in practice because it would conflict with the desire
to avoid massive destruction. This is where the revolution in military
affairs now plays an important role. It has allowed the US and US-led
coalitions to evade the dilemma – to respond in a nasty way that avoids
massive destruction. In comparison, the use of economic sanctions is
often much less discrete, having scattershot results comparable to siege
warfare.

In US deterrence of Iraq after the Gulf War, the force employed was
“usable” and, in some sense, “bearable” by Iraq and it had to be repeated

17 “Where the cost of deterrence failing is not immediate, ruinous, or overwhelming, there
is a greater chance for miscalculation, self-delusion, and simply stupid behavior. This is
why purely conventional deterrence can fail and frequently has” (Reed and Wheeler 1993,
p. 35).
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regularly. This has been Israel’s experience.18 In such circumstances it
is difficult to carefully calibrate “unbearable damage” and then effec-
tively threaten or inflict it. The punishment must fit the specific society,
government, and leaders involved (see Watman and Wilkening 1995,
pp. 27–55). Tailoring deterrence in this way is usually much too compli-
cated and often unacceptable. No wonder it was difficult to deter Iraq.
Some feel the trouble was that the coalition promised to damage Iraq’s
economy and society, which Saddam never cared about. That was en-
tirely “bearable”; he was always willing to sacrifice his citizens to his
ambitions. The way to deter Iraq was to have promised to kill him or
remove him from power – the only things he really cared about (Byman,
Pollack and Waxman 1998). For well-known reasons this was a promise
impossible to make. And extended military pressure – damaging anti-
aircraft sites and enlarging the no-fly zone – was similarly unproductive.
It was unacceptable but “bearable.”

The result can be quite disturbing. For antagonists caught up in se-
rial deterrence unwritten rules often come to apply so that both attack
and response are limited, making them “bearable.” The parties settle
for recurring vicious low-level strikes and raids. Like a bad marriage,
they learn to do mean things in a relationship in which deterrence rests
on each regularly hurting the other. This is how the Israeli–Palestinian
conflict evolved and has long characterized the India–Pakistan rela-
tionship. Deterrence is employed all the time but frustration over the
results is substantial. Threats do not prevent attacks and violence, just
keep them within limits. Needless to say, this can be difficult to sustain
indefinitely for a democratic government or an actor like the Security
Council.

The distinction between “unacceptable” and “unbearable” punish-
ment helps explain why deterring terrorism is so difficult. It is like de-
terring crime. The roots of the attacks go deep, often have profound
emotional sources, and the behavior that results is apt to be woven into
self-identity aspects of character and personality as opposed to being
consciously crafted for a specific purpose. What is unbearable to the ter-
rorist is the situation he wants to change and his not trying to do anything
about it, and thus he is willing to risk, and endure, many unacceptable
consequences. It is possible that he could be deterred if we were will-
ing to threaten the grossest of consequences. Why don’t we promise to

18 Sadat is an example of a leader willing to risk war because the potentially unacceptable
results would still be bearable.
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kill the entire extended family of Osama bin Laden and everyone else
around them, and to raze Mecca and Medina and other Islamic holy
places; why not deal with guerrillas in Afghanistan by threatening to
kill every living soul within an area infested with them? This is, after all,
precisely the sort of threats on which Cold War deterrence ultimately
rested – we promised to wipe out whole populations and civilizations.
It is obvious why we don’t offer those threats – we can’t. We promise
unacceptable but not unbearable costs instead (killing people willing to
die for their cause).

Concerns about credibility are profound under these circumstances
because the relationship is truly, in Schelling’s formulation, a compe-
tition in inflicting and bearing pain; each is reluctant to show it has
reached its limit. This is why deterrence can be difficult to use success-
fully in internal wars. Each side uses violence to deter but must retain
its reputation for not being cowed if it is to remain a viable actor, so a
cycle of violence results. It is almost as difficult in cases like Iraq and is
certainly so for North Korea. Trying to build credibility for dealing is
beset by the same difficulty – steps to demonstrate deterrence should be
tailored to the opponent. “[I]f . . . the challenger uses bounded rational-
ity and only operates within a limited menu of critical variables when
assessing the world, it is crucial that the defender know what these vari-
ables are before designing a policy to teach this challenger the right set
of lessons” (Hopf 1994, p. 242).

But successfully tailoring deterrence is much easier said than done.
“As a general rule, the US and NATO grasp of the political and strategic
cultures of likely wrongdoers . . . will be so inadequate as to render much,
if not all, of the theory of deterrence simply irrelevant. One will not know
whom to deter, when, over what, or by which threats” (Gray 1996, p. 46).
Thus in Vietnam, according to Maxwell Taylor, “we knew very little
about the Hanoi leaders other than Ho Chi Minh and General Giap and
virtually nothing about their collective intentions” (Gray 1996, p. 46).

Unlike Cold War deterrence, intense hostility of long standing be-
tween deterrer and challenger cannot always be assumed for purposes
of analysis – their conflict may be far more episodic in nature. This makes
it much more complicated politically to define interests for which de-
terrence is a proper recourse; they are fluid, context-dependent, related
to the means that might have to be used, etc. (Freedman 1996). It is im-
possible to assume the opponent intends to attack if it gets the chance.
Perhaps a state will see global or regional security management as a
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threat in itself, to be attacked wherever possible, but this seems implau-
sible. More likely the challenger will have specific objectives and attack
if it spots a suitable opportunity, viewing the Security Council, a regional
collective actor, or the US as an obstacle to that limited goal.

Another complication (noted in chapter 1) is that when deterrence is
practiced by applying force, the goal is not only to avoid attack. The con-
flict becomes a series of engagements by force and it becomes steadily
more difficult to determine who is deterring and attacking. Defining
an attack becomes harder and deterrence is fuzzy. Anticipating the re-
sponse of the other side is more difficult.19 When the United States
punished Iraq for threatening the Kurds was this deterrence or compel-
lance? Did Iraq view this as deterrence or an attack? Calculating whether
deterrence will produce the desired effect is therefore more difficult.
The ambiguities in explaining how and when deterrence works are also
magnified. It is harder to be sure deterrence will work, that it won’t
exacerbate the conflict indefinitely. Deterrence does not become more
successful just because the violence involved is more “acceptable.”

Deterrence and rogue states
There are other grounds for concern about deterrence for global secu-
rity management. Much attention goes to two topics. First is the fear
that in US (or UN or other collective actor) conflicts with smaller states,
deterrence will work in the “wrong” way. It won’t work consistently for
upholding global security, but for states resisting outside interference it will
work too effectively. Deterrence will be of declining use against dangerous
states, while they will find it easier to deter military action against them,
especially with WMD. “Military interventions against states that possess
even a small number of nuclear weapons will be vanishingly rare” and
possession of nuclear weapons guarantees a state’s territorial integrity
(Weber 1992, p. 208; Beckman et al. 2000, p. 196). There are repeated sug-
gestions that in the Gulf crisis it would have been even more difficult
to deter Iraq, and far easier for Iraq to deter the UN, if Iraq had nu-
clear weapons. Martel and Pendley (1994), for example, assert that then
there would have been no Gulf War, and that “Even a casual observer
of international politics understands that states which possess nuclear

19 This probably caused NATO to incorrectly anticipate the initial Milosevic reactions to
the Kosovo bombing. Bombing Bosnian Serb positions had more impact because Serbia
proper was not at stake; attacking Serbia over Kosovo threatened dismemberment of the
state and was bound to be seen as an attack, not deterrence.
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weapons gain considerable political and military leverage over their
adversaries” (p. 87). Surely this is more complicated than Martel and
Pendley imagine – they see nuclear weapons conveying considerable
leverage and then discuss the Gulf War as necessitated by the lack of US
and other nuclear powers’ leverage on Iraq!

The concern about nuclear proliferation and deterrence involves a
two-step argument. First, that proliferation will spread. There is a range
of views about proliferation and its effects (Davis and Frankel 1993, for
example), which also apply to other WMD. Some think it will flour-
ish (Davis and Frankel 1993; Martel and Pendley 1994), particularly
since even a simple WMD capability will do (Zimmerman 1994); others
see states turning away from it (Reiss 1995). Frankel argues it will
occur as multipolarity erodes any superpower commitment to protect
clients with serious security threats. Other analysts trace the impetus
for proliferation to the ambitions of national elites, rationalized by ar-
guments that security threats require a nuclear deterrent. For Goldstein
(1993) it is a straightforward result of the inadequacy of the conven-
tional forces states can afford to purchase – nuclear weapons are a cheap
alternative.

Second, it is asserted that states will use WMD deterrence to fore-
stall interventions by either a collective actor or the United States. The
most alarming analysis says the US must plan for regional nuclear wars
(designing weapons, facilities, and deployments accordingly), build a
ballistic missile defense, and be better prepared to rapidly deploy nu-
clear weapons to meet regional contingencies (Millot 1995).

Wilkening and Watman (1995) detail possible implications of nuclear
proliferation for American deterrence. A rational opponent will know
that nuclear weapons do not erase its military inferiority yet it must try to
deter intervention, or limit the objectives of the intervention, by threat-
ening a nuclear response. This will turn confrontations into contests of
risk-taking where credibility and fear of the ultimate consequences are
crucial. The opponent will bring a tenacity born of having core inter-
ests and big stakes involved. US credibility may be bolstered by having
strong interests and well established commitments, but often this will
not be the case and it must compensate by the leverage that lies in mili-
tary superiority: “the approach taken here emphasizes asymmetric US
military advantages to compensate for what frequently may be the op-
ponent’s perception of a weak US commitment or resolve” (Wilkening
and Watman 1995, p. 22). For effective deterrence the US must use es-
calation dominance, based on the credible threat of a nuclear response
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to any nuclear attack on the US or its forces.20 To this it must add its
conventional superiority, active and passive defenses against nuclear
attacks, and counterforce capabilities (conventional, which are ideal,
and nuclear to cover all contingencies). As for deterring other WMD,
since the US will not be able to respond in kind nuclear deterrence could
be used and thus a nuclear no-first-use pledge would be unwise. In sum,
actors are rational, credibility rests primarily on interests and the scale
of the harmful consequences an actor might inflict – adjusted by bar-
gaining tactics (à la Schelling) and the legitimacy of the means to be
used, and deterrence rests on leaving the opponent no advantage from
nuclear weapons because of US war-fighting superiority, especially in
damage limitation.

This analysis needs augmentation. Deterrence is not strictly a rational
process and the theory cannot explain credibility purely in terms of a
nuclear balance. If we understand this, we can see that the spread of
WMD, while complicating matters, might actually improve the possi-
bilities for effective deterrence of the new nuclear powers. Though this
is not widely appreciated, a state that is not a great power but has WMD
should be easier for the US to deter than one without them!

Nuclear weapons simplify some things. To have them and face threats
from the US or the Security Council is, in important ways, to be in the
deterrence that operated during the Cold War. In these circumstances,
an Iraq will fear that using its most fearsome weapon against, say, the
US means the regime’s destruction, escalating the conflict from one in
which the weapons used, and a war, are bearable to one in which they are
not. This is true even if the US or UN response is entirely conventional. When
a forceful response is controlled, not utterly devastating, the attacker’s
concern must be whether the other side is limiting its objective. To disre-
gard deterrence by a much superior opponent risks provoking a furious
determination to destroy the offending regime. The use of WMD could
readily have that effect – use of nuclear weapons, for example, would
breach important political and psychological barriers, invite universal
condemnation, and provoke a thorough effort to stamp out the regime.
Barbarous actions of a nonnuclear sort can also have this effect. The re-
sulting fierce determination can drive a controlled response to destroy
the regime.

20 Similarly, Utgoff writes that “the United States should retain ready nuclear forces in
reserve that regional challengers should see as substantially more capable than their own
weapons” (Utgoff 1993a, p. 274).
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Even if Iraq fights solely with conventional weapons this becomes in-
finitely more dangerous if it has nuclear weapons; the other side will be
strongly tempted to strike them, or the conflict may escalate to the nu-
clear level under the pressures of war. In either case the Iraqi regime faces
the possibility it will be totally destroyed. Hence, what was intended to
be a modest conventional war might easily become unbearable. As in the
Cold War, nuclear weapons on both sides make any war more dangerous
and an Iraq with nuclear weapons will normally behave far more cau-
tiously than one without. Hence one view of the North Korean nuclear
program was that possessing nuclear weapons would not improve the
North’s strategic situation, just make it more likely that in any war the
North, regime and state, would disappear even if the response was not
nuclear. Thus deterrence should be no more difficult than before, and
it would not be necessary to attack the North if it refused to abandon
nuclear weapons because they would not make it any more difficult to
deter than it was already, and would not increase its capacity to deter
the US.

It can be argued that Iraq will have more at stake, the survival of the
regime, and therefore will more readily risk a nuclear war, winning the
competition in risk taking (Powell 2002). But for a rational government
trying to stave off its possible disappearance by threatening to do some-
thing that would guarantee its disappearance has to be unacceptable, and
thus lacking in credibility, so its rational opponent will not back down.

However, real deterrence by a great-power concert, or the US or UN,
against states like Iraq will always have questionable credibility because
of the costs, casualties, and other difficulties in using force. If Iraq has
nuclear weapons, or other WMD, that credibility problem will be worse;
deterrers will be more hesitant. Why? Because while it is irrational for
Iraq to use its ultimate weapons governments cannot guarantee to be
completely rational and in control. Thus a state can threaten nuclear
retaliation and be believed enough to make deterrence work. An Iraq (or
a North Korea) with nuclear weapons will be more difficult to confront
because even though it would be a terrible mistake for Iraq to use those
weapons no one can be certain it would not do so.

However, this applies to Iraq as well. If Iraq has nuclear weapons and re-
ceives threats from states with nuclear weapons, like the United States,
it is much more difficult for Iraq to decide to do whatever it wants any-
way. It, too, must live with the possibility that a war could escalate with
its complete destruction almost certain. Therefore, the spread of nuclear
weapons (or other WMD) does not dictate how confrontations will go, who
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wins and who loses. A situation like this, where both parties possess nu-
clear weapons, is not, however, the equivalent of Cold War deterrence.
One party has survival at stake while the other does not, not just be-
cause of the nuclear superiority one side possesses but because it also
possesses conventional forces to end the other regime even if it employs
WMD. Thus a regime like Iraq’s lacks a good scenario for survival by
escalating. If it is rational, as Wilkening and Watman assume, it can be
deterred without threatening a nuclear response – it is the clear con-
ventional military superiority that really matters.21 Closer to the truth,
then, is the contention that “The role of nuclear weapons in . . . regional
confrontations is likely to be much the same as in the Cold War: an in-
ducement to caution in and before crises, and a deterrent of last resort
against nuclear powers, credible only if it is associated with strong
conventional forces in the region under threat” (May and Speed 1994,
p. 19). All I would add is (1) that the conventional forces dictate the out-
come, not last-resort nuclear weapons, because they make it possible to
threaten destruction of the regime via useable, “legitimate” means while
offering the chance that the opponent’s losses will remain “bearable” if
he does not escalate; and (2), the best threat would be not only just to
use conventional forces but to stop short of the ultimate punishment of
the regime.

Does this explanation fit the real world? It is too soon to say. But
in the Gulf War Iraq was willing to take a seemingly moderate risk in
invading Kuwait and we understand why – it was hard to believe the
US and others would intervene. Then it accepted the much higher risks
of staying in Kuwait – counting on prospective costs to erode the unity
of the coalition and cancel its attack, despite plentiful evidence that
the coalition was sound and would attack. Iraq seems to have believed
that being thrown out would be bearable. It had WMD but, despite its
threats, the coalition was not deterred and it chose not to use them. Most
analysts believe this was because the United States promised a massive,
i.e. nuclear, response.22 This misses what was central to the outcome.

21 Brito and Intriligator (1998) report that Colin Powell drafted a warning to Saddam
on the eve of the Gulf War stating that: “Only conventional weapons will be used in
strict accordance with the Geneva Convention and commonly accepted rules of warfare.
If you, however, use chemical or biological weapons in violation of treaty obligations
we will destroy your merchant fleet, your railroad infrastructure, your port facilities,
your highway system, your oil facilities, your airline infrastructure” and will consider
destroying the Tigris and Euphrates dams (p. 9). Exactly right!
22 Freedman and Karsh (1993) says the 1,000 or so available US nuclear weapons probably
deterred Iraq.
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The US certainly did promise something terrible, to end the regime, but
not necessarily via nuclear weapons – and was quite capable, alone or
via the UN coalition, of achieving this. Iraq was deterred because there
was no plausible scenario for success if it escalated the weapons used.

Iraq did directly attack a nuclear power (Israel) and thus risk de-
struction – it was not deterred from that. This was a grave risk since
Israel might have responded with nuclear weapons, and it illustrates
how deterrence can be just as risky as in the Cold War. Israel made no
nuclear response because this was unnecessary and illegitimate, and no
conventional response because a suitable one was already in place.

If we assume rationality and want to apply deterrence on that ba-
sis then the proliferation of nuclear weapons or other weapons of
mass destruction does not make those states less deterrable and does
not enhance their ability to deter the US or a concert or the Security
Council. This leads to the obvious question: what if the opponent is not
rational?

Earlier analysis helps us better understand the use of deterrence in sit-
uations of possible irrationality. There is much concern about the utility
of deterrence in dealing with allegedly irrational states (for instance
P. Williams 1992), and this is largely the rationale for the US BMD
effort. This arises particularly when the presumed opponent has WMD
but lurks in anticipating confrontations with nonnuclear opponents
too. It is not new. Britain worried about trying to deter an irrational
(German) government in the 1930s (Overy 1992). Analysis of the prob-
lem of deterring “crazy states” appeared years ago (Dror 1971). What
about the utility of deterrence in these circumstances? Can the United
States, or other actors, readily deter states with “irrational” leaders or
moved by irrational forces?23

This is the wrong way to state the problem. Rationality is not a pre-
requisite for deterrence to work. It can work against irrational as well as
rational leaders (it depends on the way they are irrational – or rational).
A parallel fear is a deterrence failure because the opponent has values
or perspectives alien to us – he is not irrational but might as well be in
terms of our understanding how to effectively threaten. When deter-
rence does not work and the target behaves oddly, it is impossible to

23 After the Gulf War some stories concluded that deterrence could daunt even a possibly
irrational opponent, referring to Iraq’s nonuse of chemical weapons after US and Israeli
threats and sometimes citing Israel’s earlier bombing of Damascus after Syrian missile
attacks – which then stopped. (See Ignatius 1992 and Fitchett 1995, for example.) I suspect
these reflected government studies on deterring irrational states.
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know whether this is a case of irrationality or of the attacker rationally
applying alien values and objectives.24 If we can’t know whether the
opponent is rational, and if rationality is not required, then it is wrong
to depict the problem as facing irrationality. Asking whether a state is
irrational poses a question that can’t be answered, so there is no point
in asking it.

What matters is the relative balance between, for example, Iraq’s will-
ingness to accept painful and risky consequences and the willingness
of, for example, the United States to impose them. It is this balance
that is unfavorable when deterrence fails, not that the other side is ir-
rational. We have to ask how likely it is that rogue states, or fanatical
fundamentalists, or highly egotistical leaders, will readily accept more
punishment, and thus threats of punishment, than the US or a collective
actor is willing to inflict. There is no way to decide this in advance, or to
supply precise guidance on the utility of deterrence in such cases. What
we can say is that there is no consistent link – logical or empirical –
between being “odd” and a willingness to bear high costs. Even past
behavior of the target is not always a good guide.

Apart from fear that deterrence won’t work, analysts have sugges-
tions for increasing its success. Most are along the lines of trying not to
provoke unnecessarily, providing the clearest possible signals (to break
through misperceptions), and tailoring the threats so that they fit the spe-
cific fears of the regime such as threatening to destroy the ruling elite.
This is well illustrated in Garfinkle’s (1995) analysis of deterring Iraq in
1990–91. He stresses that rationality is culture- and context-dependent.
Saddam did not back down not because he was irrational but because in
Arab cultures it is better to fight and lose than be dishonored. Honor re-
quires equality of stature – even in defeat it is important to inflict harm,
impose some pain, show a capacity for harm (such as setting the oil-well
fires). Thus to deter we must assess the adversary’s “strategic culture” –
how it defines a bluff, treats lying, pursues honor, relates to violence, etc.
Maybe, maybe not. Even if this is so, this calls for the cleverest empa-
thy, and is unlikely to be successfully employed other than by chance.25

After several decades of the Cold War Americans were still strongly
debating just what kinds of threats would specifically deter the Soviet

24 Hence, in such cases, “the standards of rationality are clearly more complex than before”
(Reed and Wheeler 1993, p. 35).
25 It’s not impossible. In deciding to use the atomic bomb American officials felt that in
the Japanese system and culture it would take an enormous shock to allow leaders in
favor of surrender to prevail over military opposition. That is roughly what happened.
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leaders. Fitting deterrence precisely to the target is difficult to do and
makes deterrence much more complicated.

Success in deterrence will also depend on how painful and costly it
is for the deterrer to deliver the punishment, which in turn depends
on such things as how advancing technology alters the costs and the
threshold of acceptable costs (for both sides), one topic of chapter 6.
Circumstances alter the judgments involved. The costs for the UN coali-
tion to defeat Iraq and throw it out of Kuwait were minimal; in Somalia,
much lower costs turned out to be much too high. Threat credibility and
effectiveness also depend on the perceived legitimacy of the means, and
here conventional forces are far more suitable.

As a summary we can say:

(1) Nuclear (or other WMD) proliferation is not irrelevant to deter-
rence of rogue states or others – such weapons inevitably induce
caution and this afflicts the challenger and the deterrer, but

(2) they do not significantly improve the challenger’s ability to de-
ter a superior opponent on the conventional level, and

(3) the best way to deter their use is not by threatening a massive
WMD response (that just invites further risks they will be used
irrationally or in a loss of control) but by being able to threaten
destruction of the leaders and regime with conventional forces –
and threatening somewhat less than that if the opponent does
not resort to WMD.

(4) Asking whether the opponent is rational is of little help. The de-
terrer should offer not only the risk of destruction of the regime
if it escalates but also a defeat, apart from this, that is more
bearable.

(5) Where the threat is less than destruction of the regime, it is
possibly bearable so deterrence is less likely to work consistently
and may have to be sustained by fighting, perhaps repeatedly.

Deterrence among states other than great powers
On deterrence among states that are not great powers, we must consider
relations among states without WMD and those with. On the former,
I just reiterate what was said earlier. Deterrence was for centuries a
tactic, very difficult to use with consistent success. The nuclear age made
deterrence more central and seemingly more reliable, more elaborate
in our theoretical understanding and, in some ways, more simple in
practice. With the current deemphasis on nuclear deterrence at the top
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of the international system, states without nuclear weapons live in a
world that – when it comes to deterrence – is like past international
politics. Thus we can expect deterrence to have very uneven results.
When states feel they can no longer count on outside assistance –
from great-power allies, the UN or an actor like NATO – and move
to provide deterrence themselves, they will have limited success. For
making the international system safer for all its members, proliferating
conventional military capabilities is a very bad alternative. The ongoing
proliferation of conventional weapons, especially in areas like East and
South Asia, should arouse grave misgivings. Hopefully, those seeking
the arms will not have excessive confidence in deterrence, be highly
skeptical and regard it as a last resort. Unfortunately, it is hard to be this
optimistic.

The better solution is rising availability of a collective deterrence for
these states, through the Security Council or regional organizations.
This is less provocative than deterrence by individual states and should
look much more daunting when it is credible. It can better manage
the classic security dilemma, as Europe has shown in recent years by
national forces for defense and participation in collective peace efforts
that don’t disturb the neighbors. Putting primary control for these forces
under both the EU and NATO will be even better for this.

More often discussed is concern that many less powerful states will,
sooner or later, develop or obtain WMD and practice deterrence accord-
ingly, with disastrous results.26 This is not a universal view. Some people
argue that nuclear deterrence worked well during the Cold War, that vir-
tually any government, even the dumbest or the most irresponsible, will
be deterred. By extension, deterrence with nuclear weapons (or other
WMD) will be equally stabilizing elsewhere. Martel and Pendley (1994)
agree, and call for efforts to prevent only “harmful” proliferation.

Most analysts and governments reject this view. It is said that Cold
War nuclear deterrence emerged gradually, so armed forces, leaders,
and analysts eventually grasped the complexities involved, but new
nuclear powers will lack that sophistication (Beckman et al. 2000). For
instance, they may have only first-strike capabilities, and under these
circumstances reciprocal fears of surprise attack can be destabilizing in
the extreme and make war virtually inevitable in confrontations. These
states may well be unable to ensure that their WMD are never used

26 “[O]ne of the most important developments during the 1990s will be what might be
termed the regionalization of nuclear deterrence . . .” (P. Williams 1992, p. 95).
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without proper authorization. The great powers learned only slowly
how elaborate the precautions had to be to ensure effective command
and control or prevent accidents, theft, overreactions to warning-system
failures, and the like. And there is the fear, outlined in the preceding
section, that some of the small or recent nuclear powers will be irrational
in some fashion.

Which view is correct? From the history of nuclear deterrence the
answer seems obvious: proliferation is likely to have disastrous conse-
quences somewhere. It will not work well enough, cannot be counted
on to work well enough, during and after extensive proliferation. As
DeNardo (1995) has pointed out, the logic of deterrence is not inherently
attractive – it does not easily sink in. Expectations that it will readily be
understood are suspect. It is not reassuring that India and Pakistan lack
clear nuclear postures or strategies and that India’s nuclear program
was shaped by technocrats with little influence by the armed forces, the
cabinet, or the civil service (see Chellaney 1994). Nor is it comforting
when an Indian general asserts that both nations will settle for delayed
retaliation postures without explaining why – and that Western fears
this won’t happen are patronizing and racist. He adds that if the US
and others keep nuclear weapons to deal with regional threats, then
nuclear discrimination remains and “There is no alternative to nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles if you are to live in security and with
honor” (Sundarji 1996, p. 193). That is about what we would expect.

Recall the difficulties the superpowers and others had during the
Cold War in keeping deterrence stable. The record is scary. The super-
powers sought first-strike capabilities, and flirted with or implemented
launch-on-warning postures. There were numerous accidents with nu-
clear weapons (maybe over 100; Sagan 1993). The superpowers made
serious mistakes in perception, judgment, and decision in the Cuban
missile crisis and other confrontations. In three of the first five nuclear
powers the political systems eventually collapsed, throwing command
and control systems into question. South Africa abandoned nuclear
weapons not long before its system collapsed. Things are no better
now. There are fears about the durability of the Pakistan regime and
nation. China specialists wonder about the survival of that political sys-
tem under the onerous pressures of rapid modernization. In Russia the
Strategic Rocket Forces can’t meet their electric bills so sometimes the
power is shut off, while controls for strategic forces malfunction and
shift to combat mode for no obvious reason. On seven occasions in 1996
alone, operations were disrupted by thieves trying to steal cables for
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the copper. Many Soviet-era radars no longer operate and the nuclear
suitcases for top officials are in disrepair (Blair, Feiveson and von Hippel
1997). This history generates little confidence in the uplifting effects
of proliferation on deterrence. More likely is a disastrous collapse of
deterrence or a horrendous accident someday.

It is also hard to believe that states lacking the resources of great pow-
ers will not be deficient. All complex systems are vulnerable to break-
downs, and it helps to have resources for redundant controls, backup
systems, and damage control. States like India and Pakistan will not have
enough resources available and the risk is accordingly greater. That this
won’t apply to military forces and deterrence is improbable.

Therefore, the great powers are well advised to be pursuing nuclear
nonproliferation and the complete elimination of chemical and biolog-
ical weapons. The great majority of nations who agreed to extend the
NPT are to be commended; opponents of banning nuclear testing and
further reducing the importance of nuclear weapons are wrong. Reduc-
ing their salience deserves the best efforts of mankind. However, nu-
clear proliferation has taken place, although more slowly than expected
(chemical weapons proliferation is far more extensive), and if disaster
can be avoided will the new nuclear powers thereby gain security? It
seems likely that they will. There is no reason why nuclear deterrence
should work any differently among these states than among the super-
powers. As noted in chapter 2, in the Cold War nuclear weapons did
make a difference, did reduce recklessness, contributed a degree of
caution. The same should be true among the new nuclear powers.

Unfortunately, the lessons of the Cold War all apply – it is important
to get them right in analyzing proliferation. The lessons are not just that
deterrence worked but that (a) much of the war avoidance that resulted
was achieved, and could have been achieved, without nuclear weapons
and (b) nuclear deterrence was insufficiently stable and reliable – too
often we lived close to the edge of the cliff. The recent decline in interstate
warfare suggests that war avoidance can readily take place without the
assistance of nuclear deterrence and its risks.

Deterrence in intrastate conflicts
This discussion fits under the subheading of deterrence for global (or
regional) security management but separate treatment of it is worth-
while. Discovering things worth fighting about mainly occurs domesti-
cally now. The way a deterrence situation normally arises in international
politics on a domestic conflict is when an outside actor seeks to prevent
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or halt it. (It is the rare internal conflict that has no involvement by
outsiders.) The outside actor has various options, one of which is de-
terrence. This starts with a threat to intervene militarily. If this fails and
has to be carried out then deterrence shifts to the use of force. What can
we say about deterrence now in such situations?

Many elements of the prior discussion in this book apply here. The
outside actor won’t threaten a massively destructive intervention. In-
tervention will have legitimacy in the international community only if
it is limited, thus the threat of it must be limited. Neglecting this, the
Russian interventions in the two Chechnya wars were widely seen as
illegitimate, even when the intervention was “inside” Russia itself. The
difficulty will come first in ascertaining that deterrence is necessary; it
will usually be practiced late in trying to prevent or end violence. The
added urgency helps build support for intervention but heightens fear
that the forces involved will be in danger. There will be a significant
credibility problem as well. Fears of casualties and other costs will lead
to elaborate efforts to find a way of terminating the conflict without
intervention. Treating hard fighting as a last resort will encourage the
parties to think it won’t be used. Credibility will be most easily attached
to an intervention that reflects a profound interest specific to the state
or states concerned (Turkey in Cyprus, Russia in the “near abroad”) or
to the regional system (the Kosovo case).

Once preparations are made to intervene a different problem may
arise. The combatants want to stop fighting but want foreign interven-
tion to be what brings that about, so they go on fighting! Threats don’t
work, only intervention does. The parties expect intervention to freeze
their military positions so they scramble for the best position and bar-
gaining leverage either after the intervention or in case it fails and the
fighting continues – the nearer intervention is the harder the partici-
pants may fight, making it all the harder to intervene. This is one reason
interventions often are too long delayed and go better than expected.
Delay is reinforced as all the fighting makes it looks like intervention
will not make a significant difference in the long run because the conflict
seems intractable.

To go beyond threats and do harm to halt intrastate fighting blends
deterrence with compellance. A threat of massive force can be conveyed
by sending heavily armed units when the parties are lightly armed – as
in Bosnia and Kosovo. But massive violence cannot be openly threat-
ened or deliberately used in a humanitarian intervention, so deterrence
threats and actions must be tailored to the target, and this is even harder
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to do precisely in intrastate conflicts. It is difficult to grasp precisely the
combatants’ values and priorities – their struggle is immersed in a his-
tory outsiders only partially know. Their preferences are home grown;
thus it is difficult to decide whether they are rational, rational based on
unfamiliar perceptions and preferences, or irrational.

Thus it is hard to identify unacceptable damage for them; the target
decision maker may see whatever is threatened as “bearable” and be
willing to risk it. She may well believe she can control the damage after
an initial intervention – the deterrer will persist only so long as she
misbehaves.

Another problem is that in such interventions deterrence is based on
a very broad conception of “attack.” Threats look most credible when
issued by a country with ethnic/religious compatriots in one or both par-
ties or with nationals threatened by the fighting. Otherwise, an “attack”
is abstract – a “threat to international peace and security,” whatever that
is. This is especially so when the fighting has crossed no international
boundary or directly harmed another state.

Once military intervention begins, the deterrer is within range and
can be attacked directly. (Obviously, air attacks may leave interveners
rather safe while sending ground troops will not.) Thus the motivation
for military action can swiftly change. We are familiar with this in mis-
sion creep: an intervention to protect aid workers in Somalia leads to
casualties which leads to a decision to impose a broader order which
brings more casualties which generates a decision to militarily disarm
the factions, etc.

Another difficulty is that there may not be an identifiable decision
maker to deter, or too many. If Polywogs and Pinwheels are killing
each other again after years of strife, the violence may have little direc-
tion or control, leaving few real targets for deterrence unless violence
is threatened/used almost indiscriminately. Intervention then involves
imposing order via curfews, disarming all sides, etc., which are time
consuming, take many personnel, draw them into activities difficult to
end soon and offer endless opportunities for inflaming the population.

These problems don’t mean deterrence is impossible but do show how
messy it can be, how theory captures little of what may be involved, and
how its complexities aren’t readily sorted out in any neat strategy. We
can avoid undue pessimism (after all, interventions often succeed) by
noting that there are offsetting factors at work. As indicated in chapter 5,
collective actors, and states acting on their behalf, often have things go-
ing for them that enhance deterrence. Their size and collective power,
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for example, or resources to effectively combine rewards with deter-
rence. Their interventions threaten less destruction and death than each
party expects from the other (sometimes correctly) if it loses. They can
sometimes enter when, in Zartman’s (1989) terms, a “hurtful stalemate”
has left the parties ready to stop fighting given the right opportunity.

These things apply to interventions by individual states too, though
probably less often. Analysts now know that even interventions by out-
siders known to favor one side can work because of the elements just
listed, if that party sustains a reputation for being focused on ending
the fighting and determined to be fair. It is also useful that the interven-
ing state is not seen as seeking its own aggrandizement, though not an
absolute necessity. Russians as peacekeepers have this problem in the
“near abroad,” with Moscow seen as having imperial motives and Rus-
sian forces feared as prone to looting and other crimes, but nonetheless
have sometimes deterred further fighting. Syrian forces in Lebanon have
long helped maintain order despite Syria’s blatant desire to dominate
Lebanon.

Conclusion
The themes in this chapter can be summarized as follows. Deterrence
is a widespread recourse and will continue to be. It can be effective
but has difficulties and complications that are unevenly appreciated,
understood, and analyzed. The discussions about deterrence after the
Cold War have been useful but incomplete. Some fears about deterrence
are largely unwarranted, reposing high confidence in it is unwise, and
understanding why each is so could stand improvement.

The United States is pursuing a Janus-faced policy. It works hard to get
nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence (plus WMD) deemphasized. It
has an enormous advantage, particularly in league with its friends, in
conventional forces. It has good reason to doubt the credibility of nuclear
deterrence for dealing with anything other than threats of direct nuclear
attacks on the US. It has good reason to regard WMD proliferation as aw-
ful. But it cannot bring itself to renounce nuclear weapons – other than
an on-paper pledge finally extracted from the nuclear powers in 2000.
It plans large cuts in strategic weapons but only by stockpiling many of
them, pushing the deadline for cuts well into the future, and minimizing
the verification. Inside its military establishment, in Congress, industry,
and the public there are clusters devoted to finding better living through
nuclear weapons, including nuclear testing, plus others devoted by
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career to seeking security through nuclear deterrence. All are hoping
to make nuclear weapons steadily more usable. Another cluster lives
for missile defense, whether it is ready or not. An underlying factor on
missile defense is an American desire to have plenty of missiles while
denying others the benefits of having them – to evade others’ deterrence.
In the same way the US seeks to have an overwhelming conventional
superiority and nearly total freedom from the deterrence of others on
using it.

Deterrence is much as it was during the Cold War. It is not greatly
changed because of the emergence of supposedly irrational opponents,
the disappearance of simple deterrence relationships, the appearance of
nuclear powers who cannot control every facet of their nuclear forces
with great precision – because all of these things were true in the Cold
War. Having opponents not really deterred by nuclear weapons is sim-
ilarly not new. The US is not crippled by the lack of “usable” nuclear
weapons; nor are the US and collective actors unable to confront coun-
tries with a few nuclear weapons. Nuclear deterrence still works as it
did – it has some effect but not an overwhelming or consistent one. Mak-
ing nuclear weapons smaller and more precise will not make them more
usable, especially when even conventional forces are now expected to
avoid unnecessary damage and minimize escalation. The best way to
deter the use of WMD now is to offer grave threats on the conven-
tional level, something the US on its own, the US and its allies, and
the major collective actors are well equipped to do. But deterrence at
the conventional level remains an uncertain activity. It cannot be read-
ily designed to fit the perceptions and fears of each opponent. Without
a nuclear threat it is easier for leaders to take the risk because at its
worst, a threat often promises unacceptable but not totally unbearable
consequences.

The world continues with too many nuclear weapons and too many
nuclear powers, and proliferation is an unmitigated evil. Everything nu-
clear weapons do for the US and its allies can be done without them, the
Russians and certain other states are not fully trustworthy in handling
nuclear weapons, states that think nuclear weapons will provide a good
deal more stature and leverage in world politics are fooling themselves.

Thus we have not entered a “new nuclear age,” or the “third nuclear
age,” or a new age of peril from nuclear weapons – we live with the
same peril, just in a far less immediate form. We are, however, approach-
ing a potential shift from offense dominance to defense dominance, at
least for states with the most advanced military capabilities. This is
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an opportunity to see if we can outgrow nuclear weapons, find ways
in which to make them irrelevant to security in international politics,
particularly by beefing up collective actor deterrence for the general
welfare.

As for deterrence, our theoretical grip has never been satisfactory so it
remains a difficult policy tool. Accumulated experience suggests it is un-
even and notions like the irrationality of decision makers do nothing to
refine it. It seems best when used cautiously, with full appreciation of its
limitations, and with strong links to conciliation, reassurance, rewards
and engagement. In the long run, collective actor security management
via (in part) deterrence will get about as much use out of deterrence for
the general welfare as we are entitled to expect.
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8 Some conclusions

People who read a long book deserve a short final chapter. Let me see
if I can oblige. Deterrence is a fascinating subject because it is a core
relationship among some of the major actors in international politics;
for many analysts the nature of international politics is such that de-
terrence may be its most important interaction. Thus it is odd that it
received so little study as a phenomenon in its own right until well into
the twentieth century – that is a bit like wanting to study international
economic relations without taking a close look at money. Then it began
to get intense study. There seemed to be so much riding on it, in the
nuclear age, that there was a terrible fear of the consequences if we ever
got it wrong because we didn’t know what we were doing.

My studies of deterrence have been moved by the following broad
concerns. Deterrence came to be a central component of our security
so it continues to be very important to understand it and practice it as
best we can. But understanding it means facing up to the fact that it is
inherently imperfect. It does not consistently work and we cannot ma-
nipulate it sufficiently to fix that and make it a completely reliable tool of
statecraft. That means it must be approached with care and used as part
of a larger tool kit. Not everyone really accepts that; people frequently
say they do and then want to carry reliance on deterrence much too far.
Deterrence does not readily lend itself to effective study and profound
understanding. Nobody can say we haven’t given it a good try, but we
do not completely understand how it works. The history of the theory
and practice of deterrence makes a strong case for concluding that while
certain abstract elements of deterrence have something of a universal
character, the degree and nature of its challenges and implementation
are so uneven and varied, the operational conceptions of deterrence
and the specifics of both challenge and response are so elaborate, that
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it is inevitably lodged in the varying national and political character of
conflicts, shaped by the social and cultural details of the motivations,
perceptions, and analyses that drive challenges and responses. That’s a
long way off saying that deterrence, in crucial ways, is not sufficiently
consistent to be fully captured by our theoretical apparatus and empir-
ical studies.

For instance, it is hard to believe that in other circumstances, in other
hands, after 1945 that the development of the theory, strategy, and mili-
tary postures of deterrence would have proceeded in roughly the same
way and produced approximately what we lived with. If the United
States had retired to isolationism and western Europeans had taken up
a long-term competitive relationship with the Soviet Union, would civil-
ians have dominated the shaping of a theory of deterrence? Would they
have conceived of the nature of a suitable theory in the same way? And
would the actors have arrived at the same general strategy, shapes and
sizes of nuclear arsenals, concepts of stability and credibility? All that
seems very implausible. As a recent illuminating book indicates, there
is great variety in the emerging WMD postures around the world today
(Lavoy, Sagan and Wirtz 2000).

During the Cold War the imperfections of deterrence and our under-
standing of it came up against terrible, efficient capacities for death and
destruction, capacities which deterrence exploits for maintaining secu-
rity but with no guarantee of permanent success. As a result it has always
been important to study deterrence not just because it could help keep
us safe but in order to help figure out what to do to get out of having
to rely on it. A good many people find that “peculiar”; some settle on
“reprehensible.” From their perspective, the way to get out of having
to rely on it is to study other ways of dealing with peace and security.
But wisdom on this problem, I think, starts by accepting the fact that
deterrence has been necessary; it has had to be used as a contributor to
getting us from being deterrence dominated to where we can transcend
our need for it.

In this connection, the fascination deterrence holds for me derives
from three central and interrelated problems that it poses bearing on
making that transition. First, we do not want deterrence to work in such
a way that it is provocative and produces, rather than prevents, disas-
trous conflicts – which is the stability problem in its various forms. Sec-
ond, we do not want deterrence to shape an endless security dilemma,
constituting a security arrangement which – despite its imperfections
and thus its unreliability over the long run – is highly self-sustaining,
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placing strong political and psychological obstacles in the way of ever
trying to get out of it. Third, and here is where that “reprehensible” la-
bel might fit, we do not want deterrence to drive out getting significant
attention paid to, and energetic use of, the alternatives that are available
for the better management of global, regional, and national security.

I was never comfortable with the way in which the superpowers be-
came so deeply dependent on nuclear deterrence, and on deterrence at
lower levels to prevent fighting that could escalate. Chapter 1 reflects
my longstanding view that nuclear deterrence was never as critical for
preventing another great war as it looked at the time. Deterrence in the-
ory and practice developed in a way that exacerbated rigidity in the
Cold War, and helped sustain it for such a long time. Deterrence per-
formed a valuable service in helping to control the impact of the nuclear
weapons that made another great war feasible. Chapter 1 reflects the
fact that the theory and practice of deterrence made a very fundamental
contribution by making people appreciate the interdependence of secu-
rity via analysis of the stability problem and thus to further appreciate
the importance of a cooperative approach to even a very hostile rela-
tionship. It is disturbing that this appreciation of interdependence did
not extend to many military leaders and political officials who were re-
sponsible for getting the superpowers as close to a mutual preemptive
war capability as they could. That was flatly contrary to the theory and
never officially espoused as policy – it still isn’t. But it was a powerful
factor in limiting the impact of cooperative approaches to security in the
East–West political relationship, which is partly why the commitment
to the rivalry remained so profound for so many years. We took far too
long to get to a meaningful détente and the maintenance of potentially
very destabilizing national military postures did not help. It was crucial
that we never again held a crisis quite like the one in October 1962 to
test whether these arrangements really were that dangerous.

Thus we managed, however clumsily, to keep the stability problem
in check. However, there was another way in which deterrence could
create instability, apart from preemption pressures in crises, which was
by being subject to human foibles and errors. It could simply be badly
done and badly run. Here we let the intellectual challenge of designing
deterrence get in the way of fully understanding it in practice. We let the
abstract basis on which we approached the design of it excessively dom-
inate our effort to understand how it works in practice. It took decades
to fully appreciate what the national military postures really were like. It
took years to accumulate enough understanding of the intrinsic logical
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flaws in deterrence theory (the credibility problem) when applied at
the nuclear level – it was appreciated early on but the full implications
were not grasped until much later. The true mechanics of arms control,
where internal bargaining often precluded successful external bargain-
ing, were not appreciated for years. Neither theorists nor policy makers
ever got a firm grip on the details in the development of the nuclear arse-
nals until the arsenals had assumed their general character, a character
which then remained unchanged over decades until the end of the Cold
War and which still – in the US – dominates the national strategic pos-
ture. The analysis of the credibility problem turned out to have less to
do with the actual behavior of states than was anticipated, while nuclear
weapons had less existential deterrence capability than was assumed.

Chapter 2 attempts to restate some of these theoretical weaknesses.
Chapter 4 then traces a convergence of evidence from three different ap-
proaches to the study of deterrence to describe some of the limitations
of deterrence in practice and identify the main variables that control
its success or failure. It explains the real difficulties involved in care-
fully studying deterrence and also lays out in some detail the reasons
for thinking that deterrence is always difficult and potentially unreli-
able. This overview culminates in highlighting the conclusion that the
strength of challenger motivation is often (when the challenger is not
an opportunist) an independent variable that has much to do with de-
terrence success or failure – it is not consistently a dependent variable
which deterrence threats significantly and reliably alter in an appropri-
ate direction to prevent war.

One of the points emphasized in chapter 1 is then raised again in
chapter 3, which is that what started out as a highly unilateral approach
to national security came to constitute a multilateral approach to global
security as well. That was very important to discover, and it has had
very strong after-effects with the waning of the Cold War. The chap-
ter takes a first crack at adjusting the concept of general deterrence to
better encompass this feature of modern international politics. It is now
much more widely appreciated that the Western nations during the Cold
War built for themselves a very distinctive international politics, one in
which they gradually moved away from a Hobbesian existence in an
anarchical system. They resolved the security problems among them-
selves with a remarkable demonstration of the potential for cooperative
security management. That success has overshadowed the impressive
degree to which the rivalry and conflict between East and West were
driven toward a significant level of cooperative management as well,
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cooperative management of both the direct relationship and the larger
environment in which the competition was conducted. Compare, for ex-
ample, the degree to which East and West did this on security matters –
through rules of the game, the appreciation of crisis instability, arms
control treaties, and the direct and indirect exchange of highly sensitive
military information – with the very low level of honest, penetrating in-
terchange and cooperation between them economically, politically, and
culturally. Who would ever have guessed it? For years people fought
hard to promote détente via nonsecurity interchanges in order to build
a higher level of cooperation that could then be used to help control
the military–security rivalry and build a safer world. But it was the
military–security rivalry (once properly understood) that promoted and
eventually embraced the greatest degree of effective cooperation.

This capacity, in the intra-Western community and in the East–West
relationship, to grasp the centrality of interdependence in and for sus-
taining security, is a very precious achievement. It contributed a great
deal to our ability to avoid the worst pitfalls of the stability problem –
we understood, unevenly to be sure, the importance of security inter-
dependence well enough politically to manage the Cold War without
total disaster. Being used to this security interdependence, to thinking
in system-level terms, also contributed a good deal to our ability to get
out of the Cold War as smoothly as we did.

This was the real key to meeting the second of the concerns I out-
lined above. The dynamics of the arms race itself had a tremendous
self-sustaining quality about them, generating huge internal political
and other pressures of the sort Eisenhower had briefly hinted at in his
farewell address. However, in the end mutual deterrence did not be-
come such a self-sustaining arrangement that we could not get out of
it. We did get out of the better part of it in ending the Cold War and
fashioning new relationships among the antagonists, but that process is
not yet finished. We have also not fully escaped from that passion for a
preemption capability – one side had to give that up but the other side
has not done so – which could have stood in the way in other politi-
cal circumstances. Nonetheless, the great-power relationships are in far
better shape than they were.

The peaceful demise of the Cold War, combined with the develop-
ment of a far more relaxed international politics among a large number
of Western states, strongly suggests that while we have to treat the se-
curity dilemma as a notable concern in international politics, it is not a
law, an independent factor that dictates relations among states. It does
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not automatically arise out of anarchy. Psychological, perceptual, and
political factors constitute the contexts in which the security dilemma
flourishes or declines. That is comforting if the goal is to safely reduce
reliance on deterrence in the years ahead.

Chapters 5 and 6 then take up the two most promising avenues for
enlarging interdependent or cooperative security and moving us toward
a better basis for security and world order. They are true to the assertion
that the best starting point for going in this direction is to appreciate that
deterrence is necessary, not least as insurance so that there is room for
other approaches to be given serious consideration. Chapter 5 seeks to
move toward getting the study of deterrence integrated into the analysis
and practice of collective management of peace and security problems
for the general welfare. In the broadest sense we want to hold on to the
notion of security interdependence and retain the capacity to think in
terms of system management from our Cold War experience, and then
turn to the use of deterrence to help keep us safe via a growing use of
multilateral management. This won’t handle all the security problems –
in fact it cannot cope with any large conflicts that emerge between the
great powers, which are the most consequential and dangerous threats
to peace and security. They must find other ways to handle their security
relations in an effective multilateral way.

This is not a panacea. It is just a way to keep on applying some of what
we learned about security, and security management, during a very long
conflict that often did considerable harm, by taking deterrence partly
in a new direction. The single most defective element of this collective
management, in its various forms and levels, is its underdeveloped and
inconsistent ability to apply force when necessary. Some merger of the
study of deterrence and compellance, including a sophisticated under-
standing of their weaknesses and limitations, needs to play a larger role
in shaping what is still a very limited, almost atheoretical, effort so far
to design and effectively use peacekeeping, peace enforcement, peace
imposition, and peacebuilding. What the latter efforts can bring to the
merger is a very well-developed emphasis on using many techniques
and resources, from conciliation to peacebuilding, to get the job done,
filling a gap that critics of deterrence have complained about for decades.
Because this is so important, chapter 5 is the one which I find the least
satisfying – it does not get very far toward where we ought to be going.

The other promising avenue for moving us in this direction is the
emergence of astonishing improvements in conventional forces. They
raise the possibility of giving collective actors enough military heft to
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be really impressive in using force but without levels of harm that con-
tradict the central meaning and objective of having collective security
management in the first place. They have already had this impact on
several occasions. As a number of analysts have realized, the revolu-
tion could transform the deterrence of war by the Security Council and
other collective actors, and then transform their ability to deal with the
inevitable failures of deterrence in an acceptable fashion.

The revolution in military affairs also raises the possibility that we can
begin to outgrow nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruc-
tion, gradually putting them aside. This seems like the most feasible
way to get rid of them – if it works, we can eventually stop pretending
that we live a highly civilized existence even though it includes hold-
ing hostage so much that is dear to us. It seems more feasible than just
unilateral renunciations of WMD; more feasible than trying to negotiate
them out of existence too. It can do this, in part, by possibly introducing
a defense-dominant world to replace one in which highly destructive
military systems face totally inadequate defenses. Here, too, the lessons
of the Cold War era on the interdependence of security and the feasi-
bility of collectively arranging it can play a crucial role. It took a long
time to get a unilaterally driven race for nuclear weapons and national
deterrence transformed into something more multinational in character,
and that was a pretty hair-raising period. We should take this to heart
and see about moving toward a defense-dominant world in a managed
way, through negotiated or informal arrangements that ease security
concerns and avoid bad practices.

Chapter 7 then says that we are not going about these matters in all the
right ways. The great powers have reduced the salience of WMD in their
relationships and their national military strategies – and have finally
undertaken substantial WMD disarmament. They are slowly becoming
more determined to do something about WMD proliferation. They have
revived collective actor security management first through the Security
Council and then through NATO. The George W. Bush Administration
has led the way in suggesting the need to be thinking about shifting away
from a deterrence-dominated world and toward one that is defense-
dominated, starting with ballistic missile defense.

Not all the news is good. The US and Russia retain excessively hair-
trigger alert arrangements for their strategic forces; the Russians do too
little to protect their WMD weapons and materials; China, like Russia,
has been too willing to facilitate WMD proliferation for narrow national
security reasons; as recent nuclear powers, India and Pakistan are too
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cavalier about the risks of escalation; and there are several states too de-
termined to gain or enlarge operational WMD capabilities. The chapter
says that consideration of various shifts in policy rest on reassessments
of deterrence that are wrong. Deterrence is not much more unreliable
than it used to be – it was never as reliable in the past as it is now de-
picted by these analysts and governments and this is not compelling
evidence to support many of the steps proposed to deal with the situa-
tion now. For instance, steps to make deterrence much more successful
by ambiguity about the first use of WMD, or trying to develop much
more usable nuclear weapons, or trying to conduct interventions virtu-
ally without American and Western casualties, won’t succeed. This is
not going to make deterrence much better.

Deterrence is not more unreliable in dealing with “rogue” states either.
Trying to cite irrationality, for example, does not improve our analysis
of the difficulties of deterring an Iraq or North Korea. The United States
had a terrible time with North Korea and China and then Vietnam – its
nuclear weapons and vast conventional military superiority didn’t help
much. The Russians had a tough time with the Chinese and the Afghans
and the US (over Cuba) – its nuclear weapons and huge conventional
forces did not balk military challenges to Soviet power and policy. The
Chinese had a bad time with the Russians along the border and with the
Vietnamese – their nuclear weapons and very large conventional forces
did not make the Russians amenable or the Vietnamese willing to quit
fighting. Were these all rogue states? Deterrence is simply not able to
consistently bend others to one’s will.

Those states are not going to find it easy to deter us (the US, the
Security Council, the West, etc.) if they develop WMD – not if they are
sufficiently provocative and we are exceedingly determined. In such
confrontations the vastly more powerful actor is in a position to threaten
that less than the worst possible consequences for the regime and its
leadership will occur unless that regime resorts to WMD, in which case
the worst will indeed happen. The absence of feasible scenarios for a
better outcome from escalation is not only a powerful motivator but
will invite the conclusion that the opponent (us) really will persist, will
not be deterred.

The drawbacks of deterrence have more to do with the fact that it is still
deterrence – it remains a sometime thing. It often works, but past studies
of its limitations still apply – it is not guaranteed, is hard to do properly,
and does not provide total control over what happens. For instance, we
are not clear about how credibility comes to be attached to deterrence
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threats. And now deterrence often rests on threats of unacceptable, but
not necessarily unbearable, consequences which leaves more room for
mistakes and miscalculations. This was typical of deterrence in the past,
and it can often result in what I call “serial deterrence” – you threaten,
the other side attacks, you respond, so they respond, so you respond.

The real problem is that, partly in response to the alleged deterioration
in the utility of deterrence, Americans have become more willing to try to
step back from classic deterrence thinking and policies (a) without trying
to make this a sufficiently multilateral endeavor so that it contributes
to and does not detract from further development of cooperative global
and regional security management, and (b) by trying to ensure that the
US is completely invulnerable at home and in any intervention abroad –
as I write we feel threatened by the prospect of the new international
court!

Part of this has shown up in the form of the Bush administration
trying hard to detach the United States from multilateral efforts to man-
age security – to adopt a more independent and unilateral posture. It
came into office pressing for a reduced American involvement in col-
lective actor operations. It has taken a highly unilateral approach to the
continued development of the RMA and missile defense. It has opted
out of some other formal or unspoken arms control arrangements be-
cause its discomfort with the impact of the agreements, in its view, on
American interests was the only relevant consideration. Then it con-
ducted the war in Afghanistan in a very unilateral fashion – others
were invited to participate but within the American design, to join in
by bandwagoning rather than jointly deciding and implementing. It has
maintained an enormous level of military expenditures, particularly in
research and development, in comparison with even its wealthy friends,
much less its poor enemies. It has proposed to make war on Iraq irre-
spective of the opinions of others.

This started, in many ways, under the Clinton Administration. It is
reasonably popular. But it comes close to a failure to understand the
value of alternative, multilateral ways to arrange for and then conduct
the management of security. On the basis of what deterrence should
have taught the US by now, on the basis of its great success, over some
decades now, in getting the world to go in directions that it approves of,
America should know better.
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